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Preface

One of the principal investigators recalls a day in December 1966, when

he dropped in on a respected colleague and old friend at 7th and D Streets in

Washington. The friend, Dr. Willa Player, seemed near tears. The objects of

her concern were two tables stacked as high as her assistant could reach with

the first batch of HEA Title III proposals. "We've not only got to find a way

to read these," she said, "but also to make sound judgments." That brought to

mind the prayer of Ernest Hemingway's old man who said "Oh Lord, the sea is so

big, and my boat is so small...."

The Title III program is today some eighteen years old; the 1966 alloca-

tion of five million dollars has grown, in the 1983 fiscal year, to $129

million not including two substantial supplements, with further increase to

$134 million anticipated for fiscal 1984. Hundreds of institutions serving

students from low-income backgrounds have received financial assistance for

activities designed to improve their quality and their viability, and to help

them "enter the mainstream of American higher education." One wonders at this

point, with apologies to Dr. Broadus Butler who helped draft the original

legislation, if perhaps those institutions had not always been in one of the

vital mainstreams. They served their student constituencies faithfully and

well, and continue to do so. They developed creative programs and produced

many graduates who have entered the professions and technical skill areas, and

continue to do so. Yet, from many perspectives, the sea is still so big, the

boat so small....

It was therefore with a profound sense of excitement that we accepted the

opportunity of taking a close look in 1982-83 at a number of institutions that

had received substantial grants through the Title III program, with a mandate

to seek out the significant accomplishments that could be associated with the

Federal or other external investments. The contract called for visits to a

sample of 50 institutions, with special attention to selected developmental

activities through a case study approach. We found a considerable range of

faculty attitudes, staff functions, student aspirations, academic and tech-

nical programs, values, hopes, crises, hurdles, and levels of enthusiasm for

the future. As we talked with administrators and faculty, we perceived such

institutional climates as continued frustration, smug complacency, quiet

confidence, and exhilaration in meeting challenges well. We were sometimes



caught up in the neon jungles surrounding the urban institution; or, we walked

dark and lonely rural roads at night to the area's best fast-food restaurant

to discuss what we had learned that day. We talked with beautiful dark eyed

Native American students, for the first time so far (50 miles) from home,

excised about their coursework and opportunities; with a young black man only

four years away from the hopelessness he had experienced in a Baltimore

ghetto, now preparing himself with deserved confidence for the CPA exam; with

groups of freshmen intent on developing their basic academic skills and

choosing meaningful career options. The overwhelming and pervasive emotion

was one of awe and respect for the number of young lives affected, for the

dedication and competence of the faculties, for the excitement of new accom-

plishment, for the new integrities of so many of the institutions--and for the

professional maturity that the Title III program has helped these institutions

to achieve.

We acknowledge a deep and profound debt to the Federal project oificer

with technical oversight responsibility for this research, Dr. Sal Corrallo of

the Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation, U.S. Department of Education.

Dr. Corrallo, deeply involved in the prior ED contracted evaluations of the

Title III program and as an advisor in many of the substantive decisions by

Title III program management, maintained from the outset that the basic

concerns not be limited to those that traditional design considerations

permitted, but rather take on the larger and more elusive issues of what

constitutes and what prompts overall effective institutional development, with

particular attention to fiscal health and viability. His constant emphasis

was not just the developmental activities of apparent merit, however supported,

but also those larger contextual factors that made a demonstrable difference

in the security, vitality, quality, and self-sufficiency of the institution as

a whole.

The principal investigators, of course, must assume responsibility for

any errors of judgment or generalization from the experience. But we--and the

Title III Program staff--recognize that Dr. Corrallo's experience and insight

into Federal education programs, the Congressional intent for Title III, and

what institutions must do to survive and to control their destinies, provided

valuable focal points that were unusually productive.

In the prior management study and in the planning and field test for the

effort here reported, we were ably assisted by the Center for Systems and
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Program Development, Inc., of Washington, D.C. (CSPD). Special thts go to

its president, Ruth Perot, and the professional staff member responsible for

the subcontract with RTI, William Ellis, now a professor of political science

at Howard University. Both contributed in important ways to the fundamental

conceptualizing and structuring of the present two-year study.

We gratefully acknowledge, also, the unusual competence, dedication, and

energy of the teams of specialists assembled to share in the site visits in

particular, and also in the planning of the research effort and review of its

findings. As bright and capable people of good conscience, they frequently

debated with us vigorously; but, we all grew from one another, and are, as is

the report, the better for it.

The following consultants served in the present study: Robert Albright,

formerly Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, UNC-Charlotte, now President,

Johnson C. Smith University; George Breathett, Director of Planning and Title

III Coordinator, Bennett College; Robert Broughton, Vice President for Business,

Colorado College; Ben Cameron, independent consultant; Collie Coleman, Vice

President for Academic Affairs, Shorter College; Wade Ellis, independent

consultant, Associate ".111 (Emeritus) Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate

Studies, University of Michigan; James Garnes, Executive Director of Devel-

opment, Marquette University; Archie Hargraves, President, West Side Organi-

zation, Chicago, Illinois; Rose Mary Healy, Director of. Institutional Planning,

Iona College; Thomas James, Executive Assistant to the President, Spring Hill

College; William Jenkins, Vice Chancellor for Finance and Business, N.C. State

University; Wright Lassiter, formerly President, Schenectady Community College,

now President, Bishop College; Sylvia Law, Chief of Accounting, Maryland State

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene; William McFarlane, Professor of

Philosophy and Religion, George Mason University; Warren Morgan, Vice Presi-

dent for Academic Affairs, Paul Quinn College; Mae Nash, formerly Associate

Director for Special Programs, NACUBO, now Vice President for Planning and

Advancement, Paul Quinn College; Alan Pfnister, Professor of Higher Education,

University of Denver; and Marwin Wrolstad, Vice President for Business Affairs

and Treasurer (Emeritus), Lawrence University.

RTI staff involved in the planning and conduct of the site visits were:

J. A. Davis, Roderick Ironside, John Pyecha, Jerry VanSant, and Lucia Ward.

Graham Burkheimer, Suzie Bolotin, Roger Cohen, and Tulasi Chittor assisted in

the abstraction of statistical data from REGIS and other ED files, and in
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sampling and statistical analyses. CSPD staff or consultants who participated

in the early site visits included William Ellis, Lenneal Henderson (of Howard

University), Ruth Perot (President), and Stanley Straughter (of the CPA firm,

Leevy, Redcross & Co.).

Many others have been of substantial, indeed crucial, assistance. We owe

particular debt to the presidents, chancellors, and other administrative

officers of the institutions that agreed to participate in the research,

select appropriate developmental activities, and arrange productive visit

schedules. We are also indebted to the many key personnel and faculty who

went far beyond the call of their immediate responsibilities to share their

experiences, and to speculate with us on the issues involved in equal oppor-

tunity, program quality, and institutional development. Including students

and staff at all levels, as well as certain individuals no longer formally

associated with given institutions, we interacted productively with well over

a thousand persons.

Many staff then or now in the Division of Institutional Development (the

Title III Program office) of the U.S. Department of Education, provided

immeasurable assistance in gathering and interpreting relevant materials and

in giving unselfish and creative advice; we are grateful here, in particular,

to John Rison Jones, Jowava Leggett, Roger Norden, and James Ormiston.

Finally, to the able secretaries, Barbara Elliott, Linda Shaver, and

Celestine Smith, who managed numerous operational tasks and who produced for

us acme billion words, we express our appreciation for a job well done.

J. A. Davis
Roderick Ironside
Jerry VanSant
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The Anatomy of Institutional Development for

Higher Education Institutions Serving-Students-

from Low-Income Backgrounds

Part One:

Description of the Study

Chapter I

Overview

This chapter presents the purpose of the study as the determi-
nation of factors associated with the effective use of Title III
funds or other "soft" money for the improvement of the quality of
educational programs and of the long-term viability of institutions
of higher education. The case study methods and sample of institu-
tions are briefly described, followed by a brief history of the
Title III program from the original legislation (The Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965) through the current reenactment (The Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1980). Final sections provide a working formulation
of institutional development as a process of positive change toward
self-sufficiency (independence from the need for Title III support)
in terms of three operational domains: fiscal, administrative, and
program. An overview of the content and organization of the remain-
der of the report is also given.

A. The Nature of the Study

1. The Study Objectives and Purpose

This is a report of an intensive inquiry, employing case study

methods, into factors affecting the current and prospective viability of a

class of U.S. postsecondary institutions with limited resources traditionally

serving significant numbers of students from low-income backgrounds. Via-

bility, a term that will be used throughout this report, refers to the insti-

tution's capacity to provide an educational program of reasonable quality, to

meet or adapt positively to challenges that might otherwise threaten its

existence, and toldirect and control deliberately its continued functioning.

The institutions that were studied constitute a sample of those with substan-

tial funding under Title III of the Higher. Education. Act of 1965 (and subse-

quent reenactments and amendments) over the period 1976-77 through 1981-82.



Though the institutions of interest had (and in some instances, continue

to have) significant support through Title III, our concern was not with an

evaluation per se of the impact of this Federal investment. Rather, we were

concerned with learning how such institutions, with their unique challenges

from modest means and service to their particular clienteles, best use tempor-

ary or "soft" money developmental support to improve the quality of their

programs and their future fiscal viability. Thus, particular effort was

directed toward identifying and extrapolating successful developmental enter-

prise at two levels: first, at the level of the institution as a whole; and

second, at the level of the particular discrete developmental activities, in

which Title III or other "soft" funds were invested.

While the institutions studied intensively were random samples of subsets

of public and of private Title III grantees in 1981-82, the developmental

activities themselves were selected from those that were believed, by the

institutions' presidents and their chief administrative officers, to have had

significant impact on the future security and viability of the institution.

It was felt that such activities might provide, in effect, a window through

which some vital aspects of the institution's overall developmental enterprise

might be viewed.

In short, the inquiry attempts to discover what specially supported

developmental activity may contribute to the improvement and self-sufficiency

(independence from continuing Title III support) of higher education institu-

tions with limited current resources, how it contributes, and what institu-

tional practices in general are associated with improvement of condition in

regard to quality of program and prospects for survival.

This general purpose was amplified into more specific objectives:

(1) To determine the general factors associated with the direction of

overall development (growth; stability; and Gecline or stagnation)

for institutions receiving substantial support from Title III.

(2) To identify developmental activities that seemed to be serving their

functions well, in terms both of Federal intent and institutional

needs and purpose, and to determine the salient factors associated

with such specific successful investment.

(3) To ascertain the types of impacts and consequences that develop-

mental activities might have on institutional condition, and to
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identify the factors associated with positive impact and consequences.

(4) To extrapolate and postulate the general nature of institutional

development, as the success experiences observed might suggest.

In pursuing these objectives, the essential strategy was to explore

excellence and meaningfulness at the institutional and activity levels, mainly

as perceived and reported by institution personnel themselves. The purpose

was to learn as much as possible about success by recognizing it where it

existed, and by attempting to understand it in terms of an array of associated

factors. A corollary strategy, therefore, was to explore contrasts in practice

that would illuminate development purposes, processes, and outcomes. Such

contrasts were possible because a significant range in the quality of develop-

ment procedures and impacts was found across the sample of institutions and

developmental activities studied intensively.

The particular design and research strategies do not permit any overall

evaluation of the Title III program, in terms of the quality of its management

or of its impact on institutions. That was not the purpose of the research.

Similarly, the study does not permit generalizations, regarding the develop-

ment process or effective use of external funds, to institutions broadly or to

all institutions undertaking the same sorts of developmental activities.

Instead, the work proceeded under the assumptions that (1) the Congress, in

the 1980 enactment of the Higher Education Act, indicated continuing and

substantive interest in developmental support of certain institutions of

higher education; (2) there have been exemplary uses made of Title III and

other external or temporary funds by institutions eligible for Title III

support; (3) a review of events at a sample of institutions would suffice for

arriving at useful insights into the development process and the generation of

hypotheses; and (4) attention to factors associated with succesful application

of Title III funds would be instructive for Program and institutional managers.

It was and is believed that the particular research strategy employed,

involving an exploration of what factors of all kinds are associated with

institutional development, should be particularly useful to institutional and

program managers in improving the impact of developmental investment. Impor-

tant products of the study are, in addition to this detailed report, a special

report to institutional presidents, and a special report to Title III program

4



management, each focusing on implications of the findings for improvement of

impact of developmental activity from those vantage points.

2. Study Sample and Procedures

The research procedures employed are presented in some detail in

Appendix A. In brief, case studies were undertaken in fifty-one institutions

that had received an average annual Title III grant of $200,000 or more in at

least four of the five years preceding the 1981-82 academic year, and in

1981-82. Site visits averaging two days' duration were made between July 1982

and April 1983 by teams of three specialists (in higher education administra-

tion and management, in fiscal affairs, and in evaluation of academic programs)

drawn from a pool of 27 RTI professional staff and consultants, using semi-

structured interview guides and a structured reporting format. Interviews

generally included the presidents and other chief administrative officers, the

Title III coordinator, developmental activity directors, and selected faculty,

other administrative staff, and students; the numbers of individuals contacted

at each institution generally ranged from 15 to 30, depending on the size and

complexity of the campus. Extensive recourse to a variety of material, some

assembled prior to the visits and some during, was also made: this included

data on revenue and expenditures from the fiscal years ending in 1976 through

1981, enrollment, and faculty counts as assembled for the annual Higher Educa-

tion General Information Surveys (REGIS) of the National Center for Education

Statistics; student aid dollars received over that period; formal audit

reports; catalogs; self-studies and accrediting commission reports; presidents'

annual reports; T -le III awards, 1978-1982, and selected portions of the

institutions' Title. III proposals and/or operating statements; and internal

and external evaluation reports on developmental programs and activity. The

observations and findings presented herein draw essentially from intensive

review of these materials and the site visitor reports by the three authors,

each of whom was frequently a member of the visiting teams.

B. Brief History of Title III

1. The Origin and Nature of the Basic Legislation

The basic Federal program of direct support to institutions of

higher education was created by Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965

(Public Law 89-329, enacted November 8, 1965), with that portion of the Act

entitled "Strengthening Developing Institutions." The Act was a reflection of
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President Johnson's, Great Society program and was perceived by its advocates

as following the tradition of the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890, the Higher

Education Facilities Act of 1963, and Federal support to colleges and univer-

sities for research. Its purpose recognized the many institutions that have

"the'desire and potential to make a substantial contribution to the higher

education resources of our nation but which for financial and other reasons are

struggling for survival and isolated from the main currents of academic life."

Though conceived and applied then principally as a mechanism for providing

support to the nation's tradiionally black institutions, at that time the

primary higher education vehicle for black students, no reference to minority

status of students or institutions was made. Eligible institutions were

postsecondary institutions (admitting only persons who were high school

graduates or equivalent) with programs legally authorized by the host state

and accredited by a nationally recognized (regional) accrediting agency at

least five years prior to application, that were "struggling for survival" and

"isolated," and that were "making a reasonable effort to improve the quality of

(their) teaching and administrative staffs and of (their) student services."

Seminaries were excluded; and the legislation required that at least 78 percent

of the sums appropriated be awarded to baccalaureate degree-granting institu-

tions, thus setting a ceiling of 22 percent for 2-year colleges.

The initial legislation also espoused a particular development strategy,

in that two kinds of grants were authorized. The first was for cooperative

agreements and activities among developing institutions, or between devel-

oping institutions and "other colleges and universities" or organizations,

agencies, and business entities. These "Cooperative Agreements" could involve

student and faculty exchanges, faculty and administrative improvement programs

(including graduate training, internships, and research), new curriculum and

curricular materials, cooperative education programs, joint use of facilities,

and "other arrangements which offer promise of strengthening the academic

programs and the administration of developing institutions." A second kind of

grant provided for "National Teaching Fellowships" to encourage "highly

qualified graduate students and junior members of (college and university

faculties) to teach at developing institutions."

In the initial year, with authorization of $55,000,000 and appropriation

of $5,000,000, awards were made to 127 institutions, from some 310 proposals.

involving 685 colleges and universities, with requests totaling approximately

1.5
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$32,250,000. . Also, funds were provided for the appointment, through the

institutions, of 263 National Teaching Fellows.

A third kind of grant, introduced in 1968, was the "Professor Emeriti"

Program, which provided funds for subsidizing the salaries of experienced

retired professors from "developed" institutions. The first awards covered 56

positions in the 1970-71 academic year.

The subsequent history of the program, probably one of the most interest-

ing in Federal annals in terms of interaction of political interests and

management challenges and response, is rich and complex; highlights of only

three kinds will be provided. These are: the year-by-year funding history;

the significant challenges made as the program continued; and, the (usually

consequent) structural changes believed to be of major import.

2. The Funding History of Title III

Table I.1 presents a summary of the funding history from 1966 to the

present.

Table I.1

Title III Funding History

Year Authorization Appropriation

1966 $ 55,000,000 $ 5,000,000
1967 30,000,000 30,000,000
1968 55,000,000 30,000,000
1969 35,000,000 30,000,000
1970 70,000,000 30,000,000
1971 91,000,000 33,850,000
1972 91,000,000 51,850,000
1973 120,000,000 87,350,000
1974 120,000,000 99,992,000
1975 120,000,000 110,000,000
1976 120,000,000 110,000,000
1977 120,000,000 110,000,000
1978 120,000,000 120,000,000
1979 120,000,000 120,000,000
1980 120,000,000 110,000,000
1981 120,000,000 120,000,000
1982 200,000,000* 124,416,000

. 1983 220,000,000* 129,600,000**
1984 245,000,000*
1985 270,000,000*

* Authorizations established by the Higher Education Act of 1980
(P.L. 96-374).

**This amount does not include an additional $5 million added after the
initial appropriation for FY82 slate initiatives, and another $5
million provided by the Supplementary Appropriations Act of 1982.
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Thus, the program has experienced a rather remarkable growth, and has not

been affected by the budget cuts that have marked some other Federal education

programs. The House of Representatives has (in September 1983) forwarded to

the White House a bill for the appropriation through Title III of $134.4

million for fiscal 1984.

As the appropriations have increased, so have the number of institutions

affected and the size of the individual grants. This has engendered greater

interest among constituents and their congressional representatives, making

the congressional hearings preceding legislative amendments lively affairs- -

and no doubt, has had a continuing mushrooming effect on the appropriations

themselves. The management challenges have also grown remarkably, principally

as a function of the increasing volume and complexity of funded activity and

range of institutions served, but also as a function of the political impor-

tance and the special interest groups concerned with their own class of insti-

tution. Currently (1983), the Department of Education team consists of a

responsible Deputy Assistant Secretary (reporting to the Assistant Secretary

for Postsecondary Education); a Director of the Division of Institutional

Development with two staff assistants; a Program Development Branch of that

Division including a Policy Planning Section, an Evaluation Section, and a

Data Acquisition and Analysis Section, together containing some seven profes-

sional staff persons; and, a Program Operations Branch containing some 19

staff persons, divided into sections responsible respectively for the Northern,

Middle, and Southern sectors of the U.S., and with each section responsible

for oversight of approximately 175 grantees.

3. Significant Challenges to the Program

The program has always had a remarkable susceptibility to challenges

by individually vested interests of one kind or another. These have involved

individuals, associations, formal adversarial reviews, Congressional inquiries,

and involvement of individual Congressmen on behalf of a constituent

institution.

At the individual level, the first known challenge was a scathing report

contained in a manuscript dated September 1966 which, though never published,

either set or presaged a tone to be oft repeated in the following years. En-

titled "Report on Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965" and written

by a recruiter of black students and member of the faculty of the University

of Mississippi Law School, its tone is summarized by the excerpt below:



...I believe that the high dreams which accompanied the passage of
Title III--that the predominantly Negro colleges could be dramati-
cally upgraded in quality--is rapidly being eroded by a stultifying
pedestrianism on the part of the Title III office. The manner in
which the program has been operated has if anything financed the
continuation of the worst aspects of the schools it supports while
at the same time drying much creative private support which would
exist but for the presence of Title III monies.

This statement went on to charge bias and inadequacy in the proposal

review and award process, politicalization of the advisory council established

by the legislation, dilution ,of the funds by spreading them too thin, failure

to recognize such needs as basic skills training or fit of funded activity

into a long range plan, too much control by presidents and institutions that

were the cause of the problems, and the "fast creation" of dependencies on

Federal support for operation or maintenance of the status quo. Yet, on the

Washington front, the initial appropriation of $5 million was increased by a

factor of six the following year (fiscal 1967).

Other advisers and critics followed. There were two major critical

reports based on brief investigation by the General Accounting Office, Con-

troller General of the United States, in response to Congressional requests

for appraisal. The first report, released in 1975, found many instances of

problems in the proper interpretation and management of the Program; the

second, released in 1979, and titled "The Federal Program to Strengthen Devel-

oping Institutions of Higher Education Lacks Direction", concluded that

little or no progress had been in the four years following the release of the

earlier report. The second report was followed by the establishment of a

special subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary of the U.S. Senate,

which conducted formal hearings on November 14 and December 12, 1979. In

these hearings, a number of Title III Program managers and overseers were

directly challenged on the integrity of the application review, award, and

monitoring process. Substantial managerial reorganization followed.

4. Progressive Structural Changes in the Program

Many significant and positive management events have molded the

program and contributed to its present form. These include (1) the separation

of the program, in the early 1970's, into basic and advanced components, and

the reversion to a single program through regulations published in November

1978; (2) modifications in content and emphases, including the dropping of the



National Teaching Fellowships and enlarged emphasis on student services;

(3) the move to emphasis on individual institution activity as opposed to the

original consortium and "big-brother" strategies, and the virtual abandonment

of the consortium; (4) the move toward and later away from emphasis on outside

agencies and consultants providing assistance under the grant; (5) the defini-

tion, refinement, and objectification of the eligibility criteria; (6) the

addition of special emphasis on activities that might improve administrative

and management effectiveness; and (7) renewed and vigorous emphasis on self-

sufficiency (outside of Federal support) as a necessary outcome. Each of

these will be discussed br efly, in terms of precipitating situation and

outcome.

Early experience with the applications for assistance and the Program

operation under the awards revealed that while some institutions presented

reasonable and orderly developmental options, others seemed to flounder con-

siderably in deciding or knowing where to start. In 1972, the Program was

divided into two components: the Basic Instlf.tutional Development Program

(BIDP), which focused on developmental planning through (renewable) one-year

awards, and the prioritizing of particular needs; and, the Advanced Institu-

tional Development Program (AIDP), focusing on development through special

multi-year exploratory activities enroute to a permanent place in the insti-

tution's ongoing operation. The AIDP awards were directed, at least in

theory, to the stronger institutions deemed capable of achieving self-

sufficiency through developmental activities supported by a large, single

grant; grants were technically non-renewable. Planning, Management, and

Evaluation (PME) activity was also required, as were certain management

reports (involving formal PEMs or Performance Evaluation Methods, and showing

attainment of milestones and objectives); consortium memberships were also

required. Although BIDP made smaller one-year renewable awards to institu-

tions judged weaker, planning activities were a frequent early requirement

there as well, and many of the activities were virtually indistinguishable in

content from the activities funded under AIDP. This division into AIDP and

BIDP was abandoned after 1978, principally (we believe) because of the poli-

tical problems associated with the status hierarchy that some institutions

found invidious, but also because of some management problems in the separa-

tion of program staff for assignment to the two different responsibilities.
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The Title III program had, in effect, become two programs; the basic legisla-

tion had provided for a single program. And, the AIDP concept of a long-term

but non-renewable award became politically indefensible as some AIDP insti-

tutions received their second or third "non-renewable" awards.

With increasing demands for special remedial treatment beyond those that

the Special Services Program with its attendant restrictions could serve, and

with many of the Title III institutions feeling a need to invest more con-

certed effort in student services like counseling, tutoring, and study skills

assistance, special emphasis on this area as a developmental activity began to

emerge in the early 1970's, following vigorous lobbying by institutional

representatives working in this area. At the same time, the teaching fellow-

ships portions fell into some decline, principally from the fact that they

seemed to serve as temporary, stop-gap measures.

The original big-brother approach emphasizing bilateral arrangements with

one or more strong institutions declined continuously over the years until its

virtual abolishment, along with special-purpose consortia or groups of similar

institutions sharing resources, in FY 1981, probably because the more effec-

tive developmental work was that done at home by those who would have to live

with their accomplishments and failures, and the lower degree of real involve-

ment at the institutional level if the participant was a provider rather than

a consumer. Also, sharing of resources was not always found to be an easy

activity to carry off, given the diverse institutional politics of the sharing

campuses involved in the consortia: the drive was to have and control, not to

borrow (although there were some remarkable successes in sharing needed

resources).

The original act permitted private firms to serve as bilateral partners

or consortium members; as allocations and involved institutions increased, a

number of specialized assisting agencies sprang up or developed to help the

institutions with proposals and developmental activities. This particular

big-brother strategy had the appeal of highly specialized assistance that hard

pressed Program staff could not provide, bAt it alsd appeared to lead in some

instances to abuses, or to significant portions of the institutional grants

supporting activity and overhead of the several private groups that had devel-

cped extensive account portfolios with Title III support. The GAO reports and

Senate hearings noted the abuses, and the emphasis on assisting agencies began

to wane at the turn of the current decade (the $10,000,000 dip in FY 80
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allocation was specifically tied to this reduction, although the almost-

complete deemphasis on assisting agencies did not occur until FY81).

Perhaps one of the more critical elements in the development of the

Program came as a result of attempts to define appropriateness of the institu-

tion for support in terms more workable than "isolation from the mainstream,"

or than by trying to define a "developing institution." The early 1970s saw

some attempts to make the criteria move objective, involving attention to such

matters as library holdings or the proportion of faculty without terminal

degrees; this still left eligibility a matter of some subjective merging of

such factors. Following vigorous internal consideration, the Program intro-

duced, in 1978, an eligibility formula tied to a concept of level of institu-

tional need (based on comparative per student Educational and General Expendi-

tures) and level of service to low-income students (based on Federal aid

received by the students). More will be said later about the specifics of

this important change that served to provide objectivity to the eligibility

determination, but the change provided an orderly and less controversial set

of standards than those of the subjective and discretionary processes pre-

viously employed.

The GAO reports mentioned earlier took critical note of the fact that

although the purpose of Title III involved weaning institutions from the need

for Federal support, many institutions had continued in the Title III program

virtually from the beginning. As experience with the Program accumulated, and

as a major feature of the AIDP thrusts, there was a decided move to stress

institutional management development activities, with considerable popularity

of grants for the development of Planning, Management, and Evaluation Systems,

and associated fiscal and student data Management Informaticn Systems--an

emphasis still preserved. This probably signaled an increasing awareness of

the importance of good management at the institutional level, and the recog-

nition that many of the institutions traditionally supported were indeed

suffering from primitive accounting procedures and delayed management infor-

mation reports.

The final move was one signaled by both GAO reports: that the Program

was not intended to be a Federal subsidy for operational support, but a matter

of providing boot-strap assistance toward later self-sufficiency and indepen-

dence from Federal support. This emphasis was made explicit in the 1980

legislative enactment, and put firmly into place by the Department of Education



under the new Administration when the 1980 legislation became effective in

controlling the awards for FY 1982 and subsequent years.' We now turn to a

specific examination of the Congressional intent of Title III as defined in

particular by the current legislation.

C. Definition of Institutional Development in Terms of Title III Intent as

Expressed Through the 1980 Legislation

The Title III program management study by RTI preceding the inquiry

reported herein had as one of its major purposes the clarification and precise

specification of the intent of Title III, as defined by the statutes, the

successive regulations, and by practice (e.g., as manifest by eligibility

formulas, specifications of unallowable costs, and other aspects of standard

operating procedure). In 1980-81, the Title III program appeared, from these

perspectives, to have the essential objectives presented schematically as

desired outcomes in Figure I.1.

The ultimate objective of the Title III Program was stated as the main-

tenance and enhancement of higher educational opportunity for low-income (and

minority) students, In the logic of Title III, this involved maintaining or

increasing the numbers of low-income students receiving higher education, and

improving the quality of the education programs provided. That, in turn, was

to be accomplished by providing fiscal support through Title III to colleges

and universities traditionally serving such students, to enable the institu-

tions to survive and to improve the quality of their offerings and services.

(Title IV, having to do with Federal student assistance programs, is also

concerned with the enhancement of educational opportunity for low-income

students.)

The Congress, in enacting the 1980 legislation that became effective for

awards made in and after fiscal 1982, provided some clarification and, in

The developmental activities studied intensively in the current research
were all funded under the legislation and accompanying regulations effective
prior to 1982 when the 1980 legislation became effective. Some activities
involved are no longer allowable under the new 1980 legislation, and all
reflect earlier philosophies than those stressed in the currently applicable
legislation and regulations. Because the current policy and practices provide
the context in which any findings from this study must be applied, specific
attention to the new legislation and regulations was given in the conceptuali-
zation of our approach, as outlined in detail in the introductory section of
Chapter III.
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Figure I.1. Interpretation of Outcome Objectives of the Title III Program in

Fiscal Years 1980 and 1981.
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Strengthening Developing Institutions _Program, Research Triangle
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effect, challenged sharply the notion of continuing indefinitely a subsidy

kind of support for institutions that remained, after a "reasonable" period,

in continuing need. The stated purpose for Part A, the "Strengthening Insti-

tutions Program," is [Public Law 96-374, Section 311(a)(94STAT.1391)]:

...to improve the academic quality, institutional management, and
fiscal stability of eligible institutions, in order to increase
their self-sufficiency and strengthen their capacity to make a
substantial contribution to the higher education resources of the
Nation,

and, for Part B, the "Special Needs" Program [Public Law 96-374, Section 321(a)

(94STAT.1393)1,

...to provide for a program of short-term federal assistance to
strengthen the planning, management, and fiscal capabilities of
institutions with special needs.

Further, Parts A and B prescribe identical vehicles (or "activities")

that may be funded toward the accomplishment of these purposes. They are

[Public Law 96-374, Sections 311(b) and 321(b)]:

(1) faculty development;

(2) funds and administrative management;

(3) development and improvement of academic programs;

(4) acquisition of equipment for use in strengthening funds management

and academic programs;

(5) joint use of facilities such as libraries and laboratories; and

(6) student services.

(Part C of the legislation provides, in effect, a matching incentive for

institutions eligible under Parts A or B, and thus in terms of objectives and

vehicles is an extension of these parts.)

The notion of seeing such money support the development of both higher

quality programs and of capabilities that would ultimately permit the

institution to survive without Federal support, as opposed to continuing

Federal subsidy or support, has, in effect, always been an intrinsic part of

the intent. The proposition of developing capability to survive is more pala-

table than simple support that would maintain dependence. Yet, over the years

from 1966 to 1982, many institutions received continuing funding, and Title III

Program staff at least privately cited concerns that without continuing
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support some of the institutions would not survive, or would suffer serious

deterioration of quality of educational program and services.

Some important aspects of the 1980 statute, and the related regulations

(Federal Register, Vol. 47, No. 2, January 5, 1982, pp. 540-557), however,

show clearly- the intent of the Congress with regard to the attainment of

institutional self-sufficiency, or independence from Federal support. The

principal provision is a mechanism that more sharply restricts the period of

Federal support under parts of the Act; another is a requirement for a long-

range plan to be submitted with the application. In the General Provisions

section, the Act states in part [Public Law 96-374, Section 341(b)(94STAT.1397)]:

An institution, in its application for a grant, shall--

(1) set forth, or describe how it will develop, a comprehensive
development plan to strengthen the institution's academic
quality and institutional management, and otherwise provide
for institutional self-sufficiency and growth (including
measurable objectives for the institution and the Secretary to
use in monitoring the effectiveness of activities under this
title). (Emphasis not in original)

(2) ...ensure that Federal funds made available under this title
for any liGcal year will be used to supplement and, to the
extent practical, increase the funds that would otherwise be
made available for the purposes of Section 311(b) or 321(b),
and in no case supplant those funds.

In addition, although institutions with a 1- to 3-year grant under Part A

may apply for subsequent 1- to 3-year grants, those receiving a grant of from

4 to 7 years are not eligible for further assistance. The maximum duration of

grants to an institution under Part B is 5 years.

Thus, the instrumental objectives and strategy of the current Program may

be stated as the provision of temporary fiscal support to institutions with

limited resources serving low-income and minority students, for activities

that may or will permit those institutions to develop an academic program of

reasonable quality and to develop the means to support it and the other

components of the institution without continuing direct Federal assistance.

In the beginning of Title III, the term "developing institution" was

regarded generally as a euphemism for "historically black institution." But

it would now seem that institutional development in a literal sense is the

name of the game. We now turn to the working formulation of institutional
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development that guided the conceptualization of the current inquiry into the

"anatomy of development."

D. The Nature of Institutional Development

1. Development as a Process of Change

Institutional development may be defined as the ongoing process oi

progressive, positive change, as institutions respond to changing conditions

of all sorts in their environments and thus change their own condition. An

institution may continue to develop-as long as it is in existence; or it may

remain in a status quo, or it may decline. The same holds true, of course,

for any component part of an institution, although at any point in time the

institution is the sum of its constituent parts.

In the long term, institutions of higher education have undergone major

structural and program changes from the point of founding to the present time.

This has not only involved changes in subject matter prompted by advances in

knowledge and the technologies in general, but also a broader sort of evolu-

tion in terms of mission and function: many present-day colleges and univer-

sities have far outstripped their initial or intermediate status, since they

began their careers many years ago as junior colleges, secondary academies,

normal or technical institutes, elementary schools, or highly specialized

training centers for teachers or ministers. Similarly, some present-day

community or technical colleges began as secondary institutes or as single-

purpose schools. Such changes typically represent a series of forward, upward

steps toward ,a larger or more important place in American higher education,

although the idea or expectation of dramatic stepwise revisions in structure

and program has seldom been a part of the founding purpose. Moreover, such

changes typically require a good span of time in which to germinate and emerge,

and often involve controversy among various internal and external forces as

result from a "natural" or logical flow of events. But these evolutions have

occurred. They are a part of the history of many of our institutions and in

themselves describe development in the broadest sense.

Within the context of such long-term change, current or short-term change

takes place. Here we have reference to signficant additions to or deletions

from the program of offerings; reorganization of the administrative structure;

creation of fiscal or information systems; and various forms of "outreach" by

which the institution extends its services to new locations or new populations.
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These changes are perceived to be quite different qualitatively from the major

evolutions referred to above--at least in retrospect--since those are defined

as very broad in scope and represent major revisions in structure, possibly

size, and certainly institutional mission.

The more short-term aspects of development, which are the subject of this

special report, differ in the sense that they are easier to "see" and control,

and generally represent the results of some level of conscious planning. It

is here that we define development in terms of "response to changing condi-

tions of all sorts," though clearly the resulting changes decided on by a

college or university can as often be reactive as proactive.

The significance of all this is that many institutions have experienced

special pressures or circumstances over the past 10 to 20 years that have

threatened their survival. Declines in the student-age population, various

legal requirements, a societal change in the valuing of liberal education,

lower, apparent levels of readiness for college study, the emergence of new

specialized careers and professions, the expansion of the community college,

increase in the numbers who prefer to commute, new opportunities for minori-

ties, inflationary pressures--all these and more have affected enrollment,

retention, fiscal condition, faculty quality and morale, and even the

colleges' place in the sun (that is, their special reason for being). Some

institutions have closed as a result of not being prepared or able to meet

such challenges; others have merged with or been absorbed by larger or more

"successful" institutions.

Yet some institutions have continued to grow in size, quality of program,

and fiscal vitality; others threatened with continuing decline have accom-

plished notable reversals in their attractiveness to students, their'enroll-

ments, their program of offerings, their fiscal viability, their attractive-

ness to alumni and other donors and thus their endowments. How? They have

made changes. In responding to the general situation in the nation as well as

to their own unique circumstances, they have engaged in "development" as

defined, and they have done so both reactively and proactively. Put another

way, they have taken a measure of control over their situations and intervened

in their own long-term evolutionary development by deliberately altering a

number of current, short-term aspects of their total institutional operation.
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2. Development as a Set of Interactingjorces

Clearly, institutional development cannot be the result of a single

event or a single decision. Many forces and factors are involved in "ordinary"

current operations; it seems reasonable to assume that the same would be true

in making progressive changes in any or all aspects of current operations. In

order to get a handle on such interacting forces and set the stage for discussing

various ways of attacking development needs, a simple model is proposed here:

institutional development has to do with the progressive structure, functioning,

and consequent condition of the institution, as it may evolve over time.

Applied to an institution in existence, structure includes physical

facilities and human resources, educational program, administrative and manage-

ment structure--in short, what the institution has to work with (or to use in

generating support revenue). Functioning has to do with how the structure is

applied to the particular educational mission of the institution (or to other

missions it may serve), and includes such processes as resource allocation,

exercise of policy and traditions, service delivery, decision processes, and

the like. Condition, which at any point in time is a cross-section view of

the stage of development, involves the degree to which structure and function-

ing interact in different ways that sustain and enhance the institution, and

may be reflected through such constructs as quality of program or impact on

students and community or nation, or through such indices as those for fiscal

assets or current risk position. Finally, development, expressed as successive

changes in condition, may be understood through examining how structure and

functioning have contributed to those changes. Change is an instrumental

criterion toward enhanced viability as the ultimate criterion.

For current purposes of understanding how particular developmental efforts

impact on an institution and its condition at any point, it would be useful to

distinguish three kinds of developmental activity, each of which can be postu-

lated to have a unique and necessary role to play in an effectively developing

institution, although not necessarily occurring at the same time nor directed

to the same institutional purposes. These are (1) educational and student

support service program development activities, or those concerned directly

with improving the educational program, its quality, and its impact on students;

(2) administrative and management development activities, or those concerned

with improving the functioning of the institution as a whole through
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improved general management practices; and (3) fiscal development activities,

concerned directly with improving revenue, the allocation of fiscal resources,

and control of the mix of factors that interact to determine overall fiscal

condition and propsect.

Further, these three components or domains interact in various important

ways, regardless of the particular "stage" each happens to be at at a parti-

cular time, and in sum they define institutional functioning in the most basic

sense. Thus they are also 'necessarily involved and synergetic in institu-

tional development (which implies improvement or enhancement). Developmental

activities in the program area involve the creation of new student support or

educational programs and/or the creation of (improved) capability to deliver

these programs and services. Developmental activities in the management area

involve the improvement of the process by which decisions among program devel-

opment priorities and investment of funds and resources are made, their opera-

tion monitored and facilitated, their impact and consequences evaluated, and

all or part of their outcomes are incorporated into the institutional struc-

ture. Developmental activities in the fiscal area involve, at least, improve-

ment in the continuing assessment and elaboration of the institutional condi-

tion, or the search for new sources and amounts of fiscal support (e.g., a

program designed to attract new funds).

E. Overview and Organization of This Report

This report is divided into five major parts. Part One, which includes

this introductory chapter and Chapter II following, provides a description of

the purposes and scope of the study and a brief description of the institu-

tional sample.

Part Two is concerned with what we believe are the major lessoas learned

about institutional development as a wholistic, organic process. Chapter III

describes how we distinguished, in a criterion sense, the institutions in the

case study sample that were believed to be positively viable-in a developmen-

tal sense, from those that were "vulnerable," or facing grave survival risks

without significant progress. Chapter IV presents in particular the process

characteristics (the independent variables) that appear to explain positive

development, with some contrasts of how similar factors appear to operate at

the institutions believed to be vulnerable.
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Title III operates, in effect, through one or (usually) more discrete

funded activities. In Part Three, the focus is on specific activities carried

out for developmental purpose. Chapter V provides a structure for defining

and viewing developmental activities as a unit of analysis; Chapter VI postu-

lates the variety of ways we feel activities may contribute to the broader

institutional viability insofar as Title III intent is concerned. Chapter VII

reports the findings with regard to intrinsic and extrinsic (i.e., in relation

to institutional contexts and processes) factors that are associated with

successful developmental activities deemed to meet the criteria of

effectiveness.

Part Four is, in general, an attempt to put all the essential pieces

together--to examine how the three activity domains (fiscal, management,

program) interact, with special attention to implications for Title III (Chap-

ter VIII); to examine a number of special

basic proposition for public vs. private,

black institutions, stages of readiness,

Title III) (Chapter IX); and to draw from

blueprint for development (Chapter X).

The final section (Part Five) presents,

of the findings and implications.

Appendices include:

A--A brief description of study methodology and procedures.

B--The executive summary of the preceding management study on which the

current inquiry is partially based.

C--Current Title III legislation and regulations.

D--Copies or summaries of instrumentation used in this study.

issues (e.g., differences in the

two- vs. four-year, traditionally

and particular implications for

thl_ findings a model or functional

as Chapter XI, an executive summary
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Chapter II

Description of the Samples of Institutions

and Developmental Activities

The institutions and developmental activities were selected in ways
that would support' the stated purposes and research strategies
employed, but which limit applications and generalizations for other
purposes. This chapter describes the sampling procedures for insti-
tutions and for developmental Activities, and provides descriptive
data characterizing the institutions involved as well as the total
group of institutions with prime Title III grants in FY82. These
background statistical data should be helpful to the reader in
illuminating the particular segment of American higher education on
which findings presented later are based.

A. Characteristics of the Sample Institutions

1. Some Implications of the Sampling Procedures

The sampling procedures were basically purposive; as explained in

the technical appendix concerned with procedures (Appendix A), the effort was

directed at selecting institutions where Title III effects, if any, should be

visible because of significant dollar amounts of support over the past five or

six years. One cannot under these circumstances safely generalize any findings

to the populations of all funded institutions in 1981-82, and certainly not to

all eligible institutions nor to higher education institutions in general.

The selected institutions were random samples of the 158 public and private

institutions that have been the larger and continuing winners in the Title III

competitions; there is a possibility that such a group could represent insti-

tutions struggling for an undue length of time to establish self-sufficiency,

institutions apparently making efficient use of funds toward achieving self-

sufficiency, or both (that both are represented tends to be confirmed by the

findings). In any case, the findings concerned with the sample employed in

this study cannot be safely generalized except to the portion of the larger

population grossly characterized by (1) eligibility, in 1981 or earlier for

Title III support, and (2) that had had 5 or 6 years of continuing support

averaging $200,000 per year or more.

Characteristics of the institutions in the sample should be noted care-

fully, as a guide to alternative hypotheses and explanations of any findirgs

with regard to understanding institutional development in the particular



contexts these schools provide. This section is concerned with such a descrip-

tion, and provides comparisons with the larger population of 537 institutions

that were funded under Title III for the 1981-82 academic year.

2. Comparison of the Sample with the Population of all Institutions

with FY 81 Funding on Basic Institutional Descriptors and Title III

Funding History

Tables II-1 through 11-5 provide a contrast of institutions in the

population and the sample in terms of type (control and program), ethnicity,

enrollment, age, number of years funded over the 6-year period from 1976-1981,

prior AIDP/BIDP experience, and status on the several Title III eligibility

index components.

The most striking difference is that, while only 15 percent of all insti-

tutions with Title III programs in 1981-82 were traditionally black, a little

over half of the sample (representing those more substantially funded in terms

of dollars and period of time) were traditionally black. The sample also has

a larger proportion of private institutions (61 percent) than the population

(51 percent); a larger proportion of 4-year institutions (80 percent) than the

population (68 percent); a larger proportion of private 4-year institutions

(59 percent) than the population (48 percent); and a smaller proportion of
11

public 2-year institutions (18 vs. 28 percent). It may be reasonably assumed

that these differences tend to characterize the institutions more likely to

have received substantial and continuing support over the 1976-81 period.

The Title III program made grants of two kinds over the period from 1973

to 1979: Basic Institutional Development Program (BIDP) Gra.nts for institu-

tions felt by Title III program staff to require a year or more of basic

planning prior to major developmental investment, and Advanced Institutional

Development Program (AIDP) grants for institutions believed to have good

momentum on reasonable developmental strategies. Table 11-4 contrasts the

institutions in the population and sample in regard to AIDP or BIDP program

history prior to 1980, when the AIDP/BIDP distinction was abandoned. The data

principally reveal that the population has a substantially larger portion of

schools not funded during the 1973-79 period, most of which (it may be assumed)

were first funded under the later (single) Strengthening Developing Institu-

tions Program (SDIP). The data also suggest that (as would be expected, given

the average annual award criterion) the sample is more heavily weighted with

11.2
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Table II.1

Type and Ethnicity of Institutions:
Population Versus Study Sample

2.

Population Sample

Classification No.

Type

Public 2-year 153
Public 4-year 108
Private 2-year 17
Private 4-year 259

Total 537

All Public 261
All Private 276

Total 537

All 2-year 170
All 4-year 367

Total 537

Ethnicity
Traditionally
Black 80

Other 457
Total 537

,II.3

No. 0

29 9 17
20 11 22
3 1 2

48 30 59
(100) 51 (100)

49 20 39
51 31 61

(100) 51 (100)

32 10 20
68 41 80

(100) 51 (100)

15 27 53
85 24 47

(100) 51 (100)
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Table 11,2

Enrollment and Age (1976-81) of Institutions:
Population vs. Study Sample

Characteristic

Population Sample

Max. Median Min. Max. Median Min.

1. 1980 enrollment
(head count)
Public 2-year 39,212 2,350 93 9,169 3,664 917
Public 4-year 18,067 3,155 766 8,064 3,924 1,076
Private 2-year 1,962 495 110 * * *

Private 4-year 29,835 1,002 22 3,169 976 475
Total group 39,212 1,520 22 9,169 1,520 475

2. Year founded
Public 2-year 1801 1963 1975 1903 1964 1967
Public 4-year 1828 1900 1975 1837 1883 1956
Private 2-year 1849 1947 1975 *

Private 4-year 1794 1892 1980 1838 1881 1955
Total group 1794 1917 1980 1837 1888 1970

*
Data omitted because only one institution falls in this category.

Table 11.3

.Percentages of Institutions Funded for Five or Six Years,
FYs 1976-81, by Type: Population vs. Sample

Population Sample

Classification 5-6 yrs. <5 years 5-6 yrs. <5 years

Public 2-year 35 65 100 0

Public 4-year 55 45 100 0

Private 2-year 41 59 100 0

Private 4-year 46 54 100 0

Total group 45 55 100 0
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Table 11.4

Numbers and Proportions of Institutions with
Prior History of AIDP and/or BIDP Funding:

Population vs. Study Sample

Involvement in AIDP/BIDP
(FY1973-79)*

Population Sample
No. No.

Involvement in

71

202
51

213

13

38
9

40

15

23

13

0

51

30
45
25

0

100

AIDP/BIDP (FY 1973-79)*
AIDP only
BIDP only
BIDP and AIDP
Neither (i.e., not

funded, FY73-79)
Total 537 100

Note: Proportions in both populations and sample for institution by type
do not differ significantly from proportions shown for the total groups.

former AIDP than former BIDP institutions, if only those in the population

that were funded during this period are used in the contrast.

To be eligible for support under Title III, an institution must accumu-

late a sufficient number of points on several eligibility indices to meet

minima prescribed by the published application procedures for the particular

year of application. The eligibility index values are particularly relevant

in that the component parts express something of institutional resources

(through the per-undergraduate full-time equivalent student Educational and

General (E&G) expenditures), and family income levels of students served

(through the perT0114@nt Mint§ gf pfal awards, the per-student amounts of

Pell plus other campus-based awards, or the proportions of undergraduates

receiving either Pell alone or Pell plus Campus-Based Awards. Table 11-5

provides the median values on these indices for the groups (by type), of

institutions in the population and sample, with the individual institution

values those drawn from the. Department of Education records used to determine

eligibility for the fiscal year 1982 competition. Thus, the data provided in

Table 11-5 are for per-student E&G expenditures for the fiscal year ending in

1980 with numbers of students based on fall enrollment in 1979; and, the
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student aid award data are for the period from July 1, 1979 to June 30, 1980.

It should be recognized, of course, that the institutions in the population

and sample were judged eligible on earlier eligibility criteria (and indeed

include some "grandfathered" institutions; not all were eligible under the

later FY82 formulas). Nevertheless, it is believed that the values used have

current descriptive value.

In general, the public 2-year and private 4-year sample institutions have

higher per-student E&G expenditures than their counterparts in the population.

The E&G expenditures for the public 4-year sample institutions are slightly

lower than for their population counterparts. All sample groups show higher

average student aid grants and proportions of students rec,living Federal aid

than the population counterparts.

Standings on the FY82 eligibility indices were computed for each institu-

tion in the sample. Median values by institutional category for the several

components, with their associated point values, and the median value for the

total point scores, are presented in Table 11-6; the disposition of the sample

institutions, by institutional category, against the FY1982 standards is shown

in Table 11-7. It is significant to note that for the 30 private 4-year

institutions, only 15 are clearly eligible under the "new" Part A-Strengthen-

ing" program, and only one is clearly eligible under the "Part B-Special

Needs" program. For the 11 public 4-year institutions, 9 are clearly eligible

under Part A and none are clearly eligible under Part B; and, for the 9 public

2-year institutions, 5 are clearly eligible under Part A, and 4 are clearly

eligible under Part B. However, almost all institutions exceed the minimum.

waiver threshhold; two of the nine 2-year public institutions, one of the 11

4-year public institutions, and four of the 30 4-year private institutions are

clearly ineligible under the 1982 standards for Part A, while under Part B

only two of the 30 private 4-year institutions are now clearly ineligible.'

B. Characteristics of the Sample of Institutions in Terms of Title III

Support

Other institutional characteristics that may be particularly relevant

descriptors for the institutions in the case sample, considering study pur-

poses, are presented in Tables 11-8 through II-10.

1 Of the .51 institutions, 20 were not funded under Title III in FY82 for
the 1982-83 academic year (when site visits were made) for a variety of
reasons: ineligibility, application rejected, did not reapply.
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Table 11.5

Median Values for Eligibility Index Components
for the Population vs. the Study Sample,

by Institutional Type

Index

Population Sample

2-year 4-year 2-year 4-year
Public Public Private Private

2-year 4-year 2-year 4-year
Public Public Private Private

Per student E&G
Average amount,

Pell Award
Average amount,

Pell "and

Campus-Based
Awards1

Proportion of U.G.
students with
Pell Grants

Proportion of. U.G.
Students with
Pell plus
Campus-Based
Awards1

$3,068 $3,750 $4,000 $4,362

648 883 1,073 1,113

681 895 996 1,130

43% 50% 73% 52%

26% 40% 52% 46%

$4,226 $3,599 * $4,759

680 961 * 1,251

727 949 * 1,231

55% 71% * 74%

26% 41% 57%

Data omitted because only one institution falls in this category.

1 It is reasonable to expect that the average amounts, and proportions, of
students with Pell Grants plus other campus-based awards would be higher than
the corresponding figures for Pell grants alone. That this is not necessarily
the case, apparently derives from assumptions made by ED in defining and com-
puting the data This is without record on individual student overlap for
the two categories of aid, averages and proportions for the "Pell plus, campus-
based" category are derived by assuming the number of undergraduate students
receiving such awards is equal to the number receiving Pell Grants plus the
number of undergraduates receiving other campus=based awards, divided by two
Incidentally, eligibility for Part A grants under the 1980 legislation uses
Pell-grant-only data for the student need component of the eligibility
formula, while Part B uses Pell Grant plus other campus-based awards; and, the
E&G components vs, the student aid components are weighted somewhat differ-
ently in forming the composite eligibility index.
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Table 11,6

Median values and
RssocIated Eli ibilil Points,

follieleparate Components of the 1982 EligkililLIDv,

and Median Values for Total Eligibilittpoin4

for Institutions in the $tudVample

101114111010

Part A

Median I

Median

Total Eligibility
Avg, Total Eligibility'

Pt, Pell Pt. Avg, Pt, Points, Threshhold Pt. Peg Pt. Pell Pt., Points, Threshhold

irt i6LliutEjuil, Pell 3ALElyiplejlinima E6C E uiv. Percent Esuiv:_+CBE0.112 Minima__

4.10.

2year public ; 9 ;$4,226 15 .5527 88 $ 680 66 155 148

4Year public ! 11 3,599 SS .1075 94 961 88 216 188

4year private 1 30 4,159 42 .1442 94 1,251 89 ;96 194

I $4,126 8 .2589 35 $ 121 36 19

3,599 28 .4089 43 949 35 93

4,759 21 .5652 45 1,231 40 101

90

123

128



Table 11.7

Minimum Eligibility and Waiver Threshholds for FY 1982,

and Numbers of Case Study Institutions

Exceeding These Threshholds, by Institutional Type

T e N

Part A Part J

Eligible

Both A &8

Eligibility

Threshhold

Number

At or Above

Eligibility

Threshhold

.

Waiver

Threshhold

Addt'l,

Number

Eligible

for Waiver

Data

Missin

Number

At or Above

Eligibility Eligibility

Threshhold Threshhold

Waiver

Threshhold

Addtil.

Number

Eligible Data i

for Waiver Missing

2year public

4year public

4-year private

11

148

188

194

5

9

15

99

125

129

2

I

11

1

1

0

90

123

128

4

0

1

45

62

64

S 0

11 0

27 0

I 0
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These tables present various statistics reflecting the weight of Title III

support for the sample institutions. Table 11-8 reveals that in absolute

dollar amounts, the average (median) annual grant for the public 4-year insti-

tution in the sample was highest, at $483,000, with private 4-year institutions

as a group next at $408,000, and public 2-year institutions lowest at $281,000.

The maxima and minima, however, suggest (1) greater variability in the private

4-year group, and (2) considerable overlap in the ranges by type.

The institutions vary in terms of size, revenue, and expenditures. More

important than the absolute dollar amount of Title III funds is perhaps their

relative significance for the institutions, in terms such as the proportion of

total Educational and General expenditures or per-student shares of these

expenditures that the Title III funds represent. Such data are presented in

Tables 11-9 and II-10.

Table 11-9 provides an estimate, based in this instance on the :REGIS data

for the fiscal year ending 1980, of the proportion of total E&G expenditures

that year represented by the average annual Title III grant amount over the

1976-81 period. Within the 50 institutions represented in the table, the

average Title III grant represented from about 2 to 21 percent of the total E
and G expenditures. The private institutions are again the most variable, but

also have, at 6.9 percent, the highest median proportional Title III revenue;

public 4-year have the lowest median proportion, at 2.3 percent, with the

public 2-year median at 4.8 percent.

Table II-10 presents an estimate, for the several groups of institutions,

of the per-student share of the Title III grant, utilizing the 1979-80 academic

year Title III revenue divided by the fall 1979 undergraduate FTE enrollment.

The range is from $80 to $1,021 for the 50 institutions considered (the one

private 2-year institution is excluded); median values for the groups by type

are $145 per student for the 4-year public institutions, $276 for the 2-year

public institutions, and $342 for the 4-year private institutions.

C. Characteristics of the Activities Selected for Study

Institutions in the sample were asked to nominate up to four developmental

Activities in each domain (fiscal, administration, program) according to a

definition and form provided to them. The plan was to select one Activity in

each domain, or a total of three Activities per institution, from those

nominated, for later intensive study during the site visits. The procedures

II.10
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Table 11.8

Distribution of Average Annual Dollar Amounts (1976-81)
of Title III Grants for Sample Institutions,

by Type (Values in Thousands of Dollars)

Public Public Private Private
2-year 4-year 2-year 4-year

Minimum _._$213 $257 * $200
Median 281 483 * 408
Maximum 406 578 * 780

Data omitted because only one institution falls in this category.

Table 11.9

Proportion of 1980 E&G Expenditures
Represented by 1976-81 Average Annual Dollar Amounts
of Title III Grants for Sample Institutions by Type

Public Public Private Private
2- ear 4- ear 2- ear 4- ear

Minimum 1.6% 2.0% * 3.3%
Median 4.8% 2.3% * 6.9%
Maximum 13.0% 9.7% * 21.1%

Data omitted because only one institution falls in this category.

Table II,10

Per FTE Undergradate Student Amount
of Title III Revenue,

Academic Year 1979-80, for Institutions
in the Sample (by Type)

2-year 4-year 2-year 4-year
Public Public Private Private

Minimum $ 80 $ 50 125
Median 276 145 342
Maximum 423 389 1,021

Data omitted because only one institution falls in this category.
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employed for obtaining nominations and making selections are outlined in

detail in Appendix A.

Several aspects of the definition and procedures are mentioned here,

however, as background for the sample of Activities that were ultimately

selected for onsite review. First, an-Activity was conceived as a separate,

nameable function or effort that had: a budget, a leader, a timetable, a set

of objectives and strategies aimed toward development and/or improvement, a

mode of documentation, some identifiable outcomes, and a period of operation

within the prior 6 years (or continuing at the time of selection). Second,

Activities were sought that institutional personnel themselves felt had accom-

plished something meaningful or significant in the development and/or fiscal

viability of the institution. Third, Activities were not restricted to those

funded by Title III in whole or in part, but included Activities considered

developmental and that were supported by other kinds of "soft" money (e.g.,

foundation grants), or, in a few instances, regular institutional funds.

Fourth, an effort was made to derive a variety of Activity "types" within each

domain, sometimes resulting in selection of an option that may have been

ranked less than first priority by the institution. In other words, we strove

to avoid having 10-15 "basic skills" or "long-range planning" Activities, in

the interests of obtaining a broader range of topics for review. Fifth,

whatever the number of discrete Activities nominated, a negotiation process

was employed in narrowing the number down to one per domain--but by virtue of

the criteria described just above (definition and significance), some institu-

tions had no fiscal Activities to nominate, some had combined fiscal-adminis-

trative selections that emphasized one or the other domain, and a few chose to

name only program Activities. Substitutions, by domain, were inevitable. And

sixth, a few Activities were nominated (and selected of necessity) that were

more in their initial developmental stages than in a more completed stage

where significance to institutional development or viability could be assessed.

As is apparent from the above, the selection of Activities was decidedly

not random, among all nominations or within each domain. Moreover, given that

institutions represented had received funds for from 5 to 15 or more develop-

mental Activities within the period designated, the Activities selected for

intensive study represent a small and biased sample of all developmental

effort or all effort supported by Title III. It should also be noted that

institutions package activities in different ways: what constitutes a single
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Activity on one campus may be broken down into several discrete Activities on

another. In general, we accepted the institutional definition of what config-

uration of components constituted a particular developmental Activity, which

was usually in agreement with the definition provided in the Title III appli-

cations.

The attempt was made, as noted, to select successful Activities, with the

requirement only to select one within each of three broad categories (fiscal,

management, and program). This procedure excludes most Activities that the

institutions believe have not met their promise, or that were not followed up

after the developmental period with appropriate action; thus, the design

employed cannot yield information, even within the group of institutions

studied, on the number, nature, and cost of developmental failures. It should

be noted as well that there are a number of different kinds of developmental

Activity within each category. To answer such questions as the range of

success within, say, PME-MIS Activities, or the comparative impact among

several different extant approaches to improving basic skills, would also

.require a different design. As noted earlier, the study is not an assessment

of the impact of Title III, nor of any particular type of developmental

Activity represented in the program. Rather, it is an attempt to learn the

developmental impact of what the institutions consider to be their best

experiences within each category of Activity and to understand what factors

accounted for this success.

Of a possible 153 Activities (one per domain per institution x 51 insti-

tutions), 150 were ultimately selected for review, as previously noted.

Table II-11 provides a summary description of these Activities within each

domain, along with an indication of past and/or present sources of direct

financial support during the developmental period. The latter, of course,

excludes in-kind or other gratuitous assistance (which in fact was frequently

provided). It can be seen that Title III was a source of support for the vast

majority (136 Activities), that institutions themselves reported some level of

contribution (142 Activities), and that many Activities were also supported by

foundations, businesses, government grants of various sorts, and other sources.

Table II-11 also shows that 8 Activities were supported solely by Title III; 2

Activities solely by the institution; and 1 solely by an outside source.

The 150 Activities, although named in a wide variety of ways by the

institutions, are categorized in Table 11-9 in groupings that describe their
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Table 11.11

Activities Selected for Field Review) and Their Sources of Support

....... 1..1
Nature of Activit

Total

N

Activities

Sources of Financial Support
Sole Sources

Community

Coll- Title Fowl- Research Services State Consor-
e e III dations Grants A enc Aura'. NIH NEN NSF ED time

Private Other Coll. 111

Business CETA Other Only Only Only
FISCAL (total 39)*

1 11 11 1 5
1

Resource Enhancement

Fiscal Data Systems 22 22 21 4
1 1

Planning, Mgmt. & Eval. 6 6 6 0 0 0
0

ADMINISTRATIVE (total 4B)

10

11

10

10

10

11
1

MIS

YMEIMIS

IR (Institutional Research) 11 10 10

Long Range Planning 5 5 5 2

Other Adminis. Development 11

(training, developmt. office

development, self-study,

program evaluation, new

unit development, recruit

ing, and administrative

support)

10 10 1 1
1 1

1
1

PROGRAM (total 63)

Basic Skills

LRC (Learning Resources)
3

Upgrade Specific Curricula
12 10 3

1

I Develop New Programs
10 9 1 4

1

Instrac, Improvement 10 9 10 2
1

I Support Services 16 114 16

Arrange Enhancements 4

-t---
; 3 3 1

Totals: 150 142 136 24 1 1 3 l 4 4 2 5 2



basic purpose. Some 39 fiscal Activities were classified as "resource enhance-

ment," fiscal data systems, and "Planning, Management, and Evaluation."

Interestingly, in proportional terms for this sample, this was the domain most

frequently assisted by foundations. The administration domain has a total of

48 Activities, classified as "MIS" or "PME-MIS," institutional research,"

"long-range planning," and a miscellaneous category. Certain Activities

shared fiscal and administrative functions (as for example an MIS) but as

field reports were studied it was possible to identify the chief focus and

thus to classify one way or the other.

The remainder (63 Activities) are shown in the program domain, divided

into 7 classes. The class with the greatest frequency (16 of 63) was "support

services," which includes personal counseling, career centers, tutoring,

comprehensive services, and the like.2 ,:uch attention was also given to

academic supports such as basic skills and Learning Resource Centers (CRCs), a

total of 11 Activities; as well as refinement or new development of academic

courses, programs, or majors (a total of 22). "Instructional Improvement"

refers to faculty development, creation of audio-visual or other media services,

and other approaches to revised modes of instruction and presentation.

It should be stressed that the resulting samples of Activities not only

reflect the biases built in as a function of the selection procedures, but

also provide relatively few Activities in each of the finer classifications

describing their nature and purpose. For example, only eight developmental

Activities concerned with improving basic skills were selected; these could,

of course, be further broken down in terms of particular basic skills addressed,

procedures, etc. The point is that although these Activities may provide, in

terms of study purposes, a window through which development may be viewed,

they do not afford an adequate basis for describing the variety of approaches

and strategies employed by Title III institutions under each classification,

nor for generalizing about the effectiveness of Activities in the several

classifications. Neither does the possible absence of -a particular kind of

developmental Activity mean that Activities of that kind were never effective.

2 No consistent attempt was made to determine overlap with the Special
Services or other Trio programs, principally because the Trio programs are
restricted to service delivery to particular subgroups of students or prospec-
tive students, while the Title III programs are more broadly directed. In any
event, no clear duplication of function was found, though such could exist.
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We should note as well that the sources and basis for judging Activities

as successful and nominating them varied from institution to institution. In

some instances, the nominated Activities were the president's choices, in

others those of his council, the Title III coordinator, or some other group or

individual acting for the president (although in all cases, nominations were

secured through the president or his designated representative, and selections

were confirmed as satisfactory to the president). We also note that the

institutions clearly had an easier time with, and made more frequent nomina-

tions of, Activities in the program domain (than in the fiscal or management

domains). Once in the field, we found rather clearly that local evaluations

of the selected activities sometimes varied from respondent to respondent. As

will be apparent from the analyses reported in Chapter VII, the site visitors

found some nominated Activities as less than successful, when examined against

the criteria established for their assessment. These matters again stress the

need for caution in generalizing, from the Activities nominated and selected,

what kinds are really most effective. The value of the later examinations of

the selected Activities resides in what they separately and collectively

reveal about the broader dynamics of institutional development.



Part Two:

Characterization of Effectively Developing Institutions

Chapter III

Definitions of Effective Development at the Institutional Level

The 51 institutions selected for study were expected, on logical
grounds, to represent a considerable variety of developmental statuses
and of success in utilizing Title III or other external funds for
developmental purposes. This chapter presents an account of how
each institution as a whole was evaluated with respect to overall
developmental statue, providing a basis for extracting hypotheses
about the underlying causes or associated factors by contrasting the
more successful institutions with those less successful. Also
presented are the characteristics of the resulting clusters of
institutions, with clusters expressing the assessed status of insti-
tutional development.

A. The Basic Questions Posed by Title III About Institutional Development

Two analytic frames of reference were employed in the reported inquiry.

The first involved examination of the institutions as a whole, which is the

subject of Part Two. The second frame of reference was an examination of the

selected developmental Activities in the larger context provided by the insti-

tutions, which is the subject of Part Three.

With regard to the developmental status of the institutions studied, and

with concern for defining and understanding development in terms of the basic

intent of Title III, the following two key questions may be asked:

1. What institutions serving significant proportions of low-income
students have achieved a reasonable degree of fiscal self-sufficiency;
are offering a program of reasonable quality (however such can be
defined); and, appear to have secure futures within the non-Title III
resources available to them?

2. What factors have contributed to their self-sufficiency and program
quality, under what natural (environmental), inherent (activity
specific), or contrived (management or strategy) circumstances?



This chapter is concerned with the first question of how effective devel-

opment was defined in a context of Title III intent (as here interpreted).

Chapter IV following is a presentation of our observations with regard to

general institutional factors involved in in the second question. (A later

chapter, Chapter VII, will address the question of how specific developmental

activities appear to contribute to self-sufficiency.)

It should be noted in passing that service to low-income students was not

a criterion component for classifying institutions; it was assumed that the

institutions were reasonably consistent in this regard.

B. Classification of Institutions in Terms of Achievement of Title III

Intent As to Effectiveness of Development

It will be recalled that all institutions in the case study sample had

received substantial Title III support for a period of 5 or 6 years, including

activity funded (iv FY 1981 or earlier) for the 1981-82 academic year. These

institutions constituted, nevertheless, a considerable variety on a number of

indices or qualities relevant to institutional development, program content

and quality, and attainment or progress toward self-sufficiency. As a pre-

liminary step in analysis of what may contribute to development, institutional

data were examined to provide a basis for classifying each as (1) "strong"

(institutions in a secure current position, with a trend of consistent improve-

ment over the past 5 years that seemed likely to continue in the future);

(2) "stable" (institutions continuing from year to year in a consistent and

reasonably secure condition); or (3) "vulnerable" (institutions in some degree

of risk or distress).

This tripartite distinction was chosen as the basis for the key strategy

in the search for factors that may have contributed to current developmental

status. It was recognized that it is fairly easy to rationalize any set of

factors as contributing in positive or in negative ways. We were concerned

not only with whether certain logically positive factors were present for the

strong institutions, but also with their absence. for the vulnerable institu

tions. With institutions classified into the three categories, the search for

factors contributing to current development status could focus on differences,

including particular applications of Title III or other soft money, among the

institutions clustered into the strong, stable, or vulnerable categories.
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In keeping with the basic conceptualizatim of the institution as con-

sisting of fiscal, management, and program domains, data and site visit reports

on the 51 institutions were reviewed and rated independently by a fiscal

specialist, a management specialist, and a program specialist on the quality

of the institution's developmental status in his domain. The resulting ratings

were used to assign institutions to the strong, stable, or vulnerable develop-

mental categories.

The materials reviewed independently by the three analysts consisted of

all site-visit reports--those covering the fiscal, management, and program

domains, and those covering the developmental activities selected; selected

HEGIS data over the period 1976-81, including revenue by source, expenditures

by category, undergraduate FTE enrollment, numbers of faculty, and certain

ratios derived therefrom; and, materials collected from the Office of Institu-

tional Development files and directly from the institutions. The latter

included recent catalogs; self-study and/or accrediting commission reports;

recent audit reports; presidents' annual reports; institutional research

reports; and program description and evaluation reports related to the develop-

mental activities reviewed. Although the specific focus was the period from

1976 to the present, earlier historical information was frequently available,

and was also considered (an excellent and extensive published history was

available for one institution). It should also be noted that the three evalu-

ators had served as site visitors and among them had visited 32 of the 51

institutions.

The evaluators also .:,ttempted, in their judgments, to be sensitive to

institutional type--whethel7 public or private, and whether 2-year or 4-year.

For example, when examinin3 the proportion of revenue represented by tuition

income, or by private gifts, an attempt was made to conceptualize the signifi-

cance in a perspective of institutions of type similar to that examined, as

opposed to all institutions in the sample. Or: qualitative standards for

educational programs, such as proportion of faculty with terminal degrees,

were adjusted in terms of the kind of program offered, recognizing, for example,

that such an index is not as relevant for a community college offering terminal

programs as for a 4-year institution with a substantial emphasis in its mission

on, preparing students for graduate or professional study.

It should be emphasized again that in formulating criteria for the ratings

of developmental status, concern was with quality of functioning, not style of
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functioning, particular procedures, or strategies. The attempt was to arrive

at an indicative set of preliminary, condition-descriptive criteria (or depen-

dent variables) as a basis for later determination of the associated or causal

forces that appear to have produced the developmental states. Criteria applied

in each of the three domains (i.e., management, fiscal, and program) will now

be presented, followed by a brief description of the resulting clusters of

institutions in terms of developmental status.

C. Administrative and Management Indicators Signaling Institutional

Development

In the administratiltt and management area, the basic attempt was to

determine positive development or improvealant in management structure, quality,

and functioning over the period 1976-82, and adequacy for maintenance and

further developmental purposes in accordance with mission at the time of the

site visit. Five areas were examined in particular: the quality and func-

tioning of the governing board; the functioning of the president; the func-

tioning of the management team (president and other administrative officers);

the management context; and the institutional context relevant to management.

Institutions were rated positively on quality and functioning of the

governing board on the basis of absence of friction within the board or with

other governing or coordinating authority or absence of friction between board.

and the president,2 board concern with policy and fiscal matters as opposed to

usurping responsibilities of the officers to carry out policy, appropriateness

of composition of the board, and evidence of active and constructive involve-

ment of its members in board affairs and on board committees. Where there was

limited information, or where board functioning appeared pro forma or routine,

it was assumed that the board was not a signal influence in institutional

development, and the stable or neutral category was used. Evidences of

frictions, conflicts, opposition to management recommendations without obvious

bias, or lethargy or inactivity of members, placed the rating in the negative

category.

2 It is recognized that "absence of friction" can also signal lethargy or
pro-forma functioning. Accordingly, ratings in this area were sometimes
modified or weighted on the basis of other evidence.



In most instances, site visitor exposure to the president, the apparent

impacts of his style of operation, and the perceptions of other campus respond-

ents, permitted a clear characterization of the president or presidents over

the period of focus. Where the president was new to role (i.e., began such

service in the last year or two), the focus was clearly placed in the ratings

on the prior president or presidents (in those cases of a new president, no

clearly significant and plausible turnaround with that new president in insti-

tutional functioning was evident, though a number appeared to be moving in

promising directions; the data suggest that a period of 3 to 5 years may be

needed for a new president to establish his working relationship with the

board, develop his administration team, and decide on priorities and achieve

visible results in meeting them).

Presidents were rated in the positive category on evidences of respect

for him or her by the faculty and staff, and of impact on them as a stimulant;

of knowledgeability about the institution, and objectivity in interpreting it

to the site visitors; of ability to effectively delegate and monitor appro-

priate responsibilities; of availability for the role as he or she defines it

(e.g., not on leave or carrying heavy extra-institution responsibilities); and

absence of any significant challenge, for whatever reason, to his or her

tenure as president. Negative ratings were made on these dimensions where the

evidence was to the contrary; where there was no evidence, or where func-

tioning appeared perfunctory, the stable or neutral rating was applied.

In the ratings of other administrative staff, attention was focused on

the apparent knowledgeability of the senior officers about the institution in

their area of responsibility; reasonable continuity in occupancy of the key

positions under a given president, and confidence of the president in these

staff; presence or absence of significant failures of any of these staff in

their area of responsibility, or of evidence of respect for the staff member

by those managed; and presence or absence of conflicts among the administra-

tive team members.

Ratings of management context focused on: effective functioning of the

administrative team in agreement with the organization chart; agreement of

administrators on institutional mission as it may be detected by institutional

practices, and on institutional priorities; and provision for participation in

a president's council.



Ratings of institutional context relevant to management focused on:

presence or absence of visible and significant crises (lawsuits, scandals,

disruptive protests, etc.) over the last 5 years; adequacy of physical facil-

ities; a turnaround in enrollment or the fiscal indices with a significant

event (e.g., appointment of a new president); reasonable stability in desir-

able faculty and staff; and (though overlapping somewhat with a comparable

rating in the fiscal domain) the exhibition of a generally positive picture in

enrollment and fiscal position over the last 10 years.

Ratings in each of the five management areas were examined; then, the

trend of the ratings in the five areas was expressed as a single rating on

quality of institutional management, with an attempt to weight reasonably the

individual areas in terms of the context and apparent significance of their

impact (e.g., a neutral rating in area produced by absence of information

rather than evidence of perfunctory functioning was generally not considered

satisfactory evidence for changing the overall positive or negative ratings in

other areas toward the neutral position; or, a particular crisis; may have had

overwhelming impact). In general, there appeared to be the expected relation-

ship among the areas. By this process, and later challenge and defense of the

ratings by the other two readers/evaluators, 16 institutions were placed in

the positive category of management effectiveness, 25 in the neutral category,

and 10 in the negative category.

D. Fiscal Indicators Signaling Institutional Development

Fiscal rating of the institutions in the sample was based on a combina-

tion of quantitative financial data and qualitative judgments of site visitors.

Financial statistics were drawn, as noted, from HEGIS data supplemented by

audit reports, other financial reports, and information collected by site

visitors. For purposes of measuring trends, data were generally collected for

the 5-year period beginning in FY 1977 and ending in FY 1981. In some cases,

more recent data were available. In others, reliable information later than

fiscal 1980 was simply not available.3

3 As a general rule, significant data inconsistencies were observed, espec-
ially between HEGIS financial status reports and audit reports. Variations
were due primarily to differing assumptions behind certain line items in the
reports or to the fact that different persons had,prepared the reports in
successive years, or that internal accounting procedures were changed. There
was no evidence of deliberate manipulation of REGIS data for purposes of
misleading anyone. However, data inaccuracy and inconsistency presented a
major problem for the fiscal aspects of this study.
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Using fiscal worksheets prepared for this study and involving selected

NACUBO data categories and ratios, extensive data covering revenue and expen-

diture components, balance sheet items, financial aid, and Title III funds

impact were collected for each institution. While all of these data were

reviewed for purposes of fiscally rating the institutions, particular atten-

tion was given to five data categories, specifically:

Enrollment;

Unrestricted current fund balance;

Ratio of government grants and contracts to current revenue;

Ratio of income from private gifts plus endowment income to current

revenue (of interest primarily for private institutions); and

Ratio of current fund balance to annual E &G expense.

The choice of these particular variables was made essentially on logical

(though somewhat simplistic) grounds. Enrollment decrease, stability, or

increase can reflect a number of essential qualities--the attractiveness of

the educational program, the effectiveness of recruiting, the 'ontribution to

revenue from tuition, etc. Its significance for present purposes is further

qualified by whether changes in enrollment are accompanied by changes in

tuition or funding on a per-student basis While this gross index does not

take into account the issue of optimal size for a given set of resources, it

is reasonable to assume that declining enrollment is more likely to signal

developmental difficulties than success.

The unrestricted current fund balance, or the ratio of current fund

balance to E&G expense, are an absolute or a relative index of how well the

institution has lived within its means. While deficit spending may sometimes

be a wise or necessary move, it is reasoned that an institution operating

continuously or increasingly in the red is more likely to be in trouble than

one that is breaking even or establishing a surplus (which can be used to tide

over in a lean year or for new investment).

The ratio of government grants and contracts to current revenue is a

gross index of the degree of dependency on the government as a source of

support, although it can also relfect the degree to wIlich the institution has

achieved such "positive" qualities as serving Federal purposes, or versatility

in achieving revenue support. This ratio has particular relevance, of course,

to the Title III intent. The ratio of income from private gifts plus endow-

ment is a more clear-cut indicator in thecurrent context; given that this
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source of support is relatively small for the institutions studied in com-

parison to American higher education institutions in general, an increasing

proportion of revenue from private gifts and endowment should be a positive

sign.

It is implicit in this brief elaboration of reasoning behind the selec-

tion of fiscal indices that each can have serious flaws, or that different

combinations signal different conditions or problems. For example, it is

possible to find institutions with stable or increasing enrollment and an

increasing negative current fund balance, which raises, of course, the need to

probe further for an explanation. Has the institution been misled to over-

spending by the enrollment increase? Has it passed an optimal size? Is it

subject to a state funding formula that is not enrollment-driven? It is for

this reason that, in the assessment of the fiscal indicators, an attempt was

made to view them in combination and in light of other information about the

institution, before assigning the institution to a development category. This

procedure is necessarily subjective to some extent, and data quality was more

variable than anticipated (e.g., HEGIS data did not always agree with the

annual audit data or other computations of full-time equivalent enrollment;

these are conditions that suggest some clean-up may be necessary for more

rigorous statistical study of the interrelationships and meanings of the

indices). Nevertheless, we assumed that the variables and process employed

were sufficient for assigning institutions to the three gross developmental

categories.

These data were studied in terms of both current status and 5-year trends.

Current status (that is, the most recent year for which data were available)

was important as a static measure of fiscal viability (or distress). Trend

factors were important as a dynamic measure of direction. The relative impor-

tance of absolute values and trends varies. Enrollment, for example, is

frequently a key revenue determinant and indicator of institutional momentum.

It is most important as a trend indicator. Unrestricted current fund balance

is a key measure of actual fiscal condition. It is most important as a static

indicator.

In virtually every case where fiscal indicators were decisively positive

or negative, the judgments of site visitors regarding the quality of fiscal

management were in accord. In cases where the numbers were ambiguous or

neutral, site visit reports (amplified by documents such as institutional
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reports, self-studies, evaluations, etc.) were used to confirm a neutral

rating or, occasionally, to tip the balance to place the institution into the

positive or negative categories of fiscal development.

For rating purposes, factors in the site visit reports of particular

interest included the following: (potentially causal factors underlying these

dependent variable manifestations are discussed in the next chapter).

Evidence of significant change in fiscal indicators and trends since

FY 81;

How well the institution seemed to be responding to factors in the

external and internal environments;

The performance, roles, and interaction of key principals in fiscal

management;

Distribution of and reliance on various categories of revenue;

The accuracy and availability of financial information; and

The apparent impact of externally funded development activities in

the fiscal domain such as improvements in financial accounting

procedures, establishment of computerized information systems, or

new fund raising strategies.

Ratings for the five data categories, confirmed or adjusted as appro-

priate from review of the site visitor assessments, were combined to form an

overall rating of fiscal health for each institution. By this process, with

some later modification in the process of review and discussion among the

study team (see section III.F), 14 institutions were placed in the strong

category of fiscal health, 29 in the stable or neutral category, and 8 in the

vulnerable category.

E. Program Indicators Signaling Effective Institutional Development or

Maintenance of Adequate/Appropriate Status.

The program is what the institution offers and promotes, and what it

sells and delivers. Using this broad view for purposes of establishing cri-

terion ratings, the program domain was examined qualitatively in terms of six

major areas: (1) proportional and absolute amounts of expenditures devoted to

instruction, and the student/faculty ratio; (2) quality and morale of faculty;

(3) student morale; (4) quality of the academic and technical program offer-

ings; (5) nature of student support services and instructional'resources



available; and (6) clarity of mission as related to the program and student

population, and the distinctiveness of institutional identity.

In examining these areas, attention was given to program history as a

record of change in essential mission or institutional status (e.g., from a

secondary level program, to baccalaureate, to graduate level) since it was

deemed important to know the basic "historical" context within which recent

change had taken place and in which current program quality was being judged.

With regard to instruction-related expenditures, account was taken of

four variables showing increase, stability, decrease, or a mixed pattern over

the comparison years, based upon HEGIS data or alternative sources. These

were: proportion of total E&G devoted to instructional and academic expendi-

ture, per student E&G, per student instructional and academic expenditure, and

FTE student-faculty ratio. These "fiscal" variables were selected for their

implied importance to the nature, extent, and delivery of program. Trends of

increase in actual expenditures would suggest program expansion or refinement

(including academic resources of many sorts and student support services), but

the levels of these indices were also important to the judgments. For example,

increases in instructional and academic expenditures coupled with reasonable

decreases in student-faculty ratios (to a level in the neighborhood between

1:15 and 1:20) were generally viewed as positive indicators. However, where

the ratio fell below 1:15, there was concern over an uduly expensive faculty

at non-research undergraduate institutions; where the ratio exceeded 1:25,

there was concern that faculty were spread too thin; thus, negative ratings

were suggested. Similarly, with regard to proportion of total E&G devoted to

instruction/academic costs, a basic rule of thumb was that a level above 40

percent at the most recent date would indicate "strength" even though there

had been stability or a small decrease in that variable. The very complexity

inherent in juggling increase-decrease trends, actual levels, amounts of

change, and interactions among these indices forced the rater to make conjec-

tures rather than absolute judgments.

Review of faculty quality and morale were based on such general subfactors

as proportion of terminal degrees, stability, research activity, participation

in renewal opportunities, apparent commitment to the job, acceptance of the

mission and the student populations served, and evidence of active participa-

tion in the affairs of the institution. Current status in these dimensions as

well as meaningful change over recent years (e.g., terminal degrees, attitudes,

and professional development) were taken into account via study of available



data of record and site visitor exposure to the perceptions and reactions of

an array of-faculty, department chairs, deans, and others. Observation in

classrooms, faculty meetings, and informal settings was also employed in

developing generalized impressions of these qualities. Positive ratings were

assigned, on the basis of the evidence from the site visitor reports and other

materials across a majority of subfactors, including absence of open or

restrained friction with the administration. Negative ratings were assigned

where the preponderance of impressions was to the contrary. Where there was

little or no evidence or where overall quality and energy appeared to be

pedestrian, a neutral rating was indicated.

Student morale was rated on the visitors' broad impressions during the

visit as well as on faculty and staff perceptions as reported. Effort was

consistently made to talk informally with students, observe academic and

social settings (formal and informal), and to interview students in groups

related to particular .programs of interest. Where overall morale, involve-

ment, energy, appreciation of academic and support services, and general

openness were summarized as a strong and constructive attitude, a positive

rating was entered; negative ratings were assigned where there was a clearcut

report to the contrary. The neutral category was used where there was limited

information or a sense of a so-so attitude.

The academic and/or technical program was rated positive where there was

evidence of a general core program of acceptable depth and breadth; remedial

and developmental offerings of long standing that were comprehensive, utilized,

and generally accepted; career-area and preprofessional programs reflecting

reasonable options for the 1980s; a systematic and functioning means of pro-

viding effective academic advising; an absence of disruptive friction among

major units or departments in the academic arena; and a sufficiency of courses

and curricula for the programs of greatest import to institutional survival.

An additional subfactor was considered: the use of a variety of instructional

modalities or at least a documented movement toward use of media approaches,

modules, computer-assisted instruction, seminars, internships, and other

strategies. A negative rating seemed indicated where the program appeared to

be weak in three essential subfactors (the core program, remedial/developmental

offerings, and up-to-date career options) even if other program aspects were

of reasonable quality. The neutral rating was assigned in cases where some

exemplary aspects were balanced by notably weak or out-of-date aspects (one



example being a strong graduate and technological program but floundering

liberal arts, general career, and basic core programs).

The academic support criterion included two major subdivisions--first,

student support services such as comprehensive counseling, tutoring, career

study, placement, voluntary academic skills development, and other assis-

tance--and second, academic resources such as library, media center, labora-

tories, studios, shops, computers, self-instructional materials. Where these

services and resources were available, coordinated, of adequate quality, and

staffed appropriately (including some degree of faculty participation), a

positive rating was assigned. Even where some academic support elements were

missing or were not well coordinated, but where the program had developed from

virtually ground zero or improved markedly in recent years, the judgment was

positive. A loW level of resources and facilities combined with weak or

unutilized student support services led to a negative rating.

Clarity of mission, and particularly its effect on the implementation of

a suitable program related to the chief student populations sought, appeared

to be a prime indicator of program quality. Similarly, the emergence of a

distinct identity and reputation appeared to reflect good program development

and quality. Presumably an identity worth promoting could not exist without a

program of note (or with certain special features) to back it up. A positive

ra*ing for this final criterion was assigned where the mission statement was

clear, firm and in place, generally accepted by all concerned, and instru-

mental in guiding program development so that students who fit the mission

were essentially the ones sought and enrolled. A positive rating on mission

was expected to have as corollary a positive rating on identity and reputation,

since implementing the mission would lead to some aspects of distinctiveness

(e.g., a graduate program, a focus on adult re-entry students, 2-year programs,

a single department, or a whole area such as science or engineering). Account

was taken of multiple-mission situations in larger institutions, and of the

fact that the mission may have become clear and firm only recently but yet had

begun to guide the program and the fortunes of the institution.

As in the fiscal and management domains, the ratings in the several

program quality areas were combined, to form a single rating. By this process

(and later review, as described in Section 15 institutions were assigned

to the positive category, 25 to the neutral category, and 11 to the negative

category.



F. The Designation of Criterion Clusters of Institutions

Upon completion of the ratings of the 51 institutions in the fiscal,

management, and program domains, the three specialists representing these

areas met at length over two days to review the separate ratings and to place

institutions accordingly into the strong, stable, or vulnerable categories.

Whether there was agreement or disagreement among the ratings assigned to

each domain area, each rater was asked to examine and defend the particular

rating assigned, with recourse to source material. Any disagreements were

defended with contrary evidence, until each rater could agree with the other

raters that his placement of the institution in the positive, neutral, or

negative category in his area was reasonable.

It would have been good procedure, of course, to have several raters

examine each area independently, toward a formal test of inter-rater agree-

ment. The materials on which the ratings were based were voluminous; careful

study for the evaluation purpose was found to require an hour or more for each

institution, even given the fact that the three evaluators were already familiar,

in many instances from participating in the site visit as well as from prior

review of the materials, with each institution. Given practical considerations

and the fact that much of the data were soft, it was decided that the intensive

review and challenge procedure would be adequate for reasonable assignment of

the institution into the three gross categories employed.

Incidentally, it may be of interest to note that the rather extensive

challenge process resulted in changing the original ratings one category

(positive, neutral, negative) up or down as follows: fiscal area, 4 revised.

ratings; management area, 2 revised ratings; and program area, 5 revised ratings.

Thus, agreement among the three independent ratings seems relatively high.

Though there are obvious limitations to the eassification procedure,

four clusters of institutions were established, as presented in Table III.1,

and as summarized below:

1) Institutions rated positive or "s'rong" on developmental status in
all three domains (N=9).

2) Institutions rated neutral or "stable" on developmental status in
all three domains (N=20).

3) Institutions rated negative or "vulnerable" on developmental status
in all three domains (N=8).

4) Institutions with mixed ratings among the three domains (N=14).
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Table III.1

Description of the 51 Case Study Institutions
in Terms of the Ratings of Developmental Status
in the Fiscal, Management, and Program Domains

No. of Institutions
Rating in Domain Developmental

Status AssignedFiscal Management Program

9 + + + Strong

20 0 0 0 Stable
8 - - - Vulnerable

1 + + 0 Mixed
4 0 + + Mixed
1 + 0 + Mixed
1 0 . 0 + Mixed
2 + 0 0 Mixed
2 0 + 0 Mixed
1 0 0 - Mixed
1 + - - Mixed
1 0 - - Mixed

Totals: 51 +:14 +:16 +:15
0:29 0:25 0:25
-: 8 -:10 -:11

While each of the multiple criteria employed in each domain had clear

positive or negative direction, the clusters resulting from the review do not

present a consistent picture on the separate criterion indices. Although a

positive relationship may be expected among many of the underlying factors, it

would be unreasonable to expect or force a perfect relationship. More impor-

tantly, in their apparent dynamic relationships within particular institutions

sometimes one factor appears ascendant, sometimes another. For example, the

group of nine institutions placed unanimously in the positive category con-

tained seven with enrollment increases over the period from 1976 to 1981 or

1982 (ranging from 4 to 27 percent), and two with substantial enrollment

declines (of 31 and 36 percent). The latter two institutions appear to be

managing decline in enrollment by procedures and strategies that improve their

chances for effective continuation. (e.g., by reductions in faculty, cost

efficiencies, successful drives for new revenue, etc.). Indeed, all nine

institutions in this category had positive unrestricted current fund balances

in 1981.
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G. Summary Description of Institutions Assigned to the Strong and

Vulnerable Groups

1. Description of Institutions Desi nated as "Strom " Institutions

The nine institutions receiving unanimous election to the strong

group consisted of one public two-year community college, four private four-year

historically black institutions, and four private traditionally white four-year

institutions.

In terms of enrollment, the number of Fall 1981 undergraduate FTE students

in the nine strong institutions ranged from approximately 680 to 3100, with

median value of 1270. Seven of the institutions had had enrollment increases

(from 6 to 27 percent) between Fall 1977, and Fall 1981; the other two--one a

private four-year black institution and the other a community college--had

experienced enrollment decreases of approximately 33 percent, but were so

positive on other indicators that this negative indication was discounted (for

example, both had had substantial and positive Unrestricted Current Fund

Balances in 1977, and both had increases in the positive direction by 1981--the

community college UCFB in 1981 was '154 percent of its 1977 value, and the

black institution's 1981 figure was 252 percent of the 1977 value).

In terms of unrestricted current fund balance (UCFB), all nine institu-

tions experienced a surplus in the fiscal year ending in 1981 (median value

was $314,000, with range from $144,000 to $986,000). The annual balance for

four had increased substantially over the 1977-81 period; three had remained

essentially constant, and two had declined (the institution with the largest

decline--about $450,000--was the one with the 1981 UCFB of +$144,000, but

other indicators were strong--e.g., enrollment increase of 27 percent, per

student expenditures (1981) were slightly above $6,000, faculty-studeht ratios

were 1 faculty member per 14.6 students (from 1 per 16.0 in 1977), etc). For

1981, the UCFB dollars represented from 1 to 24 percent of the education and

general expenditures that year, with median value of 6 percent.

In terms of revenue from Title III, the median value of Title III revenue

at the nine institutions for 1981 was about $370,000, with range from $230,000

to $925,000. Increase /decrease over the period from 1977 to 1981 ranged from 1

+$340,000 to -$468,000, with six of the nine institutions having higher Title III

support in 1981 than in 1977 (the median value of the differences was about

$120,000). The proportion of total revenue in 1981 represented by Title III

funds was 4 percent or less with two exceptions (one drawing 9 and the other

11 percent in 1981); the median value for this proportion was 4 percent.
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The proportion of revenue from all government grants and contracts (ex-

cluding student aid funds) ranged in 1981 from 5 to 29 percent, with six of

the nine institutions above 20 percent; the 1981 proportions represented an

increase (of from 4 to 21 percentage points for six of the institutions,

essentially no change for two, and a decrease of 5 percentage points for one).

The proportion of 1981 revenue from private gifts and grants ranged from 5 to

19 percent, with median value of 14 percent. The difference between the

proportion values for 1977 and 1981 were slightly higher (1 to 3 percentage

points) for three institutions, the same for one, and slightly lower (-1 to -5

percentage points) for four.

Per student E and G expenditures in 1981 for the strong institutions

ranged from $3150 to $6190, with median value of $5820. Instructional expen-

ditures in 1981 ranged from 25 to 53 percent of total E and G expenditures,

with median value of 35 percent; in 1981 dollars, the per student amounts of

instructional expenditures ranged from $840 to $2340, with median value of

$1720.

With regard to the relatively subjective management criteria applied,

there was clear evidence in five of the nine instances that the governing

board was actively involved with the president in fiscal development, were

active in attendance, and met regularly. All presidents had been in office at

least five years, were uniformly respected, and were fully available for their

role; none appeared to have experienced any challenges to their tenure from

their board, faculty, students, or alumni. There were no significant vacancies

in top administrative staff, and the incumbents appeared comfortably entrenched,

active, and in harmony with the president and each other, on mission, institu-

tional priorities, and the nature of their own responsibilities. The contexts

of the institutions were positive, in regard to absence of significant protest

or legal challenges, adequacy and condition of physical facilities, and stabilit]

(low turnover) of faculty. Of the some 30 specific questions asked in each

instance in the ratings, two institutions each received one negative rating on

one of the questions (one had experienced recent legal challenges from a

former faculty member; the other had no apparent person clearly in charge in

the president's absence); other evidences were positive (approximately 80

percent of the items) or neutral (20 percent, usually reflecting no significant

information in the areas).
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With regard to subjective analyses in the program domain (academic and

support programs), the strong group was characterized by stable faculties with

reasonable to positive credentials, and in all nine cases faculties were

judged to have positive to very high levels of morale and commitment to their

roles and institutions. In most cases student morale was also judged to be

positive. Overall academic and/or technical program quality was assessed as

positive in seven cases and neutral in two (in several instances revealing

dramatic positive change in the past10 years), while both academic/personal

supports and broad academic resources appeared to be generally strong in all

but one institution each (one case involved less than adequate academic

facilities and the other only was found to have peripheral student support

services). This group was overwhelmingly characterized as having developed

clearcut, accepted, and actualized missions that matched the programs offered

and the students sought; and all had developed either a strong or neutral

identity and image in one or more special programmatic aspects.

2. Description of Institutions Designated as "Vulnerable Institutions"

The eight institutions unanimously elected to the vulnerable group

were all privately controlled; six were four-year historically black institu-

tions, one a four-year traditionally white institution, and one a two-year

minority controlled institution.

In terms of enrollment, the institutions were clearly smaller than those

in the strong group: the numbers of Fall 1981 undergraduate FTE students

ranged from approximately 100 to 1530, with median value of 675; four had had

enrollment decreases (from 6 to 35 percent) between Fall 1977 and Fall 1981;

two were essentially unchanged; and two appeared to have sustained increases

of 14 percent or more, though in one of these two instances the increase

appeared to result from a difference in the classifications used in a multi-

purpose, multicampus college. These latter two were placed in the negative

category on a number of other indices, and consequently assigned to the

vulnerable group in spite of these FTE enrollment increases.

In terms of unrestricted current fund balance, all but one of the eight

institutions experienced a negative UCFB in FY 1981 (from -$22,000 to -$120,000,

though in the latter case the operating loss in the 1977 base year was about

-$1,500,000); one institution ended the 1981 fiscal year with a positive

balance of slightly more than $700,000, up by about $100,000 from the 1977

figure, but appeared in clear trouble in this regard in the 1982 fiscal year,



as well as evidenced other signs of distress. The median 1981 UCFB value for

the group was -$295,000.

The difference between the 1977 and 1981 UCFBs was positive for three of

the eight institutions (two of which experienced nevertheless a negative

balance of more than a quarter million dollars in 1981); and negative for

three (in one case drawing from an increasing negative balance, and in the

other two from movement from positive to negative balances); and, in one case,

there was essentially no difference between the 1977 and 1981 UCFBs. The UCFB

data for the eighth institution, as available in HEGIS, were highly discrepant

from the audit reports, which suggested a change from low positive to large

negative balance. For 1981, the UCFB dollars for the seven schools with

negative values represented from 1 to 36 percent of the education and general

expenditures that year, with median value of 7 percent.

In terms of revenue from Title III, the median value of the total Title III

revenue in 1981 was about $400,000 (a little higher than for the strong group),

and ranged from $225,000 to $485,000 (more restricted than for the strong

group). Only two institutions had experienced decreased grant values in 1981

over that for 1977, but the median value of the differences between. 1977 and

1981 was an increase of $22,000 (only about one-sixth of the similar figure

for the strong group). The proportion of total revenue in 1981 represented by

Title III funds ranged from 5 to 18 percent (median value, 9 percent).

The proportion of 1981 revenue from all government grants and contracts

(excluding student aid) ranged from 11 to 62 percent, with median value 27.5

percent, and with all but one of the eight institutions above 20 percent; the

1981 proportions represented an increase (from 3 to 23 percentage points) for

half of this group, and a decrease (from 1 to 18 percentage points) for the

other half. Thus, the vulnerable group, in general, is much more heavily

supported by government grants and contracts than the strong group, although

the latter group includes one public institution. The proportion of 1981

revenue from private gifts and grants ranged from 6 to 24 percent, with median

value of 13 percent (i.e., not significantly different from the strong group).

The difference between the proportion values for 1977 and 1981 was slightly (1

to 3 percentage points) higher for four institutions, slightly lower (-2 to -6

percentage points) for three institutions, and substantially lower (-22 per-

centage points) for one that had lost major church support during this period.
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Per student educational and general expenditures in 1981 ranged from

$4370 to $6720 for seven of the institutions; the value for the eighth was

more than twice that of the highest of the other seven, due to a number of

atypical circumstances. The median value for the eight institutions was $5440.

Instructional expenditures in 1981 ranged from 25 to 47 percent of total E and

G expenditures, with median value of 38 percent (or, about the same as for the

positive group); in 1981 dollars, the per student amounts for the first seven

institutions in the E and G range cited ranged that year from $890 to $2270,

with median value of $1460 for the eight.

With regard to the relatively subjective management criteria applied,

there was clear evidence of positive Board activity in only two of the eight

institutions, negative patterns (poor attendance, general inactivity, etc.) in

two, and no substantial positive or negative information in this regard on the

other four. With regard to their presidents, three were new within the last

two years (following presidents that had been generally associated with

decline; the other presidents had had tenure of from 5 to over 25 years, but

in most instances were not found to be held in uniform high regard by their

administrative staff, or faculty, or both. Several had experienced more than

incidental recent turnover in other top administrative staff or had some

administrators who were in conflict with others. The management contexts

(functioning as prescribed by the organization chart, agreement of adminis-

trators on institutional mission, holding of regular management meetings,

agreement of administrators on institutional priorities) were rated negative

in only two instances, positive in four. Six of the eight were rated negative

on general institutional context, reflecting such problems as visible crises

or lawsuits, inadequacy or poor condition of physical facilities, high faculty

turnover, and no major positive events in institutional development in the

last ten years.

In the program domain (academic and support), the vulnerable group was

characterized as having fairly unstable faculties with weak or neutral creden-

tials (only one institution was judged positive on this criterion) but with a

wide range of apparent levels of morale and commitment to their roles. Student

morale was judged almost universally to be negative, as reflected in apathy or

criticisms. Overall academic/technical program quality was assessed as posi-

tive in one case, neutral in four, and negative in three (a very different

distribution from the comparison group), while the majority of schools were

also judged to have neutral or negative academic resources and either hap-
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hazard or underutilized academic/personal support services (1 case was rated

positive on both these indices, but this case did not have a positively rated

overall program). This group on the whole had difficulty achieving a satis-

factory operational definition of a clear and acceptable mission, reflecting

current confusion or dissension, and only one was judged to have arrived at a

distinctiveness of program features that resulted in a positive image (one was

rated neutral, and six negative, on the identity criterion).

3. Comparison of the Strong and Vulnerable Groups with the Neutral or

Stable and "Mixed" Groups

Although the distributions of the institutions on the several indices

are more informative than a simple display of median values, the distributions

involve considerable detail, and thus are presented in the technical appendix

(Appendix A). Table 111.2 presents the median values on the several indices

for each institutional group (including the neutral or stable group and the

"mixed" group, not summarized above) for (1) the values for the fiscal year

ending in 1980 or 1981 (or, in the case of enrollment data, the Fall 1980 or

1981 enrollment)4 and (2) the medians of the values representing, for each

institution, the differences between the 1977 and 1981 values on the several

indices (differences in the 1977 and 1981 medians for the groups are not

considered reliable indicators because of the small numbers of institutions

involved and the relatively extended ranges of values on the indices).

The data presented in Table 111.2 reflect, at the least, the conviction

of the evaluators that although each index has its own meaning and merit, it

is the unique and dynamic interaction of the indices in each case that had to

be considered in the classification, and that any "low" value on one index may

be counteracted or moderated by other information. It is clear that whatever

went into the judgments, the 1981 unrestricted current fund balance either

rightfully or wrongfully weighed heavily in the assignments to development

categories, or represented more generally than the other indices the result of

their interactions to place the institutions in the strong or vulnerable

groups. The relationship of the other indices to the grouping is less clear.

We believe the explanation lies in judgments that attempted to look at the

integrated picture. For example, enrollment increase may bring additional

4 For 10 of the 51 institutions, the latest data available were for 1980.
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Table 111.2

on Selected REGIS Indices

GROUP

Strong (N=9) Stable (N=20) ' Vulnerable (N=8) Mixed (N=14)

Index 1981 1981-1977* 1981 1981-1977* 1981 1981-1977* 1981 1981-1977

FTE UG Enrollment 1261 1495 676 1658

Percent Increase - 14% - 12% - 3% - 14%

Per Student E&G $5820 $2210 $4150 $1135 $5435 $1485 $5230 $1095

Unrestricted Current Fund Balance $314,000 $4,000 $161,000 $51,000 -$295,000 $7,000 $92,000 -$109,000

Title III Revenue $371,000 $121,000 $329,000 -$1',500 $400,000 $22,000 $414,000 -$46,000

Title III Revenue/Current Fund

Revenue Total 4% 4% 8.5% 4.5%

Increase/Decrease in Percentage Points 0 0 -1.5

Proportion of Revenue; Govn't Grants

and Contracts 24% 9% 27.5% 18.5%

Increase/Decrease in Percentage Points 4 -3,5 -2.5

Proportion of Revenue: Private Gifts 14% 3% 13 2.5%

Increase/Decrease in Percentage Points 0 0 -.5 -

Instruction Expenditures Per FTE $1120 $470 $1645 $420 '$1465 $335 $1510 $280

Proportion of Total Expenditures for

Instruction 35% 49% 38,5% 39.5%

Increase/Decrease in Percentage Points -6 -3

Ctlrrent Funds.Balance/Current E&G 6% 4% 77%

Increase/Decrease in Percentage Points -4 .5 1 -4.5

k Statistic provided is the median value of the array of differences for each institution between the 1981 and 1977 values,

not the difference between the 1981 and 1971 medians.

NOTE: Frequency distributions for all indices, for 1977 1981, and for differences between 1981-1977 are presented in Appendix A.



revenue and/or may generate additional costs; or, contrariwise, an enrollment

decline can be met with actions that place the institution in a more solid

position with regard to its future security.

It is interesting to note that all but one of the 20 public institutions

were assigned to the neutral or stable category or to the mixed category (and

not to the strong or the vulnerable categories). It is possible, of course,

that the application of the criteria implicitly or explicitly focused on

variables more relevant to private than to public institutions, or that there

were (unconscious) biases in their application. The evaluators, after con-

sidering these issues, concluded that the most likely explanation for the f. 't

that the vast majority of public institutions were placed in the stable or

neutral group (12 of 20) or the "mixed" group (7 of 14) is that these insti-

tutions are simply 'less likely to fall into a serious risk position, given

public support. They also experience, in most instances, certain constraints

on development, as a function of conservative forces in state planning, which

may deter a press for soft money financing from Federal sources. In the mixed

category, for example, only 3 of the 7 public institutions were rated posi-

tively on the fiscal category, and none rated negatively; 3 were rated posi-

tive and 2 negatively on the management category; and 3 were rated positively,

1 negatively, on the program category.
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Chapter IV

Factors Associated with Effectively Developing Institutions

The previous chapter outlined how institutions were classified
as "strong," "stable," "vulnerable," or "mixed," in terms of develop-
mental status. This chapter provides a brief account of the analysis
strategy for determining why the differences in developmental status
may exist. Then, factors at the general institutional level that
seem to account for the differences found are presented, with separate
attention to fiscal, management, and program functions. This chapter
addresses the question: "What is it that the kinds of institutions
studied have done that results in continued progress toward overall
fiscal viability and program quality?"

A. Analysis Strategy

1. Overview of Analysis Strategy

As described in the previous chapter, an attempt was made to examine

all data collected on the 51 institutions with respect to their fiscal security

and viability, the effectiveness of their administrations, and the quality of

their educational and support programs. The emphasis was on criterion quali-

ties of excellence or goodness at the time of the review. Attention was also

given to those trends and current status that imply a capability to survive or

to continue positive trends with or without Federal support through Title III.

In this assessment of developmental status, considerable care was taken not to

involve factors that might explain how the current developmental status was

attained. The purpose was, first, to identify institutions that rather

assuredly had arrived at, or were closing in on, a comfortable ability to

ontrol their own destinies without Federal Title III support, as opposed to

those that were clearly vulnerable, in trouble, or currently exhibiting

declining trends in areas vital to survival. Then, with the identification of

criterion groups of strong, stable, and vulnerable institutions, an intensive

study of differences in values, assumptions, priorities, strategies, pro-

cedures, and contexts that might plausibly account for the differences in

developmental status was undertaken, using the contrasts to highlight poten-

tial causes and to aid in inhibiting any preconceived biases. Thus, we were



not 'testing any particular model, but searching for one or more that might

account for dramatic differences in overall current status and future risk.

This chapter reports what we believe are significant and plausible differ-

ences that emerge from the contrasts among the groups of institutions resulting

from the assessment of developmental status. The three domains--fiscal,

management, and program--were perceived as foci for separate treatment, with

review of the data by the three analysts who had determined the criterion

ratings. Their reports follow in the next sections of this chapter.

2. Analysis Procedures

From the time of initiation of the site visits, there had been a

continuing formal attempt to develop and refine our understanding of what

factors may be important in institutional development, or are associated with

successful outcomes and consequences of developmental activities.' A progres-

sive set of working papers, initially focusing on hypotheses, and later focusing

on the variables that the hypotheses invoked, was developed. Prior to the

assessment of institutional development status reported in the previous chapter,

the working lists of variables had been broken down into criterion (or dependent)

variables, or variables, generally of a descriptive nature, characterizing the

current condition of the institution; and predictor (or independent) variables,

or variables reflecting potential causal factors that might be, from logical

reasoning or from the progressive observations, associated with different

criterion states.

Following the intensive study culminating in the assignment of institu-

tions to the developmental categories, the working lists of independent vari-

ables were divided into those relevant to the fiscal, management, and program

domains, to provide checklists or data extraction formats for use in returning

to the files for a reexamination of institutional data, with institutions now

grouped in terms of the assessments of institutional status. Each of the

three analysts involved in the criterion ratings first reexamined and refined

the lists of independent variables in his area, then addressed to the institu-

tional data files to determine what reliable or consistent differences in terms

of the independent variables were reflected by the contrast of the developmental

groups. In this re-review process, the relatively small numbers of institutions

in the strong (N=9) and vulnerable (N=8) groups permitted intensive

1 This effort began, of course, with the development of the site visitor
protocols and reporting forms, as described in Appendix A.
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focus on these extremes, but constant recourse by each reviewer was also made

to institutions in the mixed group (N=14), particularly those rated positively

or negatively in the domain of interest. The stable or neutral group (N=20)

was also used as a constant backdrop and as an occasional hunting ground to

pursue me 'lc raised by the contrasts of the rxtremes.

The c ial varied from institution to institute n to some

extent, as a function of a number of factors: the particular team of site

visitors, the amenability of the institution to review, and the varied sets of

forces and circumstances that appeared to provide the most satisfactory explana-

tion of developmental status and how it got there, the level of insight of the

respondents to the interviews, the nature and extent of documentary evidence

available, etc. Rather than depend on a tally of factors alone, the reviewers

also attempted to understand each institutional situation in terms of its

particular situation, and to seek out the underlying dynamics through study of

the specific circumstances and evidences in each case.

It was anticipated at the outset that'any institution would have some

strengths and weaknesses. We tried, through the criterion groupings, not to

be misled by letting an apparently significanteffort that had not emerged in

bottom-line status bias judgment of the overall institutional condition, nor

to be distracted by an apparent glaring weakness if the overall situation

appeared strongly positive. It was also believed at the outset that the

patterns affecting development might vary: a president weak in one area of

management may obviate this weakness by proper delegation to an appropriate

able colleague; a strong group of department heads and faculty may nullify any

deleterious 'ffects of a weak chief academic officer. Accordingly, we made a

carefu . L.° look at each institution as a whole. We tried to be conscious

of the difference between lip service and actual behavior, a lesson the site

visit experience itself constantly helped to highlight.2

Finally, with impetus from other lessons learned in the site visits, we

anticipated that while absence of data on a particular area might mean that

2 There are a number of individuals in the Title III institutions who have
learned the "right" words, including some sincere people who appear to have
used them until they really believe they are adequate expressions of their
gwIls and strategies. We recall vividly, for example, one official who made
,repeat A tatconts such as "Every single week, when I have the time, I meet
with Lae Luancil," or "I always, unless I have other guests, have a student in
my home for the weekend."
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area simply wasn't important, that absence could also be of great significance.

There were several campuses, for example, where very few inferences could be

drawn about the role of a key figure: he was not available to the site visitors,

and questions were either dodged or responded to with evasive or non-informative

answers (later follow-up in some of these instances revealed significant

reason, For the sil-Ice). Each analyst used, in his intensive review, .his

check list of hypotuLies or factors ("indepcndcac iariables" to remind him to

search the reports and records for all conditions or circumstances believed to

have significance in explaining developmental status, and to protect against

distraction by, in effect, a particular institution's rationalization of its

own amazing excellence.

In the report of findings and interpretations following, conclusions are

supported by comparison of developmental groups in terms of tally of factors

where possible and reasonable; the findings also are expressed in terms of

broader themes that emerged from the review experiences and, in some instances,

by anecdotal evidence where such is useful to illustrate something believed to

be significant and instructive. In summary, the analyses were not statistical

studies of extracted variables, but involved a historical approach, where

working hypotheses suggested by the observations were developed for each

institution, where a search for supporting evidence was made in terms of the

completeness and quality of the evidence, and where the insights acquired were

the result of search for distinctive themes differentiating the strong from

the vulnerable institutions and communalities among these themes. Effort has

been made throughout the discussion of findings following in the next sections

to cite the evidences used in drawing the conclusions reported. Still, given

the necessary variability of the data and the subjectivity of the analysis

process, the findings are best considered not as external truths, but as

somewhat refined hypotheses to be put to test by processes of reasoning and

further study.

We turn now to the results of this examination. Section B presents the

report on the management domain; Section C, the fiscal domain; and Section D,

the program domain.
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B. Governance, Administration, and General Management Determinants of

Effective Development

1. Governance Structure and Functioning

Governing board members were not a priority target for the site

visits, principally for practical reasons (e.g., difficulty in contacting

them; concern about the propriety of such contact as viewed by the president);

but some insights as to potential differences between board functioning at

positively developing versus vulnerable institutions were possible from several

so mos:. giant were: president's perceptions of the board role

and functioning; the kiiaL -ndlF and materials prepared for meetings or

reports to the boards; and, of course, the readily available descriptions of

the members, the committees, and occasional evidence of particular actions

(facilitations and restrictions) by the board or by individual members.

The strong institutions appeared to have boards relatively comfortable

with their president, as might have been expected; yet, the same, appeared true

for the vulnerable institutions. A more subtle but clearly evident difference

had to do with indications of board give and take on issues with the president

(for the strong institutions), as contrasted with agendas that suggested wide

ranging presentations by a variety of administrators or other institutional

representatives, frequently followed by or interspersed with entertainment

(e.g., the college choir) or social courtesies for the vulnerable institutions.

That is, the boards for the strong group appeared to be more frequently involved

in substantive interaction with the president on matters requiring decision on

important maintenance or developmental matters, while the boards for the

vulnerable group appeared more frequently to be simply targets of informational

presentations that would elicit a "that's interesting" or "that's good" response,

permitting the board to serve a legitimizing function in a pro forma way.

Belatedly: the agendas for the strong group more frequently appeared to be

concerned with particular problems or vital issues, whereas the agendas for

the vulnerable group tended to focus almost entirely on the real or rationalized

successes of the institution or its faculty and staff. It was clear in a

number of the strong institution situations that the president was more fre-

quently a vitalizing agent for the board than vica versa.



Although both strong and vulnerable groups had institutions that had

received Title III funding for board training and/or development activities,

the strong institutions more frequently seemed to have had active presidential

involvement in or direction of the board member development activities than

was true for the vulnerable institutions (the pattern here was one or more

workshops by an outside specialist). The strong group board members were

equally active in responding to their presidents.

More difficult to interpret, but nevertheless of critical relevance: a

number of institutions in the strong group had experienced some visible and

dramatic crisis 5 to 7 years earlier (e.g., serious audit discrepancies;

significant enrollment decline; heavy debt). The crisis had been sufficient

to require the election of a new president. For several other institutions in

the strong group that had not experienced obvious crises, a dramatic improve-

ment had also taken place following the appointment of a new president. This

finding may sugges.t that boards are more likely to shore up the dike when the

leak is visible and threatening, or when the prior president is no longer

available to provide his apologia pro vita sua. But, from all evidence, we

suspect the clarity of priorities for the new president, or simply a fresh

perspective in such instances, may have been the more important factor. There

was at least one instance in the vulnerable group where c::,ses had continued

through a rapid succession of several presidents over the last ten years.

The majority of the institutions in both the strong and vulnerable criterion

groups were church-related, and consequently, their boards included religious

leaders. The trend, in both (strong and vulnerable) groups, was toward a more

varied and eclectic board membership, with emphasis on adding local or national

business leaders to the board. Where the clerical element currently appeared

ascendant, the institution more frequently appeared in the vulnerable category;

where there was active involvement of business leaders or other professionals

(as evidenced by committee participation, faithfulness in attendance, and

giving or soliciting funds) the institution was more likely to fall in the

strong group. In all instances, the business representatives appeared to have

more substantive opportunities for encouraging gifts than did the church

representatives. One institution in the vulnerable group, unlike most of the

others in the entire case study sample, did obtain a substantial (more than

one-fourth) portion of its revenue from church sources (although in earlier

years the portion had been even greater). We suspected that this substantial
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church support may have impacted negatively on the institution by deterring

development of alternate sources of support: in spite of the trend of decline,

the president and minister-dominated board were focusing almost exclusively on

church sources for renewed and expanded support, without success.

The stable or mixed criterion groups contained most of the public insti-

tutions. Public institutions in the mixed group with boards taking active

responsibility in soliciting non-public sources for funds had more frequently

received positive ratings in the management and fiscal development sectors

than those rated neutral or negative. Of greater importance for the public

institutions, however, was the political context in which the boards operated.

In some cases, the boards rather clearly perceived their loyalty to be more to

the state than to the institution, and were more likely to support their

perception of public needs than the institution's perception of its develop-

mental or maintenance needs. Involvement of public institution board members

in the month-to-month affairs of the institution, or interaction of the presi-

dent with board members in a give and take mode (with the possible exception

of the community colleges) appeared less frequent than for the private insti-

tutions. Indeed, a number of the presidents in public institutions rated

positively in the fiscal and/or management areas appeared to take as much time

in active and direct lobby with public budget authorities above or outside the

boards as with the boards themselves; sometimes this was carried off well, but

sometimes small evidences of friction, or engendered antagonism, were apparent.

It was clear that the public boards more frequently considered themselves the

controllers of development, with responsibility for allocating available state

or community resources in ways considered efficient and prudent, while the

private boards were more frequently the proponents of development, by actively

working with the president to expand in the directions he recommended through

participating in or supporting new resource development.

The characteristic posture of many public boards has subtle but real

implications for institutional development. For example, those public institu-

tion boards representing a system rather than a single institution quite

frequently assumed a major role in deciding what new programs could be developed

and where they could be offered, with more regard to a perception of public.

need and political considerations than to particular institutional aspiration

or developmentally sound recommendation. The public boards were also more

likely to set restrictions on what institutions felt were required for effective
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development, through such mechanisms as state purchasing policy, salary scales

and staffing quotas, or allocation of particular new program to another insti

tution. In most instances, the restrictive mechanisms appeared to be well-

conceived, executed, and ultimately protective; in other instances, where

political pressures and influences appeared dominant (or where the boards we=_

relativ_7y inactive), the restrictive mechanisms may have hampered positive

and creative development. Finally, we should note that the general political

climate and the fiscal condition of the state affect the board-institution

relationship. In at least one state represented, the governor had made educa

tional support by the private sector a major theme, with new resources from

concerted effort by that governor and his staff coming available to the insti-

tutions. The governor of another state was pressing for a 25 percent increase

in the general education budget; in a number of other states, declining revenues

had not only deterred new development, but also seemed to place some existing

successful programs in some jeopardy..

In summary: the strong institutions appear from the study perspectives

to have active boards who have, by chance or wisdom, selected a competent

president; the president, in turn, not only attends to institutional problems

on his own or at board direction, but assumes an active role in further mobil-

izing and fine tuning the board to assist him in funding and otherwise selling

the institution, and in establishing policy which gives him reasonable freedom

in which to operate (e.g., to establish whatever management information systems

he feels he needs; to select his management team; to develop quality control

mechanisms; to choose among alternative development options, and to recommend

with an assurance of acceptance).

2. The Centrality of the President in Institutional Development

There is probably no point of focus where contrasts in factors

associated with developmental success are so apparent and consistent as in the

image and functioning of the chief administrative officer. And, this charac-

teristic style of functioning was more distinctive for the strong institutions

than the particular problems the campus faced. The strong institutions also

frequently had problems of one sort or another, but as a function of presi-

dential leadership were attacking these challenges successfully, or finding

ways around them.

The presidents of the strong institutions all seemed to Rut a first

priority in their personal activity on matters concerned with revenue



generation, and wasted little time in pursuing blind alleys or sources with

declining support trends. One president, in office almost a decade, said:

"When I came, I stated that I would devote two days a week to fund raising

activity, and that the necessity of this investment of time would need to be

understood; I got approval, and my two days on the road became routine."

Another president won approval for the appointment of a provost to handle some

day-to-day responsibilities, relieving her to put more time on support devel-

opment. In these cases, as for the presidents of the othor strong institu-

tions, fund raising activities and strategies varied: most appeared to divide

time among mobilizing their board members to assist; contacting potential

donors; revitalizing marketing, developing recruitment and admissions programs;

supporting faculty development toward grant-getting; lobbying with state or

local budget authority (and, in at least one instance, vigorous lobbying with

the Congress toward removing "graduation" requirements from Title III legisla-

tion); or, in taking an active part in directing appeals to Title III or to

foundations. The presidents of the. vulnerable institutions, on the other

hand, were putting either little time on funds generation, or inordinate time

on poor sources (e.g., "the (sponsoring) church thinks we will find a way to

support anyone they send; we're telling them that it's their responsibility to

support students they send us"; the churches in this instance were apparently

having their own fiscal problems, and overall revenue from church sources was

in steady decline at this institution.)

One president, in his annual message to his trustees, recognized that

they were not individuals of affluence, and after citing the current fiscal

problems asked them to "give $1000 to the college If you can't give $1000,

give $500, $200, or even $100." The point: most presidents professed concern

with fiscal problems and reported or exhibited activity devoted to fund raising.

What they did differed, however, in quality and quantity.

The presidents of the strong institutions appeared to have started their

tenure with a specific agenda of developmental priorities of their own, whether

they inherited a campus in crisis or in reasonably good shape (both situations

were represented in the strong group). In addition, these priorities were

expressed in measurable terms within a particular time frame: e.g., to build

endowment by $500,000 in 5 years; to get accounting systems capable of producing

monthly reviews of fiscal status by the start of the next budget year; to increase



enrollment by 5 percent per year for the next 3 years; to rebuild a provincial

faculty by increasing the proportion with terminal degrees to 50 percent in 5

years; etc.

The establishment of priorities in measurable terms, however, appeared on

more intensive examination to be but the tip of a larger iceberg. The estab-

lishment of priorities in every case appeared to signal a deeper concern by

the president with formal long-range planning. In some instances, this was a

posture brought to the institution by a new president; in others, the initia-

tion of a long-range planning emphasis was attributed to a vigorous faculty

self-study or to a persuasive accrediting review recommendation. But the

strong institutions, in sharp contrast to the vulnerable institutions, had a

tradition or at least 5 years' standing of concern with what the institution

would and could be like beyond the following year. They also had a tradition

of strong presidential leadership in the process, with or without faculty

involvement.

Presidents of the strong group, although concerned with immediate impact

of changes in terms of measurable results, also tended to plan with 'greater

attention to long-term consequences than to immediate impact. That is, they

were, in effect, architects who looked beyond immediate results of particular

actions to the long-term and varied effects those results could have on the

institution.

While a developmental activity would have its own objectives that con-

sumed its director (e.g., a basic skills program concerned with improving

writing ability), the president's goals were broader. For example, the director

of a basic skills program was devoted to improving the reading and writing

skills of entering freshmen assigned; his president was concerned with using

that activity to promote a broader attention by the faculty in general to this

need, and did so by attracting some key faculty to service in the program,

rather than relegating it entirely to remedial specialists. The director

evaluated program success in terms of student improvement as measured by

test-retest; the president evaluated program success in terms of the excitement

of accomplishment that key faculty, formerly above such maudlin chores, manifested

and for the new emphases he felt they carried back into their regular teaching

assignment.

Many other instructive examples were found. One president, as he capital-_

ied on Title III options to help in the development of several glamorous new



programs with vocational implications (e.g., mass communications and media),

made special effort through other (foundation) sources to obtain special

grants for the more traditional humanities areas. These were not areas, he

felt, that needed strengthening; rather, the president felt his traditional

faculty should not be upstaged by newcomers involved in Title III program

development, and should know that he valued their areas and potential as well.

Another president set a program of personal counseling in motion in such a way

as to gradually entrap faculty in its activities. It was his way, he confided,

in dealing with a tough faculty that believed rigor and quality were synonymous

with a 60 percent attrition rate, whatever the quality of the entering class;

the president's goal was the reduction of attrition by getting faculty more

actively involved in individual attention to students. The strategy included

the development of a career counseling/education program, putting a professional

counselor and a number of faculty in place to deal with students on a one-to-one

basis. Presidential endorsement and continuing attention insured its status.

The presidents of the strong institutions also stood out as the primary

decision makers where continuing structural changs were involved. Develop-

ment is a proposition, it would seem, where clear decisions must be made among

tough alternatives: in the program area, new departments may be created, old

ones phased out; adding staff or computational equipment may erode funds that

could be used for faculty raises. A college is a collection of vested interests

in program and service areas; where resources are scarce, as they were in most

of the situations examined, the various program and service areas are competing.

The strong institutions were distinguished by presidents who took a firm

posture in resolving competing interests by designating at regular decision

points the developmental options for investment, and in prescribing the terms

on which they must proceed. One highly respected president of a private

4-year institution put it this way: "I make the decisions; the role of the

faculty is to advise... The faculty are the responsibility of the Vice President

for Academic Affairs, and the board is my arena; we don't invade each other's

turf." Another president--incidentally, a successful authoritarian following

a democratic president whose tenure had proved, by campus report, to be trouble-

some and ineffective--commissioned department heads and faculty to engage in a

planning process ("to make recommendations, not decisions"), but built into

the formal process such standard items as reports and projections of numbers

of students involved or to be involved, faculty required, total and per student



costs, and revenue to be generated. The response of the faculty was positive:

the three site visitors separately commented that this was, one of the most

exciting and attractive institutions visited. And, though under private

control and continuing to target low-income students, the institution's unre-

stricted current fund balance had increased consistently over the years follow-

ing installation of the planning process.

The presidents of the vulnerable institutions did not appear to be par-

ticularly forceful as decisionmakers. They depended on their charisma, or

on-the-spot wisdom, or assertiveness--not planfulne3s--to carry them through.

Some seemed to sit back and rely on momentum and the democratic or collegial

process, with faculty setting the rules for tie debate. Some were character-

istically indecisive, or wallowing in dilemmas. For example, one president

reported concern with faculty opposition from the old guard in some tradi-

tional but sharply declining liberal arts areas because of the addition of a

new business program attracting a significant proportion of students. Though

verbally supporting the new program and the traditional programs, he had

continually failed at budget time to recognize the real needs of the new

program for staff, space, and equipment. Such action would risk rebellion of

his key faculty. The result was that the new program had sustained a steady

turnover in able department heads, and was substantially understaffed given

the numbers of students enrolled. Yet, the old guard protest continued with

increased vigor as the business department increasingly eroded numbers of

students in traditional majors!

The presidents of the strong institutions showed a remarkable ability not

only to see and state things as they are, but also to focus on the challenge

of changing negative aspects and making that change the positive goal. One

institution, always open-door, became more publicly so, with the president

setting in motion a campaign to restructure lower division courses to recog-

nize and deal realistically and practically with entering freshmen operating

on the average at the eighth- or ninth-grade level. One strategy was to

declare remedial activity as credit activity, thus generating support through

tuition; for the restructuring of freshman curriculum involved, the mandate

was to make the work academically acceptable and to demonstrate impact through

before-after testing. But the president's goal was to get the students to the

equivalent of the tenth-grade level. To achieve this, he insisted, would

require the highest quality of concern and instruction. The role of this
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president in hammering away at what he called the "reality principle"--a

matter of stating "this is our mission, these are our students, and this is

what we've got to do," left no room for complaint of lowering standards by

watering down the program. The presidents of the vulnerable institutions

tended to visualize the campus only as the mission statements in the catalogs

defined them, with the statements more a matter of motherhood and apple pie

than reasonable objectives that could be measurably obtained. These presidents

tended to put more emphasis on explaining what the college is now and how it

got there than on directions for change.

The presidents of the strong institutions tended to have well-structured

agtndas for on- or off-campus activity, to know where they would be, and to be

purposeful toward overall interests in what they did with their time. The

presidents of the vulnerable institutions, on the other hand, were more easily

distracted. Some were soft touches for any civic club needing a last-minute

luncheon speaker. One president, to assure personal attention to all corre-

spondence, opened his mail personally, but usually only when he got around to

it (embarrassing the development office by not finding a $50,000 check from an

alumnus until six months after receipt). Some were notorious for forgetting

appointments, or in arriving an hour or two late for meetings he or she would

chair. All of the presidents seemed to feel that whatever they spent their

time on was important for the institution; for the effective group, this

appeared well-founded, but for the ineffective group this appeared to be

rationalized.

The presidents of the strong institutions tended to concern themselves

with the big picture, and delegate most operational and maintenance chores

(with the single consistent exception being development of new revenue sources).

.These presidents almost always had selected their own top echelon of officers,

to whom responsibilities for most day-to-day operations were delegated.

The vulnerable institution presidents frequently got involved in the

nitty-gritty. This-passion for the mundane took many forms, some quite subtle.

One president had spent considerable time his second year in office drafting a

personnel manual; another insisted on a personal conference with each student

whose account was in arrears, a chore taking a considerable amount of his

time. On the subtle side, one president required that he decide almost any

day -to- -day problem confronting his senior administrative staff; to each problem,

he would then characteristically respond, "What would you advise me to do?"

i



He then purportedly accepted the advice without fail. There were always

"good" reasons given for such involvement, but they appeared to the site

visitors to be more rationalized than real, or they were detected by faculty

and staff as ineffective. For example, oe new Ph.D. faculty member in a

diverse disciplinary area teaching courses well outside his special interest

area was asked why he had taken the assignment. He replied that the president,

who didn't know how to recruit but insisted on doing it himself, had placed an

ad in a metropolitan newspaper, and had offered him the job sight unseen, by

phone, when he responded. He had taken it to support himself while continuing

his job search. That faculty, we noted, had been marked by considerable

turnover.

3. Administrative Staff and Their Operation

Although the size and composition of the administrative staffs

tended to be associated with institutional size, the most signal character-

istic distinguishing administrative staff for the strong institutions from

those at the vulnerable institutions was the placement of operational manage-

ment responsibilities in the hands of a relatively few key people. The strong

institutions had resisted burgeoning ranks of administrators, even where

Title III may have permitted it. Similarly, the most effective president's

councils appeared to be those with five or six strong members who worked well

together and met regularly with the president (though there may have also been

larger pro forma groups convened less frequently by the president or by one of

the administrative officers). Several of the presidents of the strong group

reported taking special action to reduce the numbers of administrators reporting

regularly and directly to them. At several of the vulnerable institutions,

the number of administrative staff approached the number of faculty; in such

cases, the numbers of administrators reporting directly to the president also

appeared to be elevated. There were no clear signs, however, that Title III

had had a direct role in increasing administrative staffs unduly; the phenomena

seemed more directly related to proliferation of management in general.

The strong institutions were almost uniform in having two particular

senior administrators beyond the presidents who were effective developmental

agents as well as were effective in their areas of responsibility. These were

typically the chief academic officer and the chief fiscal officer. Greater

variability in competence, energy, and ascendancy in institutional management

could apparently be tolerated in the areas of student affairs, development and
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public relations, institutional research, and other deans (of schools) and

department heads.

With regard to the chief academic officers at the strong institutions,

these were the individuals charged with operating the academic program and

maintaining productivity and morale among the faculty. In this role, they

presided relatively impartially over the teaching faculty and the academic/

technical programs; they were responsible for maintenance of qualitative

standards, and were generally perceived as able spokespersons for the faculty

and fair reconcilers in academic debate. However,'as a group, they were more

than this traditional officer over the past few years. They had much to do

with expanding the concept and the availability of various forms of faculty

development, and--particularly germane to this group of institutions--had

creative roles in reviewing and expanding the academic/technical offerings.

They were, however, on the "side" of institutional development more than on

the side of traditional faculty vanes or expectations, and thus they played

an important role in raising faculty consciousness to new values, new (sometimes

controversial career-oriented) program offerings, ard new student populations.

Yet, they were still the formulators and guardians of "academic quality," and

tended to be respected for this by all thriving segments of their academic

community.

With regard to the role of th chief fiscal officers in development, the

evidence suggests some variability, dependent on the role the president assumes

in fiscal affairs. The characteristic that chief fiscal officers at the

strong institutions have in common appears to be effective budget tending and

timely accounting, and maintenance of controls as necessary for smooth operation

and avoidance of audit exceptions. Though investment and business enterprise

is more frequently a board or president activity in the strong institutions, a

few chief fiscal officers played key roles in advising or operating in this

area; but all in this group are concerned principally with the proper use of,

and timely accounting for, fiscal resources.

The effective chief student affairs officer appears to be someone, at the

strong institutions, who keeps student life problems from becoming obtrusive.

The development officers at the strong institutions tend to operate as managers

of such routine activities as alumni campaign fund drive organizers; in effect,

they serve as staff for the presidents who assume fund development as their

personal domain. In this connection, it should be observed that selling the
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kinds of institutions involved in this study to regular or new constituencies

is not generally a matter of requesting support to sustain clearly visible

strengths or uniqueness. Rather, it is a proposition of encouraging an act of

faith in what the institution may be able to accomplish with additional resources,

or in keeping it and its missionary quest alive.

There is s,me considerable variability in the role of directors of manage-

ment information systems or institutional research per se, though the strong

institution presi "nts have various mechanisms for keeping themselves informed

Some presidents are remarkably intuitive, drawing basic conclusions from

conversation and observation; others are more structured and systematic, and

rely heavily on specially generated data. At all institutions, any institu-

tional research function that was prompted or permitted by soft money oppor-

tunity tended to be the first victim of funding changes--unless the activity

was established to address particular questions with which the president

himself was concerned. For the presidents of the strong institutions, this

meant information on cost efficiency, student markets, or other detail helpful

in funds generation or funds management. Institutional research functions

also tended to be displaced when the institutions achieved a good MIS or

PME/MIS system. The MIS systems seemed more resistant to termination with

loss of funds, whatever their degree of success, probably because dropping

them seemed an obvious step backward, and because many provided operational

services as well as or in addition to data for planning or decision making, or

institutional research as traditionally defined.

Most of the strong institutions had achieved efficient and timely manage-

ment information systems or procedures, and were assuring that all individuals

with a need to know were kept informed. Although, as noted, some presidents

at the strong institutions relied more on intuition than monthly data, several

noted that the major impact of Title III had been its emphasis on the need to

plan, which had been suggested, facilitated, or enforced by requiring PIE

developmental activity. In this regard, it should be noted that the strong

institutions quite frequently adopted Title III requirements for specification

of process events and dates, and monitoring of accomplishment, as useful

management tools for application to all institutional activity.

The roles of the Title III coordinators were examined with particular

care. We were mindful that many of the incumbents in this position are or had

been fully funded by Title III, and are considered by Title III program staff
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as the Government's representative on campus not only to assure that expendi-

tures are allowable and funds are properly accounted for, but also to assume

some role in prescribing appropriate priorities for development. At the

strong institutions, the majority appeared to perform clearly staff, as

opposed to line, functions: they coordinated, that is, they oversaw proposal

production (with inputs decided elsewhere), prepared procedures manuals,

monitored expenditures, handled pro forma reports to Washington, and repre-

sented the institutions at Title III technical assistance meetings. However,

the presidents or a senior delegate (usually the chief academic officer) of

the strong institutions generally also had had personal interactive contact

with senior Title III staff in Washington and, as the burden of the findings

reported so far would indicate, served as the developmental architects for the

institutions. In other words, Title III coordinators at these institutions

carried out the expected functions of their role as coordinators, sometimes

within larger roles concerned with planning, development, evaluation, research,

or the like that assured their permanency at the institution if Title III

funds ceased.

It should also be noted that whatever the role played, the Title III

coordinators at the strong institutions appeared secure--due either to con-

tinuing approval, or to gradual movement in responsibility to some ultimately

useful permanent role. This was decidedly not the case at the vulnerable

institutions or at many of those in the neutral or mixed categories, where the

Title III coordinators associated their job security with the probability of

continued Title III funding, but recognized they could not carry this ball by

themselves, or did so as a function of a weak or lethargic administration.

Finally, the Title III coordinators at the strong institutions were not carry-

overs from previous management teams but, like other administrators,

appointees of the current president. They also reported directly to him or

her, and were convincingly positive about the president's performance in his

role, and secure in his or her support of theirs. They knew where they stood,

were happy about this, and appeared free to invest energy in their own tasks,

however defined and structured.

4. Use of Consultants

Consultants--operating as individuals with various specializations,

as representatives of assisting agencies, or as external evaluators, have long

been part of the Title II? scene. In spite of recent de-emphases in the roles

9
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to be played by external agents responsible under contract to the institu-

tions, it is relevant to examine the strong versus the vulnerable institutions

in this regard.

Site visitors frequently collected copies of reports prepared by external

agents, and in a number of instances crossed paths with and interviewed their

representatives. The strong institutions used external agencies in a variety

of ways and in differing degrees of intensity, as did the vulnerable institu-

.tions; yet, several differences appeared to emerge. The strong institutions,

if relying heavily on consultants, seemed to take the assistance more seriously,

to involve their staff actively (rather than to charge the consultants with

designing something and delivering it, or to provide without institutional

direction their own agendas for interacting with faculty and staff), to be

more selective in choosing outside assistance agents, and constantly evalua-

tive if retaining the agent for continued assistance.

The vulnerable institutions frequently blamed an activity that had failed

and been abandoned on poor treatment or advice by an external agent; the

strong institutions had replaced such agents quickly, or had taken over the

activity themselves. And, interestingly, the reports of the external evaluators

for the strong institutions tended to be more frequently critical (though

usually constructively so) than were those for the vulnerable institutions.

(It is suspected that two factors account for this: first, the institutions

experiencing honest positive movement were less likely to be threatened by

negative report; second, some external agents saw their prime purpose as

attesting positive progress for the institution to use in the next year's

funding appeal, and feared dismissal if such were not provided.) The strong

institutions more frequently used representatives of other institutions or

well-established multi-purpose agencies than the many small groups specializ-

ing solely in Title III activity. The stfong institutions used senior profes-

sional staff from the regional accrediting agency, a distinguished professor

operating in an area of interest, or a firm with a broader national reputation.

We believe, too, that these institutions used the external agents more frequently

where specific help was really needed and where that need was clearly recognized

by the president or activity director prior to the agent's involvement; the

vulnerable institutions were more docile, following patterns they perceived to

be required, or had difficulties recognizing where help was needed. The best

source of identification appeared, in the strong institutions where
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this was pursued or volunteered, to come from contacting respected colleagues

or counterparts in other institutions that had used an agent for a similar

job; and, the president was frequently involved in the selection.

Finally, we could not help but note that the vulnerable institutions

appeared to be easier targets for the many hucksters that exist, and less

likely to question costs if the pitch sounded good. One institution had

invested an amount equivalent to $500 per FTE student in a single year with

several accounting firms, in an attempt, still not fruitful, to initiate some

rather straightforward bookkeeping systems that would afford monthly status

reports and pass audit. Yet, there were si3ns of growth. At the same insti-

tution, which incidentally had not been refunded in FY 1982, a site visitor's

interview was interrupted by a telephone offer to write a winning Title III

proposal for a fee of $30,000 (it was not accepted; "We get these calls all

the time, and we learned the hard way that it's a high-risk proposition.").

In short: problems with assisting agents were apparently not procedural

(e.g., compliance with the competitive bid process), but in determining whether

real need existed, in using the agents for these needs rather than simply for

compliance with Title III requirements, in identifying a capable party, in

maximizing relevant staff or faculty interaction, and in culling out ineffective

relationships quickly.

5. Institutional Posture with Regard to Purpose of Title III

At the strong institutions, there seemed to be an anticipation from

the time work on the Title III application began that the federal funds would

be ephemeral--even at those institutions where presidents were openly critical

of any notion that the institution must graduate eventually from the program.

Activities were so constituted from the start that investment dollars bought

something that the institution could keep when funds expired, or that would

not leave it in serious jeopardy if funds were prematurely lost. The presidents

of these institutions seemed to have a clear scheme for determining what

functions could be continued after funding ceased, what would be done with

staff covered by grant funds, and how this could be accomplished. Institutional

budgets for successive years were typically based on assured funds, with a

separate and more speculative budget for any soft additional funds expected

for a particular time period. On the other hand, there appeared to be uncertainty

at the vulnerable institutions as to what would happen when the grant expired.
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There also appeared to be greater and more critical dependence on the Title III

funds for day-to-day continuance at the vulnerable institutions. Across the

institutions generally, it was noted that when the Title III proportion of

total revenue exceeded 7 to 10 percent, the very survival of the institution

frequently seemed to hinge on continuance of Title III support (in two cases,

both in the vulnerable group, the proportion exceeded 30 percent in the current

or most recent year). This suggests that, whatever the developmental status

of an institution, and whatever the regulations concerning developmental as

opposed to operational application, there is a point where either there is too

much development activity to be effectively absorbed in succeeding fiscal

years, or where developmental funds can only be used for continuing operation

by some overt or covert means.

The smooth transition from the developmental to the operational stage is

exemplified by one of the institutions in the strong group. The institution

had won a single 5-year grant, and found at the end that they had grown out of

the eligibility range. But, all Title III activities started had been success-

fully operationalized, all new development staff left after natural attrition

had been absorbed, and many good faculty and staff involved in the developmental

phases were serving well in operational roles of greater responsibility as a

consequence. When asked about the loss of eligibility, the president replied:

"We're disappointed; we could use new grant money well. But, we're not hurt.

Title III came at the right time, and helped us achieve our goals more quickly.

We're excited about what we've accomplished." It was clear that the pronoun

was not an editorial "we"; there was a pervasive excitement in all quarters.

It was also clear that from the beginning the transition and absorption of

developmental activity had been deliberately planned and contrived, that the

consequences of cessation of support had been fully anticipated, and that

success had been gauged in terms of how much more the institution could accom-

plish on its own, not how much Federal money it had to spend.

C. FL,cal Determinants of Effective Development

The fiscal health of an institution, or its capability to maintain fiscal

viability, is a key component of Title III intent. Stated in the simplest

terms, it is a matter of generating needed revenue and controlling expendi-

tures in such a way that the necessary resources for the educational program

may be provided, and the educational mission sustained and enhanced. In the
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absence of some windfalL that provides a substantial financial cushion, it is

logical to assume that fiscal health is an outcome of effective fiscal management.

This section describes and illustrates those features of fiscal manage-

ment that appear to distinguish the strong institutions from the vulnerable

institutions, and to be common threads in the fabric of effective development.

These management characteristics are discussed in four categories: the role

of the president in fiscal management, revenue strategies, fiscal aspects of

the institutional development, and fiscal management practices.

1. The Role of the President in Fiscal Management

The presidents of fiscally strong developing institutions were found

to take an active and informed role in fiscal management. This role included

the following types of involvement:

Establishing and clearly articulating fiscal priorities that

are congruent with the institution's mission and sense of

purpose;

Assuring that regular, complete, and accurate statements of

fiscal position are available to appropriate decision-makers in

a timely fashion;

Actively overseeing effective cash management and expense

control;

Taking visible leadership in fund raising activities; and

Working in close coordination with the fiscal management staff.

The contrasts of the institutional groups strongly suggest_that fiscal

activity and leadership at the presidential level should not take place in the
ti

absence of or at the expense of the fiscal management staff. Institutions

where the president was the de facto fiscal officer (while fiscal staff played

clearly secondary roles) did not tend to distinguish themselves as fiscally

strong. Likewise, institutions with competent and effective fiscal managers

but disinterested or uninformed presidents also failed to manifest evidence of

superior fiscal health. It is apparently the president who understands and

gives direction to fiscal management while effectively delegating to and

working with fiscal and development staff who is most likely to achieve fiscal

objectives. This kind of president has access to timely, well aggregated

fiscal data and uses that information to anticipate problems or uncover invest-

ment opportunities. He or she works in a collegial manner with fiscal
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staff, utilizing them to develop and manage particular fiscal strategies

within a clear mission-related framework.

Fiscal management at the strong institutions was more frequently (than at

the vulnerable institutions) based on deliberate assumptions about revenue and

costs beyond the current budget year.' Given a current developmental focus,it

is only logical that later operational consequences be anticipated realistically.

Good fiscal information permits the monitoring and projection of trends; the

interpretation of mission provides a set of values for deciding among alternatives,

or establishing the urgency of particular attainment. Most of what is purchased

with current year revenue has revenue and cost implications for later years,

as well as what it requires and provides now; the presidents at the strong

institutions took this matter seriously.

The president's role in fiscal management encompassed both revenue and

expense concerns. On the revenue side, presidential leadership and personal

involvement were particularly important for success in fund raising. In

private schools, this entailed generation of support from alumni, businesses,

and community sources. For public schools, the key appeared to be sufficient

political acumen to cultivate and market the state, county, and district

jurisdictions that determine appropriations levels. Development offices in

the sample institutions, even where well organized and staffed, were found to

complement but never replace the crucial role of the president in fund raising.

At the strong institutions, the president was the prime salesperson, and the

development office, when in place, took on the more routine back-up chores- -

preparation of solicitation materials, management of giving campaigns, records

maintenance, and (sometimes) identification of prospective new donors.

On the expense side, the establishment of mission-related priorities and

timely monitoring of cash flow and expense patterns were activities that were

shared by presidents and fiscal staff in the strong or effectively developing

institutions. These functions are logically clear offshoots of good planning

and institutional monitoring, processes in which the president's role is

critical.

In one highly rated institution that was on the brink of insolvency nine

years ago, a new president placed such immediate priority on fiscal control

and restoration of credit status in the community that he personally reviewed

every purchase order, however small and routine. While not a recommended

practice in general, this temporary intervention was a manifestation of a



visible, appropriate and, in this case, necessary presidential band in expense

control, and served to demonstrate the importance of expenditure control to
the campus community.

These presidential characteristics may be summarized as a sort of "con-

servative entrepreneurship." The status of most developing institutions

requires a rather hard-nosed fiscal conservatism, especially in terms of cost

control and contingency planning for potential adversity. At the same time,

entrepreneurship, especially on the revenue side, may also be a competitive
necessity. The presidents of the strong institutions seemed able to combine

these roles and take appropriate action.

At many institutions ranked by the study team in the neutral category,

management staff had a sense of what had to be done but lacked clear presi-

dential direction toward making the hard decisions or taking the necessary
steps to address identified opportunities. Often this was due to recent

leadership transition and there was reason to believe that more decisive

direction was at hand. Presidents at the vulnerable institutions often complained

that there were no funds to do the things that needed to be done but, at the

same time, they were frequently unable to clearly articulate what steps were,
in fact, necessary. In many of these cases, the lack of an effective planning

process left a contextual void for decision making.

The importance of presidential leadership was particularly evident in

institutions recovering from periods of severe distress, a circumstance that

characterized many schools in the sample. Virtually all such schools had

changed presidents prior to their turnarounds. The dynamics of recovery were
widely attributed to the new presidential leadership in all these cases. The

external perception of site visitors that presidential leadership is a key
determinant of institutional success was thus strongly confirmed by he testi-
mony of internal observers.

2. Revenue Strategies

For most developing institutions, the major revenue sources are

tuition, appropriations (public), government grants and contracts, and private

gifts (private). Each of these sources must be cultivated and managed. In

fiscally strong institutions, the process for acquiring needed revenue was

planned and proactive. Fiscally weak institutions tended to be more reactive.

It was common for management of the most fiscally vulnerable institutions to

argue that they had no choice but to adopt a "survival" strategy, an approach
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characterized by crisis management and response to external factors, most of

which were negative. Interestingly, however, most of the fiscally strong

institutions had faced similar periods of high vulnerability in the recent

past. What distinguished their turnarounds was active, mission-oriented

planning, definition of distinctive competencies, development of forward-looking

revenue strategies to achieve institutional objectives. Often real retrenchment

was necessary but it was planned retrenchment keyed to realistic objectives in

contrast to a cycle of cutbacks borne simply of necessity. Few Title III-eligible

institutions avoid the necessity of managing adversity. In overly simplistic

terms, the vulnerable institutions appeared to respond to limited resources

with despair while the stronger institutions appeared to respond with hope.

The strongest, however, appeared to respond also with deliberate action.

Most of the institutions in the sample profess a commitment to low tuition;

yet, tuition income, particularly for the private institutions, has a major

revenue impact on their fiscal.health. The past and current availability of

Federal student assistance funds undoubtedly made tuition increase a temptation

for institutions with a large proportion of aid-eligible students. Still,

tuition as a revenue source directly depends upon enrollment. For most insti-

tutions, enrollment growth (or even stability) must be aggressively managed.

This is not primarily a fiscal function but rather a point of synergy between

effective program and fiscal health. However, it is a fiscal function (as an

input to planning) to define appropriate enrollment plateaus in terms of

faculty size, physical plant, and other relatively fixed factors. That is,

moving from enrollment level "a" to "b" may be accommodated with minimal cost

implications while going from "b" to "c" entails investments that fiscally

outweigh the additional tuition or enrollment-linked appropriation income.

Strong institutions appear frequently to have some awareness of appropriate

enrollment plateaus. Growth is an objective only in that context.

Sample institution data suggests that, in general, a minimum plateau is

about 800 students. Median enrollment for all schools in the sample-was 1270

FTE.3 For private institutions it was 900; for public, 2,300. For institu-

tions ranked positively in all domains, average FTE enrollment was 1,500. The

3 All data are based on FY 1981 information. See Tables IV.1 and IV.2 for
additional detail.



single public institution so rated had an enrollment of 1,540 but, signifi-

cantly, the average for the strong group of private institutions was 1,470, 60

percent above the median of 900. In fact, only one of these institutions had

an enrollment level below that median. By contrast, six of eight private

schools ranked weak in all domains were below the 800 level in FTE enrollment.

In a competitive market, strong institutions were those that had been

able to define an appropriate niche. Defining potential student market(s, and

targeting recruiting in those markets were aspects of proactive management

with important fiscal implications. Failure was likely to result in enroll-

ment decline. Such decline, particularly if it continued over several years,

usually led to reduced revenues, inefficient facility use, and faculty or

staff cuts. Such losses are fatal in an environment where motivation must

often substitute for more tangible rewards and benefits as an incentive :or

staff performance. In extreme cases, some institutions appear to have lost

their identity and even their "will 1:0 live." In one instance, for example,

the president indicated that unless turnaround could be effected in two more

years, a recommendation for closing the institution would be made to the

board. In another case, an institution appeared to be faced with so much

deferred maintenance that no reason for optimism could be found, and site

vivitors were struck by the pall of apathy that hung over all contacts.

For public institutions in the sample, state, county, and district appro-

priations represented the largest source of revenue, typically ranging from 60

to 80 percent of the total. Formally or informally, the level of these appro-

priations is often keyed to some concept of or formula for determining fiscal

need, resulting in much less differentiation among public institutions than

among private ones on the basis of fiscal indicators. No public institution

fell into the fiscally vulnerable group and only two were characterized as

fiscally strong. Political jurisdictions tended to "bail out" financially

weak public institutions. Financially strong public colleges were found to

manage or manipulate their fiscal affairs in such a way that fiscal cushions

did not manifest themselves in financial reports lest public assistance be

reduced accordingly, and underspending a budget appeared to be as much a

cardinal sin as overspending it. (In one public community college, the presi-

dent confided that a prime factor in some last minute spending of what would

have been a comfortable surplus was preventing that "profitability" from

undermining a concerted drive for an increase in revenue from the county
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tax-base.) Moreover, trends in public support have typically moved toward

stringency in the last few years, numbing the impact of previously successful

development efforts at some institutions. This stringency has been manifested

by state funding "prorations" of as much as 5 percent at several schools.

These cuts seemed to have led, in turn, to reductions in staff salaries and,

consequently, morale.

Nonetheless, it is clear that those public institutions with the most

fiscal flexibility attained that margin of difference by astute cultivation of

political support. As noted earlier, this was largely a presidential function

performed personally or, in some cases, by orchestrating the involvement of

key board members in the Process. In a few public institutions, community and

foundation support was being cultivated more actively to reduce dependence on

the vagaries of public funding sources. But in no case had such private

support become more than 2 percent of annual revenue.

Fiscally strong institutions, both public and private, made good use of

government grants and contracts but seemed to walk a careful line that fell

short of excessive dependence on this source. Of the nine institutions ranked

in the strong category in all domains, seven fell in a range of 19 percent to

29 percent in terms of this source as a percentage of all current revenue.

The remaining two had a lower dependence.

By contrast, of the five institutions in the entire sample with the

highest dependence on government grants and contracts (over 30 percent of

total revenue), four ranked in the lowest category in all three domains. For

all institutions, the median for this indicator was 16 percent. For fiscally

strong institutions, the average was 18 percent and for fiscally weak, 28. A

similar pattern prevailed in the percentage of total revenue represented by

Title III funds. Fiscally strong institutions averaged 5 percent. The

vulnerable institutions averaged a much higher 10 percent on this measure.

The median for the entire sample was 4 percent. Very high dependence on soft

money was thus strongly associated with fiscal weakness. Moderate dependence

on such funds wa associated with fiscal strength. The conclusion to be drawn

is that, for most developing institutions in the sample, soft money was an

important component of a balanced revenue strategy. Institutions which have

become heavily dependent on such support for survival, however, were not

characterized by effective development.
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For private institutions, the contrasts between the strong and vulnerable

groups indicates that aggressive solicitation of private funding is a key

element in fiscal health. A wide variety of fund raising strategies were

manifested among the fiscally strong institutions in the sample. Common

elements were effective planning, market definition, an adequately-staffed

development office, and, as noted in earlier sections, active participation of
the president.

Because of wide variations in circumstances, actual levels of private

giving as a percentage of total revenue was less indicative of the effective-

ness of fund raising than the judgments of site visitors as to the role of

private revenue in an overall institutional context. For the 31 private

institutions in the sample, the median level of private-source revenue (gifts

and endowment income) as a percentage of total reivenue was 14 percent. Eight
of 11 fiscally strong institutions were at the median or higher level. Two of

those, however, were beneficiaries of unusual windfalls which rendered them

fiscally healthy at the time of the site visits (though neither was also

ranked in the strong category in both the management and program domains).

Developing institutions face many barriers to effective private fund

raising. Many have served low-income and/or economically depressed minorities

too exclusively and too long to have a sizeable number of alumni who are in

prime earning years and/or who can provide substantial gifts. Many are in
relatively isolated rural areas or in areas with depressed economies where

local private support is hard to generate. One highly ranked school, recog-

nizing some years ago that the local farm economy would be characterized by

years of lean income, adopted an asset-based fund-raising strategy that was

well conceived and developed with Title III assistance.4 The benefits of this

strategy are noR beginning to be realized. The quality of this program was

clearly linked to the fact that it resulted from deliberate forward planning

and was not put precipitously into motion as a response to crisis.

4 Such a strategy utilizes deferred giving techniques to solicit gifts of
assets such as land, insurance policies, or testamentary bequests. This
contrasts with typical annual giving campaigns that depend on gifts of cash.
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Another institution, located in a rural area with no local businesses of

any size, set up an auxiliary development office in the neark.:,z. city, 100

miles distant, to cultivate private business sources. This office arranges

group meetings of executives to which the president can make presentations,

thus economizing on his time for these contacts.

Characterizing most successful development office efforts was the appli-

cation of computerized information systems to track donors, to increase effici-

ency of mailings, and to maintain accurate records. In virtually every instance

of effective MIS use in the development office, Title III had funded system

establishment and, usually, consultant assistance.

Other factors which, in appropriate contexts, have supported fund raising

efforts are aggressive cultivation of church-related support, use of prominent

"frienr'3" to interface with potential business doners, and aggressive public

relations campaigns.

Some institutions kept the development office function separate from or

out of contact with the fiscal office. This strategy appeared to be asso-

ciated with relatively ineffective fund raising. When, by contrast, develop-

ment staff understood their key role in an institution's overall fiscal direc-

tion, they seemed wetter able to plan and execute a successful development

strategy.

The .importance of private funding support often transcends its actual

level as a portion of revenue. For schools at the margin of financial self-

sufficiency, private gifts often provided flexibility for innovation and

creativity over which the institution could have optimum control.

3. Fiscal Aspects of Institution Development

Institutional development initiatives have fiscal implications for

both revenue and expense sides of a college's financial picture. Revenue

implications derive principally from the enrollment potential of new programs

or the direct income effects of enhanced fund raising strategies. Expenditures

are affected by the cost of new programs, particularly the matching and recurrent

costs of activities that are begun with external funding. Detailed discussion

of developmental activities for improvement of fiscal management or revenue

enhancement at sample institutions will be found in Chapter VII. The comments

in this subsection highlight certain key findings with relevance to overall

fiscal development.
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Strong institutions were characterized by up-front consideration of the

fiscal implications of potential activities. That is, regardless of the

assumed programmatic merit of a potential activity, a hard-nosed look at its

financial viability was an integral part of the decision process. For strong

institutions, this generally meant that plans for incorporation of the activity

into regular budgets and procedures were developed at the beginning, not left

to chance. As a result, these institutions were able to sustain the benefits

of productive developmental activities, including staff additions for program

operation, with normal institutional resources.

Another distinguishing characteristic of development at stronger insti-

tutions was an apparent balance between entrepreneurship and conformity to

institutional mission. While there seemed to be a clear market orientation

undergirding program development, effective developing institutions did not

lose sight of their own distinctiveness. While an overarching sense of purpose

has importance beyond fiscal considerations, the fiscal implications appear to

be more direct than are generally recognized. Unbounded grantsmanship may

have led or permitted some institutions to become top heavy with administrative

and program management staff that had imposed or could impcse a serious fiscal

burden with diminishing external funding.

This problem can also occur for institutions holding the view articulated

by one president that Title III is an investment in "low status" activities to

bring them to the point where they might be eligible for grants from a different

source on the basis of excellence. In the sample institutions, actual transition

from Title III to other external funding for a particular activity was uncommon

(although successful activities frequently had multiple support sources during

the developmental phase). The risk, obviously, is that activities initiated

in this spirit can become financial burdens providing limited benefit for the

institution.

Another way to look at the entrepreneurship/mission balance is to see it

as eflective risk management. Intelligent risk taking is a necessary com-

ponent of development for any institution. Superior fiscal management is

characterized by careful calculation that distinguishes good risks from bad.

Important elements in this calculation are information that permits accurate

forecasting of fiscal implications and an awareness of environmental factors

that may shelter or exacerbate the fiscal risk of new ventures.
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Most sample institutionQ have used soft money for developmental activi-

ties designed to strengthen planning, administrative, and fund raising capa-

bilities. The stronger institutions appear to have used external funding to

enhance activities or priorities ...hat were already well grounded in existing

institutional functions or plans. Thus rooted, the activities achieved maximum

impact. These institutions--or, more precisely, their presidents--had a

recognition of the need for the products of the activities. The vulnerable

group more frequently had had the fiscal development activities pressed upon

them as a condition of the grant. Where there was no particular prior recog-

nition of the value of the product--or where its relationship to the planning

or monitoring functions was not clear to the planners or monitors--any positive

impact of the activity was more difficult to determine, and the activities

were likely to be lagging, or to be abandoned after the expiration of the soft

money.

4. Fiscal Management Practices

At the level of more specific fiscal management practices, it is

possible to identify certain features that are generally shared by the strong

institutions. For the most part the mirror image is also true--vulnerable

institutions share an absence of these management practices.

The first of these characteristics is the integration of fiscal manage-

ment with other institutional functions. Several aspects of this holistic

approach to fiscal management have been discussed previously, including the

president's role and links between budgeting and planning, fiscal management

and fund raising, and fiscal affairs and academic functions. A pervasive

fiscal awareness is a realistic necessity for developing institutions. An

exemplary expression of this occurred at one institution where the admissions

directs saw herself as part of the fiscal management process. While not

losing sight of other aspects of recruitment, she was very conscious (from

presidential emphasis) that enrollments translated to critical dollars. It

was no surprise that this same institution offered one of the clearest articulath

tions of its student market of any institution in the sample, which permitted

visibly effective targeting of its recruiting resources.

At another strong institution, the vice president for fiscal affairs

attended Academic Council and faculty meetings. This g4ve the fiscal officer

credibility while making him aware of the substance behind various academic

proposals over which he had some budget control.
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The fiscally strong institutions were characterized by having effective

fiscal data systems that routinely produced accurate monthly accounting of

revenue and expenditures, and in many instances, projections of developing

trends. Several presidents noted that perhaps the most significant impact of

Title III on their institution had been the development of this capability,

which facilitated planning for the future as well as control for the present.

One commented that he became convinced when a visiting team from a foundation

considering investing in the institution asked for some special analyses of

current fiscal status, which the Title III-developed system was able to produce

almost overnight. The quick responsiveness made believers in the institution

out of the foundation agents, and their award made the president a believer in

maintaining good fiscal data systems.

Stronger institutions ^d predictably competent fiscal staff with minimal

turnover in recent years. By contrast, two of the institutions in the vulner-

able category had had five business managers in as many years. While these

are extreme cases, many sample institutions found it difficult to attract and

retain good senior fiscal management due to low salaries and difficult working

conditions.

In the strong institutions, fiscal staff had close working relationships

with the president and with other administrative officers. They were part of

a participatory planning process in which commitment to a shared mission was

developed and teamwork was practiced under strong presidential leadership. In

practice, these processes were reflected in various ways:

While student accounts receivable were a problem for both strong and
vulnerable institutions, the stronger ones had greater awareness of
the problem and definitive strategies to address it. The firmness
of these measures varied depending upon how the institution inter-
preted its mission to students from low-income backgrounds who were
behind on payments, but a common thread was better information and
more timely billing procedures.

Retrenchment was necessary in both strong and vulnerable institu-
tions but the atmosphere varied greatly. The vulnerable institu-
tions saw retrenchment as response to crisis and seemed controlled
by events; strong institutions saw retrenchment as opportunity and
controlled it to their ultimat.! benefit.

Stronger institutions had good and timely accounting information
routinely available to decision makers in appropriate form. Also,
every individual with budget responsibility for a program or activity
appeared to know the current fiscal status of that enterprise.
Weaker institutions had accounting and information system problems
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which rendered accurate assessment of fiscal status difficult. In
this regard, surprisingly few institutions produced computerized
reports that were used by presidents. This reflected both a lack of
demand for this information and an inability to supply it in usefully
aggregated form.

The more vulnerable institutions had deteriorating physical plants,
a legacy of a historic policy of deferred maintenance.

Stronger institutions had strong community recognition, as manifest
by community participation in the affairs and program of the insti-
tution. This appeared to derive from both presidential leadership
and effective public relations. This recognition usually translated
to financial support in time.

A unique external source of funding had led, in a couple of cases,
to fiscal strength that was not reflected in general program or
management strength. By contrast, effective fiscal management was
usually associated with positive ratings on the quality of manage-
ment and programs, as well as with fiscal health.

5. Fiscal Endnotes

Many of the reported findings are logical, and in accord with expec-

tations. There were, however, some surprises worth noting.

While information on this point is somewhat sketch;, there appeared to be

little correlation between the role of governing boards and fiscal strength or

weakness. Active presidents tended to see their board as a potential resource

but there were few cases where it was apparent that boards had made substantive

contributions and these cases were not necessarily linked to fiscal health.

There was no apparent correlation between fiscal strength and level of

expenditure for instructional expense whether measured on a per student basis

or as a percentage of E&G expenditure. As detailed in Table IV.2 institutions

ranked both strong and weak ranged widely on these measures although the

stronger ones avoided both high and low extremes. While fiscally strong

institutions have more discretion in how to utilize resources, part of that

discretion may be to run a tight ship in terms of academic expenditures.

There are also a number of factors that limit the comparability of these data

from institution to institution. For example, several institutions had tenured

faculty in declining academic programs, resulting in an upward skewing of data

on instructional investment.

It is reasonable to assume that quality of instructional program can he

improved by an increasing investment in it. Given the differences in the

meaning of the indicators applied across institutions, it would seem important
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for each institution to assess itself in terms of year-to-year trends in the

proportion of instructional expenditures. Nonetheless, an expected and reasonable

association between increasing investment over time in instruction and assessed

developmental status did not emerge clearly in the data. This may be a function

of several factors: (1) the five-year time period utilized may have been too

short for a clear affirmation; (2) with costs of instruction highly related to

particular program, and with program mix changing, such monitoring of trends

may need to be done at specific program levels; (3) many of the institutions

targeted in the sample have not yet established a consistent pattern of spending

among various line items, and still face emergencies--as from deferred -lain-

tenance--that disrupt short-term expenditure patterns; or (4) the procedures

utilized in this study for characterizing quality of academic program were not

sufficiently fine to reveal impact of increasing or decreasing investment.

From the perspective of the principal fis 1 analyst reviewing the data

and reporting these findings, it would appear that institutions that utilized

soft money primarily to build administrative and fiscal management strengths

and then moved to program developm,v! tended to emerge fiscally stronger than

those that invested in program first and moved later to management development

activities. This suggests that institutions that built management depth were

able to make better decisions about the fiscal implications of program invest-

ments.

Fiscal data alone have very limited value as a predictor of future status,

however useful they may be as an indicator of present fiscal condition. In

part because of the availability of resources such as Title III, effective

leadership can quickly reverse a declining situation while poor management can

dissipate competitive disadvantage. The margin of excellence for the future

resides in the resource of leadership and only secondarily in the resource of

financial assets.

Data related to selected fiscal indicators are summarized in Table IV.1

(for the entire sample of 51 institutions), and in `:able IV.2 for the private

institutions in the strong vs. vulnerable classifications.

D. Academic and Support Program

1. Introductory Statement

Findings reported in this section are based, genera iy, on the

contrasts between 15 institutions rated as "strong" on the current status of
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Characteristics of Sam

Table IV.1

le Institutions on Selected 1981 Data Distributions

FTE Enrollment (1981)

Ratio: Government

Grants and Contract

Revenue/Total Revenue

Ratio: Title III

Revenue/Total Revenue

Ratio: Instructional and

Academic Support Expense/

Total E & G Expenditures

Public Private Total Public Private Total Public Private Total Public Private Total

8557 3104 8557 .26 .62 .62 .07 .18 .18 .69 .53 .69
Le 4664 1526 2394 .22 .29 .26 .05 .09 .07 .59 .45 .53

2300 900 1267 .12 .23 .16 .02 .05 .04 .55 .38 .40
.e 1490 643 681 .07 .09 .08 .02 .04 .02 .43 .29 .32

815 106 106 .05 .05 .05 .01 .02 .01 .35 .25 .25

v.1 (continued)

Ratio: Unexpended

Current Fund Balance/

Total E & G Expenditures
Instructional Expense

Per FTE Undergraduate Endowment/Total Revenue

Public Private Total Public Private Total Public Private Total

1

ile

ile

.30

.13

.08

.01

-.01

.24

.09

.02'

-.04

-.36

.30

.11

.06

-.01

-.36

$3960

2240

1630

1130

83

$3600

2050

. 1600

1060

84

$3960

2050

1630

1190

83

*

*

*

*

*

.43

.19

.14

;06

.03

*

*.

*

*

Value too small forSignificance, or inappropriate.



Table IV.2

Characteristics of Strong (N=8) vs. Vulnerable (N=8)

Privately Controlled Institutions on Selected Fiscal Indices

Value

Enrollment

Ratio: Government

Grants/Total Revenue

Ratio:

Title III Revenue

Total Revenue

Ratio: Instructional
and Academic

Support Expense/Total

E & G Expenditures

Strong Vulnerable Strong Vulnerable Strong Vulnerable Strong Vulnerable

aximum

adian

inimum

3104

1170

619

1526

675

106

.29

.25

.05

.62

.28

.11

.12

.04

.02

.18

.09

.05

.53 .47

.35 .38

.27 .25

able IV.2 (continued)

l

Value

Ratio:

Unexpended Current

Fund Balance/Total

E & G Expenditures

Instructional

Expense Per

FTE Undergraduate

Ratio: Private

Gifts and Endowment

Total Revenue

Strong Vulnerable Strong Vulnerable Strong Vulnerable

iximum

Klian

.nimum

.24 0

.07 -.07

.01 -.36

$2340 $3600

1600 1480

1020 89

.19 .24

.15 .13

.05 .06



their academic and support programs (9 of which were also rated "strong" in

the management and fiscal domains), and 11 institutions rated as "vulnerable"

in their academic and support program quality (8 of which were similarly rated

in the other two domains).

The principal interest here is with program-related factors associated

with effective institutional development, factors that may be causal or con-

tributory and certainly are explanatory or illustrative. At the same time,

some or all of these factors may explain effective or quality program develop-

ment in and of itself, apart from the overall status of the institution. The

essential quest here, then, is to search out the major aspects of the situa-

tion that explain as well as describe good--or markedly improved--academic and

support programs.

Programs do not develop in vacuums, of course, and so it is posited that

the entire institutional context contributes and controls in various ways,

even in cases where the program, for the time being at least, outdistance

fiscal strength or administrative practice. A good and viable program can

exist where there is debt or threat or where there is not yet a computerized

fiscal accounting system or information system or clearcut long-range planning

process, or where. there is some administrative disruption because of a change

in leadershila. This observations leads to another consideration, namely, the

ways in which effective programs may in turn contribute to or sustain the

overall well-being and development of an institution. Chicken-and-egg and

cause-effect arguments aside, there is clearly a need to consider a variety of

possible interactions within the total context that will illustrate a neces-

sary long-term synergism required for institution development and survival.

Several underlying principles are suggested as guidelines for making this

inquiry and as qualifiers in interpreting these findings. First, the insti-

tutional history is as important as the immediate context, at least so far as

the program goes. Many of the developing institutions began as something very

different from what they had become by 1982, in mission, structure, degree-

granting authority, and so on. The facets of progressive growth and change

toward current status are thus integral to the emergence or maintenance of

currently effective programs and also help to explain the directions taken as

well as the foL..es at work, internal or external. Second, also in relation to

broad program history, no assumption is made that institutions in the sample

all had demonstrably weak programs at some point in the recent past and that
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external assistance made essential improvements possible. Certain sample

institutions have had, from the evidence available, strong and viable programs

related to their basic missions for many years, but have found ways in more

recent years to strengthen, refine, amplify, or update--just as the strongest

and most prestigious institutions in the nation have consistently done.

Third, the current inquiry is deeply concerned with the dynamics involved

in arriving at good programs: what has the institution done, what decisions

have been made, how has current status been accomplished? What have been the

tradeoffs, the priorities, the management styles involved? What have been the

guiding values and attitudes, the external influences, the internal interac-

tions? What obstacles have been overcome, and how? We are more concerned

with the dynamics of change than with particular standards met, e.g., with

understanding how faculty quality has been improved rather than with counting

numbers of terminal degrees, or with describing program planning priorities

rather than with reporting the range of new programs/degrees/majors developed.

Fourth, we believe that synergism within the program domain itself will

be important and instructive, that in the best situations program growth

occurs that allows benefits of several sorts to be derived or several problems/
needs to be met. In short, program expansion for its own sake or in isolation

or without clear benefit to the institution is empty and likely counterproductive.

An underlying aspect of effective program change related to dynamics and

synergism is the development of capabilities that in turn allow the changes

that lead to quality. Such capabilities may take several forms, including

broad management operations, and likely require a fair amount of time to

develop to the point where they can be capitalized on in the refinement of

program.

Finally, it is important to define "program" as investigated here. It is

essentially the curriculum (its requirements, its options, its breadth and

depth) of offerings and degrees/certificates in academic, vocational, profes-

sional, or technical areas--as enhanced by (a) the faculty and staff who

provide instruction and leadership, (b) the library and related academic

resources such as studios, laboratories, audio-visual equipment, and a wide

range of facilities, (c) the offerings in basic and developmental studies such

as reading, composition, mathematics, and other preparatory skills, and (d) a

range of student services including counseling, tutoring, career and placement

centers, academic advising, testing, and other opportunities for assisting
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students in developing self-direction and the means of succeeding in the

curriculum. For our purposes heLP, we exclude such possible aspects as finan-

cial aid, academic records, extracurricular activities and athletics, student

government, and so on, all of which may potentially enhance the program but

which are beyond the purview of this inquiry.

2. Program Features Associated with Effective Development

a. Leadership in the Program Domain

The 15 institutions with programs judged to be positive/strong

have much in common with regard to leadership in 'the academic arena over a

fairly long span of years. Such leadership (defined principally as initiation

of program reform or expansion in a major way and at an identified point in

time) has been both strong and highly placed. Not surprisingly, perhaps, in

view of data reported earlier, it was mainly the presidents who took hold of

the program some years ago and provided leadership, organized planning commis-

sions,' supervised the change process, got directly involved in major program

changes, and followed through with a commitment to being sure that the program

reform-change-expansion actually mattered with regard to institutional viability.

As indicated in Table IV.3, the president (or other designated chief

administrative officer) has been creJited in 13 of the 15 institutions with

having spearheaded and supervised program reform or revision. Just as notably,

nearly all those presidents have been in their present positions for at least

5 years and many for twice that long. In relation to this, it should be noted

that we,frequently were told (or read or otherwise ascertained) that most of

these institutions had experienced very real and dramatic turnarounds detect-

able now at the time or within two years of the accession of the current

president--in all aspects of the college or university operation, and very

clearly in the nature and meaning of the program. Major program thrusts

attributed to these presidents include, as of 5-12 years ago, the following:

redefinition of liberal education in pragmatic terms, competency-based instruc-

tion, career-oriented and preprofessional programs of many sorts, marked

strengthening of the science program, basic and developmental skills, overall

review of the curriculum, speciality programs, major revisions of existing

programs, student services, and instructional services. Each president or

other high-level personnel below presidential rank chose his/her own special

priorities for getting the renewal process started and focused, but seven pres-

idents are reported to have taken control of everything about the program and to
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have provided almost the sole leadership for several years (at 2-year and
4-year schools, public and private).

Table IV.3 also shows a few cases where initiation and early leadership

were shared with other high-level personnel or with the faculty in general,
and also lists in column 3 other categories of personnel who have had, at
least for the past 4 years, major roles in initiating, guiding, and monitoring
both general and specific program changes of substance. The positions indi-
cated are not surprising in the least, but they reinforce certain observations
of import: first, that these schools have vested in top-level personnel the
responsibility for maintaining a viable program and for continuing to work for
updating and change; second, that early leadership did not necessarily involve
the chief academic officer (in two instances persons in other positions had
been asked to provide direction); and third, that the person assigned as
Title III Coordinator was in over half the institutions a high-level adminis-
trator to begin with--for example, academic dean, vice president, planning
director, or research director--who took on program change leadership and
whose regular duties meshed well with the responsibility for managing the
Title III grant overall.

All site visitor reports and other informational resources were examined
in an effort to obtain another perspective on this matter of strong and early
emphasis on "attacking the program." Column 4 in Table IV.2 reports a general-
ized finding on the question of early emphasis (that is, in the years following
induction of a new president and/or in the earlier years of Title III assist-
ance--the mid-70s) on the program in focusing institutional effort and in
seeking external resources. For the majority of institutions there appears to
have been this early focus, not surprising if the conclusions reported earlier
in this chapter on presidential leadership and priorities are valid. This is
not to say that any of these institutions ignored fiscal crises (quite the
contrary), that administrative and management needs were neglected, or that
they did nr,t invest internal and external funds in addressing such needs. But
it is co say that by and large in institutions with programs judged now to be
strong or positive the history includes early attention to what the institu-
tion was all about: its program, its raison d'etre. Many presidents took
care of debt obligations, began broad planning processes, reorganized, initiated
information systems, and the like, but they put priority on getting the academic/
technical house in order: obtaining initial accreditation or reaffirmation,
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Table IV.3

Aspects of Program Leadership

Insti-
tution
Number

1 2 3 4

Long-term
Leader and
Initiator
in Program
Reform or
Expansion

Tenure of
Long-term
Leader

Chief
Other Leaders
For at Least the
Recent 4 Years

Emphasis on
Program in
Early Years
of Reform or
Turnaround
(Up to 1979-80)

1 President 1972-82 Executive VP
Planner-IR-III

Yes

2 President 1970-82 Planner-Devel-III Yes

3 President 1975-82 Academic VP Equal Program
& Fiscal

4 President 1978-82 Academic VP 1 Yes

5 Chief Executive
Officer

1975-82 President
Academic VP

Yes

6 7 President 1973-82 Planner -IR -III Yes

7 President
Faculty

1977-82 VP Admin.-III Yes

8 President 1970-82 Academic VP
Planner-III

Likely

9 President 1974-82 Dean Yes

10 President
Exec VP
(a team)

1973-82
1974-82

Dean Yes

11 Acad. Dean-III 1978-82 Faculty Likely

12 Academic VP
VP Research-III

1978-82
1976-82

Deans of Schools No

13 President 1966-82 Asst.to Pres.-III
Dean

?

14 Chancellor
Faculty

1964 -80 Asst.V.Ch.Acad.-III
Deans of Schools

Yes

15 President 1966-82 Exec.Dean-III
Board

Likely

Column 2

"1982" means up to time of visit,

fall 1982 to spring 1983.

Column 3

IR = Institution Research Director

III = Title III Coordinator

Planner = Director, VP for Planning, etc.
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upgrading faculty, attuning the program to the times, and aiming the program

at the student populations they were likely to be successful in attracting.

b. The Program Change Process

Generally, the institutions with strong academic and support

programs have developed a quite careful, clear, and strong program change

process, almost always closely related to institutional (or academic) leader-
ship and planning. Other common characteristics include formal faculty involve-

ment in program planning, the use of multiple external resources, the applica-

tions of "lessons learned" in prior program development efforts, and construc-

tive responsiveness to a variety of external influences.

Program change--that is, additions or deletions of majors or program

areas and refinements in programs as well as in student services--is recog-

nized as a necessity for broad institutional development and is accomplished

through the interworking of these several characteristics. No single pattern

or "formula for success" emerged from the data, but each institution evolved a

change process that to one degree or another involved the common character-

istics cited in a systematic way. In addition, there appears in most instances
to be a pervasive underlying "institutional attitude" of openness and collegi-

ality of strong programs, an attitude that may take several years to congeal

and that may take different forms on different campuses but that, once in
place, permits or encourages: faculty entrepreneurship (individual or depart-

mental); a general and realistic facing of facts; a willingness to explore and

experiment within reasonable limits; a willingness to learn from experience,

to take advice, and/or to change course; and a disciplined approach to change.

Within the framework of broad institutional planning (where budget and

program planning are typically integrated in these institutions), a high

priority is assigned to the study of existing programs and services as well as

consideration of new program directions. This priority is usually expressed

in terms of the assignment of a formal overall program planning team (a feature

that is new at most of the sample institutions in the past few years) with

experience and authority, or task forces with defined purviews. It may also,

however, be expressed in terms of top-level initiative or leadership with a

planning group serving more in a review capacity; or a combination approach

where the president may pursue one or two particular program areas while an

academic cabinet or planning group reviews the rest of the program. An

important element of these approaches is that they tend to be institution-
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based and are intended to provide a broad view of program change and its many

implications; they amount to a good deal more than the role of the typical

academic council, although ideas may develop there and such councils may

indeed have the final formal word. As more than one president said, in effect

the faculty is vital in so many ways but they do not and cannot manage the

institution; that is not their function. It is also clear, however, that this

was a battle mightily fought in some of these institutions and that the out-

come was not always a pure unanimity on role and purpose of the faculty and

the institution. But some consensus did develop.

Regardless of the .lanagement/planning approach used, certain essential

functions are carried out:

(1) The program of offerings is reviewed in terms of perceived market

trends with specific attention to programs or majors attracting

decreasing numbers of students and with an eye to adding currently

popular academic or career-oriented programs. Depending on insti-

tution size and particular needs, this scrutiny may be directed to

the entire program, to selected departments, to a given school (as a

School of Engineering) or division (e.g., sciences), to the general

education requirements of the first two years, or to the needs of

nontraditional and continuing education constituencies. Attention

may also be given to various levels: courses, majors, programs, and

degrees or certificates. The very fact that all these options exist

and that choices are made (and priorities set) in an orderly fashion

is perceived as a common strength among these institutions. Too,

sacred cows or traditional focuses are not exempt from close or even

threatening examination. More than one college proposed dropping

its English major (though not its required English courses) while

others considered phasing out music, social work, or fine arts, or

faced the need to combine old majors into new interdisciplinary

offerings. Perhaps the greatest overall challenge for the sample as

a whole was in redefining the role of liberal education in terms of

target populations and modern-day realities and demands. The strong

institutions generally met this challenge, without ignoring con-

siderations of academic quality.

s
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One outstanding practice should be noted. After an early

experience of the president's charging task forces with planning the

demise of two undersubscribed programs (and then the careful negative

response in the final reports, the assignment of probation periods,

and subsequent realization that these two programs had become mainstays

of the college program)--a formal planning team set up a structured

program review process intended to prevent a repetition. The process,

which itself took several years to develop into acceptable form,

involved reviewing five or six majors/programs per year (starting

with the most worrisome); applying strict input and output criteria

and assigning levels of value; recommending drop, revise, subsume,

probation, offer at night only, or other action; reporting formally

to the president. Virtually the entire staff/ faculty gets involved

now; studied decisions have been made, including some creative

options; several programs are on a show-me probation; and the college

community generally feels that this process has proved its value in

terms of a careful decision process. This shows that with care some

apparent losers may be made winners, or that the problems suggest

their own solution in a good climate.

(2) A search for resources is carried out at the same time as ideas

emerge for new program developments, typically involving considera-

tion of a range of external resources as well as ways of developing

efficiencies internally. For example, one institution decided

through careful analysis that. the Education program must be con-

tinued but that it should shift focus to two new majors (early

childhood and special education). A p- incipal strategy was to hire

a new director but also to "upgrade" long-time faculty by having one

receive a second. Masters degree and two others (both with doctorates)

take a semester leave for courses and clinicals; thus the institution

requested minimal external assistance at the same time that it

created (and has had accredited) a new major in early childhood and

maintained a flexible faculty who could teach im several areas.

Voila! A new major, minimal cost, no disruption, departmental

flexibility. For. the effectively developing institutions as a

whole, it should also be noted that funds are sought from Title III,

various foundations, business/industry, consortia, and research or



(3)

categorical (non-Title III) government grants--rather than restrict-

ing such efforts to Title III--and the record shows that these

resources have been used with few exceptions for bona fide program

changes rather than for temporary ventures lasting only as long as

the assistance.

A positive sort of opportunism is embraced. The institutions with

strong programs seem poised to take advantage of new opportunities- -

and to look for them--a mixed proactive/adaptive approach. One

college initiated a major new science program a few years ago because

it suddenly perceived its geographic location as a wasted but poten-

tially very valuable resource for a given science area as well as an

opportunity for minority'students (this program is now fully functional).

Another institution virtually entered a renaissance when it studied

its program and dwindling enrollment in relation to a very large new

industry nearby and began two creative new (and now successful)

career programs related to that new industry; in effect this 2-year

school decided "if we can't fight them we'll join them." Yet another

(private) college created brand new health area programs--and a

(public) 4-year college developed a series of 2-year certificate

offerings--both after realizing that if they moved decisively they

could politely outmaneuver others' plans to develop public institu-

tions or programs in these same disciplines. A final example is the

college that became aware that no one in its city (with at least

five institutions) could get an evening-only degree. This college

now offers several such degree programs (successfully) and is still

the only institution doing so. These examples illustrate situations

taken advantage of on relatively short notice, a capability that is

valued alongside and sometimes assisted by the more long-term overall

review and cnanre process. Such short- and long-term efforts are

not antithetical, in other words, and strength lies in being able to

operate in both modes.

(4) Utilization of consultants, technical assistance, print materials,

and the experience of others is an important aspect of the change

process,. The. institutions with strong programs have gone outside

for other points of view and other experiences. One institution,

for example, was awarded a National Humanities Faculty grant and



(5)

used top-drwer visiting scholars to assist in a review of the

general education requirements--and as a side benefit began a broad

review of instructional methodology which later became a prime focus

of accomplished program change. Others utilized outside resources

in planning an overall. 3-4 year process for total curriculum review;

in putting group process to work in effectively involving faculty in

the change function; in adjusting to the fact that program review

and change are inextricably interdependent with faculty development

and attitude; and in providing expetlAse needed for developing new

curricula and instructional methodologies.

Needs analyses and market surveys are undertaken as a formal part of

the change process. These are carried out directly with students,

dropouts, recent grads, faculty,. local or regional employers, the

general adult populace, or some combination, using mail, telephone,

or interview techniques. Often the main purpose is to get feedback

on the quality or utility of existing programs, and just as often to

get clues as to new possible areas and the likelihood of success-

fully placing a large proportion of later graduates. The focus at

these institutions is clearly on professional or career programs, at

the 2-year or 4-year college levels. Analyses and surveys are much

more frequently carried out with regard to a new program:possibility

or to the question of retaining an existing program than in connec-

tion with an entire discipline or the whole curriculUm..H' Thisjs

because respondent groups are more likely to provide useful informa-

tion on discrete career - oriented programs, and also because a focus

on individual programs provides a mechanism for looking into nearby

competition, employment needs, growth potential of the area, and the

overall risk involved in terms of present and future operation, as

well as doing the necessary negotiating within and outside the

institution.

Specialized practices are undertaken where thereis

consider Cooperative arrangements with other institutions (such as a

3-2 physics-engineering program) or to assess the interests and

needs of the lifelonglearning constituency in the vicinity. The

point apparently now accepted by these institutions is that reliable

information is needed and that, in relation to current attitudes and



survival needs, that information should relate to new career-oriented

offerings and to the programs and services the constituencies demand.

Interestingly, some new areas are perceived as so obvious that

program development moves ahead quickly without needs analysis or

market surveys; this includes programs such as business administra-

tion, computer science, media and communications, remedial and

developmental studies, and personal/career counseling.

Beyond the key strategies included in the change process itself, certain

major accompaniments to the process should be mentioned. First, these insti-

tutions have learned and applied a number of lessons from their'own experience

of the past few years and seem to be open to the possibility that more lessons

are to be learned. For example, the institutions have learned that one require-

ment for the success of a new program venture is broad consensus at least at

the department or division level, and usually at the institution level, concerning

the need, the rationale, the philosophy. Corollary to this, faculty must be

involved (or represented) in the review and development process and must be

given opportunity to study and accept new ventures. Another desideratum is

acquisition of a strong leader with available time and clear expertise in the

given discipline or student service area, and the strong institutions have

typically translated this into hiring someone from the outside (as often as

possible with a doctorate).

Second, from a broader perspective, these institutions as a group have

learned that it is a buyer's market. Consumers' needs and convenience must be

honored in terms of scheduling, offerings, providing remediation, good academic

and career counseling, non-classroom experiences, and alternate instructional

methodologies. Only as such controversial adjustments are made will students

(particularly the returnees or the lifelong learners who are increasingly

important to survival) feel satisfied and served and be inclined to enroll or

remain. Overall, this has been a difficult lesson to learn and to apply but

marked gains have been made.

The institutions with strong programs have also learned how to plan

carefully and how to use integrative and needs-based planning in "selling"

their needs to external resources; how to parlay one capability into several

applications on campus; how to tie faculty development (academic credentials,

instructional methodology, attitudes toward students) to general and specific

program development; how to use networks and linkages to good advantage in
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developing and promoting their programs; how to build on existing strengths

(faculty, facilities, programs) in expanding or refining their offerings; and

how to circumvent or alter traditional or provincial management practices in

the academic arena in the best interests of the institution as a whole.

Many of these "learnings" may seem obvious or simplistic. They are not.

They help to define the situations, the needs, the processes, and the suc-

cesses of institutions that were in trouble or developing at a low level just

8 or 10 years ago. The major point, of course, is that as a group they have

learned lessons and applied them and have improved their programs and attrac-

tiveness to students as a result.

A third major accompaniment to the program development process is open

and honest responsiveness to the requirements, pressures, and recommendations

that come from outside agencies or circumstances. It would be foolhardy to

ignore such external forces, but beyond that these institutions tend to move

positively. This is expressed in scveral ways. With particular regard to the

program, these institutions by and large are aware of the attitudes, biases,

authority, and intentions of formal agencies (including their own boards) and

of competing institutions. In the subgroup of effectively developing or

strong institutions, for example, there are the following agencies with some

level of control: public state boards (higher education, community college,

or a regional system within a state), individual institution boards of governors,

county commissioners (as the funding group), religious orders, a denominational

office--the public institutions usually having two boards to work with and in

the background the state legislature. These institutions have found ways of

complying and cooperating, of course, and yet sometimes circumventing or using

loopholes or winning delay by offering alternative,schedules or program options.

(And one institution in the stable group successfully interpreted a statutory

limitation to its advantage and moved into a new and promising degree program,

while another stable [private] college creatively responded to its own Board's

impatience with the "open curriculum" of the 60s.)

These institutions have also responded fairly successfully to challenges

posed by competing institutions in the vicinity, principally by finding ways

of joining forces on certain programs or deciding jointly how to carve the pie

particularly where they are located in an economic growth area In either

case, the approach has been constructive. Several have simply developed

better or distinctive programs faster (general or specific) and now gratefully



find themselves without destructive competition. On the other hand, two of

these institutions face the threat of having a branch public institution

located around the corner in the next one or two years, but they are already

planning their strategies--one of them to expand its mission markedly and the

other to negotiate joint programs in advance.

In addition, several institutions have been responsive to the strong

recommendations of outside groups not having direct control. Business and

industry (and in two cases foundations) have offered financial and/or inkind

support for specific program expansion or development efforts--hardly a pressure

to turn a deaf ear to--and at least two regional accrediting agencies have

been credited by colleges for having provided a major goad to critical program

change, one that in each case was accepted and acted upon almost at once. Most

of these schools. have also listened to each other (as consortium members or as

participants in informal networks in continuing education), to the advice of

religious societies, and to the calls for program coordination and easy transfer

from 2-year colleges and technical schools to their 4-year programs. In

particular, they have listened to the requirements of various professional and

state associations as the colleges have come more and more to see the value of

accreditation in individual program areas.

c. Patterns of Actual Change as Related to Mission

This subsection deals with major patterns of program change as

they have interacted with the primary missions of these institutions--first

those changes that have occurred in an evolutionary way over the long term,

then those that have occurred in recent years as the result of conscious

planning and the use of external resources. These changes bear most importantly

on mission, sometimes reflecting mission and sometimes helping to alter it.

(1) Major structural and program changes from institutional founding to

the present are important as the context out of which current status

and program develop. They are also important--certainly in the

subject group of strong institutions--because they represent in

almost all cases a series of forward, upward steps toward a larger

or more important place in higher education. (Somewhat' the same can

be said regarding the vulnerable institutions, but they have not

arrived at the same level of program meaningfulness or promise.)

Even public community and junior colleges, although relative new-

comers on the scene in the past 30 years and restricted in scope by



definition, have undergone certain long-term structural changes as

well as changes in mission and focus. The strong institutions

generally have in common a good experience in their major transi-

tions, have capitalized on the situation, and--perhaps most important- -

have revised and/or changed the mission to a point where it is

clear, quite well accepted, reasonable, and contributory to a special

distinctiveness that further enhances growth and change. Whether

quite local, regional, or national, this distinctiveness represents

carving out a niche, purposefully and reasonably successfully.

Most all institutions (within and outside the present sample)

undergo such basic changes over a period of years. The process may

be relatively easy and represent a logical and serendipitous flow;

or it may involve wrenching and controversy or a standoff with

various internal and external forces. While we do not posit a

necessary underlying sequence to such changes and transitions, we do

suspect that both the events themselves and the ways in which they

are handled are inextricably bound up with subsequent or ultimate

overall program quality--the faculty, the offerings and resources,

the mission and role of the institution. Thus, it seems important to

take as long a view as possible with regard to the program domain,

within the constraints of available information, and at the least to

take history into account in assessing the factors that influence

present status and its significanCe. Indeed, it is entirely possible

that one institution may have: achieved (or failed to achieve)

program of reasonable .quality or one with outstanding features only

in very recent, years with external Assistance, while another may

have come to thatcondition some years ago (and maintained it) while

being currently eligible: for and in:need-Of eXternaFsUpport'for

fiScal and management improvement or for one or two particular

program features in need of strengthenint.

For convenience in the present analysis, the subsample of 15

institutions with strong academic and support programs is divided

into 3 groups: public 2-year colleges, privte 4-year colleges and

universities, and historically black colleges and universities

(public and private). As shown in Table IV.4, across the three

2-year institutions, there are two major points. First, while two
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of these institutions were founded between 1945 and 1965 as such

colleges, the third began in the 1920s as a county agricultural high

school which 30 years later added a junior college to the operation;

the high school function, although administratively separate, continues.

Second, even at the 2-year level, essential,missions may change.

One junior college from its inception to the present has clearly

maintained an emphasis on the college transfer function (fame 80

percent of students were in the college-transfer programs as of

1982), although it has increased the number of its available voca-

tional-technical programs from 2 to 10. A second school has moved

in 20 years from initial focus on transfer programs to an over-

whelming emphasis on standard vo-tech areas plus certain highly

specialized ones (involving strong dissension at state board and

local faculty levels for several years, but achieving a present

consensus on the value of career and certificate programs). The

third has moved less certainly across mission emphases with a present

tendency in favor of the vocational-technical areas.

As noted in Table IV.4, among the six private (non-historically

black) institutions, three began as 4-year colleges offering BA

degrees before 1900, while the other three were founded as academies

or junior colleges in 1880, 1910, and 1950. These latter three took

from 10 to 15 years to move up to 4-year status, a goal which two of

them had had from the outset. All six institutions now offer bacca-

laureate degrees, five offer graduate courses, three offer graduate

degrees, one is now a university, and one has concrete plans for

moving to graduate and university status (this is the most recent

school on the scene and one that began as a junior college). Not

surprisingly, it took much longer (from 30 to 95 years) to move from

bachelors to graduate degree programs than it did to move from

junior college to 4-year statue.

Table IV.4 also provides basic information of other sorts.

Three institutions changed from single-sex status to coed at very

close to the time they'also became functionally independent of their

founding or later-controlling (Roman Catholic) religious orders.

Coed status automatically brought important changes in academic and

student service programs as well as faculty personnel. The governance



Table IV.4

Major Events Affecting Program for Six Private
4-Year (Non-HB) Institutions and Three Public Junior/Community Colleges*

Indepen-
Founded Offered Offered dent of
(Date & BA/BS Graduate Went Religious
Level) Degrees Degree(s) Coed Order @

1 1910 1925 1955 1970 1970
Junior
College-
Academy

Regional
Accredi- Other
tation % Factors #
1935 °From diocese to Order control

°From rural to urban focus
°Mission clarified 1970s

2 1880
College

1880 1975 1970 1970 1960 °From "country club" to
new urban, adult pops.
°Mission changed 1970, 1975
°External Degree 1975
°University Status 1920

3 1950 1960
Jr.Coll.
Coed

1970s 1970 °Continuing Ed Off-campus 1975
°Mission stable from outset
°Plans for grad. degrees

4 1880
College

1880 1975 1975 1960 1925 °From "finishing school"
to new urban, adult pops.

°External Degree 1970
°Focus on older adults 1980
°Mission in smooth transition

5 1880 1890
Academy
Coed

1930 °Strong, vital association
in a consortium

°Mission revised 1970s
and in some tension

°Church ties very strong

6 1890
College
Coed

1890 1950 °Mission changed 1975
°Continuing Ed 1975
°Affiliated with a church

1 1945 1950 °Equal focus on Transfer
Jr. College and Vo-Tech, changed to Vo-Tech

2 1965
Community College

1970 °Early focus on Transfer
changed to Vo-Tech focus

°Satellite locations

3 1925
County Ag. HS
1950 added Jr. College

1975 °Transfer focus from 1950
to 1982
°HS administratively separate
in 1970

* Dates are rounded.
@ Generally means independent of control, but strong ties/sponsorship continue.
# All 4-year institutions now offer many career-oriented, professional, and pragmatic

program options, in four cases as the program focus, in two cases as a co-emphasis
with liberal education.

% Date of first full approval and accreditation.
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changes, ir these three institutions plus one other had profound

effects on nature and mission of the institution, principally in

opening up the curriculum first beyond liberal and religious studies

and then to a new array of career-oriented and professional programs

that have become the hallmark of higher education offerings in the

sample institutions. Not all these transitions have been smooth;

indeed the basic change from "liberal education" to "career-oriented

programs in a liberal arts tradition" has many meanings and some

internal opponents. Also, population changes (rural to urban, older

adults, minorities, disadvantaged, academically unprepared) have

caused a period of disruption and concern before they have resulted

in acceptance and then revisions to mission. Overall, what is

abundantly clear here is that these institutions are very different

from what they were in the beginning, and what they have become

defines in many ways what a higher education institution is and does

these days. In the present context, it goes without saying that the

effective use of external funds (from many sources) has assisted

program development in keeping pace with status and mission, parti-

cularly in the past 5 to 15 years.

Mucha the same can be said regarding the six historically black

institutions (see Table IV.5), except that they generally began at a

more rudimentary level and by the present time have far outstripped

their early beginnings. All six institutions (four private and two

public) were founded prior to 1905, but only one as a college per se

with original expectations that it would soon offer certificates or

degrees. The others were initiated as elementary-secondary insti-

tutes and/or normal schools, most with the mission of preparing

black teachers and preachers. As noted in Table IV.5, in some cases

these original functions were carried for many years while new

functions, such as industrial trade school, junior college, and

senior college divisions, were added. These structural changes, as

well as the original educational levels served, were an expression

of mission--translated into action and then transcended as old

missions were accomplished and new needs and opportunities arose.

All six institutions now offer baccalaureate degrees, four offer

graduate courses, three confer graduate degrees, and two have attained



Table IV.5

Major Events Affecting Program for Six Historically Black 4-Year Institutions*

Founded Offered Offered
& Changes BA/BS Graduate
(Date/Level) Degrees Degrees

Uni-
versity
Status

Regional
Accredi-
tation %

Other
Factors #

1 -1870 Institute 1895
(elem.,sec.)
(teacher,preacher)

-1890 Industrial

1945 °Mission revised 1950
°Mission changed 1975

2 -1900 Normal 1940
-1870 Institute
-1920 combined,
into Jr. College

-1925 dropped
high school

1960 °Mission clarified 1975
°Plans for graduate
degrees, 1985

°Focus on the sciences

3 -1870 Academy 1920 -1930
(elem.,sec.) -Dropped

-1880 Institute -1955
(teachers,tradcs)

1930 °Land Grant for a short
time (special status)

°Mission-changed 1920
°Mission clarified 1980
°Continuing Ed. 19F.0
°Focus on the sciences

4 -1905 Institute 1915
(elem.,sec.) Dropped
(teacher,preacher) 1935

-1930 Dropped
Elementary

-1930-35 Jr.
Coll. only

-1945 Dropped HS

1975 °Mission refined 1975
°Church ties very strong
°Has affiliated school
of religion
°Specialties within
Education Dept.

5 -1875 Elem.,Sec. 1905 1935
-1890 Normal Dropped
& Jr. College 1920

-

-1890 Land Grant
-1920 = College
-1930 HS and Normal
dropped

':.970
.

1960 °4 new grad. degrees
ready for 1985

°Mission clarified 1975
°Added BA degree 1970s
°In state system 1960
°Retains LG focus
°Now has 8 Schools

@ 6 -1890 Land Grant 1900 1940
(Began as annex
to another college)

1965
1970

1935 °In state system 1970
°Mission defined by
Legislature 1955

°Mission expanded 1975
°Retains LG focus
°Now has 7 Schools

Dates are rounded.
\,

# All institutions continue to offer many career-oriented, professional, and
pragmatic program options (their original missions), and all now have a "liberal
arts/sciences" context or set of offerings.

@-Institution #6 accorded a "regional university" status, tri!Ji later a full univer-
-sity status within state system.

% Date of first full approval and accreditation.
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university status within state systems of higher education.

Generally it took from 10 to 70 years to move from the rudimentary

to the 4-year level and another 10 to 20 years to graduate degree

programs. After another 25 years two institutions moved on to

university status.

Table IV.5 also provides information on mission and program,

with major changes and revisions to mission occurring in the past 10

years as these institutions faced a variety of challenges and oppor-

tunities. All six continue to focus on career-oriented and profes-

sional programs reflecting original and expanded purposes, but they

also have taken on general liberal education offerings and speciali-

zations. Institution #1, for example, by 1950 had generated a clear

emphasis on liberal education but found that by 1975 it needed.to

reorient to the career-professional areas that have become ubiqui-

tous in American higher education. By contrast, Institution #3 sees

its current mission very much focused on liberal arts and sciences

as well as research, and reports that this focus goes back as far as

1920; it does include an array of career-professional programs and

specializations, however. All these institutions are accredited, of

course, by regional associations, a process that began as long ago

as 1930 and has most recently been accomplished in 1975. Accredi-

tation is a vital link between mission and program on the one hand

and students, resources, and image on the other--and it seems

.obvious that these institutions have valued institutional accredi-

tation at the regional level but also program accreditation at the

national level. The most recent (1975) is an example of an institu-

tion which found itself on the skids, but then put full accredita-

tion as its number one priority (attaining it within 3 years).

Overall, just as with the subgroup of private colleges reported on

earlier, it is both apparent and important that these institutions

are very different from their initial statuses, and that their

evolution from elementary-level institutes or academies into

colleges and universities has much to say about effective institu-

tional development within the framework of a broad institutional

heritage. Similarly, what they have become defines in many ways

what a higher education institution is and does these days. Boot-

strap operations? You bet.
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(2) Program changes at a more discrete and short-term level appear to

have reflected several important trends or patterns over the past 5

to 10 years in the group of institutions with effective programs.

To a very considerable degree these are purposeful, planned patterns

that represent responsiveness to perceived needs and market factors

and an awareness of how program development interacts with other

internal and external factors. Among these common patterns are the
following:

O
Changing (either a new program, an extension, or a major revi-
sion) one or two chief programs or areas at a time--for example
science or faculty development as a broad area over several
years; recreation therapy, career center, or natural resources
as individual program thrusts. The dynamic that seems to
operate is'selection of priority areas, avoidance of spreading
resources too thin, and assurance of good leadership that can
carry the program development off pretty much as planned.
There is a direct relationship, however, between size of insti-
tution and resources available on the one hand and amount of
program development attempted on the other; some schools are
thus able to manage an array of efforts concurrently. The
effective schools clearly resisted a proliferation of courses
and programs as a futile effort to capture all markets.

O
Taking the time needed for new development or revision, realiz-
ing that a new program may take 2 to 4 years to get into place
(depending on scope, complexity, need for specialized staff or
faculty, etc.) as compared with earlier efforts where 1 or 2
years were allocated or where a deadend was reached.

O
Planning for professional accreditation from the outset in
developing or revising programs, so that accreditation guide-
lines and requirements are built into the planning and the
execution.

O
Developing and/or expanding new offerings that actualize com-
munity needs and input (where such input is usually solicited
now and where "community" is inclusive of general population,
other institutions, broad student market, and business/indus-
try). These new offerings are usually reflected in new certi-
ficate programs at the 2-year level, and new/refined offerings
for continuing education and adult education clients, majors or
degrees at 4-year colleges.

O
Altering the offerings and services (drop, add, revise) so that
such changes are basic or institution-wide, as opposed to being
concerned only with single majors (although that may also
occur). Major areas of such change include: curriculum-wide
competency-based instruction with entry measures and exit
standards; a broad array of internships, not just available tut



often required in certain majors; an array of remedial offer-
ings; changes in the general education requirements for asso-
ciate and bachelors degrees; multiple application of computers
and computer-assisted instruction; and, in several institutions
with a mission focus on teacher training, addition of market-
able specialties such as reading, early childhood, special
education--and in one notable case a new degree program in
urban education. (Two other broad areas, academic support and
student services, are treated separately in the next two entries,
since they have taken on very special significance.) Prime
examples of institution-wide changes are: one case where
program review resulted in dropping 7 majors and adding 11 and
substantively revising over 50 percent of all courses; and one
case in which developmental studies was advanced to full divi-
sion status when it was seen as vital to the whole academic/
technical program.

Creating or refining academic supports such as media centers,
library, laboratories, learning resource centers, structured
academic advising, internships, self-instruction materials, TV
lecture replays and other instructional methodology options.
These are often coordinated or combined as aspects of a compre-
hensive approach to academic enhancement. In most cases, these
supports were introduced or markedly improved within the past
few years in response to more realistic perceptions of the
populations sought and served and in recognition of the value
of embracing new opportunities in "getting the job done."
Overall, such supports have now come to be seen as necessary
adjuncts to the academic/technical enterprise for the insti-
tution as a whole; in a few instances they are viewed as
integral parts of the curriculum.

Creating or refining other, more personal-individual support
services such as counseling, tutoring, career centers, testing,
placement services, optional or required remedial-basic courses,
financial aid' assistance, special "comprehensive" services for
foreign students and older adults, freshman orientation, centers
and lounges for personal contact and mutual support, organized
"retention" efforts, day care centers, dorm counseling, and the
like. Most institutions committed to students from low-income
backgrounds profess to have had special emphases built into the
instructional approaches to help offset the learning disadvantage,
as in specially structured personal support services. As with
academic supports, these are frequently-provided comprehensively
and in the main have come to have a special place on some
campuses only in the past few years. They are clearly in
response to the needs of students as related to the program and
the mission. (The same is true, but in a less focused or
effective way, in the subgroup of vulnerable institutions--they
are beginning now to see the importance of offering and actually
promoting such services in a comprehensive way.)

Making "adjustments" to the established order of things in
order to accomodate nontraditional student groups (in terms of



scheduling or provision new degree opportunities), usually
with initial administration and faculty resistance to serving
"adults" in an institution "meant" for students aged 18-22.
The almost universal example is creation/refinement of a dynamic
set of offerings in continuing education--credit and non-credit,
evening and weekend courses, special programs for veterans and
women, on-campus and several off-campus locations, joint ventures
with other colleges or with businesses, and associated person-
al/academic advising. Other common adjustments include credit
for life experience and provision of external degrees via
formalized program offices; re-entry opportunities; degree
offerings at non-traditional times of day and week; specialized
programs where candidates can receive full bachelors or masters
degrees by attending only in the evening (and this has required
the greatest effort and degree of adjustment). None of these
is new on the academic scene, but all are recently embraced by
the subject institutions and have come to be part of their
hallmark, their attractiveness to students.

d. The Role of the Faculty

The institutions with strong programs generally have a stable

faculty core who have found satisfaction in their work in spite of fiscal

adversity or program restrictions during the 1970s. Thus, it appears that on

the whole good faculty morale and constructive attitudes--in a few institu-

tions reflecting a deep sense of loyalty and personal commitment--have both

contributed to and benefited from program development efforts in the last few
years.

The positive attitudes, although not universal or easy to develop in all

cases, are expressed in four principal kinds of "action" that have a direct

bearing on program and institutional development. First, the faculty generally

is aware of, accepts, and acts upon its (now) obviously important role in

helping to recruit and retain students to the point that this is frequently

accepted as a responsibility within the teaching function. Why? Be:ause top

administrators in these institutions have stressed everyone's responsibility

in seeing that the institution survives, and, since that survival depends

chiefly upon size of student body, direct involvement is essential. Too,

faculty have learned that without such action, attrition hurts even more at

the upper levels where majors take the more specialized courses in the discipline

Second, faculty members generally have come to accept a direct role in program

development and change, and thus accept and value new programs for their own

sake or as important to survival. This appears to hold even where such programs

(for example, a business major, remedial studies, "communications") earlier
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were anathema or at best looked down upon as unsuited to a liberal arts insti-

tution. The same dynamic has encouraged faculty approval of dropping certain

programs when valid data are presented...or redoubling efforts in their own

programs when threatened with retrenchment.

Third, faculties have become increasingly willing to update, to retool in

their own disciplines as another manifestation of their acceptance of respon-

sibility for what happens to the institution. An extension of this, and

equally important, is general faculty willingness to alter their instructional

strategies and to embrace new modes of instruction as well as uses of media.

In addition, in some institutions there has been a notable increase in profes-

sionalism generally, with augmented scholarship and research. Fourth, these

faculties tend now to accept--and sometimes directly participate in--various

support services (e.g., tutoring, counseling, study labs) to the extent that

"academic support" is perceived as an important part of the overall academic

picture. One aspect continues to elude clear definition and comprehensive

implementation, however, even at these institutions with strong programs:

that is the business of academic advising. Curiously, this type of advising

seems generally to be carried out just as well by counseling staff and student

peers as by faculty themselves, something that "ought" not to happen but which

could be capitalized on. Effective use of faculty in advising students on

program requirements and course selection continues to be a troublesome area

at many institutions, and few felt entirely comfortable with current practices.

There is no doubt a reciprocal relationship between faculty attitudes and

institutional practices. The institutions seem to have done or been something

"right" in the first place to have retained faculty, and these faculties were

then primed to be more responsive to survival needs when they were presented.

At the same time, the institutions have also taken on certain actions or

attitudes with regard to faculty in recent years, and it may be these efforts

that have paid off in terms of faculty participation in the overall develop-

ment process. Such institutional stances include: assuring or even requiring

broad formal faculty membership or other involvement in planning groups and

the program planning process; encouraging or responding to individual or

departmental initiatives in moving toward new programs or majors, within broad

program development constraints of course, and otherwise respecting the validity

of faculty entrepreneurship; and providing a range of faculty development

opportunities. This latter is probably the most important and most extensive
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stance of the institution--other than salary and benefits--as regards the

faculty. These institutions generally have used external funding as a resource

in creating broad opportunities and options for individual or group professional

development. There is a planned systematic approach, with funds, released

time, requirements, and expectations at a number of these schools, which now

attempt to underwrite such efforts on their own or which for the time being

assume that broadscale faculty development in recent years will suffice for

the next few years. Facult, may pursue degrees (apparently less common now in

the sample of institutions studied than say 6-8 years ago), obtain certificates,

attend workshops, and in various other ways update themselves on a field or

even a given course through on- or off-campus activities. Also, in some cases

there is strong and consistent support (moral and financial) of faculty research

and/or support for seeking research grants.

There seems generally to be a quid-pro-quo dynamic operating here, in

that individuals benefit personally and professionally but the institution

also benefits in concrete ways. For example, in several instances there exist
the products of supported professional development in the form of books,

course outlines, changed sets of requirements, training skills ready for

further utilization, audio-visual and other materials, and new instructional

technologies--and where "better-developed" faculty and research activity are

involved, the institution gains in image or stature. To be sure, faculty

development may be spread thin or it may give emphasis to select members in

priority programs, but generally the effects redound to the benefit of all as

the institution benefits.

3. Strong versus Vulnerable Institutions in Terms of Program

, Because the program domain is extensive, the discussions thus far

have focused on the 15 institutions with programs rated in the positive or

strong categorY1 with gnly AGPileienel references to the vulnerable group.

This subsection contrasts the tWo groups (the 15 institutions with effective

programs versus the 11 institutions with programs rated in vulnerable

category). Two points should be borne in mind in order to avoid invidious

comparisons or simplistic conclusions: first, the strong and vulnerable

programs clearly do not differ on all dimensions; and second, among the stronger

group there are actually examples of slow change, priorities admittedly out of

line, continuing serious needs, weak leadership below the presidential level,

and so on--just as in the vulnerable group there are examples of strong program
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processes or outcomes. The strong program group is apparently more effective

or successful relatively speaking, and some of these institutions still have

much to accomplish on their individual agendas.

The contrasts that follow focus on major points and are suggestive of

meaningful differences in practice which may account for differences in program

quality; what is missing here is a way of ascertaining an appropriate mix of

factors that might clearly delineate strong and weak institutions in program

terms, partly because of the study's limitations and partly because the program

results from a complex of decisions and practices at the administrative and

fiscal levels. The program does not stand alone. As a result, we are dealing

here with trends in institutional condition and practice, not laws.

In all fairness to the institutions with weak or vulnerable programs, it

may be that they have only recently come to terms with situations or

that for a variety of reasons they simply move more slowly toward quality and

stability--or indeed, as seems to be true in a few cases, that they have not

yet squarely faced the realities that their more effective counterparts faced

and acted upon 6-8-10 years ago. The contrasts presented in this subsection

show in the main that the strong program institutions "did" or "became" a

number of things and thus developed strong overall programs, as judged.

Generally, the vulnerable institutions did not engage in these practices but we

cannot suggest that such "failures" led"to weak or ineffective program quality.

We do suggest, however, that such omissions prevented them from improving

program quality more rapidly.

a. .Contrast in Presidential Leadership in the Program Domain

The effective program institutions were characterized as having

had strong leadership at the presidential level over a span of years. Vir-

tually all presidents had taken firm hold of the program, program change, and

program direction at some point prior to 1978 (and a few continue to exercise

tight control up to 1982); most had had a relatively long recent tenure; most

worked with or delegated to other top-level administrators in regard to program

and mission development, including those assigned the role of Title III coordi-

nators in two-thirds of the schools; and there was evidence that getting the

program in order and up to date was a chief early priority of many of these

presidents and that this priority was acted upon quite comprehensively.



The vulnerable institutions present a different picture. Five presidents

were new between 1981-82 and January 1983, and internal/external judgments

suggest that two of these are clearly weak overall, two are now beginning to

take firm hold, and the fifth is too new to have plans, program or otherwise.

Considering their predecessors, plus incumbents at the other six schools,

presidential tenure has been very mixed: from 2 to 4 years at 5 institutions,

and from 7 to over 20 at the remainder. Overall, the priorities of these 11

presidents have been somewhere else than on the broad program during these

moderate to long tenures or at least in the past 5-10 years; or, their program

priorities have been quite limited. Several presidents are reported to have

been initiators and leaders on the program scene, but they initiated only one

or two changes and typically exercised little follow through; another leaned

heavily on the faculty to adopt competency-based strategies as a vital

approach to institution survival, but now has removed his support, leaving

administrators and faculty puzzled; another has pushed for two new career-area

programs to the consternation of fiscal personnel who recognize the large

maintenance costs involved. Others apparently have done little for or about

the education or student services programs, are autocratic, are complacent, or

are no longer effective. There has been some delegation of responsibility to

deans or others, a few of whom have exerted leadership; but by and large the

presidential personality and style appear to have permeated the institutich and

have stifled change as well as the awareness of its importance in a number of

instances.

Put another way, only two of these institutions have emphasized the

program in recent years as a way of effecting broad change and improvement

(one via faculty development, the other via academic offerings and student

services), while several have given no emphasis or have experienced knee-jerk

program efforts periodically as they focused, usually ineffectively, on

improving administrative tools. Several have seemed to ignore program and

administrative/fiscal concerns equally.

b. Contrasts in the Program Change Process

If there is a valid relationship between presidential leader-

ship and the processes put in motion for reviewing and altering the institu-

tion's offerings, then it is not surprising that the vulnerable institutions

share several common lacks related to the program change process. As a group

they do not have formal program planning teams or cabinets, appearing to
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depend instead on unilateral presidential initiative, autocratic top-down

decisions, or a mixture of "seat-of-pants" program needs assessments at any of

several levels. They also lack a sense of openness on the campus concerning

what the challenges are and how to face them; a program planning process or

set of rules (other than an awareness of internal politics and what is per-

missible); needs analyses and market surveys; and utilization of consultants

or other outside assistance--except in one notable instance where a string of

consultants has been brought in to fill the leadership role of nonexistent

program planning personnel on campus.

These institutions do not view program planning in long-range terms and

certainly not in terms of institution-wide concerns or institution-wide solu-

tions--again with the exception of one school on the verge'of closing (where

every decision is related to survival) and one where the program is con-

sciously being reviewed on the assumption that existing programs and majors

should be strengthened in place of considering new ones. That latter example

is indicative of another difficulty generally shared by this group, an

inability to take seriously recent or current market trends (although a few

are indeed starting to do so; and one has tried, but repeatedly failed, to

lock onto what looked for a time to be good market-program matches). One

school is virtually ignoring every aspect of the fact that a major portion of

its enrollment is foreign nationals, while another cannot seem to extricate

itself from its longtime mission of teacher education. Related to this,

several of these institutions are having great difficulty redefining liberal

education and the liberal arts and some apparently are not yet trying to do

SO.

On another level, quite in contrast to the group of good-program institu-

tions, these schools engage in a sort of opportunism that says (and this is a

direct quotation), "The college does things [program refinement or develop-

ment] it gets funds for." Although two schools have had considerable success

in obtaining well-intentioned resources from a variety of agencies, the

typical pattern in this group is to seek Title III funds only, to allocate or

account for such funds somewhat haphazardly, and to drop new programs (whether

academic or student serwIces) once the Title III support is gone or when it is

discovered--too late - -that there is a minimal market. (Going beyond Title III,

one school obtained a sizable foundation grant for a new major but then inex-

plicably footdragged on use of the funds and eventually lost interest in its
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own effort.) Initially, the net result is that ultimately many of these

schools do not do "what they get funds for." And that may help to define__
their low ratings on program quality as well as other conditions.

A final aspect of the larger program revision process should be mentioned.

These institutions overall have learned and applied few, if any, lessons from

their prior program development experience. This is in part because of having

had relatively little successful experience and in part because of not viewing

program development, whether successful or not, in long-range or institution-

wide terms. A key lesson--learning and accepting the strong interactions

among markets, planning, faculty development, program, program development,

student services, and faculty involvement--is reported to be emerging in

almost half these institutions, a fundamental awareness on the horizon or in

the collective conscious but not yet actualized. Similarly, this subgroup

generally has experienced and expressed great difficulty in managing the

competition. They feel at sea, somewhat helpless, even those that have

embarked on cooperative endeavors with other institutions. The dynamic that

may be missing is recognizing the intimate relationship between the competi-

tion on the one hand and the nature of program and the change process on the

other.

c. Contrasts in Patterns of Actual Change

The institutions with strong programs appear as a group to be

relatively comfortable with their new or revised missions--missions that have

emerged out of a long history of structural change up to about 1970 and

missions that are now clear, firm, realistic, and in most all cases accepted

by the institution family. The vulnerable program group, on the other hand,

even though they represent the same patterns of structural change over almost

exactly the same time period (1870-1965) for all three categories (historic-

ally black colleges and universities, 2 year colleges, and non-historically

black colleges and universities), is still very much in the midst of the

struggle to assert or change mission.

One 2-year college in the vulnerable group is dramatically in control of

its mission (transfer program, certificates, and minority acculturation) and

two others are fairly comfortable with what has evolved, but the remainder are

in difficult transition or outright conflict. The conflicts are usually

between internal factions, but also include one institutional battle with

external public forces and one case where there is much confusion but no clear
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opposing sides yet within the institution. Among the difficulties are:

disavowing a strong historically black heritage; a denominational rift; a

fight to find a mission that will match the existing socioeconomic, demo-

graphic, and transportation factors that define the locality now; and, most

frequently, liberal education vs. newer career/professional programs.

As noted above, the "structural histories" of the strong and vulnerable

groups are very similar. Except for two institutions in the vulnerable group

founded before 1850, the historically black institutions, the 2-year schools,

and public or private non-historically black institutions were founded in

similar date ranges encompassed by the period 1870 to 1965. The historically

black institutions in both groups had beginnings as institutes or elementary

schools, moving to normal, junior college, college and graduate levels, with

each group containing one case where a private college was given land grant

status for a period of years, and each group containing one institution merged

from two earlier ones. The non-historically black institutions began

similarly in both groups, as colleges or academies, moving to college,

graduate, and university status, with both groups containing instances of

"going coed." The 2-year schools in each group also shared instances of

merger and of being founded as something other than a junior college or com-

munity college. The strong and vulnerable groups were very similar in other

respects, also. The actual dates of accreditation as well as the number of

years from founding to accreditation showed very close to the same distribu-

tions, for both the historically black and other subsets. Overall, dates of

accreditation ranged from 1925 to 1975 for the effective group (median 1950)

and 1935 to 1980 for the less effective group (median 1960); years from found-

ing to accreditation ranged from 5 (two community colleges) to 90 for the

effective group (median 60 years) and 20 to 100 for the vulnerable group

(median 75), giving an edge to the effective group principally because of the

two community colleges.

One final structural history analysis revealed a meaningful difference

between the strong and vulnerable groups, which is the number of years from

founding to awarding the first BS or BA degrees. This applied to the distri-

butions for both the total groups and the historically black subgroups. The

strong historically black institutions took from 10 to 50 years, the vulner-

able historically black institutions from 45 to 100-years, from founding to

award to first bachelors degree. For total groups, the ranges- were similar:
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5 to 50 years for the strong, 45 to 100 years for the vulnerable. It may be

that an advantage inherent in this difference was the opportunity to develop

the program to the degree level, change it, learn from the experience, develop

a broader faculty, modify mission within the baccalaureate context, and other-

wise learn how to cope with change or the need for it. If this is the case,

it could help to explain the differences in ratings as to present (1982)

program quality, but at the same time may suggest that institutions in the

,vulnerable group have a fair chance of ultimately coming into their own, other

things being equal.

In terms of recent program changes (in the past 5-15 years), the two

groups are perhaps more similar than different, although the vulnerable group

is characterized more by "attempts" and the strong group more by "accomplish-

ments" or changes. Actual program changes (new majors, programs, services)

have indeed occurred in the vulnerable group but they tend to be one-shot

efforts, unfocused, opportunistic, or slow to take shape. These institutions

are beginning, too, to respond to the community (broadly defined) and indeed

one institution is outstanding in its efforts to learn about and capitalize on

community'program needs. Overall, however, there are few examples of creating

programs in terms of academic supports, personal supports, or institution-wide

needs that would presumably affect the entire enterprise (although two insti-

tutions have moved concretely beyond their narrow teacher-education roles into

education specializations or other majors). Where one institution has out-

standing academic supports operating, another has moved only toward remedial

skills offerings; where one institution has a weak, duplicated, overambitious

set of personal support services, another has a notably expanded set of services

over what it had 5 years ago (which, however, are markedly underutilized).

Most appear to be mediocre or minimal with respect to academic and personal

supports, which can to some extent be interpreted as an undervaluation of

their importance and potential for the institution as a whole.

With regard to extending programs to nontraditional (adult) populations,

the vulnerable group has made some progress. Discounting three that have done

nothing along those lines because they are truly rural and it would be imprac-

tical, it may be noted that two others have no plans to move toward adult

groups of any sort, two have begun non-credit continuing education programs,

one has established a "stepchild" offsite community education center with only

marginal programming plans, and three have made important inroads. Among the
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latter are Adult Basic Education and General Educational Development offerings,

community education minicourses, outreach locations for 2-year programs, and

two cases where a college has arranged to offer certificate, undergraduate, or

graduate degree programs in several urban centers. This last example empha-

sizes an essential difference between the two groups in that these are the

only vulnerable institutions that attempt to promote degree programs in other

than traditional ways, locations, or times of day. The effective group is

characterized as making numerous adjustments and creating opportunities for

nontraditionals to obtain degrees--in addition to what may now be termed

standard community education credit and non-credit offerings of many sorts.

d. Contrasts in the Role of the Faculty

The strong institutions, as a group, have a stable faculty core

with a set of generally favorable attitudes about their roles and institutions

and a vested professional interest as opposed to only a personal one. Posi-

tive attitudes include: acceptance of some responsibility in attracting and

retaining students for the sake of institutional survival and/or growth;

participation in program change and acceptance of new directions in program,

in mission, in populations; involvement in professional development (updating,

retooling) in specialty area and openness to new instructional methodologies

and media; and acceptance of and some participation in a variety of support

services, both academic and personal. By and large these faculties enjoy the

confidence and respect of the "institution" in that they are often represented

in formal ways in the program planning process, are frequently free to

exercise their own individual or group entrepreneurship in working toward new

programs, and are offered numerous options for professional development and

participation in research grants.

In contrast, the faculties at the vulnerable institutions appear to be

more mixed as to stability/longevity (with some institutions suffering severe

turnover problems) and quite different with respect to attitudes. Almost

universally, these faculties do not accept--may not be aware of--a responsi-

bility for institutional survival via efforts to retain students or assist

them through support services. One president indicated that the faculty "are

out of touch" with students and their concerns; and one seminar of students

(freshmen at that) reached quick consensus on the view that "the faculty don't

want to even bother to refer us for tutoring" and "they only want their pay-

checks." So much for those two institutions. But such sentiments were
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expressed or inferred elsewhere as well, a telling commentary on "the role of

the faculty" at several of these institutions (although there were clearcut

exceptions where commitment to students was at a high level even if faculty

morale was low). There were more positive signs, however, with regard to

retooling and updating, and also faculty participation in and valuing of
program change. Several faculties could be said to be "startine in these

directions, while others continued to be more complacent about their profes-

sional involvement or responsibility.

On the other side of the question, apparent administrator attitude toward

faculty, there were mixed, but essentially negative, reports. In three cases

faculty were systematically but minimally included in program planning (a

reflection of minimal program planning overall). In the majority of cases

faculty initiative in program change either did not occur notably or was not

countenanced; in one institution there was too much "freedom" to the point of

depending on faculty to promote change, and in another the pattern was to

encourage faculty initiative, approve plans, and then ignore the matter.

Faculty development opportunities clearly did not exist at several institu-

tions, but there were some options at a few institutions, and two in parti-

cular had made marked gains along these lines in the past 5 years.

4. Program Endnote

There have been several intimations that the group of strong insti-

tutions was perhaps 10 to 20 years ahead of its vulnerable counterparts. This

is the conclusion reached at this point and it extends in varying degrees to

the four basic areas of program comparison: presidential and other top-level

leadership and example; the program review and change process, including

planning and attention to institution-wide concerns; structural and program

changes over the long term and also more recently, as related to the mission;

and interactions between faculty and institution.

It is fair to speculate that the vulnerable institutions, given time,

leadership, resources, a clear sense of role and mission, and positive or at

least neutral contextual circumstances, may indeed turn the corner and move

Umard a higher quality program as well as a distinctiveness that attracts not

just attention, but students. Some of these institutions have made commend-

able and extensive efforts--pilot efforts, in a sense--to study and alter

their programs, but with less than the expected outcomes, and some are now

moving toward an awareness of how a variety of factors must-be dealt with
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concurrently in any attempt to make meaningful change that truly affects the

institution as a whole. However, as judged at this time, several of these

institutions have not made such an effort, have not arrived collectively at an

awareness of what is involved in effecting needed change--and may not be aware

that change is needed.

Overall, this group of vulnerable institutions seems to be lagging. Not

slow, because that implies a standard of speed or outcome. But lagging behind

those that have moved more forcefully and have altered their image and program

as well as their operations. These institutions may be living in the past or

may be counting on discrete changes to effect fundamental changes. They may

be suffering from minimal leadership, or from a lack of the mix of factors

that can result in a turnaround. The metaphor of turning around, turning the

corner, turning a new leaf is an apt one. Others have done it. It is now

their turn.
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Part Three: Effective Developmental Activities

Chapter V

Classes and Dimensions of Developmental Activity

We turn here from examination of the institution as a whole to
a focus on what constitutes the basic unit for investment as the
Title III Program operates: the developmental activity. The chap-
ter presents several sets of dimensions, or classification schemes,
that were found useful in characterizing discrete developmental
activities and types. Section A summarizes the categorical descrip-
tions and, definitions provided by the current Title III legislation
and regulations, including any restrictions established by current
designations of unallowable costs. Section B presents several other
schemes believed particularly relevant, in terms of Title III intent,
noting that developmental activities may constitute, one-time only
events or lead to continuing operation, may have varying options for
later operational support and fiscal contribution in return, or may
be variously supported. The final section provides the broad func-
tional framework utilized in the field examination of selected
Title III activities, as reported in subsequent chapters.

A. Classes of Activity, as Defined in the Current Title III Legislation,

Regulations, and Operational Procedures

As noted elsewhere, the kinds of activity specifically authorized in the

current enabling legislation involve activities "that promise to strengthen

the institution" (Part A of Title III) or to "strengthen the planning, manage-

ment, and fiscal capabilities of institutions with special needs" (Part B of
Title III). Under the previous law and regulations, funds were awarded to

strengthen the academic quality, administrative capacity, and student services

of "developing" institutions. As it was generally assumed that progress in

these three areas would strengthen the institution, success with individual

activities was considered synonymous with institutional success. The new law

calls, in effect, for institution-wide impact, but specifically designates the

following six kinds of activity as vehicles for achieving institutional self-

sufficiency: (1) faculty development; (2) funds and administrative manage-

ment; (3) development and improvement of academic programs; (4) .-xquisition of

equipment for use in strengthening funds management and academic programs;

(5) joint use of facilities such as libraries and laboratories; and (6) student

services. The labels for these areas provide a general or summary taxonomy.
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Before examining some of the different kinds of activity recognized in

the Title III award process under each category specified in the current

legislation, it is appropriate to take special brief note of another important

element in both past and current legislative intent: that is, the institution

must ensure that Title III funds are "used to supplement, and, to the extent

practical, increase the funds that would otherwise be available under (Parts A

and B of the Act), and in no case supplant those funds."' The current related

regulations further state:

Federal assistance under these programs may not be used to
cover any general operating and maintenance expenses of grantees or
to supplant what an institution would otherwise spend to carry out
activities allowed under the programs. The purpose of these pro-
grams is...to assist eligible institutions to carry out planning and
development activities that will etable them to become viably thriv-
ing institutions of higher educail,n and, therefore, free from the
need for continued assistance under Title 111.2

The burden of these statements is that "developmental activity" under the

Act must be "new" activity for the institution (that is, activity not regu-

larly included in the institution's budget) and that general operating and

maintenance activity is excluded. In some cases, such as the development of a

set of course offerings not heretofore provided; it is clear that the activity

is'new; in curricular revision or completion of an MIS, changes can be major

or minor, and Title III program staff attempt to determine whether the change

falls within normal responsibilities and time frames for updating, or indeed

represents atypical and additional or unusual effort with attendant costs not

regularly supported. In addition, standard operating procedures currently

require (1) a judgment that the activity does not "duplicate, supplant, or

substitute for an activity carried out in the past or presently being carried

out by the applicant institution," ntegral to the

institution's long-range developmental plan," and (3) that the activity is not

"beyond the planning/design/implementation phase" where this is defined as

"the initial installation and testing of the strategies, programs, materials,

Public Law 96-374, Section 341(b)(2)(94STAT.1397).
2 Final Regulations, Institutional Aid Programs. Federal Register, Vol. 47,
No. 2, Tuesday, January 5, 1982, p.540.



etc."3 In the case of new academic programs, funds may not be used to support

a developed instructional activity beyond a single term, for example.

The other critical element, as emphasized in the discussion of the

current legislation in the introductory chapter, is that a developmental

activity under Title III must have promise of contributing to the institu-

tion's capacity to survive without continued funding under the Title. This is

emphasized, in the new legislation, regulations, and operational guidelines

through a focus on "...activities that will lead an institution toward self-

sufficiency. Inasmuch as an institution will want to maintain these activi-

ties at the termination of Federal assistance, [activities must involve]

realistic parameters including size, growth potential, stable enrollment, and

adequate assessment of client needs."4 Current procedures also require that

"no costs may be incurred which duplicate previously funded Title III projects

or other Federal projects."

In the ongoing monitoring of the program, there has been further specifi-

cation through the mechanism of establishing specific allowable and unallow-
able costs. In the area of faculty development, for example, particular

training of faculty that could be provided by other individuals currently on

the faculty and capable of providing it is unallowable and considered sup-

planting, and faculty development or retraining that is unrelated to

"approved" developmental activities is not supported. The allowable cost

mechanism is also used to exclude certain kinds of activity that might

encourage excesses and involve unreasonable expenditures (e.g., salaries not

commensurate with the institution's regular policy and salary schedules or

"exorbitant" consultant fees). There is concern as well with cost support of

activity that could be politically or ethically troublesome (e.g., direct fund

raising, including proposal development); recruitment of new students, which

could involve entertainment; student travel of any kind. Also considered

unallowable are costs for program development that is not a reasonable and

formal part of the traditional academic program of the institution (e.g.,

funds cannot be used for developing or improving non-degree credit programs

a
"Program Information about Allowable and Non-Allowable Activities and

Costs within Institutional Aid Programs." Working Paper, Division of Institu-
tional Development, dated 3 /12/82..

4 Idem.

Idem.
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other than basic skills development programs, or for community service programs

unless they provide experiences or-academic credit for regularly enrolled

students).

In general, then, Title III generically defines developmental activity as

a unit of effort that is new and otherwise unaffordable at the present time,

but which constitutes reasonable program or procedure development and testing

activity that has a likelihood of strengthening institutional capability to

provide a program of reasonable quality, and of improVing institutional viability

and self-sufficiency. This involves the expectation that the development

phase will yield an ongoing operational activity or new style of operating

that can be continued without Federal support, or within the other resources

of the institution. To what does this translate in specific kinds of endeavor?

With regard to the six activity categories provided in the current legis-

lation, specific activity can encompass particular kinds of endeavor specified

in procedural guides6 used by Title III staff in the award and monitoring

processes. Under Faculty Development, for example, funds may be used to

supportcosts of on- or off-campus short-term training of (regular, not new)

faculty which is necessary for approved developmental activity, or to make

developmental changes in curricula. Funds may also support certain costs of

graduate study leading to a terminal degree where such is necessary to achieve

or maintain accreditation of a developmental program or activity, or where no

one is currently available with the skills and knowledge to develop new instruc-

tional programs for which developmental funds are also being sought.

Activities under Funds and Administrative Management may include such

funds management activity as the development of a resource allocation model,

the development of more efficient and effective procedures for carrying out

regular institutional management functions (such as collection of student

loans), or the development of a system to improve the institution's fund

raising capability. Administrative management activity may involve the devel-

opment of: an institutional research office; a planning, management, and

evaluation capability; a management information system; a management training

program; such specialized services as automatic data processing, operations

analysis, policy and procedures manuals; or a model plan for improving public

relations strategies.

6
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Developmental activities in the Academic Program area may include improVe-

ment of existing programs; integration of existing academic programs or depart-

ments; curriculum revision; development of new academic programs such as

remedial or basic skills /rograms, or vocational and technical programs leading

to an associate degree or certificate; development of curriculum laboratories;

and, within limits, the development or adaptation of instructional materials

or strategies (e.g., computer assisted instruction).

Equipment Acquisition, under the regulatory interpretations, involves

equipment necessary to the attainment of the 'objectives of an approved devel-

opmental activity. Thus, it is an aspect of other activity, not one in itself.

It may include a range of equipment from computers for improvement of adminis-

trative data handling to laboratory equipment or electric typewriters for

training students, but not regular office equipment such as desks, files, and

typewriters, nor replacement of worn-out equipment.

Joint Use of Facilities, like equipment, is not an activity in itself,

but a facilitation of other activity; it provides, under the regulatory inter-

pretations, for costs of leasing space or for combining resources with another

institution.

Student Services involves the development (not the ongoing provision) of

academic and personal counseling programs, and training of regular staff to be

assigned; of career counseling and placement services; of peer counseling

programs; of cooperative education programs (if not also funded under Title

VIII of the Act); and of testing or learning resource centers. Excluded are

costs of providing actual services to students; entertainment including cul-

tural enrichment programs; student exchange programs, intermural activities or

student associations or clubs; student health services; and any services for

high school students.

It should be noted that, in practice, a number of the components may be

(and usually are) combined under a larger configuration. For example, in the

program area, a single "activity" may involve separately or in combination

such elements as staff training and development, curricular planning, develop-'

ment of laboratory resources, etc. A learning resource center may be devel-

oped toward providing a general, campus-wide facilitation, or as a specific

unit within a particular academic program. In short: an activity can become

a combination of interrelated elements of considerable complexity, or may be

relatively narrow in scope, depending on what the institution considers to be



efficient packaging in terms of management and control. It should also be

noted that the basic selection of activities for which funding is requested is

left to the discretion of the institution: i.e., no particular combination or

"balance" of activities is required by the .Law, the regulations, or the opera-

tional guidelines.

B. Other Dimensions Characterizing Developmental Activities

1. Classification of Developmental Activities as Temporal or Continuing

Whether one employs essentially the activity content classification

scheme involved in the Title III specifications, or the function-oriented

classification in our tripartite fiscal-management-program formulation,

another potentially useful dimension has to do with whether the developmental

activity is temporal or continuing (in actuality as well as in intent).

By "temporal" we mean a one-time-only series of events that are expected

to lead to greater quality of efficiency or mission, or of capacity for posi-

tive change (e.g., a successful faculty training activity, a management reor-

ganization) that leaves a useful residue. A "continuing" activity is one that

leads to a continuing new operation that requires continuing support. There

are frequent examples of each of these two types of activity among those that

have been supported by Title III.

Evaluation of impact of temporal activities on institutional development

involves not only an evaluation of any products the activity itself accom-

plishes, but also an examination of the institution on a before-after basis on

any of the activity-relevant dimensions of institutional,development: e.g.,

fiscal stability or improvement; quality of program; appropriateness of mis-

sion; impact on target students. In most instances of this sort, positive

impact will be difficult to detect reliably, principally because impact and

consequences may be diffuse, but also because the particular activity is but

one of many forces operating at the institution.

2. Classification of Continuing Developing Activities in Terms of

How Later Operational Support is Attained

Most Title III activities are concerned with the development of a

program or process that, after developmental investment including pilot test-

ing, becomes a part of the regular, continuing functioning of the institution.

For such a developmental activity to graduate to operational, regular status,
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continuing fiscal support is generally required. Such an activity may be

successfully institutionalized (i.e., its developmental potential validated)

only if either:

a) funds for the new activity costs can be generated by the activity
operation either through new revenue or cost savings achieved
through the activity itself, where institutional policy allows such
increase or cost savings to be invested in continuance or surplanted
funds to be used; or

funds for the activity costs can be and are displaced from less
desirable activities; or

c) the case for new funds for activity costs can be and is successfully
sold to the regular fiscal authority (if publicly supported) or to a
new support source (public or private institutions); or

d) the case for the ur:gency or desirability of increasing revenue in
general to cover the activity is made sufficiently by the experience
that revenue generation activities in general are deliberately and
effectively enhanced; or

e) new or operational costs are insignificant (e.g., although substan-
tial start-up costs may be involved--for equipment, faculty retrain-
ing, consulting assistance, etc.--a modified but no more costly
program is in place).

It should be noted that developmental activities leading to ongoing

operation pose distinctly different kinds of propositions for institutionali-

zation by one or more of the avenues to fiscal support, as a function of

their attractiveness to decision-makers and of the options open to the admin-

istration. In short, some activities are more easily sold than others; some

regular funding authorities buy or permit some kinds of things and not-others.

The ultimate programmatic activities may be facilitated or hampered by dif-

ferent forces in the institutional context that have built up over the devel-

opmental period. Foundations support some kinds of activities and not others;

governing boards have their own priorities and predilections; institutional

administration has broader agendas than those of its particular program

operators at division or department levels.

3. Classification of Developmental Activities in Terms of Source of

Startup Support

All institutions engage, in effect, in developmental activity in a

broad sense: various changes take pliace as a function of such matters as the

times and economy, the evolution of knowledge and technologies, changing



student markets, etc. What takes place, particularly as a conscious effort to

change or adapt, is reasonably defined as developmental activity.

The concern of the inquiry reported in this volume, though not blind to

regular evolutionary changes, focuses on developmental effort supported in

whole or in part by temporary support specifically for development and try-out.

Thus, another dimensional dichotomy is invoked, which is (1) development

encompassed in the ongoing momentum of the institution and supported by allo-

cation of a portion of the regular, or more enduring, or "hard" revenue and

which is not a particular focus in this inquiry; versus (2) developmental

activity supported by investment of ("soft") funds acquired or granted by an

outside source for that purpose, which is the very particular concern in this

inquiry. This latter kind of activity, though important principally in the

minor sense of attendant restrictions and liberties attached as conditions by

the source, may be further classifed in terms of the provider of support.

It appears useful to recognize, among external support sources, activity

supported by Title III; by other temporary Federal investment (e.g., the

Cooperative Education Program, the Trio Programs, the Fund for the Improvement

of Postsecondary Education, NSF, some experimental projects handled through

the National Institute of Education); by foundations; by business and industry;

by private benefactors and, in an increasing number of instances, by gifts

acquired variously through special foundations set up by the institution

itself. We note that a wide range of auxiliary enterprises, from athletics to

hospitals, also may provide special support, and that windfalls sometimes

occur in this operation that can be put to special development purpose; in the

current inquiry, development financed through such sources is considered in

the category of routine and regularly supported enterprise.

C. Activities in Terms of a Simple Model of Institutional Operation

Section A of this chapter provided a gross taxonomy of activities with

emphasis on content, but qualified by the guidelines for decisions and judg-

ments involved toward assuring that Federal funds be used for purposes deemed

legitimate in terms of the Act and public interest. There is an assumption,

presumably based on experience at this point in program history, that these

particular classes of developmental activities (1) can reasonably be supported

(or support themselves) in one way or another outside continuing federal

support, once development costs are covered, and (2) can and do contribute in
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reasonable ways to the overall viability of the institution and its continuing

functioning, with particular regard to its accommodation of students of

limited financial means. Verifying these assumptions, rather than simply

makin: them on lo ical rounds is a necessit for understandin: how discrete

developmental activity may contribute to institutional development.

As we examine the particular activities in relation to these assumptions

i.as will be done in the following two chapters), it is useful to do so within

a theoretical framework that classifies activities in functional rather than

strictly content terms. The working model for this includes our three

function domains (fiscal operations, administration and management, and

program and support service offerings) within a broader view of institutional

operation eased on the convergence of structure and function in arriving at

overall institutional condition. This is the model has been outlined earlier

(i.e., in Chapter I, Section D).

A given development activity may be designed to improve the structure of

the institution--that is, what it has to work with--or to improve its func-

tioning (that is, how the structure of resources is employed). Yet, such

two-way classification does not seem satisfactory for distinguishing discrete

developmental activities for study, given that activities so designated as

developmental units under Title III in many cases involve both structural and

functional change and may do so for different periods of time within a given

activity. We must ask: what are the most essential classes of activity

represented in the Title III proposition? Our answer--for purposes of this

study--is the three-way division into fiscal, administration, and program

domains, each with particular definitions of the kinds of developmental effort

that appear to fit. As noted earlier, there is some necessary overlap among

domains, but they do provide a working model for easier treatment of the

findings.

It is also useful to distinguish between overall program and activities

within the three domains. The fiscal program, the management program, or the

education program each consists of the institution's total approach to that

particular function. Developmental activities in each area, on the other

hand, are components of these programs. Our case study focus was on devel-

opmental activities (which in some instances could be broad enough to encom-

pass a program, but in most instances represented a piece or a reflection of

the program).
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Activities, in turn, will each involve one or more operational strategies

or processes. The concept of strategy is important, for it not only expresses

the thrust of the activity, but also suggests.the potential output that is in

actuality sought, thus revealing the place of that output in a broader concept

of program functioning toward institutional development. A given activity per

se may employ a considerable variety of strategies. For example, in the

fiscal area, activities such as development of accounting and fiscal manage-

ment systems or fund raising or funds replenishment may employ strategies or

mechanisms that include: staff training, bringing in consultants, setting up

hardware and developing software, creating alumni files, and specialized

campaign approaches. In the education program domain, specific strategies

encompass: accomplishing accreditation, new academic standards, tutoring,

active faculty involvement in recruiting, setting up internships, and several

sorts of faculty development. Within such strategies there are important

distinctions 'among substrategies or approaches.directed to particular outcomes

that in turn help to accomplish the larger objectives. Finally, it should

again be noted that institutions package content and strategies in a consider-

able variety of ways to form an "Activity." In fact, it may be the dynamic

interaction of strategies that causes a particular Activity, as defined for

this study, to have unusual developmental potential.

Finally, we would anticipate that the three basic domains of develop-

mental activity (and, to some extent, different strategies employed within

each domain) will impact on condition or future condition of the institution

in different ways, as a function of the Activity, its basic objectives, and

the continuous formulation of priorities as a part of institutional function-

ing. Some may operate to impact directly on condition--e.g., a development

program established to increase amount and sources of revenue, or a program

designed to attract a new student constituency that may "pay its own way."

Inasmuch as "quality of program" is also an expression of condition, 'Curricu-

lum revision or improvement of instructional procedures which results in

enhancement of quality of the educational program is also impacting directly

on condition, though it is obvious that quality is a more difficult construct

to define and measure than is an index of revenue.

Other developmental Activities may not impact directly on condition, but

on the two concepts postulated in our model that in interaction establish or

produce condition--i.e., structure (including resources) and functioning. An
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example is equipment acquisition for use in strengthening management and

academic program, or a program designed to improve funds management. It is

not enough to show that these Activities impact on structure or functioning as

an end in themselves, but that they result in a positive change in institutional

condition as the outcome of the structure/ functioning interaction. For

example, acquisition of a computer may permit more efficient funds management

or more effective instruction, but may cost more for maintenance or updating

than is realized ..hrough associated savings. The proposition of affirming

positive developmental impact becomes more tenuous when the computer is also

used (as is frequently the case) for instructional purposes, which involves

for assessment purposes the more measurement-elusive construct of program

quality.

For the remaining chapters in Part III (which is concerned with devel-

opmental Activities) our basic classification system will characterize and

group the Activities principally as a representative set of developmental

approaches in one or another of the three domains--fiscal, management, or

program. At the same time, the other sets of dimensions will have frequent

relevance, and will be invoked as appropriate.
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Chapter VI

The Nature of Effective Developmental Activity

In the site visits, certain developmental activities were examined
in depth. This chapter provides, first, an operational definition
of what constituted a discrete developmental activity for study
purposes. Then, the procedure for examining and analyzing the
activities is described, with particular regard (1) to general
criteria defining successful activity contribution to institutional
development, (2) to the procedure for applying these criteria,
(3) to the characteristics of the developmental activities that were
examined, and (4) to a summary description of the developmental
activities selected in terms of their content and the preliminary
evaluations.

A. Operational Definition of Developmental Activity Used in this Study

As noted in the previous chapter, anything that an institution does (or

neglects to do, for that matter) involves some level of revision and/or adap-

tation to the ever-changing context in which it functions, and can thus be

termed developmental activity. Leaving out the attendant restrictions on

certain specific kinds of expenditures, the activities named in the Title III

legislation cover almost every developmental or operational arena that may

involve concerted effort toward institutional change; thus, developmental

activity as defined by Title III subsumes most aspects of institutional func-

tioning. At the other extreme, the term development could be restricted only

to what the institution's development office, if it has one, happens to do.

For purposes of selecting activities for review, we established a defini-

tion that was affected substantially by the practical need to define a parti-

cular configuration of intent, effort, and strategy as a unit of activity--so

that its objectives and parameters, the relevant contextual factors affecting

its progress, and the potential specific contribution to institutional devel-

opment might be assessed with some consistency across institutions. Thus, for

this study we determined that our definition should be reasonably congruent

with what has become standard practice in operating various Title III activi-

ties. More particularly, a developmental activity was operationally defined

as follows, so as to include developmental purpose, content, budget, direc-

tion, documentation, period of operation, and external resources:



1. Nature and Purpose: The activity is essentially developmental in

nature--that is, its purpose is to improve the fiscal viability and

self-sufficiency of the institution by direct or indirect means,

such as increasing resources, improving efficiency of operation,

improving quality of educational program or support services (parti-

cularly for students from low-income backgrounds).

2. Specificity of Plan and Structure: The activity is described by a

formal plan prescribing purpose, general nature of strategies,

expected outcomes or changes, time lines for accomplishment, etc.

3. Fiscal Accountability: The activity is assigned a discrete budget

for its conduct.

4. Designation of Responsibility for Activity Conduct: The activity

involves one or more faculty or staff, with a single individual (or

committee) designated as responsible for its management and conduct.

5. Documentation of Progress or Outcomes: Records of progress--in

terms of milestones, accomplishments, outputs, impact measures, or

consequences--are maintained.

6. Time Period: The activity has operated within the last 'years,

although it may have been initiated before that.

7. External Resources: The activity is funded, in whole or in part, by

external resources such as Title III, foundation, or other grants.

B. Definition of Successful or Effective Developmental Activity: Criteria

As noted earlier; the study's focus was not on evaluation of the impact

of Title III or other soft money developmental investment, but rather on

describing the essential features of selected developmental efforts that had

served their purposes and the institution's developmental needs well. We were

seeking developmental activities that had made a difference in the develop-

mental status and condition of the institution. This approach dictated that

both the nomination of specific activities and some aspects of the determina-

tion of their impacts and outcomes be done in the institution's own terms.

Although the effort was directed toward identifying successful activities,

there was clearly considerable variation among those nominated and examined on

such immediately obvious characteristics as rate of progress (against similar

activities on other campuses), the substance of what had been produced, the

reactions of the consumers, etc. It will be recalled, also, that nominations



of Activities were requested in the fiscal, administrative, and program

domains; some institutional nominators felt that they had been more successful

in one domain than in the others.

It was therefore felt necessary to impose other criteria on the nominated

Activities, to affirm those that were indeed likely to make a difference. In

terms of study emphasis on improvement of institutional condition, it would

seem advisable to assign "effectiveness credits" only to those Activities that

demonstrated unequivocally a direct impact on institutional condition accord-

ing to given criteria in dollar, enrollment, or other terms. On the other

hand, to do so unilaterally would be to miss other definitions that institu-

tions themselves obviously employ because of their own situations and values.

In order to account for both these points of view--and et the same time

avoid assessment of success on clearly ephemeral or unsubstantiated grounds- -

certain rules were established for the assignment of effectiveness criteria at

the Activity level. These included: (1) recognizing that some Activities

could have only diffuse and subjectively assessable outcomes and consequences,

while others might impact quite directly and visibly on institutional condi-

tion; (2) agreeing that strong future potential impact on condition (or on

structure and function such that future effect on condition could be surmised)

should be considered, so long as there was a reasonable consensus on the

campus and a corroborating report from the specialists; (3) taking into

account that some Activities were not yet "complete" in the sense that either

certain objectives remain to be fulfilled, formal external support was con-

tinuing beyond the 1981-82 academic year, and/or that closely related new

aspects were already being implemented; (4) recognizing that some Activities

were one-time efforts with expected residuals while others were intended to

become operational features of the institution; and (5) acknowledging that

some outcomes have value for other reasons than their direct application to

institutional condition now or in the future.

In other words, the collection of some 150 Activities was not a set of

absolutely definable efforts capable of being neatly classifed into one or two

Yes-No outcome categories. It was necessary to establish and implement judg-

mental criteria that took into account the realities of the ways institutions

operate, their definitions of Activity and of effectiveness, unique situations

that qualified success one way or another, and the actual time tables for
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Activity implementation, as well as explicit or implicit differences among

Activities in the three domains and their possible interactions.

Success at the Activity level was thus tentatively and generally defined

as follows, with the understanding that fulfillment of all these criteria was

not required that a major variable is the level of "completedness" of

Activities. A successful developmental Activity--in any of the three

domains--has some or all of these characteristics:

1) The Activity has (or promises to have) recognized and recognizable

value in relation to its objectives and place in the institution or

in relation to its consequences for the institution;

2) There are detectable positive outcomes and consequences that

outweigh detectable negative outcomes and consequences;

3) The Activity contributes in demonstrable ways to institutional

condition--e.g., it attracts new revenue, it provides a necessary

function at a lower cost, it increases or stabilizes enrollment, it

improves the quality of instruction or instructional resources, it

places the institution in a better competitive position for students

or new revenue, it leads to a greater capacity for change in

positive directions;

4) Along with other effects, it has such valued (but not necessarily

anticipated) outcomes as improved morale, provision (or coordina-

tion) of standard services not available before, models for develop-

ment and change in other units, clarification of mission, enhance-

ment of program distinctiveness.

5) It is accepted or valued and utilized on a continuing basis, by the

relevant constituent members of the institution (administrators,

faculty, students) in terms of its original or revised purpose.

In the application of these criteria, special attention was given to any

evidence that the Activity was (or had the potential for) generating its own

support, through producing or attracting new revenue or cost efficiencies.

Unfortunately, good evidence of this sort was seldom available. Many Activi-

ties do not lend themselves to clear-cut analysis as to revenue generated or

cost savings; some Activities involve no additional costs after development,

and some Activities (e.g., many of those concerned with the improvement of

quality) bring additional costs, not cost savings or immediate new revenue.

As an alternative, we were particularly attentive to the degree to which the
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institution was assuming support (or, for Attivities in the operational phase,

the fact that the institution was operating the activity within its regular

budget), and the degree to which the institution's overall fiscal status

appeared sound or clearly improving. This places some burden of judgment on

the institution, which is where it should be, although sufficient time to

determine ultimate outcomes will provide better evidence as to whether decisions

to operationalize an Activity were indeed sound.

C. Classification of Activities on Success Criteria

Each of the three analysts who had earlier rated overall institutional

development by domain reviewed all Activities appropriate to each domain with

particular attention to Activity outcomes. In some cases more than one special-

ist studied given Activities, especially where intents and outcomes related to

both the fiscal and administrative areas.

The general criteria were applied to all Activities reported, although

certain criteria turned out to be more appropriate to some than to others.

For example, a funds development Activity lends itself to examination of

effectiveness in terms of dollars produced less cost of operation, while a new

instructional media development center must be assessed within the practical

limits imposed on the study in such terms as faculty attitudes, usage, and

apparent quality of products for their purposes. As. noted earlier, it was

also necessary to distinguish between temporal and continuing Activities, as

each of these types did indeed occur in each domain. Equal attention was

given to any absolute findings (e.g., enrollment Changes, dollars saved) that

could reasonably be attributed to given Activities, and to the overall quality

of outcomes including their implications for future change in structure,

function, or condition.

1. Principal Mode of Arriving at Ratings

The individual Activity reports of the field team members were

relied upon for major observations regarding the nature, value, and meaning of

various outcomes, although these Activity reports were reviewed in the context

of summary reports by each specialist on the functioning of the institution in

the broader domains (fiscal, management, program). The Activity report formats

were structured to solicit information and views on Activity outcomes in

connection with the following resources: comments by chief officers and

administrators, Activity directors, Title III coordinator, and where appro-

priate, also faculty and students; review of internal and external evaluation



reports; study of direct sorts of documentation; and observation of utiliza-

tion and products of actual implementation. The various items in the domain

summary reports also provided opportunity for noting given Activity outcomes,

especially where applications of Activity products were included more broadly

on the campus.

Field visitors were charged with characterizing developmental Activities

on a number of discrete aspects. Although there was considerable dependence

on the knowledgeability and expertise of the visitors, where these aspects

involved judgments of quality, the evidence and rationale for those judgments

was to be cited or reported for purposes of the analysis. The essential

dimensions for reviewing and reporting each Activity were:

a) Origin of the Activity, or institutional needs, involving perceived

deficiencies or other basis which serves to prompt the objectives

prescribed for the Activity.

b) Objectives, in terms of both (1) what the Activity was supposed to

accomplish as an entity in its own right and (2) how the expected

outcomes were perceived or rationalized as potentially contributing

to institutional de-fAopment.

c) Input, or what the Activity h'ad to work with in terms of staff,

resources, raw materials, etc.

d) Activity strategies, which are the essential mechanisms the Activity

employs to reach the objectives, or the characterization of the

processes employed.

e) Plausibility, or a (logical) judgment as to the appropriateness of

the strategies for achieving the two classes (activity level; insti-

tutional level) of objectives, or the likelihood that exercising the

strategy will accomplish the objectives.

f) Impacts, or what the Activity has assuredly accomplished in terms of

the immediate (or ultimate) outcomes specified by the objectives.

g) (Unintended) consequences (with particular regard to development),

or any end product, condition, or status, of positive or negative

value, that is different from or in addition to, the prescribed and

intended objective, and that results from the interaction of the

activity process and/or Outcome with the institutional context.

Fit of impact and consequences with each of the two classes of

objectives.



While the final three entries above are related to outcomes, it is clear that

information on all preceding elements was needed in order to be able to arrive

at observations about outcomes and interpretations of their significance.

A principal challenge in the field as well as in later analysis was to

ascertain the validity of attributing various outcomes to the operation and

completion of individual Activities. Empirical data on impact were largely

unavailable, or were insufficient to provide an adequate test; thus, this

validity assessment was in most cases simply not possible. In general,

however, the assessment that a given Activity had contributed to stated

outcomes seemed relatively straightforward on logical grounds in most

instances, for the stated outcomes tended to be more Activity-specific than

directed to their potential broader impact on the institution.

A related challenge was the attempt to distinguish among true impacts

(expressed as the ultimate benefits inherent in Title III intent), outcomes,

effects, byproducts, and consequences (whether intended or not)--and to

catalog these in the analysis. As it turned out, all these terms have been

utilized in describing the operation and meaningfulness of Activities in all

three domains. Very often precise impacts (such as a significant increase

in enrollment, or amount of dollar savings in three years via MIS efficiencies)

did not materialize in the form or time period anticipated, but other sorts of

outcomes--particularly byproducts or effects on other persons or functions- -

did occur in recognizable ways.

With these observations in mind, the essential task of the field visitors

was to characterize the selected developmental Activities reviewed in terms of

an "Activity history," permitting particular attention to these fundamental

questions:

a) What are the outputs and consequences of the Activity (and how

adequate are the evidences therefor)?

b) For developmental Activities leading to continuing operation after a

developmental period, what degree of institutionalization has taken

place (and how was this achieved, at what costs)?

c) What is the institutioual condition, and what impact of the Activity

thereon can be detected?

d) What threats to continued operation of the Activity can be detected

or argued for?
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The essential task of the analysis team was to use site visitor findings and judg

ments in arriving at individual Activity ratings and then studying resulting

groups of Activities for common or unique features, significance for institu-

tional situations, and implications for the overall process of institutional

development.

2. Results of the Rating Procedure

Individual Activities were rated across all appropriate criteria for

each domain and for certain Activity categories within domain. The net result

of this task, using the preliminary criteria outlined in Section B of this

Chapter, was application of a 3-point scale with the following overall results

Rating

Domain Strong Neutral Weak Totals

Fiscal 22 11 6 39

Administrative 22 12 14 48

Program 25 28 10 63

We turn now, in the following chapter, to an examination of the factors found

associated with the degree of success of the development.al Activities.
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Chapter VII

Factors Associated with Effective Developmental Activities

This chapter examines the factors found associated with success-
ful developmental activities. Activities reviewed in the general
administrative improvement area include MIS, PME, and MIS/PME devel-
opment; institutional research; long-range planning; and "other"
activities. In the fiscal improvement area, developmental activi-
ties include fiscal accounting system development, resource enhance-
ment planning, and fiscal managment planning and improvement. In
the program improvement area, developmental activities include new
academic programs or majors; strengthening, refining, or upgrading
existing programs; instructional enhancements to instructions; and
student support services. Successful activities in each domain are
generally described in such terms as their origins and objectives,
the inputs required, implementation strategies, problems experienced
and solved, and their impacts on and consequences for the institution.
A final summary section discusses some factors that appear to be
common to success across all types of activities.

A. Introduction

The, nominated Activities were reviewed by the three analysts involved

earlier in the institutional level analyses, with separate attention by the

appropriate, analyst to each domain--administrative, fiscal, andprogram. The

prime focus in this examination was the Activity-specific material--the de-

scription of the Activity in the original application or operational plan the

report of the semi-structured interviews concerned with the Activity, the

progress reports or products collected. However, review and frequent refer-

ence to other case study materials--on the institution in general, and on the

other developmental Activity reports--was also made, toward understanding the

context in which the Activity played out.

A first step was a sorting of Activities in each domain into topical

categories, to permit examination of clusters of Activities related in terms

of having common objectives and strategies. This was, at best, a procedure

involving some approximation: as noted elsewhere, institutions package

Activities in different ways, and similar names or labels can cover a



diversity of approaches. But, because the differences in Activity objectives

and strategies have major implications for what may be required, and what may

constitute success, the subgroupings were required, and the report of findings

that follows considers each subgroup separately. These subgroups, by domain,

are:

Administration Domain: o MIS Development
o PME or PME/MIS Development
o Institutional Research
o Long Range Planning
o Other: training of administrators, developing

a development office, self-study, program
evaluation, new administrative unit develop-
ment, recruitment of students, or general
administrative developmental support

Fiscal Domain: o Fiscal Accounting Systems
o Resource Enhancement
o Planning and Improving Fiscal Management

Program Domain: o New Programs and Majors
o Strengthening, Refining, or Upgrading

Existing Programs
o Enhancements to Instruction (methodology,

academic services)
o Student Support Services

Before moving to the statement of findings, some words of caution are in

order. First, the Activities nominated do not represent a random sample of

developmental Activities, but were selected from variable pools; although an

attempt was made to focus on Activities that had made a difference, the proce-

dures and standards for this judgment varied from institution to institution.

Second, while there were three institutional observers, most Activities were

examined on site essentially by one observer; and, the highly technical content

of some activities was'not always a prime component of the expertise of the

observer (although there were careful efforts to select site visitors appropriate

for the particular pre-determined activities). Most important of all limitations,

however, is the fact that relatively few Activities in any given sub-category

were studied. A careful study of the impact of any particular kind of

Activity, acid the variations relevant to its successful application, would

require more rigorous specification of Activity content, and a larger number

of Activities of the particular kind. In short: the searc.:2 is somewhat

general, and directed toward identifying relatively broad factors that appear

to be associated with success.
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Finally, it bears repeating that the basis for judgments was the Activity

history reported by field personnel, culminating in observations about out-

comes, impacts, and consequences. The history itself is the principal subject

of the discussion in this chapter, since that is what provides the intent,

objectives, chief strategies, internal dynamics, nature of inputs, problems

faced, and larger operating context for the individual Activity--and all of

that in turn serves as the basis for defining what went into the accomplish-

ment of effectiveness and success. As will become apparent in the following

analyses, there is some unavoidable overlap in the components of the develop-

ment path, in that a given planning action might appear to be part of the

origin in one case but a chief later strategy in another; or that some stated

objectives appear to be strategies and vice versa; or that the accomplishnent

of implementing strategies was sometimes viewed at the institution as attain-

ment of outcomes or effects. These are critical qualifications which must bc

understood as factors in the analysis and also as factors affecting the way

different institutions perceive and work in their own situations.

B. Factors Associated with Effective Management and Administration

Development Activities

1. The Nature of the Activities Reviewed

There was frequent difficulty in determining whether an Activity

should be assigned to the management or fiscal development area, in part

because so much of general management activity is concerned with fiscal

matters. This was particularly true for the four most frequently nominated

management Activities, which were: Management Information Systems (MIS)

Development (10 Activities); Planning, Management, and Evaluation (PME) (11

Activities); Institutional Research (IR) (11 Activities); and Long-Range

Planning (LRP) (5 Activities). In addition, Activities placed in any one of

these four categories frequently involved components, functions, or objectives

of one or more of the other three.

Thus, strict classification into one or another of these four categories,

or separation from similar or similarly labeled Activities assigned to the

fiscal development area, is somewhat arbitrary, partly because of the inter-

relationships and overlap, but also because the titles are used somewhat

loosely and variously. The focus in this section, for activities in these

four main categories as well as in other less frequent management development
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activity, is on Activity meeting the definition for developmental activity

which focused on general administrative and management improvement (which

might include fiscal components), as opposed to emphasis strictly on fiscal

accounting or resource development improvement.

It seems significant to us that of the 48 Activities nominated in the

general management development domain, the majority (37) selected were Activi-

ties in one (or a combination of) the four main areas cited above. Other

Activities classified as general management development (N=11) involve:

trustee or administrator training (2); development of a planning and develop-

ment office (1); self study (1); program evaluation (1); new organizational

unit development (3); recruiting (1); and administrative support (2). At

least one of the management Activities in the last category reviewed turned

out to be a non-activity; it was simply an umbrella to cover a much-needed

assistant to the president to handle a variety of administrative detail.

The abundance of effort under one or more of the four most frequently

nominated Activities is probably a function of several factors. First, each

has frequently constituted a reason for validating computer equipment purchase

or lease, a highly attractive acquisition under Title III for those colleges

without automated administrative and fiscal data systems (as was the case in

the early or mid-70s for most of the institutions studied, when many of these

activities began). Second, as a new. venture on many of the campuses visited,

the simple presence of such technology with one or more components up and

working may have preempted Activity nominations of less dramatic but poten-

tially more influential workshops, new structures for planning, administrator

development activities, or other management development activity. Also, it is

noted that slightly more than half of the institutions studied were partici-

pants in the AIDP program of Title III, which placed heavy emphasis on long-

range and short-range planning, and these particular strategies. Although

good data (which would involve better taxonomies) on the frequency of

Title III awards in the management improvement area are not available, the

kinds of Activities nominated could reflect the kinds of awards made in this

area.

It may also be that management development is viewed as a growth-from-

experience proposition, or that management is a process of carrying out

developmental functions, and that the most exciting management development

practices eluded our discrete developmental Activity definition because they
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were an integral part of the administrator's daily approach to the challenges

faced. This may pose some particular challenge to the Title III distinction

between "development" and "operation."

2. MIS Activities

The ten MIS Activities reviewed in this subsection were Activities

characterized primarily by the acquisition of hardware and software (and/or

software development) to automate general administrative and operational data

systems. Although fiscal accounting functions were sometimes included, the

focus in these particular Activities was on admissions, student financial aid,

transcripts and other student records, registration and scheduling, or pro-

vision of data required by external sources (e.g., REGIS). (The MIS Activi-

ties concerned essentially with fiscal accounting functions are separately

reported in Section C of this chapter.) As such, their principal develop-

mental function would logically seem to be an increase in the efficiency of

producing necessary routine operational data, and any other benefits that

might accrue from more timely and consistently structured student or institu-

tional descriptive data involved. Though Activity objectives and practice

often invoked other uses (i.e., systematic provision of data for planning;

data base for institutional research; basis for later development of a PME

system), the essential focus in these Activities was on particular products

for which consumers already existed, who generally knew what they needed, and

who had been receiving such products from manual production methods in the

past.

A first observation believed significant was that none of these ten MIS

Activities were located at institutions evaluated negatively in the fiscal,

management, or program domains (though some of the institutions rated negative

on overall developmental status had such Activities funded under Title III,

none volunteered them for special review). Yet: there seemed to be no

pattern between the global evaluation of institutional management and the

effectiveness of the institution's MIS Activity (judged essentially on the

basis of routine and timely production, after 2-3 years of development, of

useful and accepted products for the faculty and staff concerned, without

dramatic negative consequence).

This highlights a number of features of the origin and perceived objec-

tives, development, and management and control of these particular Activities.

Though frequently rationalized as to provide planning, evaluation, or research
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information, the essential objectives appeared to be principally the acquisi-

tion of equipment and the more efficient and timely production of routine

operating reports and records that had heretofore been produced by manual and

clerical methods. In all but one instance, the originator was an individual

on the administrative staff concerned with administrative services (the one

exception was a chief administrative officer). All but two of the ten MIS

Activities were vested, for development, in a specialist concerned with computer

information systems technology; the other two were placed with administrative

staff who utilized programmers, or consultants for software selection and

development, and for the sequence of tasks ranging from'data entry to report

production (without notable success or progress in either case, we should

note). Finally, success in getting a reasonable system up and working seemed

to be derived primarily from two factors, both characteristic of the Activity

:ector: the first was technical competence in establishing ongoing data

..ems that could be adapted to various current needs, and the second was

interest on his or her part in working with other staff producers or consumers

of routine and periodic data toward improving its accuracy, timely delivery,

and relevancy to all needs of the producer or consumer.

One of the most visible and impressive successes in this area was not an

Activity initially selected for review, and which, though with equipment

supported largely by Title III, was directed toward another purpose. This was

a campus that had made heavy investment in micro- and mini-computers for most

administrative offices, and had added to the fulltime institutional staff a

former assisting agency staff person found most competent and helpful. Some

16 small computers were purchased for a new instructional program and, while

classroom space was being slowly readied, these computers were placed "on

loan" with the department heads throughout the institution. The forme

sultant, now assistant t, the president for management systems, was most adept

in creating curiosity in what could be accomplished and in informal instruc-

tion, with the result that computer literacy--by the faculty and administra-

tors in general--was becoming as prevalent a skill as finding one's way in the

library.

Our criterion of success (which essentially in this instance is a reason-

able number of system components up and running) seems simplistic; yet, the

ten systems, with formal development all starting in the 1973-78 period,

demonstrated a wide range of accomplishment, ranging from no visible accom-
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plishment by 1982-83, to the smooth production of transcripts, class registra-

tion records, financial aid reports, head count data, space utilization informa-

tion, or student accounts data (and, in several cases, with smooth transition

in the interim to upgraded equipment and more general purpose programming).

Where the Activity director had failed to get his act together, there too

frequently seemed no great concern or pressure on him; the goal was not new

service but improved service, and where progress was slow the older procedures

continued as usual. Two of the much lagging Activities were parts of a consor-

tium of several institutions hoping to capitalize on a common computer facility;

each institution had taken on the development of a category of administrative

data for itself and the others, with the finding that much time was needed to

standardize agreeably the input documents of the several institutions. It

should be noted that one of the essentially fiscal MISs judged highly effective

involved a similar arrangement (one computer center serving several institutions),

but in this instance the Center provided competent programming staff to work

with each institution solely on its own terms--also desirable because of the

confidentiality of the data. Where the technician had gone ahead to create

the structure for several records systems, progress was more marked than when

administrators/consumers busied themselves first with what detail they wanted,

with later presentation of specifications to the technician.

In summary: those Activities classified as general MIS development were

frequently motivated by the chance to acquire desirable equipment; as these

Activities operated, their impact was essentially to modernize and streamline

some essential day-to-day operational procedures, not really to suggest new

vistas for planning and development, or to improve administration and manage-

ment structure per se. Their progress appeared to vary largely as a function

the technical competence and service interest of the Activity director and

his or her key staff.

3. PME or PME-MIS Activities

Eleven Activities nominated and selected for study had the term PME

or PME-MIS in the title; in the statement of Activity objectives, some aspect

of planning for month-to-month operation seemed primary, and any MIS develop-

ment seemed secondary or instrumental to the prime objective (although in one

instance with formal Activity beginning in 1975, the typical MIS function of
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producing housekeeping data had clearly displaced earlier planning emphases

which had failed to produce any visible accomplishment).

The PME Activities reviewed placed their fonal origin between 1971 and

1978, with Title III funding beginning in 1974 or a year or two later; thus,

most predated Title III support to a greater extent than was true for the

Activities in the MIS category). All institutions involved expressed in some

way a recognition of the need for better short and/or long range planning;

five stated clearly that original involvement (starting in these cases with

Title III support) was also abetted by this particular Activity being a

requirement of the larger Title III AIDP package or placed the impetus on a

strong Title III coordinator (and, considering the condition of the institu-

tions at the time of award, this was not unreasonable). Several had, with

governing board or presidential impetus, recognized a need for more systematic

approach to decisions affecting revenue and budgeting, with two of these

instances associated with concurrent faculty task force activity; in one

instance, a formal institutional self-study noted the absence of any systematic

planning, which a new president took strongly to heart and mind. In another

instance, the Activity appeared to have been initiated by the chief fiscal

officer to get a better handle on projection of costs and detection of sources

of unreasonable expenditures.

In terms of actual objectives, however, the term "planning" is about the

only real consistency among these Activities: what this "planning" in practice

consists of is an assortment of subactivities variously including one or more

of the following: study and clarification of mission; production of personnel

or operational manuals; analyses of costs by program unit; an individual

performance evaluation program;

training of administrators; or

routine housekeeping functions

adoption of a management-by-objectives system;

acceptance of a packaged system for some

from a consulting firm or assisting agency

(which for the PME/MIS Activities appeared to be a positive experience in only

one instance).

Three of the PME/MIS Activities appeared to be serving the institutions

in truly vital ways related to planning, with general positive recognition of

benefits by the president, other administrators, and faculty. As was true for

the total group of PME activities, these varied in objectives and content, but

had several characteristics in common: origin clearly predating the Title III

impetus, with board and/or president and/or faculty committee calling for
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formal planning activity; components concerned with analyses of costs against

some criterion of productivity; formal training of administrators and/or

participating faculty by outside specialists; the vigorous support of the

president; and the involvement of the faculty or department head participants

in applying cost analysis criteria to projections of budget line items of

concern to fl ,-,ommendation of priorities.

The ot vities were judged to be of only routine acceptance

and impact. Lacft ul these seemed to present its own unique set of circum-

stances accounting for limited progress. Two institutions had changed

presidents after the PME activity was started, with regrouping or change in

emphasis and involvement of others a function of the new leader's style (given

the fact that few seemed to make any real progress in less than 4 or 5 years,

the change, in itself perhaps not unreasonable, seemed to start the devlop-

mental cycle anew). At least two institutions had produced mission/goals/

planning documents with campus-wide help that were of uneven quality and

served mostly for records purposes, not really for action by anyone (though

the exercise of producing them was felt by the site visitors to have been

useful for the participants). Two institutions of modest size and structure

simply tried to take on too much, with too little direction in one case, too

much from an assisting agency in another. One of the institutions, however,

attributed a quick turnaround in progress to the clear failure of the consultant-

imposed system, and the consequent recognition that something less complex and

less theoretical was needed (the new adoption was essentially an industrial model).

Another experienced a turnaround when initial imposition of planning decisions

by an authoritarian president reportedly spawned an active and aggressive

faculty and student rebellion, forcing more widespread involvement in goal

setting gymudations of priorities. One PME Activity was in trouble

(which was being quickly straightened out) because the assistant to the

president with overall responsibility was presumed to have assigned himself

line rather than staff authority in his new basic planning document.

None of the PME Activities was heavily staffed; the usual pattern was a

half- to full-time coordinator or director with secretarial and voluntary

individual or committee assistance. This individual was generally someone

perceived to have a sense of the politics of higher education; none were

particularly skilled in institutional research or information system tech-

nology , Luough most had a related counterpart staff member responsible
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specifically for any associated MIS (and if also involved, for the IR com-

ponent as well). It was interesting in this connection that for the combined

PME-MIS packages, only one of the Activities reportedly made any real progress

in developing the MIS components, either to serve the PME needs or the more

general institutional housekeeping functions; the one exception was the PME-

MIS Activity initiated by the chief fiscal officer, where the planning func-

tion had Floundered for one or another reason, and the MIS director had taken

off with useful houses... ing products clearl, tdowing tl,,s floundering

planning and evaluation functions, which had virtually disappeared. In one

instance, the PME function was assumed by an individual originally misplaced,

local sources believed, as director of the IR function, who did not do any

research, but who seemed adept as a coordinator of planning. One institution,

beginning its PME Activity in 1974 and assuming Title III support in 1977, had

made no progress at all; this seemed to be a function of no attempt to get

outside help of any sort at any point, as well as administrative lethargy or

disinterest.

In a broader sense, these Activities stress planning principally as a

process, with the data inputs mostly a supporting technology. The success of

the planning process appears to depend more on its structure, logic, apparent

fairness, and acceptability by those affected than it does on the authenticity,

completeness, and persuasiveness of objective data collected; the planning

process always seemed to require operational modalities with which the presi-

dent felt completely comfortable, and the presidents involved represented a

variety of dispositions, management styles (democratic, authoritarian, or

laissez-faire), and respect for well-defended statistical data vs. logical

analysis and verbal reasoning. And finally: the naivete or inexperience of

the institutions in planning as a system, combining with the concurrent need

to develop supporting MISs as well, the complexities of the political situa-

tion, and perhaps the newness of any systematic planning effort for these

institutions, all served to make full and quick positive application difficult.

Simple imposition of the PME Activity from outside (as by Title III require-

ment) had some positive payoffs, but these payoffs were seldom very impressive

considering the larger needs of the :.restitutions for more effective planning

and decision making.

Some site visitors concluded, in effect, that the Title III press for PME

Activity may generally have been more deleterious than productive. Some
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institutions with considerable naivete took on the development without really

understanding its purposes or addressing the most critical issues--such as

integrating planning and budgeting functions; initial objectives were fre-

quently unrealistic, yet they were retained on paper. The consequence in some

instances was that the institutions believed they had an adequate system to

protect themselves from hazzards and to guide further planning, when in actuality

they had not accomplished very much. This observation will surely provoke

debate in some quarters, but it underscores a potential problem in imposing a

needed but complex technical system in a setting where the necessary sophistica-

tion , .6L Id ut it properly is absent.

4. Institutional Rese,1L,, ivit es

Institutional research, as an administrative development Activity,

was nominated and examinated at eleven institutions, the clear majority of

which were judged to be in the stable or neutral category. Most were titled

"Institutional Research," though several had appended some additional label

(e.g., "and Evaluation," "and Long-Range Planning," "and MIS Development").

There appeared to be a fair amount of consistency in what these Activi-

ties encompassed. A number had their origin, and continued to function, as

the office within the institution that would respond to outside requests for

statistical information (e.g., the REGIS activity of NCES; state or UNCF

requirements); the majority were at institutions without MIS capability (although

the two rated as excellent were striking exceptions). The principal activity

was that of assembling primarily descriptive data on students and faculty,

usually resulting in six to ten standard yearly reports and ocassional special

studies (e.g., characteristics of students transferring, follow-up of alumni,

community market surveys, etc.). There was occasional use of standard instru-

mentation (e.g., the ETS student biographical questionnaires) or standard

survey data (e.g., the Astin national 'student survey data originating as a

service of the American Council on Education). With only a few exceptions,

the incumbent Activity directors were not social or behavioral research scien-

tists or computer systems analysts, but selected faculty or staff from a

variety of disciplines and levels (from former secretary/clerk to professor

and department head). Seven of the eleven institutional research Activities

had originated in 1975 or earlier; all were initially supported with Title III

investment. Some had just been or were being phased out with loss of Title III

funds. The key to survival seemed to be service to the president through ability
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to provide data summaries or special compilations of personal interest to him

at his request (although one of the two Activities judged successful had

wholesale administrative and faculty support because of the responsiveness of

the director and utility of her mini-studies for questions raised; the other,

whose director was serving now strictly as the president's data gatherer and

assembler, was trying with faculty support to move also in this direction).

All were modest in scope, with the staffing mode being a professional, a

secretary/assistant, and student or other temporary help for special activity.

In several instances, it should be noted that the institutional research

office had been pressed into special temporary service to assemble special

data required for self-study and/or accreditation. In these instances, the

support was extremely useful and particularly valued. The larger problem,

however, seemed to reside in the relative infrequency with which the need for

particular special-purpose compilations was recognized, leaving the offices

too much time to generate routine and regular reports that few needed or used.

The fact that a number of these functions were on campuses without auto-

mated data capability is significant. In several instances, the inability or

non-responsiveness of a registrar or admissions office to put together its own

data (or in one instance, an adamant refusal without additional support staff)

had created the special office; these institutions continued 5 to 10 years

later without notable change in this regard: having an office Lo provide

these services relieved the other offices of the burden. Title III and the

institution, in this instance, provided a patch to the hole in the dike, but

failed to address the more serious structural rebuilding necessary.

Yet, no institutional research activity examined had expanded its original

institutional research staff or resources to any significant extent (a few

without institutional MIS backup had acquired microcomputers). None but the

two judged successful (and one other serving principally a president) seemed

particularly secure, and were continuing essentially on the minor support for

staff salaries received from Title III. None of the less than successful

institutional research Activities examined, incidentally, had had other soft

money support at any point to our knowledge, nor much matching investment of

regular institutional funds.

The nature of the two institutional research Activities judged outstand-

ing suggests potential beyond that of being simply the poor man's substitute

for automated data capability, which the others seemed to represent. These
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successful offices were both remarkably productive, considering their modest

staffing, because they were responsive to requests, provided a useful service,

and capitalized on extracting special descriptive summaries from well-developed

MIS data bases established for a variety of routine functions. Both produced

some standard seasonal compilations, but were valued--to the point of being con-

sidered indispensable--for their capability to bring together information

relcvant to questions of concern or vital interest to faculty and administra-

tion, rather than for their routine reports. Both the successful IR activi-

ties frequently utilized fiscal information as well as student and academic

program data. But most importantly: success of the activity seemed to be not

so much a matter of the institutional researcher creating reports he or she

felt would be useful, but creating reports that others felt would be useful on

their request and prescription.

Before leaving this area, we take note of several potential hazards, not

heretofore noted, that were suggested by the reviews. First, the successful

institutional researcher (in terms of his continuance) seems likely to be an

individual reporting to and serving well the institution's president, who

values the products produced as well. Thus, in these cases, the incumbent IR

staff person is tied to the tenure of the utilizing president, and survival

across presidents seems unassured. Second: in at least one instance where

this structure was actively in place, the fact that studies were not generally

released on campus, and the fact that data could reflect on faculty and pro-

grams, left the rest of the campus uneasy and insecure: the IR person,

totally dedicated to the chief administrative officer, could present evidence

against an individual without his knowledge or right to present a defense, and

the consequence was an apprehensive faculty. Third: the dedication of the IR

staff persons to providing useful descriptive data at the request of senior

administrative officers usually placed them more in the posture of assembl-

ing data to support a predetermined course of action than to examine alterna-

tives for more deliberate decision.

5. Long-Range Planning Activities

The first significant observation about the five reviewed Activities

concerned nominally with long-range planning is that they were found in insti-

tutions evaluated clearly and consistently either as positively developing or

markedly declining. Also significant: four of the five appeared to be having
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a vital and significant developmental impact, as perceived by the institu-

tion's officers and in reality. Further, positive rating of the Activity

seemed clearly associated with the positive status of the institution (three

of the four instances of successful LRP Activities were found at three of the

nine institutions rated positively in all domains, while the fourth LRP

Activity was located at an institution believed to be, with new president, at

the turn-around point). The fifth Activity was the result of a name change

(from Institutional Research) in 1975, but with the continuing emphasis on

typical institutional research activities and products rather than on planning

as a process; a resultant long-range plan had been produced, but there was

evidence to suggest this was not a product of deliberate campus consideration,

recommendations, and decision, but simply a piece developed for the new

Title III application requirement, with no real coordination or review process.

Although the four Activities rated positively represent a high proportion

of the five within the Activity class, and appear directly associated with

positive institutional development,- they are few in number. Yet, we believe

that certain logical consistencies provide additional evidence for their

positive contribution, and deserve careful elaboration.

The origin of the four successful Activities was clearly early in the

last decade, yielding a 10-year history of progressive activity on the average;

none traced their origin directly to Title III, with each having started as a

developmental strategy three to five years before taking on support and

momentum from that source. Origins for three were rather clearly in activity

involving the faculty together with some important external reviewer - -one

appeared to originate from an accrediting agency critique emphasizing need for

planning, and the other two grew out of self-study/accrediting activity. All

four involved substantial help from outside groups, with good impact noted for

training activity involving faculty and administrators in plan and process

development (as opposed to the imposition of a particular plan). While at

early stages these Activities appeared to be product centeredthat is, the

objective was to produce a discrete plan--the emphasis in each over time was

to focus more on the planning process itself, to take on seriously the

elements found relevant in the debates and forums created, and to develop

content element:, criteria, and rules of judgment that all could live with.

Support by the president, as in other successful Activities, seemed essential;

the planning reports clearly made recommendations to the president, for
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decisions by him and/or the board. The essential institutional participants

associated with these successful planning Activities were, moving downward in

line relationships, the board, the president and executive vice president, the

chief academic officer, and the faculty or program representatives; the fiscal

officer served to provide staff input, as did any development officer serving

in the traditional sense. The president appeared in every successful instance

to be the prime mover, with his board operating in a review and affirm posture

The foci of these efforts are of interest, in part because of their

contrast with the three other kinds of administrative development Activities

reviewed in prior subsections. They were clearly not an Activity focusing

first on data or data assembly capability in search of developmental rele-

vance, but manifested a primary concern with certain topical concerns that

would then dictate particular data needs. These topical concerns included:

examination of mission in terms of history, current resources, and perception

of market trends; attention to outside signals of needs or the existence of

particular markets; establishment of formal developmental goals; projecting

implications for present and potential programs; examining resources and their

allocation, but making deliberate projection of savings or cost and support

potential of prospective changes compatible with mission enhancement; setting

criteria (including cost r,r productivity indices) for program evaluation and

allocation of resourcz.sc:; recommending allocations and noting alternatives;

and, monitoring and follow-up evaluation.

In two of the LRP Activity instances, there was some hiatus following the

first trek through this cycle, which typically consumed 2 to 3 years' time; in

each case, a dynamic president found a way to revitalize the involvement of

the planning participants after a short period. Participants, incidentally,

were not a selection from particular boxes on the organization chart, but

individuals believed by'the president and/or his Council to be a cross-section

of the administration and faculty with a deep commitment to institutional

purpose, enhancing its impact, and making it more vital as a cultural, social,

and economic force. Where there were academic interests and principles

involved--as in a debate over traditional liberal arts vs. career emphases, or

the institution's commitment to a particular religious or service goal--the

approach always seemed to be head-on, never one of avoidance or of stamping

out any vocal minority. The emphasis on first defining mission, then
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establishing general criteria for programmatic decisions. The support of the

president for the group effort appeared to obviate the need for any petty

maneuvering or concern with controlling it by political manipulation.

The site visitors occasionally commented on the brightness and creativity

of the faculty or staff person coordinating the planning Activity; obviously

these individuals, in the planning Activities reviewed, are persons whom the

president, and the other faculty and staff at large, hold in respect. There

was always a staff person (sometimes the planning coordinator himself, and

sometimes a special assistant assigned) who took on the collection or assembly

of data requested or needed by the planning group. But in most cases, the

particular characteristics or qual'lications of the planning coordinator or

leader were simply not noted, as they were so frequently for other management

development Activity directors. Leadership of the planning effort appeared to

change from time to time in most cases. We believe this low profile for the

leader is a function of the fact that the successful coordinator is one who

encourages and focuses attention on the group contributions. The successful

planning efforts are clearly not one-person shows, and they assuredly involve

someone with the full respect of the president, other officers, and faculty,

who can put the people together and keep them on target. Also, we suspect,

they take their basic signals from the president if he is strong, from the

faculty or chief academic officer if not.

The data provided by the study are not sufficient to prescribe the length

of time needed to accomplish a reasonable and useful long-range plan, and to

up-date it routinely; we suspect that about ten years of practice was typi-

cally needed. The data also do not provide much insight into the inevitable

political problems (e.g., which individuals or programs were threatened, what

allegations may have been made of excessive administrative control), and how

these were resolved. And, we note that at least one strong president, having

set a faculty planning group in motion, confided that the recommendations that

would inevitably be produced in two or three years must go privately to the

board at this point if the institution was to survive. The notion of planning

as an exercise in staff development, and the need for generation of under-

standing the controlling parameters, were the subtle but critically important

objectives in this instance; in the meantime, the president was taking the

action believed to be urgently required.
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6. Other Management and Development Activities

The other 11 Activities examined in this domain represent a mixed

lot. They are reported here briefly, with emphasis on those that seemed to

represent good contribution to improvement of management and administrative

capability.

First, however, we should make brief comment on those that appeared

sterile or negative in any developmental sense. The most obvious was an

"Administrative Improvement" Activlty that, however presented, simply added a

staff assistant to the president to handle problems of a routine nature (observed

were such problems as unjamming a xerox machine; directing a custodial person);

this institution no longer enjoyed Title III funding, and was one in serious

jeopardy. One Activity, with a recent discrete 2-year period of Title III

funding not renewed in 1982, had simply designated a director of planning and

a director for self-study activity, with neither individual having much to

show for their involvement; perhaps the time period was simply not adequate,

but the new president of the institution had inherited horrendous problems

involving a new governing authority and a required change in mission, adminis-

trative paring and reorganization, and constant attention to crises; the two

directors seemed doomed from the beginning by.the confusion around them.

A particularly effective developmental Activity (not because it repre-

sented anything new but because of its timeliness and they way it was respon-

sive to current needs on a campus that had just sustained a major but ulti-

mately effective retrenchment) was one that grew out of a role assigned to the

Title III coordinator. This consisted initially of responsibility for the

formal formative and summative evaluation of Title III activity, with the

incumbent taking this responsibility seriously; his services proved to be

sufficiently valuable that the institution mandated the evaluations to be

extended to other programs and administrative functions, and began conse-

quently to pick up an appropriate portion of his salary.

This evaluation Activity is marked by good initial and continuing assis-

tance from an assisting agency (a group from the regional accrediting associa-

tion) and an attempt to look at each program from all practically possible

perspectives: milestone attainment, faculty evaluation, student attitudes,

and any testable impact on students if involved in an interactive sense. In

this and other ways, the evaluation process is open to all interested, not
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imposed on them. Its secret weapon is perhaps that it is so contrived that

the participants learn also from sharing their perspectives, and as such this

has, with the president's interactive support, added to the widespread accept-

ance and catalytic impact toward self-examination in a climate when defenSive-

ness would have been easily invoked--as the site visitor observed, it con-

stituted a "human approach to evaluation based upon specific and measurable

objectives." It highlights other findings with regard to the clearly posi-

tively developing institutions and their response to and use of Title III:

these institutions find the Title III management procedures instructive, and

they consequently are applied to other institutional programs and functions.

Not rated as exceptional, but nevertheless performing a workmanlike job,

was an Activity at one public institution that assigned the Title III coor-

dinator the functions of a planning and development office (in a traditional

sense) as a part of his Title III role. The Title III coordinator thus served

an institutional function as well as that of the Federal representative on

campus; with active administrative support, appropriateness of the individual

for the traditional development office function of searching for increased

support, and the sensitive involvement of the president in support of the

role, the institution seemed to have its development office tuned and under

way.

Two institutions submitted as useful management development Activities a

formal training program--one for administrators in general, and one for trustees

The trustee developmet project was conceived and spearheaded by a new president

(who gave it considerable time), and was directed toward improving the sophis-

.tication and effectiveness of the board in helping him address real problems

of revitalization. The institution was a private historically black institution

with a board that appeared to have witnessed a prior decline in a pro-forma

spectator way. Reputable and competent training assistance was first obtained

from professional associations (including the Association of Governing Boards)

and individuals; attention was then directed to assisting board members to

develop a trustee handbook and a policy manual. These products suggested that

the Activity had indeed been successful in mobilizing the board for assisting

the president, both through considered policy and through fuller exercise of

trustee responsiblity for institutional development as opposed to maintenance.
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The administrator training project was a long-term (14-year) umbrella,

variously supported and led by the president of the public college concerned,

to provide a continuing series of workshops and seminars in management train-

lag for administrators. A number of outside agencies were utilized for the

training seminars; some of these were agencies that could also invest in

aspects of the institution (e.g., NSF, NASA), and their involvement was

believed to have resulted in increased fiscal support by these agencies. The

Activity seemed effective, however, because it was taken seriously and because

its substance concerned a variety of approaches to management science in

general. And, the site visitors agreed that an effective management team was

in place when they visited them in late 1982.

One institution volunteered as an exceptionally useful Activity a prior

III supported Activity concerned with student recruiting (initiated

before such activity was ruled unallowable). There was considerable emphasis

on training recruiters, identifying prospective students, and modernizing the

admissions office to assure responsiveness; the Title III support added both

structure and legitimacy to this administrative function, and declining

enrollment trends appear to have been effectively reversed as an impact of the

new recognition and momentum of the public relations and recruiting Activity.

A lagging businss-as-usual office was effectively revitalized, with increased

awareness of an commitment to the college mission by participating faculty and

students as well. The Activity worked because, as in so many other instances

of success, the need was recognized by the president and the objectives were

taken seriously.

Three nominated Activities were concerned, in effect, with developing the

management structure for a new and major program component unlike anything

offered before. These Activities, described below, could reasonably have been

classifed as program rather than management development; but, we chose to

place them with management because the prime instructive significance seemed

to be in the management response rather than in the development of substantive

program content.

One Activity, not nominated but strikingly exemplary to the site visitors

who reported it in addition to Activities scheduled for review, involved a

private institution putting sponsoring church, private philanthrophy, and

state interests together to develop an adjunct college (associate degree)

program within a state prison. The effort, started in the mid-70s, weathered
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the inevitable early problems of distrust by inmates and student attrition to

become a viable program serving urgent educational and human development

needs, with a spinoff being effective courses back at home in criminal justice

for the jailers. The success continues Lo attract the necessary support (no

Title III funds were ever involved in the almost total soft money support); it

seems more important as an example of what a successful if somewhat unorthodox

service venture can do if the issue demands true concern for using one's

discipline to improve society by helping individuals develop, and good faculty

are turned loose to develop it.

A second Activity involved a private institution with an uneven distribu-

tion of tenured faculty presenting an unusual combination of curricular strengths

and weaknesses; this appeared to be associated with a president .aho for some

time had failed to exercise any real leadership, and who prized the special

area of strength, though it had long since been bypassed by public institution

competition. A particularly insightful and forceful member of. the faculty saw

prospects of sharing curricular strengths among several colleges within a

10-mile radius, and pressed a consortium effort involving programs that could

be built on any of the participating campuses with course sequences that

students could take for credit on the other campuses. The effort was of

interest because it survived after Title III funding (though the director

found quickly that a top academic person on each participating campus had to

be sold first before selling his faculty, and that with change in the incum-

bent in- this position one had essentially to start over). The Activity,

involved hours of negotiation and committee work at administrative and

faculty levels; it'was noted that the director and his assistant also devoted

many hours to the establishment and maintenance of an inter-campus bus system

to permit student movement. The resulting program did indeed prove attractive,

and permitted the host or lead institution in particular to provide a better

and more versatile program by utilizing the other institutions' strengths in a

fair-exchange deal.

The third Activity (with no major support from Title III, incidentally)

was a response, by a 4-year public college, to a state board recommendation

that "a comprehensive community college be established as a discrete element

of (the public university concerned)." This recommendation set in motion a

variety of conflicting forces within and outside the institution: outside,

there were other institutions anxious for the mandate and support; inside sere

concerns that the state regents were downgrading the institution. Further



complicating this situation was a positive response by the regents to a formal

plan and offer by the institution to proceed, but their provision of only a

small portion fo the funds needed, with the difference to be found within the

preexisting institutir.mal budget.

The developmental potential of the situation was revealed by the facts

that the university, traditionally serving largely a community constituency of

low-income and minority students, was experiencing both declining enrollment

and was threatened with a prospective ruling by the state regents that devel-

opmental studies could not be offered in 4-year institutions.

The institutional response was complicated by the regents designating and

appointing several administrative staff to be responsible for the development

of the community college component who represented the traditional community

college approach and who favored the concept of such as-a free-standing insti-

tution (the board members appeared not to be of one mind!). inur st -rmy years

followed, with the board and institution reaching a point where all agreed

that the institutional representative responsible for the initial proposal

should be placed in charge. This man, a highly respected faculty member of

the institution, was appointed Dean of tile Community College Component,

reporting to the institution's Vice President for Academic Affairs. He pro-

ceeded within the next year to create a distinct college within the college by

working with faculty to designate existing courses that would serve both

components before creating new ones to fill the gaps. The result was a cost-

efficient solution of the need for a 2-year college by the state, and-an

expansion of enrollment at the host institution through students attracted to

the new unit. With the state funding allocation tied to a student FTE enroll-

ment formula, the revenue decline was also reversed.

These three ventures--with developmental effort for one supported by

external soft money uutside Title III, for the second by Title III, and for

the third within the institution's own budget, each challenged successfully

some turfs and existing perceptions of what the institution was about, but

resulted in a modification or extension of mission that yielded new areas of

service, capitalized on particular faculty strengths in two instances where 75

percent or more of the faculty held tenure, survived an intra-board conflict

in one instance, and served in all three instances to turn around a declining

enrollment while making maximum use of existing strengths. The process by

which these new programs were sold and developed would require further study



for adequate understanding and application elsewhere; but, the three efforts

stand today as fait accompli's, with the host institutions in better shape

than before.

The final management development Activity reviewed was an instance where

Title III funds were used to employ two professors emeriti, with consulting

assistance, to assume from the president the delegated responsibilities of

working with community leaders and faculty toward improving the relevancy of

the 2-year college program. The institution, incidentally, was one rated as

strong in the fiscal and program domains, but in the stable category in the

management domain. Objectives and assignments included the conduct of an

in-service faculty training program; the development of a "Manual for Indus-

trial Services" to acquaint the community with the college program; the

improvement of procedures for marketing college graduates; and the initiation

of mechanisms for continuous dialogue between community leaders and the

faculty.

The observers noted that prior to this effort, the campus had appeared to

be going stale. The energy and enthusiasm of these temporary administrators

was credited with breathing new life into the institution; the strategy of

finding and cultivating outside unmet needs, then involving the faculty in

their solution, provided a considerable boast to the morale of the faculty and

to the vitality of the institution--with new look and new activities from the

3-year developmental effort now continuing as standard operating procedures--a

nice and enduring contribution, from a couple of old guys delighted to be back

in harness.

7. A Concluding Note

Readers familiar with more advanced or "developed" institutions may

not be particularly impressed with the management development Activities

reviewed. Those that are in place are not particularly amazing or exciting in

terms of practices at many more advanced institutions. Yet, for most of the

institutions in the sample, management development (in contrast to program

development) was seldom recognized as a priority a decade or more ago. The

successful president was viewed as the one with an open door to his office,

and with an interest in teaching an occasional course. We believe that

without the Title III emphasis, administrative development activity would have

been unlikely. The probable gains in this regard, though hampered by tradi-

tion and an emphasis on academic values to the exclusion of implementation



values, emerge with substantial potential significance. What would seem

needed is a better understanding of the instructional processes that would be

effective in accelerating competence and sophistication in management science,

without jeopardy to the positive aspects of the more traditional art. The

challenge is beyond what a passing consultant or a handy mail order workbook

can reasonably accomplish.

C. Factors Associated with Effective Fiscal Development Activities

For purposes of this discussion, fiscal Activities are defined as pro-

grams with some direct significance for fiscal management and/or condition

that were reviewed by the fiscal specialist on the site visit team. Thirty-

nine such Activities were selected for review in the course of this study.'

Fiscal Activities fell into three broad categories. The largest category

(with 22 examples) included various forms of automated transactional and/or

management information systems (TIS/MIS) for handling fiscal data. All but

one of these were funded in part--usually large part--by Title III. In a

second category, eleven Activities addressed fund-raising capabilitity or

broader resource development issues. Seven of these received assistance from

Title III while four were funded without Federal assistance. The third cate-

gory involved six Activities dealing with planning, management, and evaluation

(PME) capabilities or other aspects of improving business and financial manage-

ment. While sometimes including data processing components, the six Activities

in this category--all funded with Title III assistance--had a broader focus

than those in the fiscal data systems group. Applying the criteria provided

in Chapter VI, the fiscal analyst concluded that of the 39 Activities, 22 were

successful, 6 were questionable, and 11 achieved partial benefits or were yet

to indicate clear impact, and were thus rated "neutral." By category, these

were distributed as follows:

1
At four institutions, fiscal specialists reviewed programmatic activi-

ties; at eight institutions, no fiscal activity was selected for review.
These twelve cases account for the difference between the thirty-nine activi-
ties discussed here and the total size of the sample.
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Successful Neutral Questionable

Fiscal Data System Develop-
ment (MIS/TIS) 12 7 3

Fund Raising and Resource
Enhancement 7 2 2

PME, etc. 3 2 1

In the nine institutions rated as strong in all domains, seven fiscal

Activities were reviewed. All were judged successful by the site visitors.

In the eight institutions rated negatively, seven Activities were studied. Of

these, one was judged to be successful, two as questionable, and four were

placed in the neutral category.

These data should be interpreted with various caveats in mind. In

particular:

Activities were generally selected by the institutions as exemplary

programs for review. Thus they are not intended to be a represen-

tative sample in terms either of type or degree of success.

Similar Activities focusing more generally on management and less

specifically on fiscal data (especially PME and, to lesser extent,

MIS) were sometimes selected for review by the management specialist

on site visit teams, and have been discussed in the previous section.

The overall incidence of activities of this type is thus higher than

within the fiscal category alone.

"Success" was estimated generally in terms of attainment of stated

Activity objectives and contribution to institutional development.

Activities judged as questionable fell considerably short of expec-

tations and were believed to have little likelihood of significant

future contribution to the institution.

Findings from the fiscal Activity review are discussed below in terms of

origins and objectives, implementation strategies, problems, impacts, and

funding. A final section summarizes findings and recommendations of poten-

tially broad application to the issue of institutional development.

1. Origins and Objectives

Virtually all fiscal Activities had their origin in an institution's

realization of the need to take steps to address present or anticipated

financial crises. For some schools, Title III was seen as a resource to be
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used and as a revenue source per se to help make ends meet. This approach

usually led to unsuccessful and unsu:5tainable operational activity, and may

have left some of these schools dependent on Title III for their very survival.

Most schools, however, used Title III in a more responsible and forward-looking

way. These schools saw Title III as a resource to be used to initiate and

catalyze programs that would enhance institutional development in a manner

consistent with their existing planning priorities.

In a few cases, recourse to Title III for support of fiscal development

activity came as the result of the recommendation of an outside party. These

outside agencies included auditing firms, accrediting agencies; and consulting

firms. In at least one case, a consulting firm's recommendation was little

more than self-serving grantsmanship. The resulting Activity, MIS system

development, lacked any real institutional rationale and was a failure.

Most fiscal Activities had their genesis within the institution. Prime

movers included presidents, chancellors, registrars, financial aid directors,

chief financial officers, institutional research directors, business managers,

and computer center directors.

For MIS Activities, typical origins included the following circumstances:

reaction to deficits caused by severe budget overruns;

the need for better information for decision makers to monitor
institutional performance and alter management strategies accordingly;

growth in institutional size and management complexity;

increased demand for institutional data from state, Federal and
other agencies providing financial support;

alarming and rapidly increasing levels Of student account receivables;

the desire to develop a planning and budgeting process that more
closely related resource allocation to actual goals;

lags of up to six months in producing monthly financial statements
for use by decision makers;

the need to modernize an inefficient batch processing computer
system;

the need to automate as an alternative to rapid administrative staff
increases in a growing institution;
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the requirement of the SDIP program to address fiscal management in
this way;

the wish to coordinate data bases and formats among academic and/or
administrative departments.

Once the need was identified, institutions took various routes to fiscal

MIS system development. For those with existing computer hardware, the key

decision was whether to develop software internally or to purchase and adapt a

software package such as POISE, AXXESS, or CAMPUS. For those beginning with

purely manual systems, purchase of a computer was usually the centerpiece of

the Title III grant application. As will be discussed later, this hardware

first, software second, sequence was usually a mistake.

In one instance, an institution shared fiscal MIS development with

another school. One purchased hardware, the other software, and both

resources were shared. In part for this reason, the school in the sample that

was part of this arrangement had the most efficiently develooed fiscal MIS

system observed in the study.

Most fiscal MIS systems were initiated for accounting or financial aid

purposes and later spread to other administrative areas. In the most success-

ful cases, advance analyses were performed to specify what kinds of informa-

tion were needed and to create an environment that would support use of

computer-assisted systems.

For fund raising Activities,2 typical origins included:

the realization in some private institutions that successful fund
raising was the key to survival;

the desire to assure academic and administrative program continuity
and to facilitate implementation of new programs and services;

the wish to tap the previously ignored resource of alumni support;

the need to replace earlier Title III funds or other soft money in
order to maintain existing programs;

the offer of a major challenge grant from a foundation in the insti-
tution's state; and

an awareness of, upcoming fiscal demands requiring a special fund
raising emphasis.

2
Current Title III regulations permit development or enhancement of fund-

raising capability, but prohibit Title III funds from being used for direct
fund-raising activity.
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Prime movers behind fund raising Activities ranged from a board chairman

to presidents and directors of development. Most of the activities began with

hiring of new staff or training of existing staff in the development office.

Consultant help was frequently engaged, particularly for planned giving

initiatives.

In only a few cases of fund raising development were clear objectives

stated in quantifiable terms and times. In the case of one notable and

exemplary exception, an institution set the following targets for an alumni

tracking sub-activity: locate 90 percent of living alumni; increase alumni

clubs from 37 to 50; and increase reunion participation by 25 percent. Such

targets, expressed in a clear time framework, permitted effective tracking of

progress and fostered disciplined management of the Activity.

Origins of PME and fiscal management improvement Activities included the

following:

needs identified at a college's regular planning retreat;

the challenge of fulfilling reporting requirements fnr Federal
government funds;

the de-6ire to systematize planning, management, and evaluation
processes;

a high level of student account receivable delinquencies; and

deficiencies noted in the management letter of an auditing firm.

Prime movers fof this type of Activity included development directors,

financial aid staff, planning committees, and business managers. Objectives

ranged from development of a better planning process to improved resource use

to improvements in management coordination.

2. Implementation Strategies

As would be expected, strategies for implementing developmental

Activities varied widely and usually derived from the nature of the Activity

itself and the setting into which it was placed.

In the fiscal MIS Activity category, the key implementation step was

appropriate software acquisition and/or development. In most successful

cases, a software package oriented to educational institutions was purchased.

Some schools, however, had success in developing their own software internally.

In either case, the key variable was the presence or the acquisition of a

highly qualified programmer/systems analyst to oversee customization of pur-

chased software or development of new software. The demands on this person in

the typical multi-user environment of a college were inevitably great. He or
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she had to be not only highly competent but also able to work effectively with

users and willing to work long hours at solving problems and dealing with

frequent system emergencies.

In most successful examples, user acceptance of new fiscal MIS systems

was facilitated by careful advance planning. In one case a campus-wide user

committee was established to address potential transition problems in advance.

This committee sponsored workshops for faculty to orient them to the benefits

and the demands of the system. In another case, a Computer Board chaired by

the academic dean was set up to hear usage conflict appeals. The importance

of these arrangements is that they served to develop the support of users

whose role in data gathering was essential to effective system development.

Another aspect of forward planning was the establishment of clear criteria

for evaluation of progress and products. In one exemplary case, the following

indicators were specified: Are monthly reports available in 15 days? Are

reports understandable to academic staff? And do reports allow senior staff

to make necessary financial and program decisions?

The most successful case of fiscal MIS development followed the "book" in

that the following sequence was followed: (1) assess information needs;

(2) select appropriate software; (3) choose hardware compatible with the

selected software. This sequence minimized applications problems. Most

institutions, however, chose hardware first or had existing computers which

were utilized for the new applications. In these cases, software options were

often limited and system development made more difficult.

Whatever the sequence, consultant help was usually employed to facilitate

implementation of new systems and, in some cases, to select software. This

strategy was generally effective, reflecting the fact that support demands

during system transition are likely to be greater than ongoing support demands

in a successful application. By contrast, assistance from software vendors

was almost universally found to be inadequate. Schools depending on such

support often experienced delays and other frustrations.

In one notable but apparently atypical case, the Title III grant monitor

invited representatives of a Title III applicant institution to look at some

successful fiscal MIS systems at similar institutions before finalizing

implementation plans. This led to the previously cited positive example of

software selection preceding hardware choice and system development. This



regarded as warning flags in cases of similar Activities that may be proposed

elsewhere and, as such, are noted hel-e.

In the MIS'Activity category, problems with notably detrimental impact

included:

frequent turnover in data processing staff;

lengthy implementation delays (almost universal) ,which became very
severe in cases where adequate manual backup was not maintained;

state, -imposed-charts of-accounts- (public institutions) that varied
fr m the chart of accounts developed at a particular institution as
pa t othe fiscal MIS development;

poor software vendor support combined with the lack of a strong
internal capacity for systems application and problem-solving;

arlimited conception of MIS as only fiscal resulting in inadequate
preparation and system capacity for broader administrative and
academic applications;

,failure to generate information
_high-level_decision-makers;

in an aggregated form useful for

purchase of a software package or use of consultants not oriented to
educational institution.accounting and administrative needs;

assuming, that decisions will, in fact, be based on MIS-generated
information without attention to the organizational context;

rifts, between academic and administrative users of systems with
limited capacity or terminal access;

1

\faculty distrust of computerized information systems; and

'generation of more hard copy (paper) than expected, resulting in
Problems, of storage,, retrieval, and security.,

-Problems oblerVeein fund -raising ACtiiiiieiidElaid:
I

\
I

very sloW payback from deferred giving initiatives (this adds to the
important role-of external support but makes early operationaliza-
tion of the activity difficult);

the lack of affluent
t

alumni for many institutions;

the statement of, activity goals in terms of'process rather than
quantifiable'_ revenue objectives;

inability to retain staff trained in fund raising techniques;



the lack of information system capability for maintenance of
critical data;

limited operational funding for solicitation and travel costs or, in
some cases, maintenance of the development office itself; and

lack of clear commitment from, or neglect by, institutional
management.

In the PME and administrative improvement area, the following problems

were noted:

objectives - or- strategies defined too broadly .to Perm. disciplined
management and follow-up;

the marginal role of a branch state institution in the planning for
the entire system that served as its developmental;agenda;

the lack of involvement of faculty and staff in the institutional
planning function;

the use of Title III to fund routine, operational planning rather
than defined developmental planning advancei; and

weak commitment from operational vice-presidents for a PME system
developed by.a'president and his staff.

The existence of these problems- -and the failure to address'them aggres7

.siyely where possible -- characterized the less successful Activities. They are

noted here because, .in most cases, they should have been anticipated; and

considered in activity planning before they became major stumbling blocks.

4. Impacts

As noted earlier, more than half ,of the fiscal Activities observed

during this stay were judged to be successful as developmental Activities.

Virtually all the Activities had some beneficial impact, at least temporarily.

TIn-those -institutions-that- had-experienced-major -turnarotinds--in-the--

decade, Title III was invariably a significant contributor and widely recog-

nized as such. Several' presidents, in fact, considered both the capabilities

and the implicit emphases on planning were the most significant developMent

contributions madel)y,Title III.,-There was evidence that fiscal MIS.and:PME

Activities helped develop an acceptance, understanding, and appreciation for

planning,concepts, methOds, and 'procedures as well as the-use of data for

-these,purposeshy itaff:and faculty. The Title III multi-year funding concept

Was seen as-an incentive for the development of more Comprehensive planning
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and forecasting procedures, because it permitted sufficient time for substan-

, tive development.

For example,, in the fiscal MIS category, faculty understanding of the

confidence:in-fiscal management was often increased, especially for faculty-

having grants and contracts with rigorous financial reporting requirements.

Better receivables and cash flow management had direct income benefits for

several institutions as did the availability of good data for incorporation in

government and foundation grant applications. Financial advantage,was also

gained from reduced clerical staff needs when fiscal MIS systems performed

efficiently. EmotitF.ex _registration procedures and financial aid tracking

provided benefits Appreciated by students. And:- one institution found that

they could put together in a week a special analysis required by a foundation

as,a prerequisite for funding; the successful effort helped to assure the

grant, as well as to sellthe system capability at home!

Enhanced budget' monitoring capacity and more timely financial repOrts

were credited with improving decision-quality, resource allocaton, and overall

fiscal efficiency. Certain severe actounting problems were cleared up, avert-

ing in one case the probable closing of an institution. In a few cases,

better information availabilitybecame the catalyst for the initiation of a

systematic institutional planning process.

The impact of fdnd raising Activities was somewhat harder to document

because the time lag between program initiation and realization, benefits, and

because institutions tended to confuse process with results (this is a

possible concomitant of .the Title III regulatory emphasis on procesS). Where

'results were evident, direct causal linkages to particular activities were not

always clear: Nevertheless, there was. ample evidence that this category of

Activities had actual 'orpotential merit at several institutions. 'Several

schools could point to increases in annual giving of up to 100 percent over a

period of three to five years. Others had well - prepared deferred giving

campaigns 'actively underway. A third apparent benefit was improved alumni

tracking and revitalization of alumni interest. One institution increased the

number of alumni donors by 40 percent in a three-year period.

Several\institutions gave external funding the credit for being able to

develop a "professional" approach, to fund raising. Several felt that Activi-

ties in this sate ory had increased institutional self-confidence. For some,

private support dev lopment had paved the way from crisis to financial
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lity. Yet, the jury was still out in most cases, especially where

deferred giving has longer-term importance.. For those schools that-have

carefully designed planned giving-programs and that have operationalized the

recurring costs of these programs, the promise seems high.

0PME Activities also were believed to have impacts that were frequently

hard to document in a precise m nner. Some institutions expressed the feeling

that their planning process wa now more goal oriented. Several noted that

the attention given to a PME A tivity had raised institutional research and

planning to a higher priority than previously enjoyed. Some pointed to

improved fiscal efficiency and in the case of an Activity focused on the

-financial aid -officei to-highe student morale, -improved records, and better

communication between administrative,units.

Certain negative impactswere, in some cases, also attributed, to.

Title III though these usually resulted from inappropriate use of the resource.

In particular, two related risks should be noted:

Where Title III or other external Support is applied in 'academic

areas to the exclusion of administrative improvements, an imbalance

may result that leads to financial exposure.

Title III can lead to a commitment to programs, and staff, even in

the administrative area, which it is difficult to maintain. The

result is a "top heavy" staff structure which can also lead to

fiscal risk.

Each of these dangers can be prevented if Title III program review staff

remain cognizant of them and guard against imbalance in use of this resource

by applicant institutions. It should also be recalled that the strong insti-
.

tutions were characterized by efficient administrative staffs, and the main-

tenance of key persons largely with regular funds.

5.- Funding.

There was considerable variation in the manner in which external

funding was used by sample institutions, even for similar Activities; These

differences reflect varying institutional contexts, changes in Title III

guidelines over time, and, in some cases, poor judgment.

In the MIS Activities reviewed, all of which were assisted with 'Title III,

funds, soft money funded software, hardware, personnel, consultants, and

training, though rarely all at the same institution. Most institutions pro-

vided, at a minimum, any major computer center facilities and some degree of
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staff support. The most common soft money support. mix was software, consul-
,

tant help, training, and some hardware assistance from,Title III, with some

personnel and basic hardware costs borne by the school. In several cases, the

period of soft funding'was over and continuing costs had been absorbed by the

institution. In virtually, every case, this was the intent though it was not

a]lways clear from where the funds would come. In the most successful appli-

cations, continuing costs were limited to maintenance and.basic staff support

1Ce,transition to an on-line system had been completed. When personnel costs

were covered by the institution from the beginning, the incremental long,term

costs to be absorbed were slight. owever, institutions that used soft money

to pay for data prOcessing staff often faced an uncertain prospect of success-

ful
.

continuation.

For fund raising Activities, soft, money was commonly used for training, .

consultant inputs, and, ,in some cases, equipment such as word processing to

improve development office productivity. In addition to Title III, Activities
. ,

in this category were assisted by such sources as the Mott Foundation and the

United Negro College Fund. In some cases, external funds financed salaries of

staff in the development office. Usually these salaries were later absorbed

by the institution. In those cases where the entire development function,

including the director, was externally funded, however, the commitment to

continuation was usually lacking.

PME and,management improvement Activities frequently utilized external

support for both staff and equipment support. :rn most observed cases,

Title, III support had been replaced by institutional funds and the Activity

continued, though sometimes at a slower pace: As with other kinds of Activi-

ties, PME initiatives that were consistent-with overall institutional priori-
,

ties and not simply a means to attract outside money were the most likely to

be successfully institutionalized.

6. Summary:. FindingS.and Recommendations

This review of fiscal Activities, can be summarized by Means of a

list of recommendations which may:guide both institutions consideiing similar

Activities and 'funding sources which, must review and monitor such Activities.

These lessons from the experienCe of the institutions should help focus

developmental funding where it can have the most impact.

For management information system and related Activities, the following'

suggestions emerge from the experience:



A highly capable person to steer applications the most critical
element in system transition to MIS;

Use packaged software proven effective in similar contexts but, with
capacity for fine tuning to particular user needs; 1

For software selection and adaption to a particular setting,
tant assistance will usually be, cost-effective;

If consultants are used, prepare a detailed contract with specifica-
tion of time targets, expected resulti,_ and penalties for non-
performance, as required by Federal Regulations (EDGAR);

Strong institutional support from both. leadership and users is
essential fot system success;

Maintain sdmplete manual back-up throughout the transition process
and expect automated system breakdowns;

Carefully define, data requirements and report formats for different
applications prior to software development;

consul-

Treat the introduction of new technologie%_to ,users with sensitivity
to their unfamiliarity and potential opposition;

Generate only the reports needed, not everything possible (in one
'in'stance, a new MIS direcior cut paper consumption by 50 percent
with no loss of useable data);

Generate commitment not only to generating information but also to
using it for disciplined financial management;

Deyelop common data bases and report formats to facilitate.coordi-
nation among administrative units and to avoid duplication;

Chose software, then hardware, in responie to careful analysis of
information needs; and

Time conversions of various offices so as not to coincide with
seasonally busy times of the year.

The following recommendations grow out of the review of fund raising

Activities:3

Budget experimental strategies in regular budgets so that continua-
tion decisions are "zero-based" and baselinked to the contribution"
of the Activity to institutional mission;.

r3 Because Title III- regulations define some activities in this area as
unallowable, rare must be taken to assure that funds from that source are used
appropriately.
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Carefully,plan and- organi7 fund raising efforts down to the level
of grass roots volunteer activity in advance;

.Training and other staff development must be complemented by insti-
.

tutional factors such as reputaabb, physical appearance, publicity,
and good will;

Commitment of an institution's board and president to professional
fund raising is essential if the necessary support for quality
efforts is to be forthcoming;

Recognized academic quality and success in placing graduates are-
important complements to developmental activity;

Professional consultant assistance should be used in planning major
campaigns; and

Conducting,advance public:-relations initiatives in the community
gain visibility will enhance follow-up fund raising efforts.

Recommendations emerging from the

ment improvement ACtivities include:

review of sample PME and fiscal manage-

Assure that the active support of the chief'administrative officer
as a point of credibility and leverage can be invoked or utilized
where necessary;

It is inappropriate to place institutional research and/or planning
activities in the development office where they are likely to be
perceived as of marginal impor ance,

Basic institutional Activities such as research_and planning should
utilize soft-money support only to the extent that identifiable,
discrete Activities can be specified for limited-term assistance;
and

Define clear, bounded needs and objectives for planning and manage-
ment enhancements in the context of existing institution direction.

These recommendations should be understood in the context of the broader

discussion of these issues that appears throughout this report. However, they

- -may serve as a checklist- to help institutions and program monitors validate

the assumptions behind a fiscal development activity concept.

D. Factors-Associated with*Effective Program Activities

1. Introduction to Program Activities

PrOgraM Activities split about 75 percent-25 percent between those

that were institution-wide in intent:and application and' those that had a much

narrower focus. Thii assertion%has important-implications for the processes°



and dynamics involved,, and.perhaPs:eyen more vital reference to'the question

af::nutComes and their significanceROUghly three - fourths'. of theActivities

bad:SOme:pOtentialfor 'direct effects'on'the institution as a whole because of

the OriginalTheeds:andp4rposeS.'', It doesnot,fellow:that the .other one. - fourth'

had no such potential, .0Ut only that important effects on the institution.

seemed leis likely. Naturally any effort to improve curricula, provide

student CoUnteling, or deVeli* faculty via seminars and wOrkShops has some

10eLcif implication for:the school as.a whole--;.but perhaps much in the

fUtUreOhly transitorily In any in terms of outcomes valued in and

of themselVeS.. ,

Ve.are trying to distinguish here between Activities whose, sights were-on

1.11.6 largerinstitutionaLsitUation 1Title III program intentandt.hose for

which it was not possible to/ferret out :objectives or processes that would or

doUid IeddTtO-7Stith-Iarger77-outcomeS. Yet the latter*maY haVe an important'

place. Several institutions had student services Activities, in some

instances initiated in the mid!-70's to fill a COMplete'vOia.of such services

as counseling, career guidance, peer tutoring, testing, that are now consid-

ered a.. necessary part of the definition of what a college is and offers. The

same applies to academic support via basic skills or comprehensive media,.

centers, and one case where a strengthening of liberal studies was deemed a-

worthy outcome because it was what the institution was all about. Many such

Activities had as a main-goal the reduction of attrition, but without specific

strategies aimed at retention, much less attracting students to the service.

These Activities should not be faulted, however, since there is long...range'

potential for reducing attrition and a self-validatingpurpose as part of the

total campus picture.

To some extent the same.may be true for certain new (or strengthened)

academic areast, where having a computer literacy thrust, a computer science

program, or R business administratiod program is perceived as a necessity

these days for any institution regardless of history mission, or present

condition.

All of, this suggests another way of viewing, program Activities. In the

ongoing cycle of things, Activities are themselves outcomes. They are the

result of prior conditions, perceived needs, perhaps special pressures or

opportunities. Their very existence as forMal developmental Activities illus-

trates something of institutional process in the sense of being reactive,



responding,to and d6ing Something about earlier circumstances'.. Thus there maY

be no completely valid reason for expecting a single, particular Activity (no

matter what its'title or budget may be) to make significant inroads on insti--

tutional condition or result 'n ultimate impacts. Not only are given program

features the result of an on oing development -and - change process that defies,13Ii.

precise description, they are_also often inextricably bound up with a variety,

of other prograin features that influence their direction and process. And

together they may ultimately contribute to change and
.

vemeni that in turn

may be reflected in terms of institutional condition.

One final, preliminary point. :Mere was a distinct tendency for the

strongActivities to be-located at the 15 institutions whose overall programs

were judged of good or high quality and fbr the converse to be true.

(Stronger institutions may tend, reasonably; to be better at everything--

,planning, identifying needs and opportunities, coordinating, monitoring. Or

they may simply have known better how to'evaluate meaningful outcomes and thus

nominate the most significant of their program Activities.). However, there

was not a one-to-one 'relationship in this matter. At leas. six Activities
o

judged as strong or effective were-at institutions with overall programs

stable or neutral; several Activities were judged neutral from insti-

tutions with weak overall, programs, and one Activity from this weak-program

group was judged successful and strong. In contrast to the 12 Activities that

were rated one or two levels "higher" than the total programs they were part

of, there were only 3 rated lower than the total program levels at their

institutions. This counterpoint reinforces the notion that strong or weak

plants may grow in opposite soil, and also reminds us that institutions were

invited to nominate Activities perceives as successful or useful. P.

We turn now to the groups of program Activities. The discussion will

start with and give most attention to the-"new programs and majors" (10 cases)

because they help to exemplify° major differences between strong and welk

Activities, and also because they'appea'r to demand the most in terms of con-

ceptualization, planning, and implementation.
1 a

2: New Programs and- Majors; The Development Path

There were ten examples of new 'pr?grams or majors initiated\.14

years ago, all with external assistance (Title III,, CETA, businesses, NIH,

and/or various foundations) for some or all that'time, and all but one repre-

senting new directions with a distinct career/professional cast. These
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efforts were initiated between 1976 and 1981, except for one begun in 1968,

with a median developmental life span' of years (ranging from 2 to 11 years).

The group of 10 institutions included public and private, and 2-year and":

4nrear levels; the majority were historically black schools, both public and

private. Tfie new ventures included prekrams or majors in business, health

sciences, education, physical and field science, and social service.

Ok these'ten, six were judged to be strong, or eftectiire .(that is, already

established and operating, valuable and valued; and/or 4,aving a liemonStrated

or high potential contribution to institutjonal condition ) . Two'were judge-
,

neutral on these criteria; 'and two were -rated as" weak or Lidr.tual failures in

that after 3 years the programs had `'critical operational problems and no

longer attracted students. Thise,ten'.cases illuktra'-e the counterpoint between
.

Activity:ratings and broad program ratings. The six strongest Artivitie3 were

at institutions with overall proglams judged strong or- neutral, -the two
:

neutralActivities_were_atan overall-'nel..-.-al,.and an overall itive-location,

and the two weakest Activities were at institutions with ove all progrhms

rated negative. In these latter two cases, the program-domain generally was

so weak or at., odds about where to turn that these schoOls could not sustain

the,new. ventures they had initiated.

--The following subsections distuss<major.aspects o -the ''artivity path,"

including origins, chief objectiyes,- strategies, inputs, challenges', and

%outcomes (realized and potential, positive and negative) .:."As appropriate,

contrasts among the strong, neutral, and weak or *Ltioneble Activities will

be empl0Yed-

a. Activity Origins

While each institution's new 'program'Activkey-has its own story

to tell, there are same common features shared by several. 'In half the ten

cases, the principal underlying motive was to, move toward fiscal stability for

the-institution via more-students and thus, more income, consciously but care-,

fully: consrieusly, by recognizing basic n eds and identifying the depart-

ments which could Be saved via new majors though in two cases matters were

desperate and expansion in'any direction, w or otherwise, was considerefl;

carefully, in- eve case, by ultimately dec ding to-move frem existing program

strengths or inroads and by being alert t opportunities wh. 'la might enhance

the choice, of a new oFogram or major. I the five cases whervstrengthening
=

fiscal viability was clearly not an iss e or priority Activity origin,
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decisions on new ventures were made in terms of perceived opportunities, and/or

existing strengths.

&Aiding on strengths and responding-to_opportunities thus 'described the

two-facetedapproach undertaken in the vast Majority of caSes. In deci'ding on

new programP,_,institutions took advantage:of-some miX of internal factOrs such

as existing separate courses,, interdisciplinary arrangements, science-and.

other farilities, existing cognate departments andAzirograms vith trained

faculty;,a 2-year.program ripe for expanSion tO ,47Year staths and a 4-yeav

mijor-feady forapplitationto anettirely new.population, and faculty aspira-

tions fOr, moving in new directions. (In only one institution was a really

brand.new idea introduced--a bu4ness adminittration major-rthat was mot an,

outgrowth of exiating related factors,,andthiswas :judged of mediocre quality

afterA years Of developmentak:effOrt.): At the same time, -in nearly all

cates, external opportunities Werealseacrounted fot, such\as: clear lack of

nearby competitiOn; perceiVed societal needs and' peesuMed valuing of trained

gradhates, new.opPoriunities for minoritieS, geographid/geologic location'as

relatedto:given, neW majorS;a:specificrommunity request, and the chance of

'drawing J3etter qualified stUdentsHto campus becausesOf new specialized offer-
, -;)

ings available.-'

Tbe analysis abOVe.suggests that tEese inStitutions had vafideasons of'

substance.fot the choicesAllade. ThiscontlusiOn isjurther supported by the

inferencethat_in most:Cases the idea:came first-and then,external resourres

-weresought (or possibly the, two factors were concUrhgt); whereas in three

instances the availability of Title:III funds appearedto spawn both the 'idea

'and: the search for a rationaleand these three Activities were rated negative

or neutral in overall quality of outcomes and potential.

The new-program:Activities also varied with regard to impetus and leader--

ship. ::'11-.fourrasee the newventureowas, a special priOrity of the president

who then"monitored:development and'outcomes in.all-.Cases, but in one of them

parted co mpany ronceptually with Activity sta b ff, andultimately- effected a
. ,

-standoff. In one other-case an alumnus. was credited with generating-the,idea,

successfully obtaining longterm presidential sappOrt. In'five-institutions

,

the,Activity was the product of faculty planning (One or two persons) followed

by participation of the a ministration77but in three, cases, again. judged

or neutral overall7-pre'sidential sUpport.was reported is Minimal, or transitory
. 7

for-whatever" reasons. In net; all four'neutralsOx weak ACtivities'did not



receive strong presidential leadership and support, and .this should be

instructive.

Anotger feature of Activity origin was its place in some larger formal or

informal plan at the institution level. It appears that this was a basis in

the majority of institutious'('including a broad move to career-professional

programs, a planned surge in the basic sciences, and/or a conscious effort to

..-laccomplish overall, fiscal stability) and was notably more-characteristic of

those institutions with strong Activities

Finally, initial planning steps were important at the point of inception.

-Poise -institutiOnS":41ad _stated -planning-agendasandWitiiiidished between'
planning steps and implementation strategies. Most, however, combined these

functions and did some level of planning at the outset, continuing along the-

,

way as objective's'" were set and Strategiles:were.played out, A majority of
these institutions engaged in market studies or used market data, and all

arranged for external resources asa sine7qUa,non of continuing the venture.

Tw categories. of earlylAanding distinguished the effective Activities

from the neutral:Ad weak. First.,-mOststrong institutions alloWed what turned

out to, be a- realistic two or more years for planning, laying the groundwork,

overcoming obstaCies-, -ind soon, whereas the others allowed less time and did

Markedly less anticipating-'-With one notable exception where good cOmPrehen-
L

sive-planning-was-accomplished in one year,,, although outcomes.were.
4. .

less promising. Second, a xharacteristiCef the effeCtive'Activities was to

be guided -by advisory boards and task forces (inside and outside the institu:

tion); and to engage very early on in` dialog,wIth-4P:6fessional and community

groups as well as agencies and businesS6S'on such matters as curriculum

content; program needs, internship placements,and accreditation require'.%

ments-7igain with one instructive exception: a. strong. Activity which-suffered

severely for 3 years for ignoring this dialog but which had enonghAeyelop-

mental time (and new leadership) to overcome itsi:many difficulties.

Thus even at the level of the origin and initiation of Activities, there .

are several indicators that strongly tend to distinguish effective from

ineffective new programs and majors. These are: planning a new venture 111-'

-relation to external resources available,

and support inclusion in or outgrowth of

fOr. institUtianal development Ana nature

level of presidentia14.nvolvement

a larger and more comprehensive OA

-and:quality of basic planning steps
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at outset. These factors are no doubt functionally interrelated and, also

"responsible" for later events and outcomes in the developmental path.

Activity Objectives

The most common major objectives, for both the Activity itself

the 'institution as a whole, were related ultIonately to the well-being of

school and thus to the origins discussed above. Principal Activity objec
,

stated, included the following (showing number of cases):

To develop and operate a new curriculum or department (with a variety

of subobjectives) (10)

To train, graduate, and help to place students (8)

To obtain certification/accreditation (4)

To utilize faculty and facilities at little extra cost to college (3)'

To lay groundwork for projected (later) extension (3)

To attract adult, returning; and/or minority students to program (5)

Other highly specialized major objectives (4)

Although not always easy to identify; major objectives were found or inferred

that expressed the institution's point of view. These included:

To attract students ( usually "good" ones) to the institution

program appeal (7)

To advance the service mission at local, regional, state level's (6)

To help accomplish institution. aspiration and image vis-a-vis

research, serving minorities, faculty quality--a flagship program

(2)

TO."save" a department or division (3).

Overall,' the major Activity objectives were similar regardless of

Activity ratings, _although the stronger Activities tended to have m,,re Objec-..

tives as well as more specialized ones (including all examples of,accredita--

-tion/certification): Likewise; institution.4evel objectives were quite_

similar aCrOSS=rating group's, with effeftive7Activiti6i haVing a-clear-edge-On

"attracting 'good studenti to the institution" and "developing a flagship-
,

program. The qualitative' differences in favor of the strong Activities
,

suggest,mOre carefulplanning and a somewhat broader view of potential Activity-,

significance--

c.- Chief Strategies

The implementation strategies discussed here inclhde thoSe

planned for and initiated during the opening years along with more recent
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strategies of functional importance-to program development and operation. In

this way some strategies, at least, may be seen as contributing to and result-

ing from the planning process over a period of time--as well as reflecting the

level and quality of initial planning.

Strategies, of course, are (or should be) related to objectives. The

most significant overall finding is that the strong Activities engaged in a

wide range of appropriat_ strategies that were plausible for accomplishment of

objectives, flexible in application, and concerned with a mix of important

factors--while the neutral Activities did less so and the weak Activities did

very little. There were two notable exceptions to this neat outcome: one

strong Activity had some implausible strategies because it tried to accomplish

too much (and attained notably less than hoped for), and one neutral Activity,

followed its good planning with careful strategizing but later ran into con-

ceptual and operational problems.

Categories of strategies planned and generally executed should be,

mentioned. Table VII.1 displays major categories and entries, omitting

-strategies engaged in initially- as part of theldecision or planning process

(market study, advisory group, time period for planning, early dialog-7see.

subsection a. above).' Only those entries marked * were characteristic of the

neutral/weak Activities as well as the strong, showing virtually universal

attention to some requisites for curriculum development, faculty enhancement,

and student development. These comprise the minimum effort. Strong activi-

ties as a grougiwent far beyond that, however, notably in terms of consultantS,

accreditation,' standards (which also helped to define institutional aspira-

tions), recruitment, leadership, and monitoring. An important caveat is that,

although the strong Activities were "better" at monitoring, they still did

relatively little and seldom did any person (or institution) engage in struc-

tured, systematic monitoring orevaluation. Once a program is under way and

effective, of course, one need only confirm its apparent quality and draw on

students--but all reports indicate that careful monitoring and evaluation were

not characteristic strategies during the development period.

d. Inputs

'What does it take to make a developmental Activity work?

present study assunms that external ,_ sources are one requisite (in that

subject institutions do not have the resources to take on serious development

efforts strictly on their own--or else that if they do,-they will likely.
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Table VII.1

Categories of Principal Strategies for'New Programs and Majors

Curriculum * Interdisciplinary campus input
* Activity faculty working on releaded time

Use of consultants on variety of topics
Attainment of accreditation/certification
Develop consciously rigorous standards

*Require/arfangt for internships, clinitals,
fieldwork

Faculty * Add qualified personnel
Send faculty for updates, degrees, development

. Recruitment Active faculty involvement
Formal long-term recruitment efforts
Arrangementt with 2-year colleges for transfers
Tuition rebate plans arranged for business employees

Students Make evening courses and services available
Increase number of options within departments

1.

* Consciou4y refer to or provide tutoring,
counseling, other student services

Monitoria& '41. Follow Performance, placement of students/grads

Track Program and facultY quality
Monitor costs, numbers of students, needs

Leadership Assign or recruit strong leader for comprehensive
management, initiative, follownP, contacts

Strategie'n shared by strong, neutral and weak ActiVities.



proceed more slowly and less comprehensively than they would with outside

assistance). All ten new program Activities had received external support for

a period of years (Title III, businesses, foundations, YIH, or some combination

of these), covering such needs as equipment, materials, faculty additions,

faculty released time, program management, travel for faculty development,

consultants, secretarial, and in the case of foundations/businesses also

laboratory facilities and construction. There was a tendency for the strong

Activities to garner more external resources, particularly non-Title III

to plan-and-ac compl-ish-more---On the -other handT=

one weak Activity had considerable foundati9h support and pressure to plan bnd

use the funds wisely, yet floundered because of poor program conceptualization

and leadership. It temporized, even with money in.hand.

External support came in other forms than funds. Overall, these Activi-

ties obtained a variety of in-kind assistance (personnel loan, materials, free

consulting service, classroom demonstrations and instruction, etc.). One

foundation provided initial leadership and program focus; local adyisory

boards provided necessary and substantial leadership, access to internship

placements, and the like; in several cases the Title III coordinators (though

Paid in part by the Title III grant) went out of their way to provide leader-
.

ship, assistance, and some monitoring help to the individual Activities;

professional boards and state agencies provided guidance and technical asais-

tance; church organizations and businesses provided various sorts of in-kind

assistance.

Inputs from the inside tell a somewhat different story. One way or

another every institution provided personnel, materials, facilities, and so

on, but there is a clear relationship when it comes, to cash: the, two weak

Activities were in' institutions that contributed nothing over the development

period, one depending on a foundation grant and one depending on Title III.

awards. These same institutions also did not provide presidential leadership

(or strong, authoritative Activity leadership) and in other ways perhaps did

injustice to otherwise good program possibilities. It is not feasible to

conclude ,a cause-effect relatiOnshiP in regard to internal inputs and these

ineffective Activities, but it does seem that an appropriate mix of inputs was

not present (along with the weaknesses referred to in regard to-planning,

objectives, and-strategizing) during the development period. Such a mix of,

factors suggests an overall institutional climate, either facilitating or

7
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laissez-faire or counterproductive for these ten Activities. This climate may

indeed be the fundamental input and its quality may spell successor failure.

Finally what may be termed developmental lifespan seems to.be an impor-

tant input. Aside from other factors such as funds, personnel, facilities,

and strategies, there is an overarching factor of time: just how much is

needed for quality development is an unknown, but presumably the amount of

time and the use of time should converge with other factors in the interests

of an effective development. For example, the strongest Activities tended to

have a longer lifespan in terms both of having germinated,before the onset of

external support arid-of having a longer-period-of funded-support for-planning,

initiation, revision, and accomplishment. There are exceptions in both direc-
_

tions of course, but the trend is apparent. Looked at a other way, one neutral

program has been on the boards for only 2 years and indeed may not have had

time to prove itself--yet as noted, the seeds of difficult are already apparent

in spite of, good planning.and strategizing. Similarly, even though effective

development theoretically takes time, other things being equal, 2 or 3 years

may be enough for a weak Activity to show its lack of conceptualization,-

applicability, or attractiveness to students; the,two weak Activities have had

3 years to prove themselves and, other things being equal, the

so. Beyond that, there is no reason. to thAnk:,thAt.;t4ey will

Problems and Chalrenggi

It is inconceivable-that there would not be problems to face,

challenges to overcome. And indeed Al' the Activities have had one or, another

have not done

do so soon.

kind of unmet need, llck of support, faculty resistance to change, and other

problems which are to be expected when launching into new directions. Overall,

the six effective Activities had experienced major threats and challenges

which_they had overcome with_little or no negative_residue; the_ueutral Activi-

ties were in the midst of resolving current-problemst-and -the-two-weakest

Activities had faced but not resolved their difficulties. That,:statement

helps 'to-- explain the- ratings given'to Activity outcomes and also the quality

of circumstance and leadership that have contributed to such outcomes.

Among the-strong-Activities-there are two tales of difficulty spanning

some years from problem to resolution. In one, the general faculty approved

the new "career" program only on condition that external funds (foundation)

would support it in full; after several years of patience and proving, the



Activity is now accepted in the regular budget as a part of a "new" institu-

tional mission-- all, 'this in spite of strong presidential support from the

beginning. The other was a :ase of poor initial planning, lack of appropriate

-philosophy and leadership, a decision to seek the wrong market, faculty dissent

within the-Activity - -a host of difficulties ultimately overcome by continued

presidential leadership and then the accession of a strong Activity 'director,:

trained and experienced inTherfield. Wo other Activitiesilave had no notable

challenge; the teMaining two have hadcontinning but surmountable difficultiet

in-meeting.,goalt of student enrollthent and importantcomMunity interactions,

or a raft of small frustrations in pUtting into place iIA.Ibaccalaureate

:program in the evening (which is the very heart of this new program off(Yring),

In sum, these effective Activities have had probleMs in terms of facUltY

Acceptance, rationalizing expentive programs:with few students, mechanical and

,Dperational.matterswhich act as barriers,and, commitment of funds.

The two neutral AetiVitieshave experienced:AUCh ptoblems as inadequate

facilitiesand eqUipmehtturnoVer at the Activityditector level, lack of

'faculty atceptance of career majors in the liberal arts milieu: (possibly

translated as jaculty jealoUpy), and fundaMental policy shifts (short of lack

ofsuPOort) in the top administration
, They are working On .these now The

t.WOweakest-Activities have shared an underlying and rathetobviout lack` of

suPPOrX (even if not opposition) at several levels, AlOng witha lack of clear

program" focus -- problems which go back several years and which are by nature

diffiCult tntetOlve Without starting all:nVer again.

Money.is not, has not been,' the answer. Neither has a shift in baAic

ntdectivet or strategies. The kinds:Of problemtIaCed have called for :patience,

quiet leadership, a new set of strategies unrelated::AO the Activity itself but

77verTmn-cjittlAted to defuting-ne-gatiVe-attitudes or working fb-Yougfi-Tinstitutional,

tradition-,:ancrTbureanCracYlstusillssous can be-jethe4#m4he-4.-14p-H

case where nothing notable snrfaced,fOr they had nnbarrier'sor challenges

to.A.earri'theit:own letsont froth and may simply have had the good fortune' to

have things run smoothly.'

Outcomes: Realized and-Potential_

In general, actual outcomes :and consequences at the Activity

to accomplishmentnfMajOr-:objectiveA,Otiginally:outlined'or:

The time:period'alloWed::(And needed):JOrdeVeiopment up to and

including meaningful outcomes is an important variable 'however, since certain

level relate

later added.
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of the new programs/majors are not yet complete and may need another year or

two; this applies in particular to the three new developments (two judged
,

effective overall and one neutral) which have not yet graduated a first class

although as of 1982-83 the program is in place (faculty, curriculum, facili-

ties) and students have enrolled in these majors.

In this group of schools there is also an array of outcomes and conse-

quences apparent at the institution level which are reported to have had their

roots in the particular Activities. As discussed below, some of these outs,

comes may be considered actual accomplishments or changes while others are

potential outoes.cmand valUes; there are also examples of outcomes which are

virtually, the same for the Activity and for the institution as a whole. From

one point of view, the institution outcomes may be more important than the

Activity outcomes in any ultimate sense, but of course the former can only be

an outgrowth of the latter: the .Activity and the changes it generates come'

first and then any further consequences can accrue at the institution level.

However, one cannot expect too much of a single Activity, since the present

sample includes new, programs and majors rather than entirely new divisions or

disciOlines, Ill-the absence of "star," a truly remarkable new program/

major, outcomes at tIe.:-qiittdtution level are more likely to result from the

conveegence of several. programmatic (andfor_administrative),changes occurring

at the same time, being parts of a grand plan of sorts, n working in concert

for the same broad substantive objectives. Put another way, sent

examples, in isolation, do not illustrate ultimate effects or impacts on the

institutions--or at least not yet. On the other hand, there do appear.to b

outcomes of some significance, including consequences and potential results

that are valued by the institutions.

Major findings are summarized in Table VII.2., There are more conse-
.

quences reported at the institution level than at the Activity level, perhaps

not surprising when it is noted-that-these we-re-new-programs-and-majors-added -

to the institutional structure and offerings. It can be seen that several

outcomes have already taken hold in the institution as- aiwhole, while others

are waiting in the wings to be capitalized on in connection with some other

programmatic-change effort: It-can also-be seen that two negative -copse

quences were reported, both reportedly unanticipated -during the implementation

stage.
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Activity Outcomes/Consequences at the Activity
and Institution Levels, by Subgroup

NEW PROGRAMS

At the Activity Level"

Original Activity Ratings.
Strong Neutral Weak
N=6 N=2 N=2

+ Program in place (has studentshas, grads)
17program. in 7p-TY.t-671ha§7S-tuderitaT 74q grad-s -376-0-7 -7- -*--27 --- -HI

+ Good student products and placements
+ Efficient use of faculty& facilities in

connection with other departments
Broader career options department/division

:+ Firm relations with outside agencies, groups;
for program, internships, placements, academids

- Costs of maintaining. facility, library, etc:;
and opening buildings in evening

At the Instituticin Level
Actual. Outcomes

+ Program is accepted; strengthens
the institution's current mission.

+ Image; visibility, PR or: real distinctiveness'
+ "Good" students enroll for the particular

program and its vitality and -.career options
+ Generates tuition, pays 90 -100% of its cast
'+ Gift or foundation grants have been attracted
+ Model of program planning and development

available (and recognized) for application
Spinoffs now occurring to. Continuing Ed, MBA,

full night programs, another new major
+ -Facultyladministrat ion-change- of

marketing, openness to change, responsibility
far institution survival

ke majors away from traditionabdepartments

Potent '1 Outcomes
Strategi inroads on relations 'with outside
agencies groups_(for other programs/majors

+ Attract-and S °ve fuw-income students
'+ Extensions to ot r majors in same department
+ Save a major-depar < ent

+ Reported positive 'outcomes.
- Reported negative outcomes.

`AO
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Table VII.2 shows type and number of outcomes by subgroup in terms of

initial ratings of effective, neutral, and weak. Individual Activities vary,

of course, but in general the effective new programs/majors have a broader

display of positive outcomes at the Activity level and markedly more outcomes

at the institution level than the neutral and weak groups. (The neutral .

Activities indeed reported several outcomes, butas can be seen the ineffec

tive new programs have virtually nothing to show--the programs are dormant as

of 1982-83 and there are few residuals). Strong Activities reported place-

ments of 50 to 80 percent of graduates thus far and consider this a positive

outcame% one indeed reported that all graduates thus far had been placed.

lasting-relations _with_ext.ernal__ gronps__are also considered_positive at

the Accivity level, with implications at the institution level for moving to

other new programs in future. Three. outcomes perhaps merit special attention:
nine Activities reported a strengthening of and consonance with the current

mission, including three of the four neutral or weak Activities, suggesting

overall a wise conceptual, choice of new programs in the first place. Nine

'Activities similarly reported some _form of positilve-enhancement of institu-

tional image and visibility, although only strong Activities achieved a mean-
-

, ingful distinctiveness. And finally, where "good students"

attracted to the institution because of the new offerings, a

in that both the quality and the numbers of such students

matters; respondents, felt that real gains' have been made in

years but could provide only limited evidence.

Clearly, not all six effective Activities reported the same outcomes or

those that might be considered closest to ultimate value for the institution.

There are gaps in-student products, graduates, and placements (2), and also in

firm agency, relationships (1), ,as well as attracting good students (2) and -

genera i-ou o --tuition and self-support (3).- -These gaps -suggest the-element-of--

risk which is--or has been--present in a majority of these cases. As dis-

cussa earlier-, ritle-11Iikely-a-necessary ingredient-- of-wrogram-change,---

whether /related to funds (internal, external), real acceptance by the faculty,

or sense of mission. It should be useful to sketch a .few relevant risk

.histories since they 'help to tell the story of new programs/majors and their

outcomes, and they reveal Something of the way:. institutions value their new_

are reportedly

caveat is needed

are relative

the last 2 to 4

ventures.
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The'six strong Activities fall into three risk categories: two that

apparently never underwent serious risk, two that clearly overcame risk and

moved to solid ground, and two that are currently in considerable risk. The

two that have moved beyond risk both suffered strong faculty resistance with

fiscal implications: in one case the institution, was "forced" to underwrite

new (and now very valuable) progracii with strictlyexternal funds for

several years and luckily obtained foundation support during the development

period; the ether experimented with a night-only degree program that cost

additional,outlay (and still does) for that reason alone and also cost faculty

support as well as risked the traditional image and mission of the college--

all of this before they could be sure of a good student draw, , although it is

now a mainstay of present fiscal, health and a central part of the new mission.

The two current-risk Activities share the same set of problems. They are

science-related and thus very expensive to operate in terms of facilities,

equipment., materials, and faculty, and both were supported handsomely by .

foundations during the development period; both have thus far attracted

notably fewer students than expected and both are in the midst of recruiting

campaigns; one has already graduated three small,classes while the other

planned to have its first class in, spring 1983. In each case the new program

is intimately bound up in mission, presidential and institutional comMitment

to science careers for minority siudents, and also a commitment to continue'

"regardless" (in one case with continued foundation support, in the other on

its own resources), at least for 2 Years. This is risk.indeed. And in one

instance the :trustees are barking at the new programs heels. ,An additi9nal

challenge, charazteristic of thesdpartirnlar two Activities (and certain

others which are not new programs/Majors) is that, ironically, they have had

to tarn away 'students. The glamor of these new programs has indeed attracted

_many students as, enrolled majors, but a sizable proportion are not ready for

the rigors of the sciences-and need to be counseled out There is inescapable-

conflict when the institutions need students on the one hand but want quality

accredited. programs on the othei.

As to the two neutral Activities, one has had no special challenges in

terms of risk, but the other is currently in a situation of having few

students, having taken on new faculty, and although costing relatively little

having become the cornerstone of the institution's new overall program and

image. And it is no longer receiving Title III or other external support-7R--
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is in place, waiting to prove itself, and there are practical as well -as

conceptual reasons for its doing so. It has promise.

Both the weak Activities represent holding on to a lost dream or hope,

With few or no students, an unfocused program thrust, and few if any prospects.

/Yet in one case the institution supports the major because it is "good for

community relations," and in the other institutional funds are continued

because there is a possibility that the program can be brought back to life.

Institutional commitmeft, with or without present external funds, is a

powerful thing--just as thd lack of it is. In these cases, each institution

finds (or found) reasons, values, for continuing a new program effort. The

reasons appear to include: the witness of large early investment, extant

qualified faculty, possible fear of "losing facerelatedness and importance
.

to current mission and to the society, prospects of drawing good students, the

fact that a good program is in place, and the wisdom of the original rationale

and conceptualization.

For the moment discounting, those reasons and looking at the current

situation in terms of institutional condition; overall it would appear that of

the ten new programs, there is no reason at all not to continue four of them,

some fairly good reasons for judiciously retrenching in four of them, and good

reason not to continue the remaining two new programs. Regarding the latter

two categories, this is gratuitous of course. Faculty and others inside the

two institutions that have overcome their serious risks reached and voiced the

same conclusions some _years ago. Yet some mix of good planning, strong

leaderihip, career relevance, and a chance to 'come of age" resulted in their.

now being important components of the program.

Afterthoughts.

The commentary above applies to the ten new programs/majors

that were nominated (and reviewed on site) as prospective success stories that.

___would_be instructive in .various ways. And we have learned much about need and

process from the most and least promising of these ActiVities. Yet something

eludes. Just what mix of facto-rs makes for a strong or weak venture may never

be knowU, and the power of the context may remain unexplained. Is the new

program supposed to save the institution, attract students, carry its weight,

is that an-operating assumption in developing institutions?or'ds it that- a

new progikm-will-"really!Lflourish_in an_ institution that is already flourish-

attractive in other ways? Is it possible that the "wrong" program for
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i.

.a given_place and time is too often initiated in isolation, apart from a grand

plan, for bandwagon reasons, as a way of trying .to attract, students from a

distance (from anywhere), or even in too many institutions,at once? What

makes for the "right" choice?

These--and other--institutions are trying to find their way or to catch

up, so to speak, I.nd capitalize en a distinctiveneSs developed in the past or

newly created. A chief way of doing this is to embrace new programs and

majors and in many cases to take risks in the process (as well as to.refiVe or

upgrade existing programs). There seem to be good reasons for many or most of
_-the choices, esPecially those that are clearly career-professional in naturb,

but what accounts for later attrition of many such efforts?

We know from the record that many institutions in the sample have

initiated several new programs over the years with Title III (and often other)

support; and we know from the record as well as the visits that many new

programs have been dropped after 2 to 6 years of development'and implementa

tion. Onemust ask why they were begun as well as why they were dropped. Is

it possible that there is an uncont:ious dynamic that calls for over-,reaching,

for trying out a range of new programs/majors' in the belief that the wheel of

fortune will allow a certain few of them to survive? Are new programs begun

before -;.he'evidence is in on the ones initiated .1 or 2 or 4 years earlier, or

lessons learned?
r.

In a search for some clues as to underlying explanations--not laws, since

we are at this point only speculating--we examined specialist reports for the

entire sample on the question of new ventures in the past 5-6 years that have

since been dropped andbasic reasons therefor: This-is distinct from down-

grading or eliminating longstanding programs (e.g., liberal studies, agricul-.

ture) that may be viewed as expensive leftovers from the Past. Although this

was in no way a census, information was available on over 20 developmental

,programs that have been dropped in recent years and 10 new programs now con-

sidered by the institutions themselves to be threatened. The 19 institutions

_in this subset included 2-year, 4-.Year, public, and private schools, and also

included '5 of the 10 whose new programs and had been nominated for

special review in the current study.

Overwhelmingly the abandoned new programs/majors have been respectable,

up-to-datf career-professional offerings in health sciencei, pre-engineering,

education, and social work; the same is true of the currently threatened new

major's
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ventures. Six categories of ',reasons emerged, of them in r,lation t

abandonment and several in connection with thieit.- oVerriding explanation

was "too few students" (litt interest, not enough fits .to justify con-
,

,

tinued expense, interested but underprepared students, prospect of too ..ew

graduates) which may be tied to the academic and technical demands of most of

these majors and also to the greater attrition rates. thht these institutions

in general experience. The second most frequeni eXplanation was' "loss of

external funding" (dsually the end of -a Title III development award; 'often

meaning that funds had not stretched far enough.to complete the development or

that some funds may have been used for operational 'purposes) . In a number of

cases more than one key reason wis given. 'Reasons for abandonment; some of

which could apply to.regularprogramS as well,,included thq following (showing

frequency).:

° Too few students.(14)

Loss of external fnnding (8)

;Outdated program, -lack of planning

Weak.leader-oi turnover (2)

'-e...ould not -get quality faculty; or ,internal

Could not get accreditation (1)

E]cplanations for current perceived threat to .new programs and majors included:

'Too few students (8)

Could ,not get ,accreditition (1)

Loss of external funds (1)

Could nOtietAuality faculty (1),

Incidental 'repoits revealed that some institutions had considered new

program thiusts but abandoned them before starting development or.undereaking
. = ,

risk or expense other than the preliminary 'work leading to a do-go deciekon

(after market-and feasibility studies, and.consultant belp aimed,at antidi-

patingappeal t:O-students; faculty, equipment, and_space expense; and-library,

additions). Decisions'not to purSue a giVen:prograd/major were often'dadi4.,

-terms of :priority uses of available Title III funds (whether"deCided'by

Title III program staff and/or institution personnel).or-willingness to invest'

the institution's' own funds alone.
.

Incidental-reports also- referred to a-number of instances where-other-new :

programs/majors than those discussed here had been initiatsd, developed,'and
.

assumed by a wide rangeof institutions-that hadmadd-them successful.
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Strengthen, Refine, and Upgrade-Existing Programs /Majors.

These Activities are very similar in fundaMental intent to those

which generated new programs and majors: to makeavailable program offerings

that are current, attractive, functional, and productive. They are different

enough in the -focus of objectiveis, serategies;and outcomes, however, that

they are.treaped separately here as a subset of program-domain Activities.

Twelve "program upgrades" were initiated between 1967 and 1979 (with a

median developmental period of 5..years) all with external assistance (Title III,

NSF businessed,NEH, foundations, and/or special state allocations), two-thirds

of them in distinct career/professional fields and the remainder concerned

with "general strengthening." Iustitutions included public and Private, and

2-year and 4-year levels; the majority were historically black institutions,

both public and private. Program focuses were education, engineering, business,

selected science_ fields, and the humanities. These Activities represented formal

planned changes in existing offerings as part of an ongoing evolution.

Of the twelve, six were judged to be strong or effective (at institutions

with overall programs judged strong, neutral, and weak); four,i'gere rated

neutral (at neUtral-program fecationi); and-two were rated ineffective after '5.

their genesis some mixture of wishing to

improve on:a good or important (and not necessarily good) program leature,

recognition of special opportunities, and, an awareness of.the need:to "move

into the future," now. Appreciation of these factors served as a base from

which to begin. Examples of "importance" include-an-education:program that

wai:an,institution's mainstay; a-hiStoric devotion to liberal edde.ition; and

the need for accreditation. Combined with such views were motivea;that called

for providing more career opportunities for minorities, developing.profes-

sional legitimacy, renewing faculty energy and driVe, and,introdncing new

skills'(such as'coMputer operations, technology, and envirohmental_planning)

to existing .courses of, study. -These origins characterized thestrOng and

-neutral Activities', but were not reported brthe two weak Activities whose

-principal stated,goalswere to "strengthen ,student deficiencies, "' to- support

;ongoing operational functions, and/or to-gaifilmore incomeby,ser4Ing moidi
,

students. Wfiile all.twelve institutions-presumably recognized theAtkmate

1,=cohlivectionvbetween better_program and institational'condition, those with iht
. ,



stronger Activities-had a more sophisticated, professional orientation in

choosing prograthi" for strengthening and clearly did not embark on these

particular developments' simply as a means to fiscal stability. To be sure,

all 12 Activities were reported to have made choices and moved ahead partly on

the basis of known_available_funds (usually Title-II-1-and-foundation-grants)---

Several Activities were also engendered out of concern forjow student

. performance and job placement as well as for retaining new populations (minor-

ity, low-incothe, older adults). One Activity responded to a statewide mandate

regarding teacher education programs.

The program- upgrade Activities varied with regard to locus of original

leadership. In two cases the program selection was a high priority of the

president whose first action was to hire a dean or .chair to provide direction.

In all other instances the idea came from individual faculty later supported

by the president, or froth chairs or deans acting pretty much on their own at

least initially. In contrast with the new-program Activities, by and large

presidential support was minimal to moderate (except for the two presidential

priorities) across all Activities.. These offerings had already.existed in some

form and leadership at lower levels was perhaps presumed sufficient; yet scope

and potential might well dictate 'strong presidential involvement, and indeed

did so in the two'cases cited (both judged' effective): a school within the

university .'whose 'upgrading was deemed vital, and ahumanities-liberal educa-

tion emphasis that permeated'the institution. .

Activity, origin was, also.related to some, larger institutional fortis or

plan in most cases, clearly more characteristic of effective Activities.
.r

Examples include: strong relation to historic mission; long-range plan for

general program-upgrading; computer applications to academic-technical offer-

ings; creation of a "star" department or school for institutional image and--
4 -

disfinttiveness;'and one program whose upgrading would attract a significant

number of non-minority students.

These 7upgrade Activities shared one additional feature:, early planning

and dialog/ with'professional societies, advisory boardw,' consultants,'Ind the

like, sql.th preponderance, of such interaction_inthe-effettive Activities.

Market studieswere seldom; engaged in, however,'althongh inferences must Oave
, .

'been'Made:in'selecting programafor strengthening.

In connection with Activity origins,' several factors appear to.Character-
,

-

ize and to some extent predict effective program upgrades:
I

selecting



Activities in terms of overall institutional opportunities, plans, and needs;

setting accreditation and professional status as a major goal; and engaging in

early dialog with relevant groups. To a lesser extent, presidential leader-

ship and involvement played a part in origin of effective Activities.

Activity_Objectives____

Partly as a function of the iariety of programs

partly because-their selection implied a range -of deficiencieS

tives were reported--most referring to the Activity itself and

the-institution as a whole. Across all 12 Activities the most

tives included the following. (showing numbers of cases):

Increase number and quality of faculty (8)

Increase enrollment and retention figures (8)

Improve facilities,-space, equipment, library (7)

Train, graduate, and help.to place students (6)

advising, tutoring, acculturation,Provide academic

(6)

and majors and

many objec-

many fewer to

common objec-

other supports.,

Add options (minors, interdisciplinary offerings) (5)

Apply one department strength to other departments (5)

. Obtain professional approval; accreditation;. certification.

Attract "good" minority students to the institution (5)

Increase'requirements, standards, rigor (4)

(5)

(Generally). improve curriculum and instruction (4)

Advance the service mission of the institution (4)

Develop a "star" progrmm for sake of institutional image and dis-

tinctiveness (4)

Lay groundwork for-projected (later) extensions (3)

Effectiim Activities tended to have more,objectivei overall, and charac-

teristically reported objectives related. to the institution as well as thbse

most closely related to obtaining aCcrealtation.- In relation to objectives,

it appears that the directors of the strong .Activities engaged-in more careful

planning and goal-setting and had a more catholic sense of the significance of

a good upgrading: 1-

c. Chief-Strategies

Overall, the...effective Activities chose an array of strategies

appropriate to the principal objectives of profesionalization; _these were

typically...feasible, flexible in application, and related as-'a conscious mix of



imapproaches -- neutral and weak Activities could not be characterized in this

May. Overall, too, the strategies were very similar to those for new pro-

grams/majors, with one important exception: update Activities reported vir-

tually no tactic aimed at recruitment (see Table VII.3) although a majority

had stated enrollment increase as an objective.

There was close to universal attention to curriculum improvement (inter-

disciplinary effort, faculty released time, modern instructional design, task

force and advisory functions, student internships often required); faculty

enhancement (development, upgrades, new hirei); and student services (provid-

ing targeted tutoring, academic advising, counseling), with qualitative differ-

ences mainly between strong and weak Activities. The strategies that disting-

uished effective Activities were attainment or near-attainment of accredita-

tion (though an objective, also viewed as a strategy for attaining other broad

objettives), improvement of library collections, dual programs with other

titutions, consciously developing more rigorous standards (entry and exit),

and financial and moral support for faculty research"earmarks ofd improved'

professionalism.

A few unusual or unique tactics were employed in the total group as

compared with the new programs/majors. Three Activities (including-one weak

one) obtained industry donations for scholarships for upper level students,

and three others made formal arrangements for facultylloans from industry or

brought in high-level-lecturers from time to time.' In addition, three insti-

tutions developed performance objectives and mastery tests for upgraded courses.

One Activity executed :.valuable systematic annual revisions or rotations of

core content, course sequence, faculty leads, and assessment-modules once

annual revision was perceived .as= necessary (an effective Activity). Two of

the Activities held top-drawer confgrentes for nationwide groups as a way of

accomplishing some other strategies; and one (a neutral Activity) staged a
1

full two-day mock accreditation visit with outside personnel who-then held
1

advisory seminars -- viewed as a vital,strategem toward their full accreditation

achieved some months later.

- d. Problems and Challenges

Each program upgrade Activity, regardless of-whether judged

;strong, neutral, or weak, had from one to five notable problems. The

Activities either, had offsetting strengths, or more easily found resolutions.
1-



For example, all six strong Activities had one or another problem related to

faculty (original faculty apathy in the subject school or department, joint

teaching assignments and use of facilities across departments, lack of "respect"

and cooperation froth traditional faculty in the institution). These were

overcome by accomplishing accreditation, involving "other" faculty in planning,

assuring the safety of funds in other departments, and providing faculty

development opportunities. Finding and being able to pay qualified faculty

was another challenge, helped in part by foundation support in two cases and

continuing to be somewhat a problem elsewhere (though not a debilitating one).

By and large the neutral and weak Activities had other than "faculty

-problems." They had difficulty in finding enough (good) students (apparently

not a challenge to the effective Activities).and setting up facilities suited
to their aspirations.. Some also had start-stop problems in actually getting

under way with good initial planning and focus (although one found the solu-

tion in following Title III guidelines). Both weak Activities struggled with

built-in difficulties such as requiting faculty to develop modules without

released time, organizational restructuring in the division or department, and

lack. of supervision. Two neutral Activities had faculty morale and program

implementation negatively affected by external forces (litigation or statute

dictating which programs the subject institution would actually offer a year
hence).

Developmental Activities in general face some of these problems, pridci-.

pally faculty attitude in the inqitution, recruiting qualified faculty, and

attracting enough students. Less frequent generally are factors that are

built in to the-Activity planning (and hard to get around,Once underyay), and

clearcut external forces that affect dit-C-rete Activities as well as the insti-

tutions themselves but over which there is no control.

Outcomes: Realized and Potential

Outcomes of all sorts, for the update Activity itself and for

-the institution, are quite similar to those for new programs and majors, even

though new efforts might be expected to engender more outputs by virtue of
being added to the institutional scene. On the other hand, the basic program

origins and objectives were much the, same, as were the chief strategies employed--

-and in the view of some respondents the strengthened program components . were

so different from their predecessors as to now aPPear, to be "new."



Certainly some of the updated

improved in program and faculty rnality.

As with the new programs/majors, the updated components could not reason-

ably be expected to make major change at the institution level in and of

themselves, or at least not a readily apparent change. At the same time,

something either direct or potential should be expected from the several

Activities were rejuvenated expanded, and

update Activities which set out to .make a big difference: to create an

engineering school of national repute, to develop a BBA program from a step-

child to a strong department, to enhance the liberal aspects of the total

curriculum, and to meaningfully strengthen the teacher education program as a

continuing mainstay of mission and operations.
<1,-

Major findings are shown in Table VII.3, across three rating subgroups.

Most outcomes, at both Activity and institution levels, are shown for the

effective Activities (the four outcomes for. the two weak, programs are actually,

for one Activity, the other reporting none or at least nothing convincing or

significant). The same strong Activity reported the two negative outcomes

shown--reduced enrollment and some perceived detriment to other departments--

although in net these did not counterbalance several positive effects.

Table VII.3 includes several entries with only one case indicated; this

emphasizes particular outcomes and their importance (e.g., enrollment down,

potential foi attracting non-minorities, trained staff ready--when the insti-
.

tution is--to move into administrative computing). In addition, note may be

taken of. certain other entries. It was important to several respondents that

a given Upgrade had found a "respectable" place in the institution, as part of

the, current mission, as an' evidence of the importance of egpanding overall

program, and recognition of faculty qualifications. In this regard, also,

three Activities (two strong, one neutral) achieved accreditation and two

others were quite close to that landmark, further contributing to institu-

tional visibility and professionalism--a feather in the institution's cap.

Finally, the entry showing attraction of outside support is an important one,

since some of that support (from whatever source, including thn system and

legislature in one case) goes directly to the Activity but some other finan--

cial resources go to the institution'by virtue of the scope'of the upgrade
- ,

program.



Table VII.3

Activity Outcomes/Consequences at the Activity/
and Institution Levels, by Subgroup

PROGRAM UPGRADES

-Original Activity Ratings
Strong Neutral Weak
N=6 .N =4 N=2

AT11.1E ACTIVITY LEVEL
Actual OutcOMes:

+ Program in place as intended; improved quality
+ Has accepted'place ia Institution now; integral
+Good student products and placements
+ Broader career options in department/division
+ Firm relations with outside_agencies, foundations;

_ .

for program, internships, placements, academics
+ Markedly better faculty quality

6

5
4 2
4 4

4 1

3 2

+ Enrollment increase for.varions reasons)
- Enrollment down (vigoroUs requirements)

AT THE INSTITUTION LEVEL
Actual Outcomes

+ Program is accepted; strengthens
the institution's current.mission

+ Image, visibility, PR, or real distinctiveness
+ "Good" students enroll for the particular

program and its vitality and career options
_ Foundation and business_grants,"and state

support have been attracted
+-Catalyst for program and faculty deVelopMent

in general, academic advising, competency-
based academic mathematics 3

+ Increased broad commitment to liberal education 1

+ CAI facility now available for all 2

- Energy to the Activity at cost to other
Departments

-

Potential Outcomes
+ Strategic inroads on relations with outside

agencies & groups (for other. programs/majors)
+ Attract and Serve low-income/minority students 3
+ Trained staff ready for administrative computing
+ Attract non-minority students

,

+ Model for upgrading and accreditation efforts

+ Reported positive outcomes.,
- Reported negative outcomes.



:FOrmal case histories of selected Activities would show the interaction ,

of important factors like these, 'where faculty upgrading, accreditation,

attraction of students, professional repute, and significant external support

all helped reinforce one another and result-in marked change over a period of

4 to-10 years. Id the best Of cases, there is a necessary mixture of process

and product that must result in a new, refined status before ultimate outomes

can be expected or identified. In this sense, upgrade Activities represent a

level of risk just as was discussed in relation to brand new programs, al-

though--given their prior program and, faculty existence--there appears to be

less risk (of any, sort) involved.

Enhancements to the Intructional Enterprise

While some 22 Activities approached improvement of the academic/

technical program through upgrading existing Programs or creating new ones

(programs. majors, departments) with a focus on a given discipline or career-
,

professional area, another group of 16 Activities ,undertook to improve the.

academic/technical program as a whole. Five different types of approeches

4.

were, carried out:

(a) Development of _ competency-based instruction paradigms , from objec--
tives to output measures for application to all or most of the
academic/technical programs (3 cases).

(b) Review of the entire curriculum (or at least the general\education
portion) toward altering requirements, enriching selected areas, and
developing instructional technologies (3 cases).

(c) -Faculty minigrants (on an individual basis but typically combined
With all-faculty workshops) for improving or developing courses,
adding modern media approaches, writing textbooks, organizing inter-
disciplinary efforts, attending seminars, etc. (4 cases).

(d) Organizational or service structures aimed at enhancing program
value, such as arranging formal internships or academic preparation
for health careers '(3 cases).

(e) Creation of multifaceted "Learning Resource° Centers" combining -
library,, instructional media, computer-assiste4 instruction, tutoring,
and self-instruction for use by all faculty and students as a resource
(hot as a rigid program in itself) (3 cases).

,These Activities were initiated as externally assisted entities between

1972 and 1980 with'a median developmental life of 5 yf!ars (also the mode); two

Activities wert funded through the 1982-83 academic year. Asa group they

enjoyed much less non-Title III outside support in dollars and number of



agencies (2 Federal grants, 3 foundations) than did the group of 22 Acti 'ties

directA to new or strengthened specific programs/majors. The institutions

included 2-yeir and 4-year levels, public and private schools; one-third were

historically black institutions, public and private.

AMong the 16 Activities, 7-were _rated effective, 5 neutral, anc 4 weak or

of minimal accomplishment. There"was at least one strong Activity in each of

the 5 program types under review. Half .Ji" the Activities were rated as had

been the overall programs at their institutions; the other 8 were equally

split among those that moved up or down one rating as compared with overall

program ratings.

The remainder of this section discusses development paths from origins to

outcomes for these instructional enhancement Activities, with necessary com-

pression across the five types identified.

Activity Origins

The ultimate goal in virtually all cases was to improveoppor

tunities for students (in terms of learning, careers, placements) by altering

instructional approaches or standards and increasing available options for

mastering their courses of study. (One is reminded that in a very real sense

this notion of "assistance" and "resources" was legitimized in higher educa-

tion when Harvard University instituted its reading and study skills center in

the .late 1940's.) This goal was expressed variously as a. need to determine

course and program inputs in terms of basic skills and also outcomes in

"marketable terms," to learn how to individualize, and to establish more

systematic and objective modes of instruction and evaluation.

goal in turn was frequently related to seeing the need' for the

faculty's direct role. in improving instructional practices (as opposed to

general plans or edicts) as-well as for actual curricular changes. Thus the

underlying motive in some cases was-to spark faculty morale, change faculty

attitudes and assumptions about their own areas and about total institutional

program, and thefeby to revitalize the curriculum as well as modernize ihstruc-.

tional methodology.

Thus,by definition in student, faculty, and program terms,-these Activi
\

ties were institution -wide in intent; ,they were the outcomes of perceiving
.

broad needs and purposes which aimed at "improving" the situation, the ambience,

morale, and program utility. Several precursor's or spurs to action helped the

institutions move in these particular. directions with targeted
.1



external assistance. In 3 cases prior small-scale efforts had stimulated a

careful look; in 4 cases there was a perceived need for technical program

accreditations, a strong, nudge from a regional accrediting agency, or an

upcoming review; in 3 cases there had been formal reviews_af_mission and-an -

agenda for merging liberal education with career directions. There-were also

several student-related observations such as an enrollment decline, difficulty

with a core curriculum's requirements, and a high level of early but "wrong"

selections of majors and subsequent changes. These aspects of genesis were

not unlike those for some of the new programsrand programcupgrades, but in the

present group of Activities the "solution" was seen in terms of broad insti-

tutional efforts at change as opposed to individual programs or majors.

In spite Of institution-wide broad goals., presidents were credited in

only one-fourth of the cases with having initiated or consistently pushed and

monitored the given Activities. In another 4 cases faculty members apparently

both initiated and prodded (in the absence of strong administrative leadership

\ although there was quiet support), while in the remainder deans, chairs, and

Other mid-level personnel provided initial impetus and leadership as well as

follow through.

b. Activity Objectives -

Specific objectives were inherent in the broad goals and back-
,

ground discussed above. They fell into the same three focuses--studenti,

faculty, and program--with a clear emphasis on instrumental, functions as

opposed to ultimate outcomes. In 4 Activities one stated objective was to

increase retention;sin 2 cases to retain accreditation; otherwise objectives

were stated at the Activity level itself as follows, across all five Activity.

types:

'To identify specif competencieS-needed by students in courses and
total program; to_re ate competencies to career options; to Provide
"more help" to' nontraditional students.

.

0 TO develop individualize and objectives-based program content,
modules, and options; to rove or create procedures for measure-

', ment and evaluation; to expa d or strengthen selected programs or
broad general education; to ce tralize all instructional resources.

0 To raise faculty consciousness a develop grassroots attitudes
about instructional options, use o technology, teaching/learning;
to'actually change instructional pra ice; to upgrade faculty c:e-
dentials; and--an unusual objective wi important implications--to
train trainers and resource persons for ontinuation of lei.. .ership
functions.

227



Objectives did not vary significantly by rating group, except that

neutral and weak Activities tended to: have fewer specific objectives. Two

Activities (one neutral, one weak) illustrate an important qualitative differ-

-ed6e,hOWe-Ver, in restrictingtheir purposes to the student level (attaining

competencies or career awareness) apparently without attempting also to change

the program and faculty aspects of the overall program mix except incidentally.

c. Chief Strategies

Strategies generally operationalized the objectives in standard

and predictable.ways. These included: use of academic and industry-related

consultants; creation of labs and media centers; purchase of media and CAI

equipment; davelopment and administration of tests and measures; provision of

tutoring and some related counseling; committee assignments and other measures

of involving many faculty; visits to other campuses or resources; focusing on

selected ptogram areas ac a primer; development of guidebooks for change;

.training and use of tutors; dAy/evening availability of resources to students

and faculty; and contact with employers regarding placements and internships.

Faculty development ims a key strategy ia all 5 Activity types and in

many of the discrete ActivitieS, since logic called for a strong faculty-

development j,nterface in order to accomplish the broad goals in instructional

enhancement: In this sense, strategIes'included: all-faculty campus work-
,

shops, 'return-to-industry".opportunities for technical faculties, released

time for development work on materials and tests, deirtonstrations of new media

and technologies, and in a few cases 'off - empas study semesters.°

Faculty development In the "kacUlt3iminigrants" was considerably more

'focused, however, with a clear emphasis on given products at the end'of the

grant period as opposed to a more general exposure to issues'and processes.

The two minigrant Activities rated as' effective' (one.at a private 4-year

school, the other at a public2-year college) shared a number of character-

istics that would aPPear to define a good overall plan. Strategies included:

individual and small group grants (for-a semester, a summer, or 60-percent

time for a year) based on juried approval of a proposal that-followed a speci-____
fied outline and resulted in a contract; sufficient funds for accomplishment

of aims, which usually embraced instructional.methods and materials in a

course or department, creation of ,'a new course, textbooks or lab guides, A-V

presentations, or culture exhibits;. reliance on a formal committee to assure

that varied departments were represented,each year; and, in one case, required



weekly seminars 'for faculty working ..at tf-.7. same time regardless of varied

disciplines and products.- A critical chief feature was a mechanism (strong

leader or comMittee) for providing direction and supervisionas well as tech-

nical assistance .in accomplishing the products. A final principal feature--in
_

all examples, regardless of rating--was encouragement of individuality and

independence within a given discipline or technical area and thus a further

bbbst fin. professionalism..

d. Problems and Challenges

This group-of .16 Activites reportedly had remarkably little in

the way of difficulties and Challenges. The single greatest challenge

(reported in one foim or another in three-fourths of the institutions) was

"faculty resistance" at the outset, continuing in only two Activities up to

the present. Faculty resistance is usually defined as apathy, turf ism, and4or.

_concern over spoonfeeding students or diluting the curriculum. The Activities

working for compptency-based curricula seemed to draw the greatest' amount of

resistance, while the Activities centered on faculty minigrants reportedly

drew none. (So many faculty were given grants, and morale and professionalism

were obvious goals, that resistance was minimal or nonexistent in minigrant

Activities.)

In two cases, the.faculty-related problem was a bit different: faculty

turnover (thus diluting Activity potential) in one institution,

(

d a tradi-

tional friction betwedc academic 7and technical subfaculties in the other.

Activity Outcomes and Consequences
....

This group of Activities yielded virtually no outcomes oz

consequences of an ultimate sort at least in ways that could be clearly do-
.

mented by the institution. At 4 institutions some tentative claims were me

that the given effective Activities had contributed to (not clearly resulted

in) improved enrollment and reduced attrition. These 4 efforts may reasonably

have contributed because they are so universal and program-related in their

institutions: a remarkably active and integrative learning center, a faculty

minigrant program that enhanced career offerings, a comprehensive competency=

based approach that now has competencies for hundreds of-courses listed in the

catalog, and an internship service embracing many majors and structured to

include overseas study. At the latter institution both positive and negative
. -

impacts were reported in terms of direct income; some concern with loss of
.1=z
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tuition- from the increasing number of students studying abroad was counter-

bilanced by tuition iacreases from enrollments in the, international studies
,

curriculum on campus.

Other outcomes represented general strengthening of the academic/technical

program and learning opportunities, positive changes in faculty and student

morale, and "personal" benefits to a large number of individual faculty

members. The latter refers to the fact that many individuals earned personal

respect, had opportunity_to develoli6professionally in their disciplines,

expanded their horizons particularly in instructional methodology, and other-

wise came out as better instructors with improved competence. In like vein,

many of the reported outcomes in these types of Activities-Werefelt at the

course or department level, rather than in institutional terms directly, where

it was assumed and hoped that individual and department gains would eventually

rub off to the benefit of the institution of the whole. In the two strong

faculty minigrant Activities, for example, Over 80 percent of the beneficiaries

remain on campus to practice their new skills and preach quietly to their

colleagues.

Table VII.4 reports a wide range of outcomes and consequences (beyond

those above) for the institution as a whole, in terms of the, three rating

subgroups. All '5 ActiVity types are included in this combined format. Since

the objectives were aimed at institution status and program, all outcomes are

inferred to be institution-related although some of course redound to the

benefit of individual Activities as the source. Similarly, no distinction is

made between actual and potential outcomes, since for this-group of Activities

they are much the same:--what-has already occurred continues \to-do so and

likely will continue to be of benefit as- Activity residuals stay in effect or

Half the Activities resulted in products for immediate and/br later use,

ps noted in Table VII.4. Respondents in several locations were adamant in

their assertions that herein lay the real and lasting value of these ActiVi-

ties: guidebooks, workbooks, mnuals, and a wide array of instructional

materials; textbooks written by faculty; A-V and other media products; new or

reorganized. syllabi; sequenced statements of courqe and program objectives;

instructional modules (and in°3 cases, new courses); and CAI programs and

guides. In addition, several institutions reported spinoffs of their efforts,

either as continuations of Activity components or as ideas picked up°by others,
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Table VII.4

Positive Activity OutcomeS/Consequences,at the
Institution Level, by Subgrpup
'INSTRUCTIONAL ENHANCEMENTS

--

Ori.rj.nalActitRatins.,
Strong Neutral-,. Weak
N=7 N=5 N44

with`Faculty attitudes on learningl.,dialog t
students; etc. ,- /

Faculty morale; respect; professionalism; : ,

competence ,

. .

1.

Faculty interaction, cross-fertilization '2
,

.Student morale satisfaction, caieer . awareness'
knowledge of objectives, skillgains, etc. .

All students now tested systematically .

Big gains in medical-dental school placements
Big gains in % passing state nursing boardi 1.

Centers ox"Services in place, functioning,
available, and being used extensively.

Improved learning, labs, basic skills, materials 4
Meaningful change_in broad use of instructional

,,

-technology and options; instructional design
.

c.
.

.
.Congruence of.program.acrois different faculty

and locations'of the institution 1
_

Faculty trainers now trained and available 2 1

Faculty/staff involvement in planning
0 I

.

(eten budgeting) . . .9 5 2 1

Institutional climate, ambiencd, vitality 5 2 ,

.

-

Reaffirmation of accreditation 1 1

Donations of equipment n4 fgundatign grants ,

have been, ativoqmod 2 2 .

General improvement Of piogram qnality; breadth 6 1

New requirements for General Ed; objectives; -,

sequence; reorganized . . , 1

1-2 specific programs stronger now'(used as ,1 .

pilots, primers for the Activity) 4
.1 . 1 .

Capabilities (plinning; making changes) now

.

developed and available - '2 - , 1

.

... .

k Direct Spinoffs-now in place or evident 4

,

- .

k Products in use, available, integrated .

_into fabric of bioad 4progr ..- a , _

. _



including: creation of an Academic Support Division; special program for
t"..re-entry. students; 'a 420,000 budget item for faculty developmentprother

faculty now trying but ginstructional methodology; a new interdisciplinary
_

major; several, faculty bgneficialies-developing instructional materials. on

their own'time;'and faculty on sabbatical' in fall 1982 .specifically to gain'
.

instructional design competence (at institutional ekpense).
0

'44P -It is obvious from -Tab1eiVII44 .that :stroag and neutral Activities

realized-these products and spidoffs- (as well as other.outcomes) t(S.;a far

greater degree than weak Activities. However; partiCurar'outcomes repoaettbY
.

weak Activities were.of special'impOrtance- in their situations, including

reaffirmation of accreditation attributech (in .part)- to the_insZ-ructionai

Activity, the current testing of all students, and. one case where performance

of nursing students increaseddramatically.

:These institutions as -a group (excluding thiee With Activities judged

especially weak--and one of these stopped operation when external funding

ceased) have a reasonable chance of continuing to benefit from the sorts of
,

outcomes discussed,above. 'AmOng the 13 Activities with this prospect,

continued-to be funded in 1982-83 and had already accomplished useful outcomes

including accreditation; 7 Activities had-been formally subsuMed into the-

institutional budget-as of the-1982-3 acadethic year,- in Only two- instances,
,

-.with a notable reduction in effort; and in 5 cases -the outcomes_LforjitddeStsf-
,

Iaculty,, 'and /or_ program appeared to be firmly enough in place to.,Ve valuable
I

,

residues for several years. Change in instructional praCtideLet least as

reflected byT;the:Activities chosen for review--appeirs to have much appeal sin-

developingjnstitdtions'and to have-much potential-fOr,affecting the,overall

milieu duringdevelopment and later. For example, -three institutions found

(or:,,, originally 'intended), that their instructional -enhancement'AttiVities .

;became a-tdcal'poilit- for grogram, mission, and gromotion;
.
in three otheis the,

'same dYdathiC'operated to a, lesser but,still notable4xtent., These focuses ,-\
,

.1vilerle:jexpressed.through institution -wide 'cbrapetnCY-bisd,approaches, Mini-,

grants with an IdstructiOdal'emphasis, and learning resource centers.

,5. 'Student Support Services

The three program - Activity types discussed thus far (new programs/

mijors, upgraded,programs/mIjors, and improvementsin,overall instructional

!approach) share a concern with altering the nature, content, and delivery of

The final type is directed3atstudents themselves--so that their-



attitudes, skills, and Actions may be,enhanced as'ehey,..interface with the

program-. The_25_student-support Activi,fies"embrace-two -subcategories-with

several clas'tes in each T'In that'kthe field, study included all classeslisted----

4 below", a fairly comprehensive review UT 'student sup services" was possible:

Category'1. =Basic -Skills -(developmental studies, academic skills freshman

studies) (8 cases

° -Basic Skills for Freshmen

° Basic Skills r first 2 years/
4

° Basic Skills. Related to. General. Edueation

Category . Student Services (17 cases).
,

Comprehensive Counseling

Career ServiCes A,Placement

Retention Program
'

(Specialized

Special Assistance for Native Americans

Requirements

. Academic Advising

The listihg aboypreflects the.major:fOcuses and thruttt-of-individual funded

Activities. HoweVer,,there is oonsiderable overlap in purpose and procedure

among-theae.suPport serVice'effortt, For example, tasic ski4i Aftivities

sometimes,aim at retention:and frequently-include general counseling; cOmpl:e-

hensive counseling,' even where/directed only to freshmen, often includes a

. career component;_various,Activities offer .tome±level-Of academid advising,..,:

and /or provide tutoring; and varioUA-student services Activities have an

integral concern with basic 'skills:thSt,is!_ more than a' referral function.

r. These'Activities-were,initiated (or first obtained external- assistance)

"-between 1972 and 1981, and,sustainecra median,developmemal tpan of 5.5 years;

10 of.fhe,25 Activities.were.funded,through the82-83academioyear. Except

foi'one,UNGF,grant,and one'targeted state appropriation, these efforts were

not'supported,by other than,Title III awards. The; institutions included 2-

and.4-year levels,- public:and private;' half were' historically black institu-
-

tions;:ho public and priVate.=:

-In all, 12'Activities were rated effective (mosilyjn the student services,

,category); 9-'were judged'neuiral, and Liwere-raied as weak-ineffective. -Half,
e ,e

the Activities:were rated as had been their institutions' overall programs;

all but two of the remainder moved up a rating level compared with



overall program rating w -prog-rarn--toneutral-=-A-criity, or

----neutral-program to strong-Activity).

a. Activity Origins and Objectives

The underlying goal in these Activities was twofold;

student heeds (presumed or demonstrated). of an academic, personal, and/or

career-placement sort, and thereby to aid in the retention of students for

completion of the 2-year or 4-year prograM. The action was to be on students,

not on the program of offerings.

This broad goal was' intimately ealated to a perception of a sizeable

proportion of students (mostly incoming) as academically_underprepared, first

generation College-going, inexperienced,. and unclear 'as to life or career

goals. These fattors made them siisceptible'to dropPingout in the first

semester or first year and thhs prime targets for assistance ingeneral adjuat-
,

ment, ,atculturation, basic academic skills, and selection of appropriate

'academit/techniCal majors. Indeed, participation in such assistance as often
0,

required-7in basic skills and various support services Activities -ferall
freshmen, foriOw-scering subgroups, orJor-students in particular academic

.

courses or programs., Making,:': articipation mandatory was a chief'strategy:in

these'Caies,but even more. important, it eflected,a fundamental concern:for

adjustment and retention. based on years"of.experience (principally with freshmen

As with instructionalhahm6MMrActivities, these student--centered

efforts were, institution-wide in intent in.virtually all instances (though not

guara& teeing awareness,,acCeptance, or utilization on the part of the faculty).

Several earlier,circumstances or pressures contributed to some level of concern

at the institution level, most frequently attrition data, formal recognition .

of low-level basic academic skills,and awareness of a void in support services

or a deleterious -lack of coordination of whatever did exist.' unknow-
.

ingly generated_ in erest and action by pressing existing services for more

assistance (which fed to basic skills courses or programs in'a few cases) or

by dropping-out. and'Aeaving signs'that they had been left to drift, unserved.

(In one notable case., a whole administrative team responded to a memo detailing,

an exit interview with'a student who had been "ignored by the system"--and

that sad report becaMe-thE-linchpin in a-long-range-plan-to provide services

in general and academic-advising in particular.) Two presidents--among.others--

felt that "something was wrong i13 the academic arena" and promoted the emergence



road services which attempted to enroll faculty in theretention fight.

In other locaiions there was dissatisfaction with the "soft"\voluntary approach

to these needs ("That's the icing without the cake underneath") as opposed to

'required participation in a structured prOgram; an awareness that older students

returning to two -year, colleges needed special attention; and a sense of mission

in responding to the array of needs presented by Native American students.

As a result of such forces, many institutions-ultimately \created mechanisms

for "monitoring the *academic trail" of students in general, not just high-risk

students. This concept provided a spur to decisions that led; to structured

freshman orientation, required basic skills courses, coordinated approaches to

academic counseling, collection of .performance data, and creation of centers

in which related services could be offered.

Objectives--o-f these variousActivitiesare----inherent---in--thesort-sof

action taken and sometimes are specific as to degree of improvement or amount

of intervention, but may be summarized as:

0

0

0

0

improving retention (especially of freshmen)

providing coordinated academic and counseling services

assisting in personal-social-career adjustment

altering faculty attitudes and involving them in the retention
effort

improving basic skills performance

relating basic skills instruction to general education courses
a serving populations "new" to the institution

tracking academic/technical performance through the college

maintaining an aspect of institutional mission

modernizing instructional techniques

years

decreasing number of "discipline"and crisis situations

Such objectives generally, relate to students as consumers and of course as a

necessary ingredient of institutional survival. These objectives also reveal

an institution-wide concern for, retention, the well-being of,students and the

necessary involvement of the faculty. -Therewere no notable distinctions in

origins and dobjectiVes among effective, neutral, and weak Activities.\ However,

there was a _tendency for the stronger Activities to 'be conceived in broader

(and/or more, realistic) terms from-the outset: Two, of the weak Activities,

for example,' stated objectives as "to reduce freshian attrition by 25% in the



first (program) year," and "to

in one (intensive) semester."

b. Chief Strategies

iffiprove basic reading skills by 3 grade levels

Even though there were several different classes of Activities, they

carried out a number of similar strategies in approaching their quite common

major objectives; these strategies were almost universally appropriate to

accomplishment of objectives, except where unrealistically high levels of

outcome had been specified. For.example,-almost half the Activities Conducted

specific training for faculty and staff (and peer counselors or tutors)

directly involved in delivery of services; and a similar number engineered

semester or yearlong freshman orientation Programs (most of theM require] and

some with credit) that encompassed testing, counseling, career awareness,

_academic advising,-acculturation,-minority coneernsi-referral-servicei-follow-

up, tutoring, dorm life7-and in some cases financial aid, advocacy, or special

provisions for older adults, commuters, or foreign students. Where there were

not such formal structures as orientation programs, basic skills.courses, or

"Centers, " oneway or another the strong and neutral Activities made this wide

range of options available, whereasthe weak:oneSwere.moreparoChial:

In reality the chief strategy was to...provide an arraY,of'services'and to
.....

hire and/or train providers. There were sOMe-differences,'of course. Among-

the basic skills-programs credit was not always given, individual lab optiohs

were only sometimes available, and in a few cases the,skills were worked on in

isolation from regular courses or general education require ents thus severely

limiting application orretention of skills in the larger college: context.

Among the student services Activities freshmen were sometimes mothered over

for a semester and-then "forgotten," where elsewhere formal tracking (and

staff responsibility for same) were built in up to the junior year or longer;

Some programswereiservedstrictly by staff, in contrast to those that

utilized staff, faculty, and/or peers in a formal way. And a Iew Activities

included a series ofstUdent seminars or,workshopS (personal development,

study skills, etc.) as a formal, part of the offering.

A number of strategies were unique or almost so in this sample of Activi-

ties. InStitutions engaged in special approaches suited to their situations,

and these should be enumer:ated because they reveal good planning or the

presence of a brOad /iet.i. Of WhatAlay be,required in order to stem an attrition
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__syndrome or accomplish various intermediary objectives
J-

were:

Among such strategies

O a sophisticated computerized data bank on student intake scores,
first semester grades, and other data--available to staff through
terminals in their own facility

O
notarizing two counselors so,that they could proper3y handle finan7
cial aid transactions and other special. needs

O establishing and staffing a career center on each of 3 campuses

apPlying a "mentor model" in which an older peer and a faculty
member had yearlong comprehensive responsibility for a small group
of freshmen

0

0

development of a systematic early-warning system of midsemestei
_grades and ntber_data_jagainst,_some_entreilebed oppncitinn to. change)-

creation 'of a minor in Indian Studies as a means of integrating
Native American culture (and Native Americans) into the, college
program and consciousness

1041.°'

administration of a "leaver's questionnaire" to dropouts over a
4-year period in addition to occasional exit interviews

O
training highly-select faculty volunteers for serious,, committed,
long-term work in academic advising,(with no\released time)

O
creation of:a broadly-composed Steering Committee (in both institu-
tions that undertook a-specific "retention Activity ")

O hiring (for the first,time) professionally-trained counselors,
psychologists,.and career-placement personnel \

O
summerlong freshman orientation workshops before fall registration
(with special value of creating peer group/personal relationships)

O inclusion of science and speech among "basic skills" offerings

There were no special distinctions among 'the'' strong,. neutral, and weak

Activities' Inthe strategies employed. seemed most t&diatinguish strong,

from weak were qualitatiire differences in the, execution of-the strategies

undertaken, such as the appaient leadership, energy, and degree of commitment

on the one hand and efficient coordination of services on the other. Such

coordination typically included planned interface with other functions Or

Activities that worked toward the'same basic retention goal or that could

assist' the subject Activity in its purposes.



Activity Outcomes: Actnal and Potential

Outcomes and consequences related to institutional condition

very difficult to, demonstrate for these student support Activities,

principally because (1) only 5 of the 25 had data on retention, enrollment,

basic skills performance, or general program performance that could be

-reviewed in detail,'and (2) in virtually all cases, including those 5, there

were several:other concurrent features of the broad program whose effects

likely impacted on retention and performance, making it essentially impossible

to attribute any such outcomes to the subject Activities alone.

Institution personnel..at one or another level either.claimed or strongly

suggested: the possibility of positive retention, enrollment, and/or perform-

ance effects for 19 Activities; the'other 6 (1 Strong, 2 neutral, and "3 weak

-----Arrivirie-s-)} did not refer tb---tUeE-talecomes. "SdEli-indiation 61 impact was

typically sustained by testimony as to impressions, a prediction that data to

be kept in future would substantiate past/current gains, or reference to

individual student "success.stories." In one of the weak Activities, data

were presented on basic skills performance where naive analytic procedure had

made even pre-post gains impossible to interpret; essentially the-same was

true of 2-year and 4-year studies of retention data in a strong Activity,

where patterns were skewed by inclusion of transfer students or cumulative

figures from freshman to senior years which purported to show four successiNie

freshman-year indices. In another strong Activity the record shoWed a :90

percent gain inliative American enrollment, certainly a fact; but just as

likely the result of a non-Title III.recruitment effort as of the, subject

array of support services (which would imply retention success as a factor in

total enrollment). In two other Activities rated effective, data mere avail-

able on overall 3-year reductions in academic dismissals/probations, but, each
, -

institution also had several related ongoing services that likely contributed.

In this ,subgroup, itis more characteristic of strong Activities

neutral or weak to keep records and data that may attest to impact on major

needs such s retention. However, these same Activities, are in institutions

that clearly tend to promote several concurrent attacks (direct or indirect

on attritionand to have those efforts interact--thus decreasingthe possi-

bility of demonstrating that a given Activity had signal success. This same

factor applies, perhaps less forcefully, to those few cases where records have
. .

been kept showing relative reductions, in numbers of discipline reports and



requests to change a major, or increases in number of cross referrals

follow-ups or number on the honor roll. These certainly are commendable

outcomes of "total" efforts, but difficult to attribute to a single type of

intervention.

Hard data do not reveal much in the way of Activity outcomes. We must

look elsewhere, even in the contrast '..of strong and weak Activities. The

reports suggest certain major types of effects that both describe-the benefits

derived and distinguishosubgroups of Activities, although these are all in

terms of direct or indirect institution judgments about the perceived value of

the Activities. These effects relate to students; faculty, program, .image and

mission, recruitment, residues, and potential for spinoffs or further bene-

fits--with emphasis on student, faculty, and program.

Strong.and neutral` Activities-iliared a number-Ofthese- afects, neutral

programs generally having fewer but also showing notably less potential for

continuation or extension of useful benefits as a result of "gains" thus far.

The weak Activities, by definition, reported few if any positive effects and

only one example of a useful residue (where a discontinued academic advising

Activity left ,behind an efficient, computerized multi-site registration

protest; with faculty "really" available to confer with students over pre-

printed individual planning-sheets). The four,weak Activities had two addi-

tionai main features in common: (1) reporting in essence a very general chief

impact as "a program in place"--or that it used to be--and thus "students are

being served," and (2) revealing several interlocking process factors that

apparently spelled virtual defeat (inability to interface with other campus -

services, disorganized,Activity administration, failure to carry out essential

strategies or pursuing implausible strategies for meeting objectives, and

clearcut lack of support dr appreciation of intent on the part of top adminis-

tration)'. \

Tc,sitive (and negative) effects\reported by strohg_and neutral Activities'

are outlined in Table VII.5. The most common qualitative and process outcomes

are noted in the upper portion, for-faculty, students, and general program

respectively; with addition ofnegative tonsequence noted. -They should not be
'

interpreted as comprehensive (or reflective of all Activities for that matter);

for example, in some cases ."improved faculty attitude" apparently means

improved from a past point zero toga better level, or refers to'a majority of

faculty not'all. Similarly, gains in student morale, career choices, place-

ment; and so on, reflect a general sense A
of improvement. and positive change.



Table VII.5

Positive and Negative Outcomes and Consequences
for Strong and Neutral Student Support Activities

Common Outcomes and Consequences
+ Improved faculty and staff morale
+ Faculty attitudes re student populations and appreciation of their needs for

support; sense of responsibility for retention
+ Faculty (and student) attitudes toward, minorities and-thei.: cultures
+ Faculty and staff professional development & growth

+ Improved academic advising and satisfaction with same
+ Provision of academic, personal, career services to large numbers
+ Improved and enlarged student-faculty communication (as people)
+ Student morale, socialization, sense of success, adjustment
+ Team efforts in solution-of individual-needs-(academic, personal-)
+ Team efforts in steering students to choice of majorS,careers
+ Improved perfOrmance in general educatiOhrequirements of first 2 years
+ More (and better) referrals and follow ups
+ Students select majors with fewer changes (also career fOcuses)
+ More students in internships and Off-campus study opportunities
+ More (andbetter) placements

+ Strengthening andr affirmation of, mission (historic or new)
+ Enhancing general campus atmosphere
+ Enhanced institution image in surrounding area

Faculty jealousy of expenditure of scarce institutional funds
- Student resentment of being required to join formal groups or courses
- Conflict over academic advising and student selection of majors (who should
advise; concern with traditional majors)

Common or Unique Byproducts and Residues
+ Creation of studerWervies division or basic skills program; reorganization
+ Establishment of a-TOrmal

c

testing program or assessment center
.

+ Full data and records system on all students.
+ Computerized alumni listing and tracking (for several useful applications
+ Development of a learning resource center
+ Formal staff developthent workshops/seminars on student populations,

learning styles, instructional method, careef.options
+ Application of services to adults and nontraditional students
+ Additional departTents offer and/or require internships
+ Creation of an algebra course
+ Reinstatment of writing proficiency examinations
+ Libraries of instructional, counseling, career materials
+ Extension of support and individualizationfrom target minority, population!

to entire student body (concept and actual opportunities)
+ Creation of .a minor' in Indian Studies
+ ComMunity use of new facilities or piograms
+ Standard concept of freshmen in peer or cluster groups (a given)
+ Use of.contacts in recruitment & placement
+ Certain 2-year programs now require a "career awareness" course
+ Standard procedures for plaCement'
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One broad attitude of significance (not indicated in Table VIII.5) was

directly expressed in two institutions and implied elsewhere: if nothing

else, _the Activity "keeps the attrition question visible" and by extension

this perception has led in some cases to a new attention to populations such

as adult students, nontraditionals, minorities, and foreign students.

The lower portion of Table VII.5 lists unique byproducts that now exist

as permanent parts of the institution, aspects of: continuing operational

Activities or residues that are valued and useful. The first six are perhaps

the most important products since they are "structures" now in place. These

six entries represent a total of over 15 instances where something new has

been added, a-structure_ or a-service-now highly--valued fo-r-Thq at it does as

well as for its potential. Other byproducts are of course also valued and

were so reported.

E. A Summary Examination of Factors Related to Success of Developmental

Activities

Although the Activities reviewed are diveese, there appear some common

aspects that are associated with their success as developmental effort. These

include:

7- The origin of the successful developmental activity predatesthe

period of its specification in the application for 'assistance,

frequently by a number of years. It seems clear that those insti-

tutions that use the specified allowable*activities as a shopping

list, or that have a particular activity imposed on them, are less

likely to experience success than where the need has been recog-

nized, the idea has stood the test of time, and some deliberate

preparation has,been made.

The successful develo mental ictivit tends to be one to which the

president of the institution is committed. Faculty and staff entre-

prenetrship is important, but was seldom Sufficient unless the
. .

president had first been sold (with the possible.exception of the

program category of Activity devoted to improvement of the instruc-

tional enterprise). The activity is one that expresses a developmental

priority for the president, and that is likely to have associated

broader'positive consequ'ences that he or'she can specify as well as.

specific impacts that are of concern to the activity operator.

9



The successful developmental activity has a clear and integral

relationship to the mission of the institution, and a fit within a

long-range 'plan. It may extend, augment, or, enhance the mission as

well as explicate it, but it seldom represents a wholesale diversion

or special venture or fishing expedition.

The" - objectives -of )thedeVelolithental activity are .reasonable, soMe-

timescto the point of conservatism. This factor may signal reasonable

insight into, the nature of the developmental task; it also expresses

an 'attainable standard for later judgments toward retention or

abandonment.

'The development costs are known and are budgeted; necessary suppler

Rents are found or proVided The time table for development is

known, is realistic, and is meL : -There are built-in cost-accounting

procedures, and.budgetary controls are exercised.

There is a prior-to-development assumption by the institution that

it will pick up or arranje for costs of operation; internal and

external non-Title III sources of support are anticipated and are

largely predetermined. Further, there is generally a contingency

plan, at least in the mind of the president or other administrative

official responsible, for _assumption- of all or part of the activity

components should...funding be interrupted.

-- Responsibility for development is vested in a competent individual

who reports, in the developmental phase, to the official who will

hae later 'overall, responsibility for the operational phase. Never-,
thel s,, the president keeps informed on the, progress of the activity.

Outsid 'assistance, when required, is obtained from a reputable\
source without a profit or continuing relationship motive. Success-.

ful develo mental activity operators are aware of success and failure

experienees _lsewhere.

--- There is-a st ct Adherence to the rules and re ulations overnin

the. grant by al involved parties:- the activity operator, the
Title III coordi tor, the chief fiscal officer, and the president.

This held even whe there were "good" reasons for stretching a point

or deviating, and w thout regard for tlfe "reasonableness" of the

requirhments-. The4winitution builds in the internal monitoring

systems necessary, and intains them strupously.



/
There is an honest acceptance. of the intent of Title 'I that. FedWral

fundssupport the dever4Tment of capability for sustaining the insti-

tution outside of Federal support through Title II , and ,an aggressive

and serious attempt to deploy the activity towa/ 4d this purpose.

i
This appeared to hold /in successful institutioAs

9 even where there

was, in addition, an, active lobby against th graduation notion and
/ //for continuing support from Title III as e "poor institution's

NSF." i



PART FOUR: SPECIAL ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

Chapter VIII

Contribution of Title III and Other External

Support to Institutional Development

This chapter provides, first, a summary of the impliCations of the
findings, in each of the three domains, ofparticular relevance-for
Title III, policy and procedures. Then; the more general (and Title
III-relevant) characteristics of the, positively developing (or
"strong") institutions are discussed, in such terms ,as their degree
of readiness for development (and factors contributing thereto), and
character,istic response to program requirements and regulations.
Finally, implications of the.Success experiences for Title III
program policy, developmenX, and operations are considered, with
Special attention to current program intent; use of consortia,
assisting, agencies, external.evaluators and consultants; and pur-
those of equipment.

Introduction

As noted in Chapter I, the essential quest in this study'has been to

learn how developing institutions make 'best use of external_support Tn

pursuing this purpose, we have up to this point outlined three essential kinds

of information: the goals, and types of external support provided by the HEA

Title III program slid other _outside "soft money investments," a profile of
%

effectively developing institutions as units, and a review of discrete exter-

nally-funded Activities in terms of their contributions. to institutional

health and viability. The Purpose-of'this chapter is to bring all three kinds

of information together with regard to the implications- or they Title III

.Program:\itself, in itsbusiness-of awarding external funds for internal needs

in'developing'institutions.: ALthough_the implications for the Title III

program are synthesisHiS,:also directed to ether providers' of

assiStance--foundations, businesses; organizations, -and Federal agencies other

than'the Department of Education, Title III program.

As also noted earlier, efforts at'the "Activity":level Sre an appropriate

medium for discussion since the Title-III Program (and other-external resources)

typically support such-'definable Units of-developmental effort. And insti-.

,tutions themselves ,apply this approach as they decide-where to start,,what to

and-what,toexpect as outcomes, as they-search for ways to



change and improve their

y "large

as well as their conditions. Institutions
,

maybe thought of3as "lar e units" in comparison with Activities which are

almost always "small units" directed to particular purposes.. n. Like the Title I
- ,

Program, institutio make use of, and opeiate with these smaller

units. .And thus the underlying qU stion "HOW does'the institution as a whole '.Z

make best use-of externally-s4ported Actiyities?" must take into account the
-

- ,

nature of these, smaller units as well as how they productively,(or
r
conversely, ,

less effectively) interact.
,..,, .

In a very real sense, the activity and the institution are each at tlie

.service of the other. Activities ldnrish and are significant in the context

of opportunity and control proyide \by the institution; and'institutions may
\ .

change program or improve condition as particular Activities achieve important-

facilitating.or ultimate outcomes. Thus, it is entirely possible for given '',

Activities'(or Activity types) to succeed or fail4hat'is, tO-contribnte

meaningfully to development or not to--\ in institutimis that themselves vary in ,

I

the quality of their operations or their\stability.

The following section treats discrete activities in each of the three

basic domains separately. Section Chenlooks at the development proposition

from, another viewpoint: how do the institutions as a whole, or through their

'collection of developmental activities, react to programmatic emphases in the

Title III program aed how' do those emphasesanclrequirements enhance the

utility and meaningfulness of Activities in overall institutional development?

A final section makes 'a brief return visit to the three domain dimensions"fiscal;f:

I

-

management, and program-1-that were initially postulated to subsume Title III, I

:

activity and to operate/in a functfonaf interrelationship useful for studying
.

and explaining instittitional development--and examines implications for selected
,

Title III operational procedures.

Observations-and .specul4tions,in,this chapter are AraWnifrom7all the

institutions, and Activities reviewed. We again stress that the'ACtiVities

'represent butia fraction of externally funded Activities in the sample over

the past 5 or 6 years, and that the institutions are representative Of hose

most heavily funded. Thus, although there are lessons to be learned`ann
2

applications to be suggested, it -is not-possible to generalize:this analysis



The Functioning of Activities by Domain: Positive and Negative Impacts

1. - Administration and Management Needs and Impact of-External $upport

There is ,probably no finding in this study that stands out so clearly

as the centrality of the institution's president to institutional vitality and

development. Itgeneraily appears to be the chief administrative officer who

has turned the institution around, or who has perMitted it to languish by

_doing nothing or attending to the mountains'of busy work that are always

there; who has looked among competing needs and vested interests, ,and made

decisions, some tough or hard; on the basis of the long-term institutional )

,`good, or who has eoped the problem will resolve ,itself and go away; who has

become personally'involved In the various ways to enhance revenue, or who has

_left this largely to others; who instills enthusiasm and pride of\accomplish-

Meat in faculty and,:staff, or whO wonder's what to'do about lethargi.and impov-
,

-erishment of mind and spirit; who has vision with regard to Consequences of

his actions, or who.finds'too many surprises; who is planful,- and knows how to
set,'=set,the planning activitiesin motion, or. -who never has time to plan-because

of the need to attend to crises.

Yet; the effective president Seemed in no.caseto be a creation or func-

tion of externally, aupPortedAevelOpment activity, but a product eithevbf the

situation--e.g., the clarity of problems that plagued his predecessorand led

to his demise7-or of.the partichlarvalues and leadership qualities and manage

ment skills'he brought to the job.

The nature of the developmental activities reviewedin the edministrati9n-
,

and,manaiemeni area--involving-for the most part thelenerition of useful data

on-inctiOningand condition-suggeste that the'Prime Title III prograMStrategy
1

is predicated on the notion that timely AwareneSs,of,relevant factual data is,

viliat-thepresident (and his admidittrative support) needs.to know to produce

_"informed" decisions, establiah-priorities, etc., and thus become a more

effective ,administrator.
, "Yet, where these dwielopMental activities were

working well, these, fdrictiorts were directed'.mostly to maintenance of the

'consumers'in the systmmrather than td,prompt, particular action bYthe presi=

dent(which, of course, may be as it should be). Developmerial Mbhies 'serve,

to modernize and expand data systems,' and to expedite 'reporijig, ot to- permit'
. -

soiletiling.canevallouslytotakeplace;yet,evenvthere the.,

was installed, and yorkin,04eill it was too-frequently Morea matter for

the president of show and tell-thineht..4Akt aii4,act--even -the most
,

,"
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efftively developing,institutions, The presidents, afterillpre ted in

mOst/ /;cases,the new systems; many had, without them ofintui-7.

tive,tilents and broader perspectives, which continue to serve them.

This highlights a risk for the-external... development.agent (tuch as Title
\III-management or'a foundation): it is both-.easier` appropriate-to'
\: ,

prescribe the elements neededand hoPethey instruct:ithroUgh their:provision,

than to dictate the decision processes or to define good managementmore

/directly. The,user of data needp:first a personal.interest in its.. otentia4

-/-he must ask the questions,_if the ''answers are;toMake much difference; and,
_

the external agent cannot prescribe specifics with assured effectiveness In

the input - process - context - output: model, the -context:is a given, the desired

output can be prescribed, the input can be highlighted,Amt the process must

belleft to the processor. And, it was differehdes in administrative style and

_process_ that constantlyjumped-out-as-ther-mott_plausible-:exPlanation.

tively developing.status. -

IT these observations are essentially.correct--if the president is the

key td7-the main entrance, and it is difficult to change the lock from the

outside--with what are'we left? One alternative would seem to be to base

-award on the judgment that the recipient is already a winner, a .gardener who

knows how to garden. and has hit own soil, and only needs to be provided with

the see&-and,fertilizerand,'Of coursed prayers for rain which-May,or may not

come in a given7setson.

The perspectives are kaittle more positive if one Aookt at -the solutions

and works backward to determine whatproblemswere eased. JiOst of, the insti-

tutions,,with -the exception of the larger public' colleges and universities,
,

were lagging substantially 5 or la years ago in both employment of modern

information systems or any. application of long-range' pltnnini: The business

Manager who kneW how to iqUeeze A budget,, to'asseible,the'most critical :summary
, 1

-data-by clerical methods, .was a' priceless asset that many, institutions had
J r

icquired,':In the aretdf Title III sponsored information systeds,some

tutions-COntinue=to''flounder,after a decade of various effort,,while others

have moved' quicklY, and comfortably into the Mechanization and' extension of
\,

their records and'internal reporting-systemi.. This move was more-frequently-,

impacted on inter-staff functions - -e.g :,-:admissions data' flowing more-smoothly

to the financial id office.But Title III has involved new equipment and,has

provided some new (oi retrained), staff. Although progresr seems to, have been



more substantial in clean sweep and new approach circumstances than in simple

training and upgrading of existing staff, most of-the institutions involved in

---informatiln system development have available now better operating-information

or stUdents records, 'registration and dais scheduling, payroll and purchasing,

and, the like. And, though the original-appeal was cost- savings through effi-
1

ciency,most institutional obiservers state that the incentive now is not cost

savings but the finding that the additional production possible has new value

difficult to give up. The facilitation; where it is working, has become an

essential; costs, for upgrading or expanding equipment, once the basic commit-

ment is made, are met ultimately in one way or another.

The institutional research area appears to be more dispensable._ 'Where

institutional research directors report directly to the president,and operate

clearly in a'staff rather than a line position, their functions tend to survive

after the delielopmental period; where they construct their, agendas from standard

instrumentation or the questions they feel .are reasonable to ask; they have

More trouble. getting others to liiten andS6. They may be displaced by the

availbility of a good MIS, =less `tliOtTthrive on it as well Or'beiter than

it operators; This again undersCores allS4C finding: gaministrative

tations of the kind typicallTsUppoited by Soft monies from outside for that

purpose tend to work to the extent that'the data Users' recognized the need for.

the data and took an active part in the specifications for schedUle and output
'

The development of an administrative structure for a major new program-
i

matic venture--a college within, a college, or a student exchange program, for

examplewas/found in several instances to turn around or revitalize an insti-,

tution. Planning for large programmatic units to develop a distinctly new

function (e.g., a two-year college as an adjunct to the regular foui-year

program) ienerally developed as part gf the ongoing administrative process,-

and was not supported significantly by soft money, suggesting that such devel-

opment is a normal administrative function and that any assistance could,

under Title III regulations, be Anterpreted as surplanting. But, there may be

institutions that would fare better with major changes in program and mission.

All of this suggests that if management and administration, so critical

as the determiner and controller of development, is,to be facilitated by soft

money activity, a new look- at the needs and at mechanisms and strategies may

be in order. Our successful presidents seemed to learn more from one another

than from special consultants, ,foi example; in other instances, a wise and

2 4 E,
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trusted assistant continually alerted the president to the shots he needed to

call, or called them for him. In still other cases, the most critical top

administrative responsibilities were happily divided between two people--e:g.,

a president and a provost, a board chairman and a president; a president for

the road work and an administrative or.executive vice president to mind the

campus. These observations suggest that while it is was easy for Title III

program management to spot horse and buggy operations and get acceptance of,

the offer of a more modern conveyance, real developmental assistance for those

who need it most may come only from more attention to the administrative

process, as through. special workshops or practiCums led by successful peers,

from the placement of a more experienced administrative aide as cohort and

advisor to the President for a year or two. (It.was noted, however, that left

to their own deviCes, weak presidents tended to surround themselires with weak

aides.). And, alSo implicit in oils observations: while the institution': with

visible developMental momentum, as attested by ,enrollment or, unrestricted

current fund 'balance,. limy be better truited,to decide.whiA additional support'

it could use, those. floundering may require competent outside management study

and needs assessment if any deliberate improvement is to be 'made in'the.overall

management of the institution.

2. Fiscal Needs and the Impact of External Support

Most externally,-activititg.haVetheir natural origin

in an institution's: desire to address fiscal problems, or opportunities.

Admimitrative.and program activities are usually, motivated by intentions with

less direct or immediate fiscal significance. As investments, however, all

activities have, potential fiscal-impact,

The apparent fiscal impact of external support on developing institutions

in the:stUdy sample was, in part, dependent on the broader setting in which

the funded activitieS%ooklplace. .'For institutions characterized by overall

positive development, externally-funded development activities played an

important, but controlled, role.- The_strong institutions generally ranged

moderately aboVe-the' sample median in use of both Title III and government

grants, and contracts in general. For these institutions, as noted in Chap-

ter IV, soft money was ,an important component of'a balanced revenue strategy

andlwas understood as such_by institutional management.

By contrast, institutions that were ranked as vulnerable tended to be

much\pore heavily del3endenton soft money in general (averaging a proportion .,



75 percent over the full sample median) and Title III in particular (150

percent over the' full sample mediaa.). Very/high dependence on soft money thus

was found to correlate with fiscal weakness. In such cases, ,this resource

could only constitute a.. survival strategy more than a development strategy.

In one extreme case, for example,,a seriously vulnerable institution obtainedw

62 percent of, its: current revenue from soft money and 18 percent from Title III

alone. Without these resources, the institution had no fiscal viability; with

them, it simply managed 'to pay some ofits bills for another year.

Institutional development activities influence both the revenue and the

expense sides of an institution's financial statement.

Revenue implications include such aspects as the enrollment potential of

new.programs, improved collections of student payables, enhanced capability to

Each of these impactsobtain and administer grants, and enhanced fund raising.

was noted among the sampleinstitutions.

Expenditure implications include the matching and/or recurrent costs of

new programs initiated with. external funding. The most significant of these

costs among sample institutions resulted from staff additions' and the con-

'tinuation of new staff after the expiration of external support.

Stronger institutions seemed to weigh these, revenue and cost implications

as part of the planning process that led to new activities. That is, regard-

less of the potential programmatic merit of an activity under consideration, a

careful and hard-nosed look at the financial implications was an integral part

of the decision process in stronger institutions. Outgrowths of this process

included beginning the incorporation Of the activity into regular budgets and.

procedures prior to the expiration of funding. The vulnerable institutions

tended to leave continuation of'new activities to chance. A key indicator in

this regard is the ability of an institution to retain key staff originally

hired with soft money.

Another characteristic of development at the stronger institutions was

the ability to innovate without losing sight of the institution's mission.

These ,schools learned to be entrepreneurial.and market oriented without losing

sight-of their distinctiveness of purpose or their unique strengths. One

private institution,' for example, is resisting the temptation to compete for

the "elite" segment'of the student market though it has facilities and creden-

tials that could probably support such an effort. This institution recognizes

that such ambition, would put it into direct competition with two nearby major
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universities where it would be at a competitive, disadvantage. By holding to
. . ,

its mission of recruiting students a step below the .top, it competes\with

other area schools against which it can hold its own. Also recognizing its

`particular denominational links, it heavily recruits, in a different geographi
. .

cal region that has a heavy concentration of members of the same denomination.

The results-haVe been-very-Pbsitive.
.

The more vulnerable institutions sometimes seemed guilty of exploiting

opportunities for grantsmanship. One commonly observed result was a top hea

administrative add program management structure that imposed a serious financ al

ILburden when external funding receded. The strong institutions; though generally

larger, had leaner administrative staffs in most instances.

The balance between mission And entrepreneurship was described in Ch

1ter IV as intelligent risk taking. Effective fiscal management distinguish es

good' risks from bad before making program commitments. To do this requi

good information that permits accurate forecasting of the pOtential fi

implications of decisions and an awareness of factors in the instituti

environment that may shelter or exacerbate the fiscal risk of new vent

As noted in Chapter VII, ,stronger institutions use external fund ng to

enhance fiscal development, and other activities that are well ground d in

existing institutional functions and plans. In weaker institutions, activi-

ties designed to strengthen fiscal or administrative.management also can make'

contributions but often with less immediate impact and far less ongoing benefit

after expiration of soft money. In other words, while isolated examples of

successfully externally - funded, activities can be found in almost any setting,

the general impact of such, activities is higher (or, perhaps, more obvious) at

institutions enjOying superiOr administrative, fiscal, and program management.

In this connection, there is evidence that institutions using soft money

first to build administrative and fiscal management strengths and then to fund

program development tended to emerge fiscally stronger 'than those that invested

in program first and management later. This leads to the supposition that

institutions that build management depth are able to make better decisions

about the fiscal implications of program investments. ,Investments in faculty

upgrading, for example, had little apparent effect on enrollaient trends at

sample institutions. This does not mean the investments should not have been

made but it does mean that they should not have been made for fiscal reasons.

es
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The importance of this distinction is that "development" cannot be equated

with fiscal strengthening. Some development may 'entail .a, tradeoff' between

fiscal strength and some program 'objectives as, for example, when ,a current

balance surplus is invested in a high cost fine-arts program. The critical

factor is a clear understanding of the objectives of an activity and whether

achievement of the objectives justifies both actual and opportunity costs of

the investment required.

In cases' where Title III seems to serve as .little more than an opera-

tional subsidy, the long run impact is usually doubtful and probably even

But subsidies may be valid and.even essential to institutions

providing Programs In expensive areas such as computer technology and health.

Whether Title. III should be the vehicle for' this is arguable but, in fact, it

is the vehicle in several cases. The critical factor again is planning. Does

the institution have a serious and workable long-range plan to-fund the imple-

mentation phase of activities another way? This does not necessarily mean,

internal funding- if an appropriate external replacement for.developmental

Title III money can be identified. Self-sufficiency kt enhanced by :ontrol

over and predictability of resources from whatever sOntce-

Since the level of appropriations to public institutions is generally,

keyed to fiscal 'need, one effectis to lessen differentiation (on our fiscal

indicators) among these institutions by comparison to. private colleges.

Public jurisdictions tend to bail out schools on the fiscal critical list, or

require andimPose particular expenditure restrictions. Fiscally strong

public colleges try to hide fiscal cushions lest public assistance be, reduced.

In general,.-the fiscal impacts of externally-funded activities (whether posi-

tive or negative) are less visible in public institutions than in private.

This does not negate. the significance of the issues discussed above for the

actual impact of such support at the public institutions.

3 Program Development Needs and Impact of External Support'

The impact of program development activities on institutional devel-

opment has been far more positive than negative, for the grand group of 63

such activities reviewed in this study, accepting the criteria of effective-

ness presented in Chapter VI. By extension, the impact of external support

, has also been far more positive than negative since all activities had external

support from one or more sources (for 2 to 13 years).' In addition, many

respondents indicated that-they could not and would not have initiated specific
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activities without Title III and other assista ce while others noted that
, .

their institutions would likely have proceeded--but more slowly and less

comprehensively, and with a presumed dilution of actual and potential impact.

Put another way, the broad conclusion stat a above is that external . .

support has certainly bad profound and positive e fects on the program needs

perceived by the institutions themselves. Ona mi ht make the, judgment that

investment of internal and external resources has ometimes'been ill-advised

as in the case of new program ventures initiated ndihen abandoned, dis
,

-cussed in Chapter VII), or that risks have been and are still being taken with.

particular program efforts, or that some developme tal activities--e.g.,

curriculum reviews and comprehensive student Counseli g--do not improve fiscal

condition in any demonstrable way and certainly not i the short run. Yet all

these program types represent needs or priorities as tated from time to time

by-institutional-persOnnel and as. justified in propos ls or applications for

assistance.

In a few instances, such needs were expressed in terms of their dollar or

enrollment implications with an expectz-tion-of direct 'impact on condition

(notably new and upgraded offerings). But in the great majority of cases need

or priority was expressed, in,non-fiscal terms or indirectly in terms of reten-

tion. Most needs were stated as the need "to serve the low-income students we

now have," "to offer new career-related options," "to attract better faculty,"

"to increase educational opportunity," "to enhance insti4 tntion image," "to

take advantage of an irresistible opportunity," "to reduce

\r.

attrition by offering

counseling or, career services or basic skills," or "to imp ove faculty and/or

instructional methodology." Program activities, in other\words,' were seldom

described as intended to make money directly and virtually\never.intended to

save money. Though they may lead ultimately to bottom line\ goals, the imme-

diate needs were of a different sort, aimed generally at ch nges in structure

or function and thus only indirectly at fiscal condition. There area few

exceptions. to this generalization, to be sure, where external resources (Title

III andjoundations) appeared to be employed'for purposes.oth r than develop-
.

ment per se and where the need was'more nearly for operatio al funds for

maintenance of faculty, staff, or facilities. Yet even where -hiS appeared to

be so, rationales for needed services or programs were apparently convincing

enough to obtain external support, particularly for various so tsnf student.

services.
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Several negative effects of program development--not of external assis-

tance per. se--were reported, more frequently as concerns in the near future
.

than as problems already,demonstrated. These incl ed: difficulty in paying

IT
. .

competitive salaries to-staff new (specialized) pr.'gram thrusts, expenses of

facilities upkeep, maintenance of "enough" staff for basic skills and student

servicesas alarger proportion of tudents is underprepared and/Or of low-

)income status, and temporary enro/lm nt drops or even "overenrollments" by

students not suited to the academi rigors of given programs. In the best of

situations iit<zts1.! something to maintain changes once they've been insti-

tuted and have become valued. The new image (in some cases real distinctive-

ness) so eagerly sought as a product of development and change requires somewhat

more expensive burnishing. This is a truism equally applicable to facilities

_ (a new library, a performance hall,.computer laboratories) and developmental

activities other than those in the program domain--and seems to be a necessary

risk in any, endeavor where competition is involved.

In sum, the program activities-under *view addressed needs perceived by

the institution (usually 4 or 5 years ago,but as long ago as 15 years)r There

were a few cases of going for available funds or shooting in the dark, but the

great majority appeared to be well-conceived responses to the need to attract

and retain students, to develop a 'higher quality program and faculty, or to

provide academic/technical and student service options now recognized as

integral parts of the postsecondary scene. Sometimes the need was directly

fiscal, as in wanting to "save a department" or creat. e a new program that

would "really" draw students, but far more frequently the'need was put, in

instrumental terms related to program quality or to student needs.

These observations imply a broader issue: how much can a single develop-

mental activity accomplish? How "big" should a program activity be in order

to have salubrious effects? Except for truly unusual circumstances of seren-

dipity or vision, can program activities reasonably have dr be expected to

have-direct effects on institutional condition?

The answer suggested by the, present study is that program activities of

the sort funded may be intended (by definitrcn,. by common experience) to

assist the process, of change (or simply.be a part of it) and thereby contribute

indirectly to condition. Such activities may reasonably be expected to accom-

plish instrumental rather than ultimate goals, and wherethey have set out to

"save a department" or increase enrollment, they either have not done so yet



or are not suited to the kind of record keeping that'woUld'prove out such

impacts. Where they have set outs to reduce attrition, they have often resulted

:,in making students, happier but have,not been able to attack fundamental causea:

and thus they give scant evidence of havingimproved 'retention, Where they

have set-out to build new appeal.Or:enhanceinstitutional-image,-they have

often run into additional _expense and thus :represent risks (calculated or

not). In a very:real sense, these yrogram-change and program-additiorLactivi

ties Are not unlike some of the efforts to ,save", public ',School.education

these days: individual programmatic_or staffing,changes, though'valuable in

themselves, do' not, and in alljikelihood cannot, solve fundamental and inter-

locking social and economic Issues:that Continue to plague..us--nor should they

°be expected, to This may suggest a need for greater realism on the part of

Title III policy, development, and program staff. A program activity, in and

of itself, can hardly save the college.

It is only fair to note that there are, however, exceptions. One insti-

tution undertook development of two dramatically different and risky program

thrusts (not formally reviewed in this study but a subject of some discussion)

=that appear to have made a turnaround in image, enrollment; and fiscal condi-

tion for the institution. Another created a series of evening-only degree

options (one had been identified.for'review) that together appear to have had

the same overall effect. Yet another grasped at an oppOitunity to change

major direction for the whole college, has the program in place,, and is waiting"

for similai fundamental outcc=es.

There is another way of looking at the issue of developmental activity

value Particularly for student services, basic. skills, -and instructional

enhancement activities, it has been noted that their presence was valued

_without demonstration of, positive effects on condition. But it maybe surmised

that their absence would have deleterious effects,:principally'higher attrition

rates than 'those now reported for, freshmen (who are io often underprepared,

first generation collegians, lacking career goals, and so on). Those services

and academic supports provide structured ways of helping to savestudents,

just as often valued because of the personal-social contacts involved as the

strictly academic assistance aspects. One president was convinced that compre-

hensive counseling:and career services were attracting students to the campus;

no -one else at any level thought so. But iust'let that institUtiOntrV'abo17,



rise dramatically, given the current populations. Th president may intuitively

understand this but jumps to the more "positive" view in support of those

varied services now offered as part of the institutional\framework. Personnel

at another institution, one with an outstanding Learning esources.Center that

is central to mission, said ,in effect, "If we did not have our LRC, we'd be in

real trouble here, losing students and credibility."

One further point regarding developmental activity value is negative in

the sense that a number of institutions have appeared to miss potential addi-

tional values because of overexpectation of a given activity, an assumption of

automatic carryover and trausfer, or lack of vision. To take .dvantage of

what a particular activity has done or can spur would'seem to be the institu

tion's responsibility rather than a function of_the activity itself especially

in cases of non-continuing temporal activities intended to leave-important

residues. To the extent that external funds are involved and are preumably

provided in response to a good plan, the point here is that wherever there is

potential. for further application of a'funded activity'a.plan.for same should

be required as an underlying feature from the outset. It comes down to use,

possible misuse, or simply no use of structure and function benefits inherent

in the original activity. Examples abound (although there is no intent here

to demean the outcomes, reported :and valued for the activity itself). Two \
activities that focused on'faculty 'development through minigrants reveal some

lack of institutional planningand sUpervision, in that the processes involved

have not been carried over to otherfa'cultY, departments, or, purposes; and in-

one case, the minigrants were so scattered into individual situations that
1.

there was no attempt to make the activity as a whole work for the institution

as a whole during the funded period (although there was clear need and oppor

tunity for this). Two other minigrant activities were carried over in a

useful manner, offering a sufficient contrast to the two referred to above.

Mention of three, additional cases should help to make this point. At one

-institution where a professional school had worked marvels in its own quality,

enrollment, and image, the president and other top officials were clearly not

inclined to apply the lessons and efficiencies learned to another school in

need of upgrading or

to need from courses

another institution,

to a well-run internal process that could be'respoosive

to majors t'o departments. A Learning Resource Cente'r at

in contrast to other LRCs was conceived and operated in

such a way that faculty were almost encouraged (by default ) not to use it, its

e
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resources, its services, and thus to-abjure it They did. It was not treated

as an institutional resource, but more as a limited service'for freshmen. And

finally, one of the competency-based curriculum activities--reasonably effec-

tive as far as it went--did not go far, was not extended to appropriate courses

and majors, was not given a total institutional commitment. These-are all

lost opportunities and they beg the question whether in some cases the insti-

tutions might request assistance again, for a new Venture, only to reinvent

the wheel.
.

kinds of institution-wide missed opportunities notwithst/anding,

ovrall it seems quite clear that external funding has assisted institutions

to carry out a wide variety of useful and provocative developmental' activities.

aimed at impLoving (strengthening), the academic, technical, and student service

programs. The activity may sometimes be too "small," or too large and unfocuse

to 'accomplish many useful outcomes, but on the whole this sample of funded

program activities shows how possible it is to affect structure and function

in instrumental ways that have important implications for institutional condi

tion. As noted, many of these outcomes were intended for and later reflect

'actual changes in organization, offeringsi requirements, faculty qualific

These

tions, instructional practice; and so on, with hints of changes in attract on

of low-income or minority students, general retention, and appropriatepl ce-

ment after completion of career/professional programs. Developmental act-vi-

ties can also spur such byproducts as positive faculty and student mora e,

professionalism,'respect for the 'planning process.and for accountabili y,

novel solutions, and 'spinoffs and continuations that all& byproducts to

flourish.

In-connectibn with this range of outcomes, this study reveals quartative

differences among effects fOr'the-four-different types of'program activ ties.

The data suggest a hierarchy with newprograms/majors at the top, folio ed-by

upgraded' programs, enhancements to initruCtion,Pand,Support services--i _which

outcomes of an-,ultimate sort (i.e., on institutional condition) are re orted

most frequently at,.the top and less. so down the scale. The same is tr e for

broad instrumental impacts (such as capabilities for accomplishing positive

changes,in, condition, general efficiencieS, 'reorganization, potential for

enrollment, etc.). Conversely--but not to.the same extent7More,"gen ral

value" nnt-remes, and bvnrodUCts occur',in the Jower two tvbes_anstructonal



majors. This observation is not intended to impute higher value to one kind

of effect over another, but rather to suggest that external investment may

have different sorts of effects depending on the nature of the program activity

supported. It is worth noting, too, that Title III supports all the program

types discussed here almost by definition, while foundations and business are

more responsive to requests for support of new and upgraded programs and--in

this sample--not at all inclined to assist with student' support services.

It should be reiterated that most of the effective program activities

(new and upgraded) and many of-the instructional-student services activities

carried a burden for enhancement of mission and subsequently attained outcomes

that spoke to such enhancement. Mission, in the broadest sense, is the insti:

tution and enhancement of mission canes chiefly' through changes in program (as .

opposed to fiscal or-administrative structures and functions). Thus by exten-

sion, mission xepresents a fundaMental need as well as the aspirations of

higher, education institutions, and it is both created and reflected by the

program in a constantly changing 'interaction- From this point of view, external

support has contributed greatly to these institutions by responding to program

as.mission-related needs. More than that, external assistance has been given

to a wide array of progipp types--and within., those types to almost every

conceivable aspect of personnel and materiel.

`A final way of assessing the impact of external support on institutional

development is to examine.how-7#nd what--institutions carry on beyond the.

period of external support. The status of activities in current and future

plans is also an indication of.the meaningfulness of these activities"'to the

institution as a whole.. We recognize that decisions as to continuation'(in

whole or in part) or abandonment surely relate-to the.availability of insti-

tutional or other funds, and to evidence of outcomes of broad impdrtance as

\\much as to the existence of "valued" or potential consequences; residuals, and

byproducts--as well as to internal politics: -Key factors at the ashinistra-
1 ...

t\ion level drive such decisions. Perhaps the fundamental question is one of

commitment as well as of valuing: what will the institution do to retain

progf%m functions begun with risk capital from the outside? '

In examining this question across program activities, .certain limitations

are noted. First, a significant number of activities were still being devel-

oped and assisted externally during the 1982-83 academic year; thus, no deciSion



although many institutions were candid'about their plans and expectations.'

Second, of the activities absorbed by the institution,budget already, a sizable

majority had had that status for one year or less (that is, fof the 1982-83

year); thus, the commitment for continuation had been tested for a very short
.

period, though in some cases with a budget allocation set for the subsequent

year. Third, for a few activities contindation per se was not even a question;

they had been intended as temporary efforts at strengthening, with iMpOrtant

residues expected.- -Fourth, in most cases, dollar allOcations-(size'of expen-

diture, and commitment) were not available or were approximated in termS.of

faculty/staff positions. -Table VIII.1 displays the continuation data for all

63 program activities, taking these limitatiOns into account.

A total of 27'activities,continuectwith external assistance in 1982-83.

This, includes cases of second oethird year funding in a Title III award;, sole

funding by non-Title,III, sources; 'specific foundation support in 1982-83 after

the expiration of Title III award; and 80 percent or more funding by the

institution but some reliance.orctoutside sources. These sti117.develoPint

activities (as defined by continuing external funds, including basic-skills

programs- with 5 or more years' history,) divided about evenly between those'

whose post-support fdture was'. unknown, or virtually guaranteed and thosejor

.which sharp reductions or solvenabandonment-were predicted_ by _respOndents:`

As noted in Table VIII.1, 3 activities have been dropped,' and.a ,total of
]

29 hgve been. institutionalized (thgt is, absorbed into the,ongoingebudiet).

Of the latter group, about 60 percent Have been fully assumed while the remainder

have been institutionalized but reduced in scope (from "slightly" to "greatly,"
. .

'principally in terms of faculty or staff positions and principally because of

presidential ;skepticism, making those with sharp reductions candidAtes for

abandonment). As noted, it -is difficult to estimate what,full orl partial

- absorption means in allocation termO'but a few annual figures were available,
--

ranging from a $5,000 item for'faculbi iorkthops on instructional design to

'
$150,000 for full operation:of an extensive LRC, Across the 29 continuations,

6 have been absorbed for 2 or more years. Of the 23 with but a'one-year
, -

; _

assumption, reports suggest that continuatnn in 1983-84 is quite certain for
-

...

'20- but with only a one-year'period of institutionalization thus far, any firm
I

i

.
generalization about continuation,,is moot.

Data in Table VIII.1 show' e;itries for all' 4 progArn types for "still on

external funding," as well -as' linstitutionalized 1982-83 or earlier"; the

JA



Continuation and Absorption of 63Trogram Activities, ty Rating Category

,

. .
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Dropped and Not-Applicable categories apply to 2 of the 4 types of activities.

When those findings are examined in terms of strong, neutral, and weak activity

ratings, there remains a-spread.across the 4 program types but a quite clear

overall pattern in favor of effective activities so far as inistitutionalization

is concerned. Reference to row 5 (all activities) reveals ibat over half the

strong activities (17 of 31) have been absorbedmost all fully--about half

the neutral (9 of 20), and one-fourth of the weak. Most f the neutral con-

tinuations,.and all tne,weak one , have been.assumed-Anto/budget with reductions.

Thus, overall, there is a !strong tendency for continuation to vary with

activity rating; continuation indeed, built into the rating *criteria. In

that effective ratings tend alo to vary with broad pogram rating at the

institution level, it may be /surmised that some more substantive underlying

factor is at work. Strong-program'institutions initiate and get support for

developmental activities tha they then promote into successful or effective

outcomes which are sufficiently valued to merit continued support and operation.

Title III Pro rammatic Em hases and Develo men

1. The Basic uestio a S ecific to Title III Su

Although our stud was.concerned with idtitutionai developMent as .a

function of what was done ith anysoft-Money co7tributiOn for that. pUrpose',

there was a special intere t in-the Title III investments. The .Title III

program carries its particu ar terms and conditirs' these Were summarized in

Chapter I. Most are experi ce-based at this point in prograiLhistory, and

are carefully. calculated to nhance the efficieLies of the dollars invested

(or sometimes, to prevent abus s or apparent ex ravagances).

The preceding section has examined.impact at the activity level:, It is

now appropriate for us to ask t the institut.onal level; (1) What are the

general characteristics of the institutions that appear to be making effective

use of Title .III funds consonant ith Program/intent? -(2)-What is the experi-

ende and posture of these institu ions with riiegard to Program regulations and

requirements in general, and have any requirements had detrimental impact?_,

:(3) What-implications' were found wi h regard to the 'Current salient issues for

Program,management?-
.

2. Characteristics of Institu ions M kin Successful Use of Title III

Funds

We must first state that, ccor ing to the great majority of the

institutions contacted, Title III fun ,is a believed to have substantially

VIII



improved the quality of educational opportunities they provide to youog people,

have contributed to the legitimacy of institutional mission, and have generally

accelerated institutional- development in critically important ways. The:

institutions of concern are probably today not so much distinguished by "iso-

lation from the mainstream" as they, are by more down-to-earth simple'or austere

conditions. By the definition provided by the Title III eligibility criteria

emphasizing high proportions of students with financial need, they are dealing,

first of all, with young people who require special attention and effort to

catch up with levels of achievement in other colleges. Similarly, by defini.

tion the institutions have, in most instances, more limited resources to

invest, as a function of the per-student educational and general.expense

component of the eligibility requirement. Although some activities failed to

achieve valuable goals related to one or another of these two circumstances

(improved quality of offerings for .the target population, or potential for

improving the revenue/expenditure situation) and though there were some false

starts and floundering because an activity was ill-advised or required more

than the institution could handle well, we found relatively few abject fail-
.

ures or instances where success in one realm was offset by deleterious and

enduring consequences in another, or where there were feelings that in the

long haul the institution had been led by Title III down the primrose path to

the briar patch. Yet, some institutions and some Activities stood out as

clearly successful, and most institutions could demonstrate some real accom-

plishmentsconsonant with Title III intent.

It is appropriate to comment at this point about the range of readiness

for development that was obserVed. Most institutions were changing program-

matic emphases to try to keep pace with student markets. But,, some were

approaching this matter systematically, with pribr views drawn from percep-

tions of current societal needs or formal study of trends, while others were

more haphazard, with tendencies to proliferate their offerings. As noted

elsewhere, the public institutions had assistance from their'governing boards

and state budgetary authority that made them safer"in regard to continuance

(if less exciting in.regard to new-,ventures, particularly of.a high risk,

high-payoff-if-right situation). Some were struggling with urgent building or

deferred maintenance needs.(or costly and inefficient plants), while others

(and more frequently the public institutions) were holding an edge with cool-

' foriable and adequate facilities. Some boards were ,remnants of an earlier



period, and, causing no trouble, ma have carried with

kept that way; others were ou top of institutional mission and condition, and
.

giving active leadership and support_ A few institutions were still struggling

to achieve adequate accounting systems (at least one, president of one of the

larger institutions was, concerned' that' monies encumbered by Title III grants

over several years had indeed been spent but not properly accounted for toward

reimbursement). And, of course, the levels of sophistication as to how to

choose among priorities, delegate management, or monitor performance varied

considerably.

It became increasingly apparent to us as we proceeded from cdmpus to

cam us that some institutions would have difficulty making a bad investment,

because of good perception of needs wig general-good organization and manage-
.

ment; these institutions seemed invariably a step ahead of Title III Program

staff and application reviewers in assigning priorities and formulating strat

egies. Others, however, were handica ped by provincialism, distracted by

symptoms of problems to the extent that causes were obscure (or flat-out

incorrectly ascribed): these were the campuses that would try anything for

which support might be offered, yet frequently not have (or be able to find or

recognize When they had found) the staff appropriate for taking on the task,

- or know what to'do with what they achieved other than beg for money for its

continuance.

The dilemina 'for Program management is obvious: The most efficient (not

-necessarily the best) use of Title III monies -will be made by institutions

that know something about developMent, and that have their_ basic act together;

that can identify ,valuable adjuncts_they have not been able to afford; that

-have their priorities well-established, and their needs clearly structured not

only in terms of the potential impacts of new activities but also:in terms of

the larger consequences Ior the institution. These are the institutions where

specification of mission, and-long-range,planning, have been careful and

serious efforts; not vacuous:exercises-merely to comply with Title III require-
,

ments- These institutions -may be by evidences everywhere that the

_president is aCtive," in control, and respected; that enrollment is stable or

increasing; that-the -faculty is stable, and, distributed relatively evenly in

terms of student, Population in the protrams-; that academic and support. programs ,

reflect- the'institutional,missioh, and,are-mot proliferated; that there have

been.-other-recent 'development attempts that have obviously succeeded; that



operating deficits are 'being reduced or that surpluses are being acquired;

that the institution is attractive to other soft=money investors; that costs

after development, if any, arecnown, and that there is a reasonable strategy

The fact that institutionst.varied considerably in their ability to profit

from giyen developmental activities was first signaled to us by developmental

activities in some institutions floundering or requiring more time than similar

activities in,other institutions, to reach effective. operation. Some vulnerable

institutions had achieved the intended product but either didn't know what to

do with it or found it in ,disuse--in one case, to the point that the computer

terminal received two months earlier hadn't yet been unpacked, and its particular

capabilities were yet unknown by its recipient. In another institution,

computer .assisted -instruction capability of show-piece quality was actively

boycotted by the faculty for whom it was intended. These were the institutions

where site visitors had questions, about.the president's ability.to rise to the

challenges, that were sustaining enrollment declines, that were spending

beyond their means, that were unable to neutralize negative contextual factor's

such as lower priced competition, that had departments with seriously declining

enrollment still-in place, and that had difficulty getting their fiscal accounting

procedures in order.

for the support of these costs.

distinctive purpose of Title III seems to have been, from the

beginning, the transformation of vulnerable institutions into strong institu-

tions. In this sense, the focus in the current study on successof-develop-

mental activity or, of institution- -is more appropriate as an identifier of

forces that can be set in motion from the outside that lead to improvement,

than as an identifier of the best investment risks. 'Yet, eligible institu-
,

,tions exist in velopmental status, with some'ready to take offg\

and others--the most d fficult prospects--needing special attention.

The differential stage of readiness for development seems to have been

recognized by Title III Program management--perhaps most visibly inill the early

years o. 1970 decade through thexBasic vs. the Advanced Institutional

Development Programs, but currently through a hierarchy of planning grants,

the developing vs, the special needs program, and the challenge grants for the

confident pros. Yet, institutions chose to apply under AIDP or imp (or now

chcose_to apply under Part A or Part B) for reasons largely unassociated with

stage of readiness, and on the diverse campuses observed, no distinct differences



appeared in the kinds of funded developmental activities as-ajunction of the.

institution's developmental stage. And, it also should be noted that similar

activities under Parts A and B, of the new legialation means that thejabela.

("developing"; "special needs") are More-likely different than are the actual

programs, though the option may eXist,through regulatory change,' to make the

two parts more distinctive.

There was, however, a pervasive conviction in the field"and this was

particularly true for the "successful" institutions or activities--that the

Federal and other soft money investments had accelerated the accomplishment of

goals that would have ultimately been achieved in any event, rather than had

been the difference between progress vs. no progress, which was more charat-

stics of the less successful institution. This no doubt was associated

witu the finding that successful activities were those with some ad4ocates and

planning in place prior to their outline in the Title III application, and

thus carried some pre - grant- momentum, as well as with the finding that other

sources of developmental'suPport--some hard, some soft--were typically asso-.

ciated with the more impressive successes--not, we felt, becauSe-of additional

needed dollars, but rather from signaling that the developmental piiority was

real (as opposed to an opportunistic attempt to 'fit some money to the idea

behind it whether that idea made sense or not).

We should note, with particklar regard to.the institutions clearly success-

ful in using Title,III funds, the frequent comment that Title III had come at

precisely the right time in the institution's history. Frequently, these were

institutions entering the 'Program in the mid or late 1970's, and exiting,

because of loss of eligibility in 1982; they also seemed to be th6se int4 Ft

tions where other turn ,owads had begun,, such as that from a new president in

place, or where'a new student market was beginning to emerge, or where a

cut-back and reorganization of administration and academic program to meet

,financial crises had clearly=taken place. That development was indeed accel-

erated in these instances validates for us the Title III investment for these
, .

institutions, even, though those-with dramatic turnarounds were prompted by

events outside of Title III. For-those building on prior successes, like the

turnaround institutions, Title III probably provided an accelerating rather

than a causative influence.
10.

We were impressed with how many of the successful institutions had con-
..

cerned themselves, as early as the mid-70's, and in spite of the tradition



then of continuing support, with realistic concerns about the ephemereal

nature of Federal funding, and the ways that activity taken on could be moved

to more regular support when the developmental largess no longer existed. The

presidents of these institutions were concerned, at the outset, with the

salary burden of staff utilized, and either planned from the beginning and

provided for their easy movement out when their particular function was served,

or for their coverage through.other sources. Some presidents expressed partic-

ular preference, in budgeting, for the use of funds to purchase something nfb

lasting value (such as equipment or instructional resources) as opposed to /

something requiring continuing support. Though we were dealing with a sample

of the larger beneiiciaries of Title III, both in terms of grant longevity and!

dollar amount, the Support was not so opulent that many frills or nigh risk

ventures could be or were accomodated. The notable exceptions were those

institutions where Title III funds were sufficiently' significant, in dollar,

amount, that the institution could only suffer substantial.reductionspin staff

or other expenditures if Title III support were withdrawn--or, put another

way, would find necessary operational aspects Suffering' (though most activities

could indeed be termed developmental in the strictest Titl,e III sense, they

generated usable management data, or provided needed portions of salaries fOr

faculty or staff who performed other essential maintenance functions). It is

only fair to comment at this point, too, that though some presidents at suc-
,

cessful or stable institutions saw Federal subsidy for development a longer-

term need than the current emphasis on graduation from grant support would

permit, even these were reacting to this emphasis with an accelerated insti

conalization of current Title III activity. Yet, at the same time, many

Title III coordinators and presidents were confidently assuming that when the

current "terminal" grant ran out, it could be renewed, as it had so many times

- in the past. The current activities might graduate; the institution would

still have other'developmental needs.

On the \negative, side: the vulnerable institutions did not trouble them-

selves with realistic plans to assume operating costs; here, the expectancy 'of

continuance.apPeared to be an active inhibitor of development.. This expecta-

tion of continunce, for the strong'or'vulnerable institutions, is surely '

rooted in prior 'threatt" of-limitations on duration of support that did not.

Materialize, and on the inevitable efficacy of political factors. The matter

is further complicate'd by several other unmistakable factors: (1) the contri-

VIII.23
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bution of a given activity to institutional viability and self-sufficiency can

seldom be very clear; (2) some activities (with student support services a

notable example) have potential in the operational .phase for generating

costs than for generating cost,savings or revenue; and (3) reasonable times

for effective development and6installation of different kinds of activity are

largely unknown. The latter factor is of particular current import: inadequate

time may be allowed in some instances for a good activity to get. off the

ground; and, by the same token, some activities, with name changes or new

facets purportedly needing attention, may be continuing wlthout reasonable

accomplishment to date or prospectively. An urgent need for more effective

monitoring and award decisions would seem to be some experience-based specifi-
.

cation of reasonable time both for an activity to bear fruit, and for an

institution to achieve viability--or some formal criteria for assessing devel-

opmental progress. Some of our institutions were in worse shape in 1982 than

1975.

Another significant and positive observation over the 4 -year institutions,

public or private, as a group: with the exception of two or three that saw

some opportunity to become more selective and elitist in the traditional

sense, their genuine concerns for attracting and serving low-income students,

and making this a self-supporting proposition, were leading the institutions'

to look more favOrably on formal work in basic skills on the one hand, and on

new more pragmatic or career oriented programs on the other., The "new" students,

as they were called two decades ago by the traditional' colleges, are clearlY

no longer new (if they ever were) to these institutions. They need remedi'ation,

and appear to get it increasingly without stigma; the fact that it is valued

enough to win developmental support appeared toadd to its being valued in the

academic communities involved. These students are also interested in using

their educational experience to learn something they can use to support them-

selvesselves with, rather than merely to obtain a credential. Most of the institii-

tionswere augmenting the standard departments with, such programs as business,

administration of justice, mass media and communications, and the like,' with-a

deemphasis or dropping of older service areas like education, or the sparsely

populated traditional academic areas like philosophy. The institutions were

more comfortable considering themselves terminal 4-year or 4-year professional

schools, as opposed'to the earlier liberal education focus which suggested
4.0



synonomons with pre-graduate instruction.
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Response of the Successful Institutions to Program Requirements and

Regulations

Key staff at the successful institutions almost invariably had

positive attitudes toward the various Title III program requirements. Rather

than see the rules and regulations as bureaucratic restrictions, they tended

to interpret them areasonable requirements for good management, even to the

point, say, of adopting. the long-range planning mechanism or the milestone

specification and attainment review procedures_aa_an-enduring-fundtion to be

followed on-itt ownrmerits. That is, the successful institutions were not

simply trying to keep their face clean for Washington, but for their own

internal j,, n.11. Title III management procedures suggested to them

strategies and procedurea, sometimes fresh and new, that were applicableto

other management challenges as well. This suggests a consequence beyond the

developmental impact of the funded activities themselves for the institutions
.

that took seriously their need to develop seriously, as well as foiecasts that

the good investment 'is in the institution that will take compliance seriously

not just because such is required by the government, but because it makei

sense to the institution, too.

This positive .regard for .the requirements and concern for following them

caref, .eared be associated with the president or in some cases_ a

senior academic officer, having bee- actively, involyed in the institution's

review of the requirements and regulations, and inthe formulation of the

application, as well as in assuring the effective monitoring of activity at,
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home. .This individual frequently had had personal contact with one or more.of

the senior Title III Program staff, and obviously regarded them with respect.

It sometimes seemed to be a matter of arrinterpretation that the requirements

protected the 'institution, after all, from mistakes that could otherwise

occur, or simply a posture that in playing any game the rules must be followed

vigorously; in some inst. ices, iwted, it se matter of recogniz

ing good procedures for more general housekeeping:.

The institutions or actiVitiesjUdgedas vulnerablewere more likelytO

be critical of one oranothet requirement,' to find ways to stretch interpretS-

tionsasto allowable expensesHorii.n tOme:i.dstariCeS,1tO violate one or another

of the reqUireMentS=to recruit under the guise of training recruiters, or to

use-salary funds to cover staffformally-outside the activity:or to designate

equipment acquired for one purpose to another outside the Title III Agreement.

The clear impression was,' however, that:it was not the violation of the:rUles

per se that causedt.he: problems so much as it was a matter of poorjudgmentor

management in generalwith more pervasive effects from this source than from

those accruing from violating or twisting the rules. We did not actively seek

to detect violations, nor were they frequently found, and in-Some instances

wertviolations only in the sense of,1982i.nterpretations, not those existing

when the grant was made\

The institutions fudged more successful or strong also seemed to have

fewer concerns about delays in funding, probablyin part'because activities

had been structured so that critical personnel were less dependent on,affirma-

lion of grant. There seemed to, be.More frequent concerns,(than found among,

the institutions' judged asvulnerable),about any reordering of priorities in

award negotiation, which was certainly_associated with the greater general

sophistication about developmental, needs. The strong institutions also seemed

a step ahead in actualizing institutionalization, or in being able to continue

' development if funds were tolbe cut'off and further` evelopment still needed.

This was afactor, in part, of the use., of staff that, could assume, in whole or

in part, other regular functions, and,',in part, a matter of plinning with an

eye oh,.the time that other support sources would haveto take over.
7
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4. Implications of'Findings for Program Management on-Current Salient

Issues

a Implications with Regard to the Current Basic Program Intent

and Emphases

The notion had frequently:been expressed privately by various

Program staff prior to the 1982 regulations that non-continuation of support

would jeopardize some institutions serving poor students, andthus have nega-

tive imq" for , onal opportunity. Influence of this attitude on

the funding decision has appax,, -en displaed by the new emphases from

the Congress and senior program managers that the funds be used to acquire

independence from the need for Federal support. As wouldbe-apparentftOm---

some conclusions in the current study, the new emphasis seemed to further

accelerate this notion for institutions judged successful, and frightening

only for those still floundering or drawing a significant portion of revenue

from Title III.

In this regard, concerns have been expressed-by Title III Program manage-

ment as to the extent that former development activities may have been renamed

and.continued unduly under some new guise or particular function. Such did

not appear as frequently to be the case for activities in the academic program

area as in the fiscal and administrative domains: probably at least 80 per-

cent of the program development activities' either produced substantial and

sustained operational outcomes, or continued with,redUced budgets. Some of

the,remaining 20 percent (abandoned activities) were reconstituted under new

most provided and assured learning,

experiences. Program activities, if successful, were-alio more likely:to

demonstrate potential for other soft suppOrt (as in the case of'ihe-Title

funded media, and communications laboratory Which could be shown off in 'an'

attempt-to win operational support on the basis. of the developed,capability.)

The "renaming" situation was more frequently evidenced on MIS development

'activities; if the activity didnit'get off the ground, it appeared fairly easy

for the institution to regroup toward'new installation strategies, or to build

the case for new support on new applications or extensions of the system.

And, with fisCal management orlunds,deVelopment activities as well, it appeared

easy to prove that development was not complete if the systems. were not up ,and

:,.kunctidning (presenting the troubling prospect that inability to perform could

be rewarded by continuing support). - We believe that the implications:for

program management in this 'regard have.to do with more specialized review of

270



institutional plans and.staff capabilities, and more particular emphasis on

technical assistance, including special workshops and guidelines as to what

constitutes effective consultant or assisting agency help. The difference in
---

progreggmade in this area is striking, and appears to be based more on initial

lack of sophistication than on need for continuing support_or failure to
1 . ,

follow OSCAR requirements. This naivete appeared both in terms of hardware/

software options as well'as in the uses that could be made of the
i

improved

systems. '

With' regard to the general regulation that public institutions clegr

developmental priorities ,with state planning authority - -and the implied con-

cern that Federal money-might conflict with state priorities or serve those

lower on the state lists: no instance was found where an institution had
, 1 .

omoved in a manner clearly contrary'to state plang r
-7::
requirements. This'

appeared, to be not so much a function of the DID requirement for clearance by i

state authority as it was a function of the saliency of local controls. The

local governance authorities in general appear to be well aware of both large

and small issues--"large," as in areas for new program development;."small," '

as in approved, salary'ranges for various faculty and staff, no matter how .

supported. _Institutional staff not/infrequently chaffed under these-controls,
L

\but seldOm if ever tried to bypass them, or succeeded if they did try.

1'
'b. Implications fdr the Notions of Consortia, Assisting Agencies,

External Evaluation, and Consulting Assistance //

(1) Consortia

Only one strictly consortium activity (involving provisions for

__students to take courses on affiliated nearby campusesl...was examined; this was

su\cessful to the extent that it was decidely continuing and, expanding, though

Title III funds had ceased at the end of FY 81. Thus our experience was

linited principally to' occasional observations solicited by questions as to

benefit from former consortium membership. In most instances', formal con -'

sortium activity had ceased, with no great sense of loss, though individual

stellar performers from the.fo er member institutions sometimes continued as

individual consultants- -both fo continuing Title III activity and for devel-

opment responsibilities assumed by the institution. Our feeling ion the cdntext

of the responses to questions,
I

d the observations, were that most consortia

really belonged to no ,institution in any individual; personal sense, and that
,

the more substantive developmeht had required at-home origin and continued
i



responsibility there. We note, of course, the significant earlier contributions

of such consortia as TACTICS, or the Thirteen College Curriculum effort. Such

structured and active efforts may have simply outlived their usefulness, as

the institutions begin to move more on their own. Or, it may,be that as a

function of some significant abuses or errors, the baby was thrown out, by

Program management, with the bath water.

(2) Assisting Agencies, External Evaluators, and Consultants

Experience with assisting agencies was decidedly mixed.

were a number of instances where a competent and sensitive agency had prov ded

needed.technical assistance efficiently and with.good results attested by the

progress'made by the institution as well as by local perceptions. There were

other instances where the work ar advice of the agency was thrown out, and the

activity started anew, or where Authoritative advice and prescription went

against the graila of the local pqwer structure. The experience seemed posi-
tive more frequently-with establiAhed firms (such as general accounting or

management agencies) Or non-profit organizations (such as 'a component of.a

regional accrediting agency, or a professional association such as NACUB0),

than with small groups specializing solely in Title III activity, though in

the latter group there were some remarkable exceptions. In general; most of

-the institutions visited seemed to have learned, the hard way if necessary,,to

make better investments in this regard, or to attract the competent individual

at the agency into the institutional staff budget, or to dismiss quickly the

agent not- providing real assistance:- The natural tendency of-both strong and

vulnerable institutions seemed clearly to.eep as much of the grant money, at

home as possible; outside purchageS had to pay off-

The effectiveness/ineffectiveness of the-external-evaluator, and serious

attention by the institution to his reports,'were less obviously a-mixed

experience, in,that reports provided relatively insignificant information (our

judgment). Though some external evaluations--those that.contained-Critical

observations directed toward the more secure and confident institutions--were

helpful in terms of restructuring, revising strategies, or in alerting the

institution to needed facilitations ..from other sectors, the majority of the

reports seemed-more to be a political piece, focusing on successes or ration-

alizations of obliious failures, and so cast as to-do the institution no damage

if -used to support application fdr continuance.. This-, of course, appears

perfectly plausible, though itis perhaps unfair'to some mniticampus-wise

agents whose verbAl advice and 'selective commendations have served internal
2



purposes well; but, it was clear that very few of the external evaluators were

really external--they were' agents of the institution, not of Title III. In

general, it was felt that if the matter of external evaluators were left

entirely. tothe institutions, few would be .contractedy and that impact on

development r.,)uld be greater if the institutions couldbe effectively aided/id

(1)-developing in-house evaluation procedureb (though most have a long way to

go in this regard,.if evaluation beyond:certification of ,milestone accomplishment;. .

is to be .achieved) ; (2) the current extenal evaluatot-weri-iermitted-a privileged

relationship-with -tEeinstitution; or' (3) any evaluatiOn.fee'program management',

purposes be conducted by_program management or its,agents..
'

With regard.to individual consultants, excesses 9were believw4 to 'exist

only where the institution was unable to recognize that the'problems of,Concern,
,4

were beyond this kind of transient assistance; in general, consultants appeared-

to be used well, with a constant eye to their reception and impact as well

to their unique/contribution beyond what the campus community could provide.

And, as in the case of other outside assistance, -the more sucCessfIll institu-
.

tions appeared to make better selection and use -of consultants than:those leF-r'

successful or at a more rudimentary-stage of aevelopment. -

4 (c) Implications of Findings with Regard to Equipment Purchase

under Title III ti

As noted elsewhere, there_appeared to be a clear Preference.for

equipment purchase over lease arrangements, as a matter of preferring dniable

goods over-those that would last only as long-as the grant., 'There was less

sophistication (though it is developing in some quarters) as to speed

which equipment on hand can become overloaded or obsolete.

Also as noted, there was with equipment related activities a remarkable

range ofwhat had been-accomplished in a ,given period of. time. Not many'presi-

dents'or purchase approVal authorities in these institutions were particularly
- Th.

knowledgeable abont-7 differentia' trade-off options afforded ; by diff e rent

equipment, beyond feeling more comfortable' with a "name" brand or an, effective

sales representative--nor were they partiCularly adept 'in judgin. the kindof

technical competencies needed for a-developmental or operational head for the
,

task in
) Some institutions had made the mistake ofIselecting.and

, I

purchasing hardware first, then looking around tofind out whit they needed to

desomething almost surely to be regretted later. _Where the technician

employed by the institution was competent.and dedicated to staff function -and



the instruction of- laymen,`; and participated in making the decitiOn on equip
I

;vent, -the institutions seemed to fare better;-where presidents or activity

directors made systematic review of success experiences at institutions similar

in, terms of size and desirable prOducts, the choices seemed more effective

and, sustaining:"

Software.developed-in-house vs. packaged and imported software seemed

generally more effective, with some notable exceptions;

'key, seemed to be not in -house vs. out=house origin but

energy of the software utilizer,land the degree to whieh

in either case, the

the cntpetence and

he or she was respon-

sive,to real needs of the consumers. There werezi numberOfrinstances where
. ,

imported.software-was discovered not to have the adaptabilitTneeded (i.e., it

was specific- rather than general-purpose), or
/
it failedtO4eal.With internal

constraints such as input procedures. This is no doubt a function of the fact
. ,

that -the institution that could-develop softMare in-house'had better technical
o

staff to begin with. .

1

d,
The fact of hardware-obsolescence,or overload ind'the need for replacement

I

was a very-real factor at many of the instit*tions. In ,most instances, other

funds had-been'fOund in such. instances, ,or-the search'for money to ,puichase:or

lease.what,was'Considered to be inevitably necessary was in rrogress.

5. a Some'6aclusions,with Pegard'to-the.Larger Picture
,

By,ancLlirge, the institutions reviewed appeared to havemade _good--''"
of,the funds, particular ey were-hot- so exces-

dive as-toprOmoteLdepende y, where the president was personally-involved
.7

a_perspective of mission,` and, long -term; needs, where long-term support

cbatequences 'were anticipated. from the 7 beginning; andnwhere the rules and
.

regulationt';'were- followed keligiOnsly, whether _blindly or with confident
7

reason.
-,

We hi4e addressed An the fokegOing subsection the matter of determining
. ,

deVelopmentaFactiVities to bear fruit,ditherreasonable 'time necessary for

,in,terils o goOdinstitutional'decision to assume further development Or

,, operational>inpport,',:or in'terms of'having same detectable impact on the

-,bOttoM lines'jot'enr011ment,-gradhation' iatei, '11c1 fiscal solvency "and main-

tenanee:"'Thare were few-activities _obterved_that -Could be-certified,as,suc-,,

.
cesiaui,47tin. the Institution's terms, our termt;, ox'title 7,1If intent,,after,

l'cidiy:a Year.oz two'of:delielopteft,',ok thai'beeame\operatiOnal ahd clearly



self-supporting in that time. The forces that

tional condition are complex, and slow toi form

Lonships. And, though products of most jevelopm

interact to produce institu-

etectable synergistic rela-

ntal activities are not new

nstitutions in question.

matter of greater impact

the greater problems the

der, we feel, so much of

aused, but of the more

to higher education in general, they are]to the

The basic anomaly we feel at this point is th

of Title III in the more advanced institutions; and

less advanced institutions face. This is not a mat

what Title III requirement, and procedures may have

difficult proposition of creating institutional development investment strate
.

/1 gies that protect and instruct those most in need. Th general belief extant
I

in the field that most of the institutions appear to ave come a long way

since 1966 is probably valid, and though it would be difficult to determine

what Title III experience over time vsI] other factors h ve contributed,0 it

behooves the investigators and Title III management to b particularly alert--

to what\the more vulnerable institutions needto-moVe-ahe d more ,quickly, and

to flounder less as they grow. If our understanding of he law is correct,

these institutions are the real target. The' trick may 'be to find e-way-to--:

require and monitor developmental prOgress-r--w reward for those, moving-

satisfactorily(abi improving, unrestricted current fund
. ,

balances).

SoMe suggestions have'been made,land some are implicit, in the foregoing

discussion. We believe that some of /the basic deficienCie or handicaps of
.

the institutions.still struggling or progressing:slowly nee attention.- Well-

executed workshops for presidents, with leadership from developmentally suc-

cessful presidents--and the same for fiscal officers - -on their Substantive
:

I_

role (as opposed to'application'development) appear worth co sidering. Idenn
!

,

tification and effective promulgation of success experience in particular

areas Or sub-areas, with involvement both of relevant activ'ty directors and
_ -

the officer to whom they_ report, !are also likely to provide real assistance.
.._

1
. .

Ahd finally:. where high technology, is involved, as in the i formation system

hardware and software issues :'"-there needs,to be more ,informe and specialized
d ,

, _ N

_review of,requests, Ur provision) some well-developed gui elines for the
1

;.instruction of institutional oficers1i if the costly'mitts es or' lack of
: 141

progress.by some institutiona:inthisarea-is to be effect vely reduced:

:Giv n,the-centrality of ,the president in-development, e also-believe
,

'speciaLattention _should 'be givento the)goverUing boards. ere we are con-

-'---.---' '-.",.

----: \

.

.., ,



cerned not so much in training in the general responsibilities of the trustee-

ship, but assistance or activity that might help this important and potentially

powerful ally to become aware of the signals of danger or of developmental

progress, to see the institution not only in present or historical perspective

but also in terms of what exercise of certain'responsibilitiesmore assertive

direction, assistance in fund raising, or election of a new presidentmay

contribute to development.

Interaction Among the Program, Management, and Fiscal Domains

In ,the original conceptualization of this study, we postulated

should be useful to recognize that imati-tufilnra-r-diiiii.Oin;nt ,(as implicit in

activities_supporteccurs in three discrete functional areas:

.(1) educational and support programs, consisting of the interaction-of-ifiiii:7-

. tutional agents with students toward_their-educational development; (2) manage-

ment and administrnia, or the process by which decisions are made, and

responsibilities are assigned, monitored, 'and evaluated; and (3) fiscal affairs,

or the obtaining and allocating of fiscal support for the operation and main-

tenance of the institution. We believed that these represented-interactive

functions that might permit (through examining_total contexts and discrete.

activities in each area where. -soft money was invested for the stated purpose

of institutional development) the extraction and specification -of how these

sets of functions interact with one another to explain usefully developmental

change.

We found, essentially,:that the most visible and exciting steps forward

occur in the _program area; this is what the institutiou has to provide to its

Consumers and supporters, and changes are the end Products of development:

whatever happens here has the potential-for "showing" to members of the aca-

demic community as well as administrative and service staff, and also consti-

tutes the immediate or ultimate basis for fiscal support. We also found

visible'and important changes in the'fiscal affairs arenar..z.tivities that

made a.difference, improved fiscal resources, illowedprogram change to oecur,

'and otherwise -affected institutional condition--and-to a somewhat lesser

eXtent in the administrative domain. Yet, while the progress may not be so

.visible .:72 the fiscal or administrative domains, if may be the more necessary

, moderating factor.



Institutional development is an integral part of the ongoing management

process, not just something` that management takes on from time'to time when

some circumstance prompts-the need for a specific change. The improvement of

management functioning for institutional development includes much more than

improving its effectiveness in organizing and facilitating programmatic change:

specifically, it includes the improvement of the processes by which new potential'

program areas, or instructional strategies are identified; the determination

of what resources can be brought to bear on theirAevelopment, the contrivance

of or provisions for the continuingscaLsupport*,mechanisms--and7the-woapp-tioa

and installation of the program or_strategy int o regular, continuing operation.

_The -fiscal functionR.is that part of the management process concerned with

generating and allocating revenue, and accounting for revenue altd expenditures.

"It is particularly important to the development mode of Management because the

accounting function provides the strongest (if not always the first) indica-

tion of the need for special action or change;. the development costs must be

found and allocated and the change must generate the revenue for its support

or be accommodated by new revenue or by, support diverted frOm other activity,

with the result either that the threat of excess expenditure is removed, or

that the support resources en toto are.improved.

The three functional areas--program, management, and fiscal--were originally

postulated on the basis that they afforded a useful structure for viewing

institutional developmental effort with a unique and necessary, role for each

function reflected. In the fiscal and management areas, however, the activities

nominated and selected (which probably reflect the content of most funded

activity_in these areas) frequently focus on the provision of good and timely

informatio).: -for management purposes, and less frequently or less comfortably

on how such information is to be best used This may be critically important

for external investois in development to be aware of in providing financial

support, because effective management depends not only on having the appro-
.

,priate information but also on knowing how data are interpreted and what is

done as a result. Yet, 'we found few management activities substantively

concerned with the interpretation and consequent action process; and, where

institutions wife floundering,_ the ball was in this particular court.

A leng-range plan is now. required,~as part of the Title III application;

liow proposed activitiis fit in must be shown.- This isa new step in_the right''
.

direction: \Our experiencea'strongly suggest, however, that what may-be more
\-,,, ... .
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sorely needed than a requirement for displaying a plan is developmental assis-

tance that would instruct in and support good planning itself, with attention

along the way to fiscal bottom lines. This is surely borne out by the more

substantial success experiences we observed. And, though some program devel-

opments appear more exciting, behind every positively developing_institutitin

was good management, with a respectZfor-the-pg-ft, a strong hold on the present,

and a deliberate-gild searching eye on the future.

This overall concern with the management/planning function prompts us to

postulate a framewoik for development that focuses on the management processes

f defining purposes, determining programmatic assets and liabilities; and,

drawing on observations of successes and failures, or progression, stagnation,

or regression in the institutions studied, identifying in some orderly fashion

what sequential steps need to be taken, and what this may imply for institu-

tional leaddrs or external investors in development. That structure, as a

"blueprint for development," is presented in Chapter X.



Chapter k

RelatedIssues and Applications

Several special, topics and, issues that emerged in this study
have not been properly addressed in the more general examination of
institutional development. These are matters of substance however 1

as related to the process of development and the kinds of institu-
tions specifically eligible for Title III assistance (and other
ext'rnal support). --pis chapter highlights some of these special
issues: the different developmental -proposition for private as
opposed to public institutions; the impact of "uncontrolleJle"
external factors that affect institutions (e-8-, Political aspects

-affecting boards of control, competition, sudden wealth, accrediting
agency pressure); development challenges in the historically black'
institutions, as a special class; the minority student on the major-
ity campus; and the matter of where "development" stops and"opera-
tion" begins.

The Developmental. Proposition for Public vs. Private Institutions

The sample included 31 private and 20 public institutions,.the latter

comprising 11 at the 4-year level and 9 at the 2-year. Some differences

between these two groups are peculiar to the sample, and some to control. The

public institutions (2-year and 4-year.) in our'sample clearly have larger

enrollments; one or two governing boards plus the state legislature in control

of program, budget, and general development; relatively small income from

gifts, contributions, endowment--and in many cases none; and from 60 to 80

percent of total revenue coming from public sources. Private institutions in

the sample have comparatively smaller enrollments;'a single governing board,

but ,frequently also .a denominatiOnal or religious society office insome

measure of control; a larger proportion of revenue,from (and dependence on)

contributions, and endowment; and a smaller proportion of revenue from public

sources (develoPment or research grants, and in some cases per-capita alloca-

tions from the state),.

References to such systematic differences have been made occasionally in

this report, in connection with various findings. The 'fiscal implications are

qUite,elear: -public institutions.on the whole have more assurance of regular
-
funding,'even allOwing for ups, and7downs',related to the economy and state

'budgetary solutions, since apOropriatiOns.are.generally keyed to fiScal need.

interms'of annual enrollment figures. The_ constituency is a local ors.



statewide citizenry bound to support thenstituions via state or local

budget authorities'transiated into taxing powers. The public institutions are

safer, in other words, so far as basics are cohcerned (facilities, faculty,

instruction), even though there may remain a number of critical unmet needs.

The private schools re more vuiherable, except fbr the few with sizeable

endowments; they ars dependent on tuition per se instead of tuition plus state

allocations based on enrollment. Their constituencies, though usually firm as

church-related groups, alumni, or ethnic groups, can be fickle to some degree
4

when it comes to actual dollar support. (Some ,off the private institutions in

the sample are only now beginning to develop endowments: or 4stematic alumni,

networks.) Thus it is not surprising that as a group, private 'restitutions

have more experience in cultivating private business and ,foundation sources

through aggressive'solicitation--just as public institutions have focused on

cultivating political and thus fiscal support atappropriate levels.

Although public institutions are in a-better basic survival situation

private inititutions, both groups appear to have the same sorts (andthan

degrees) of need for change and-development. Yet, a number of other factors

make the developmental proposition different for the two groups. Both public

and private institutions, of course, seek external support of many sorts and

from many sources; but, curiously, the response to the outcomes of this search

varies by institution type. Creati/e efforts by private institutions to build

up surpluses and resources manifest good management as well as a readiness for

expansion. Good-management at public institutions is more a matter of living

within the budget, and these institutions generally try to hide fiscal.

cushions and to minimize the reporting of gifts_and other income, for fear of

reductions in allocations of public funds--a necessary, but unfortunate

strategem that may ultimately hamper development.

Public institutions appear to be/more constrained than private by the

number and nature of their boards. 'These may include the institution's own

board, a larger multi-institution board, a coordinating agency, and, of

course, state budget authorities and the general assembly. The multi-
,

institution context for budget decisions is a competitive context for the

individual institutions involved; thus, the institution has less control over

program determination and, expansion. The boards must necessarily become

involved .1,.n such matters as duplication of function, response to equal access

degrees, state plans, and creating programs based'on economic or other public



needs. .They are, frequently in a real sense, subject tostate or local

political .pressures: Boards sometimes thus have more "loyalty" to the state

than to a given institution-.-or if loyal to their "own" specific unit,Alave

little' actual' power over7bUdget or program. As noted earlier, on the'whole

trustees of public institutions perteiVed their role as one of controlling

development, whereas'private boards more often, encouraged development and the

search for needed resources.

In addition,-public boards .(or agencieti or indeed legislatures) are more

likely-71)y virtue of having public responsibilityand systeMs to manage 7-to

create policy and' procedures:on such matters as purchasing, salaries, con-

tractual arrangements, and grant applicatiOnS which, while not denying devel-

Opment, may tend to-hamper it'in some ways. These are usually efforts at

-efficiency and consistency, which in another way may enhance some aspects of

Public institutions! development efforts by imposing good management practices.

In'contrasi, private institutions:are much freer to seek deVelOpMent

resources and to control decisions on program development areas, as well as

budgets: The other side of-the coin is that they must do so independently,

.nften Starting:from::scratch WithOut certain consistent procedures and mutual

support mechanisms of which public institutions can make use PriVate SChOols

are, hoWeveri in a Seneral stance of being-able to 'create their own missions

and to control their own. destinies. There is less bureaUctac9 to contend

withalthough'as'inotedearlier,major changes in mission and:direction have

not:always come easily since private hoards and constituencies rightfullyliave

much to say on theseHmatters,

In terms, of needs Jot develOpment in the prOgrith and management areas/':

however, private and4Ublic institutions are much the same As grOups,' they

have sought very similar sorts ofimprOvement and change7fronjiscaltersunt

ingsysteMs and resource enhancement:to information systems and long.range

planning, newcareer-oriented offerings, faculty development; and student

services: They are also similar,.;by izi.rtue.,-'of being TitleYTII-eligible, in

theretpOnse: of thejderaliSOVernMent through'"aids and in the nature of the

low= income and /or minority studentS theyve. They diffeihowever, in-

their2risk positions (as to survival) and ditect'cOntr91uVertheit dettiniesi

as well as in the..internal and ,.external factors. governing boards
:: .: :

and ttatutory4roVisions):that:influencehow they proceed with developMent and

where they::turn.jor fiscaltupport..,

IX.3 281.



We also must note that pUblicinatitutions. have another source of funds

for development 'of special programs beyond that available to private institu-

tionsthis comes from the impetus that recognition of state or. community

needs may provide for special budget allocations to the institution. In .a'

sense, the institutions largely, supported from tax-based revenue are not as

dependent on soft money for their most'urgent developmental needs. Title III

. and other soft funds thus serve more to sweeten the pot than to be the differ-

ence between development versus stagnation, and appear relatively insignificant

alongside the funds that can be allocated for a new professional school or

some other resource designated by the state as a major need.

B. External Factors Affecting Development

Institutidns are never completely free agents in defining or implementing

their missions or managing their affairs. There are contextual factors in the

external environment over which the institution has no or limited control that

may affect mission, program, resources, costs, enrollment - -in short, any

aspect of development.

Some external factors were considered in contrasting public and private

schools (Section A), but'some examples from the case study experience are

Eurther instructive. _Examplei of essentially negative impacts serve to show

the extent to which piblic institution board-related or government-related

'factors may constrain orldefine development, factors over which the institu-

jion has no control or little influence. In one notable case, a state-lPvel

board dictated that the given - school could not embrace any form of graduate

work (this is still true) and pressured the school to mute its basic.skills

program; the same board repeatedly refused to sign applications for the Coop-

erative Education programs, assuming (incorrectly) that it would lead to some

form of duplication in the state (this stance -changed in giving the

institution new opportunities for program development related to low-income

4udents). Other boards expressed their "preferences" in less direct ways,

but nonetheless expressed them In another state, legislation requires that

all Federal grants be funneled through the state capitol; seriously affecting ,

schedules for Title III awards and threatening administrative and program

Activites with special bureaudratic "oversight." In at least three additional.

cases,- state law and/or recent court orders dramatically influence the entire

program (and any possible expansion) by requiring merger of campuses (which in



one case had already resulted in a single "bad" program In place of two earlier

adequate ones) or restrictions of program offerings. In yet another instance,

a county board and a state board exerted various pressures on a community

college to focus on a college-transfer program in place of its vocational

emphasis; the situation has eased, but the institution continues to wage its

battle each budget year.

The influence of the external context extends beyond constituencies,

governing boards, and statutory or other controls on budget and program. Some

of the private institutions in particular faced major competition from nearby'

less-expensive public competitors; some institutions were located in areas

hard hit by selective recessionary forces. State economies vary, as do the

priorities for various budget line items; some public institutions were in

states increasing support for higher education, while -others were facing

another, year of holding to the prior year's level or sustaining a decrease.

Some institutions were saddled with physical barriers that were difficult to

remove: the campus heavily dependent on off-campus housing, in a high-cost

(from tourism) area; the campus,in a sparsely populated area but with local

appeal; the non-resident institution virtually closed by area economy-driven

reductions in. bus Service. We have noted that the successful institutions

hava frequently found creative solutions to staggering external-constraints;

nevertheless, these constraints vary in nature and severity.

Ilya perversely negative way, two institutions have had their development

efforts affected by large new sources_ of income and/or endowment. This new

wealth seems to have led to grandiose plans in-one case, with no systematic

review of mission or of what the proposed changes would really do to thii

small rural college; in the other, it appears to have led an assumption

that there is now' less need to manage carefully. A third institution, tob,

has prepared plans Tor-what-seemes-ill-advise&expansion to university status,

based principally on the threat posed byspotential location of a state univer-

sity branch nearby. One way or another, these schools are being led down the

garden path without apparent reflection, planning, or consideration of potential

detriments Or needed tradeoffs. In these cases we believe that development is

threatenedj-not enhanced.

External factors have positive influences as well Several cases are

reported where a professional,or regional accrediting agency has goaded insti-

tutions into moving more forCefully to change facilities and program; these
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prods were perceived as pressures at the outset, but are appreciated now

Boards of two other institutions ,provided their ow goads, pressing one dean

to revise the general education curriculum, and he other administrative

cabinet to make the plunge into a "new" career-oriented grea: busineSs admin-

istration. It was new to that institution, and thus a key decision.

External forces-can represent good fortune,-too. In one instance a

foundation literally almost forced its grant on an institution so that it

would start a formal developthent (resource enhancement) effort; in another

location; the existence of a consortium made it possible for the institution

to a6ince significantly in its data processing activity; and in'two addi-

tional cases, the presence of a large industry or the threat of a new 2-yeir

college's being located nearby goaded these institutions into,actions (on the

program and administrative sides) they will never regret. They both developed'

markedly as a result. There were also several institutions whose development

benefited notably (at least in terms of their own current perce
\
ptiont) when

control changed hands from a religious order to an independent board, not so

much.an action sought as one that evolved.

If there is any lesson here for development efforts in the future, it is

that institutions should look in all directions at all possible forces which

might influence their, expansion, their programs, their administrative capabil-

ities, their missions, or their specializations and distinctive features. The

strong institutionshad, in most"cases, forecast and anticipated the external(

context factors that could affect their futures, and taken some corrective or-

evasive action. The vulnerable institutions had more aequently been caught
A

by surprise, could see no way out, or had simply refused to,respond.

Development in the Historically Black Institutions.

Of the fiftyone institutions studi,ed, 27 were historically or predomi

nantly black. We are also_well aware the the original focus of Title III was

primarily on black institutions suffering from decades of neglect,isolation,

limited revenue, and students of modest means, however defined. We are aware

that in the current administration, the Title III progriM .seems ncreasingly

to be labeled in thespress and by administration appointees as "the Black

College Program," although many more non-black than black institutions fall

within then eligibility criteria and receive Title III funds. We are also well



awarethat despite a number of social changes in the last two-JecadeS, the

nation's'traditionally black institutions as a class still ,have special needs

and challenges that are distinct from those of other classes of institutions

(although these needs and challenges differ somewhat from whatthey were in

the mid-1960's). To this point, findings of particular,and specific relevance

to traditionally black colleges have not been profuse-in our prior discussions

and interpretations.

To some extent, this results from the terms of the basic/proposition

examine47-which is, hoi.-can higher educationinsteitutions of Modest means, a

tradition of commitment to improving educational opportunity, and which

provide the best they can to those who knock on their doors, be helped to

improve their 'quality and viability:, In answering, we found no lines-of-race,

color, or creed. Dynamic leadership, the strategies for improving ,revenue and

the revenue/cost ratio, 'the need for strategic planning, the ways avoiding.

distraction by crises or the oppression of such contextual forces as declining

markets anal increasing coMpetition, and what is done if these problems are

corrected or neutralized, did not seem to vary at all as a function of the

prevailing color on campus .\ Of the Institutions visited, there were no dis-

tinctive relationships between 'institutional type in terms of ethnicity and

the standings on the variables used o assess development, future/prospect

from fiscal and enrollment trends, or quality of program. (Of the nine insti-

tutions rated as positively developing, four were traditionally black colleges;

of the eight at the other extreme, six were traditionally ,black colleges.) No

doubt significant differences would emerge had we examined such qualifies as

proportion of faculty in particular areas with terminal degrees; but, we were

not focusing on distinctive needs of traditionally black colleges as a special

class of institution, but on what constitutes institutional improvement in the

total group of institutions examined 'We found that good management is good

management, and that the traditionally white colleges have no corner on this
N

market.

Nevertheless, in spite of the muting in this regard imposed by the focus

of the study on institutional development in general, we could not help but

note some particular problems, challenges, and solutions relevant to tradi-.

tionally black colleges generally.
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The characteristics of the institutions with regard to Title III eligi-

bility indices and award history should be noted.' In terms of award history,

the higher proportion of black institutions in the sample of higher-annual

award institutions, as noted in Chapter II, is reasonably strong evidence that

black institutions have been heavier benefactors of Title III; it is well -

known that a high proportion of black institutions as a class have received
_

awards in comparison,to non-black institutions. Of black institutions in the

study sample, most had been in the Title III program from the beginning; the

other institutions,in the sample; on the average, received,,their firsjawardst
'

in the mid-1970's.

Theblack institutions tended to have higher per-istudent E and G expendi-

tures.than the non-black institutions. Foi examiie,10 the privatt four-y4ar

institutions, the sixteen traditionally black institutioqs average about $5400/
in 1980-81,1'while the counterpart white institutions average ,about $4600 (for,

the public' four -year institutions, traditiolly black institutions averaged

$4300; the figurejorthe white counterparts was $3200). This plyes the

Ygvalue for the,,--tiditionally.black colleges one-fifth4to one-third h her than

that f their white counterparts'.

ei

The traditionally black colleges ha4h proportionsfof students

eligible Federal student aid than their white counterparts For example,

for the' sixteen private four-year traditionarlyblackcolleges,-the average

proportiol:of.undergraduate students_ receiving Pell grants was 86.3 perk:iinti--T

against 48.5 percent for the white. This,.of Course, placed the dependence on

'revenue .1 om student aid higher fr the traditionallyoblack colleges-as welll

The tudent aid data suggest' a.criticallyimpOrtant class of challenges._

for the t aditionally black colleges. Their students come from lower income

faMilies, in .comparison to the Other Title III counterparts; we also note the

simple fa t that given thatmedian black (and other minority) incomes and

employment :rates are-well below those for bites,, the black institution has,

less oppo tunity to improve, the .affinente--rePreiented by the student -body

,,,...9,rough se ective recruiting; were that option vigorously.pursued.:----It-,-also_i_

1 For the real impact of the statistic noted,' recourse should be made to
the values -for the- arger populations, given the non-representativeness of the
institutio s in our sample for-theSepopulations.'FOr this reason, and

"because of the small number of cases,/te statistical values cited in this
section are rounded.



underscores the greater dependence of theCigtlitionally black Colleges, public-

andprivate, on indirect support through Federally based student aid programs.

Most of the traditionally black colleges, and the private traditionally black

colleges in particular, would be in real jeopardy if the FederI ,y supported

contributions to tuition and expenses were substantially reduced:

Note should be taken that although no systemittic study was made of. the

academic credentials of entering freshmen acrossrthe institutions, many of the

black institutions, in contrast to the others, were experiencing year-to-year

declining levels of academic\ability as measured by traditional admissions

tests, a_phenomenon generally attributed (and probably correctly so) to compe-

tition rom white institutions for the highest scoring black students. Given

the moderate relationship between socio-economic status and scores on'suCh

traditional tests, as well as what the scores imply in terms of need for

4emediation or ability to learn under traditional instructional systems, this

.factor would seem to . represent a serious challenge,to black' institutions, who

must face increasing competition for the prospective students among their

constituencies who look best in terms of the traditional currency for academic

promise.

In a number of black institutions, and particularlly thote with increasing

enrollment' trends, there appeared to be increasing pressure to reduce the

numbers of students who deferred,, or defaulted in, payment of tuition-and

fees. In` one' institution that had with increasing. enrollment reached its

perceived optimal size in terms of present space, resources, aid facilities,

there even aPPeared to .be a move afoot tiriutpressure, .though admissions

criteria, on -some' new emphasiS on ability to p:ly, OtherAnstitutionS,Were
,

, . ,

taking harder- lInts-on,followup of individuals. defaulting on tuition paymcnts

or, restricting continuationuntil debts'were paid. ,

. .

Anocher phenomena that seemed to characterize the'stable.traditionally

black - institutions to some extent, and,thetraditionallY:Vlack colleges ranked

as Strong tO 'a' considerable extent,,was a delihOrate searchjor'new programs.

-that might repreient professiongl job opportnnities;of partiCuYar interest.
-

____'In this move,. the emphasis was not on pre-professional' stulies- (e,g., pre-law;

prermecti Fat) --tliat.,-.wo_ult4, require further work beyohd the baccalaureate degree;' _

,

. ...,_

but rather on such progranis as media and- cowrie ations medical -teehnology
,,,-_. -.

. ' r A,

and other health fields,and-microelectionics technolo=gy. Id fei black-
, -- -

: r, CI

-,



institutions did we find the emphasis of one or two decades ago on education
as a major field.

No careful comparative examination of faculty credentials was undertaken,
but our impression in general was that this situation has improved remarkedly
over the past decade, through upgrading, larger numbers of blacks entering
graduate study, and the infusion of non-blacks into the faculty ranks as a
function of the current excess of supply over demand in many fields. We did
note that in a number of academic programs where real effort to obtain creden-
tialed black faculty had been successful, and where students were prepared for
fields in which professional blacks are substantially underrepresented (e.g.,
engineering; accounting), there was considerable apprehension that both
business and industry, or white institutions willing to pay a premium to add
black faculty, would erode the most competent of current faculty. A number of
deans and department heads noted that new black PhD's were starting generally
at salaries equivalent to or higher than those of their full professors of
some years of expe--ience, and anticipated real difficulty in maintaining what
they had achieved.

Other significant factors, not necessarily growing out of the study but
derived from more general observation, include the increased external support
generally available today (over that avialable one or two decades ago) for
black institutions; the increasing organization and sophistication of groups
formed for political representation of the interests of black institutions,
and an increase in representation and recognition of these interests in the
government; and the necessary continuing search for unique and valuable
distinctiveness in mission and contribution as a black institution now
operating' in increasingly non-segregated higher education systems.

We could not help but note that particularly in the strong black insti-
tutions there seemed to be a quiet but pervasive conviction among the faculty
and administrators that their futures and those of their students lay in
producing students who not only could win jobs, seem as a relatively easy
proposition given pressures for hiring minorities, but who could competently
hold their own or excel when compared with their white peers. More serious
and deliberate efforts were being made in the early college years to deal with
basic skills; the lead departments were more likely to compete not for numbers
but for the best students. More importantly, unusual energy and rigor were
being appied to instruction, and students were being worked very hard in these
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instances. We believe that in many of the traditionally black institutions a

new and wholesome elitism is being developed that places real accomplishment

first, that is not letting students get distracted by the new ease of entry

into fields formerly restricted. Starting salaries and continuance and

progression in career are monitored closely, and there are increasing accounts

of significant accomplishments of former students.

Finally: we would note that the black institutions perceived as strong

are putting considerable energy in utilizing and exploring the equal oppor-

tunity momentum in today's resource market, and are operating at sophisticated

levels. For example: one state had mounted a campaign at the governor's

level to attract the microelectronics industry to that area; the effective

president of one traditionally black institution in the state system had

assumed that all involved would be aware of the attractiveness of designating

his institution as one of three institutions (the other two traditionally

white) in the system to develop programs to support the drive. Another black

institution had profited greatly by special efforts to capitalize on interest

in showing a racial balance in funds awarded for defense research. One presi-

dent interrupted our interview schedule for a special meeting with Congressmen

that were concerned with the particular needs of black institutions; another

black institution was hosting a meeting of Federal department heads and

prospective contractors while we were on campus. Recognition was abundantly

evident in the strong black institutions of the competitive edge provided by

the needs of government and business leaders to "buy black" to a higher degree,

as was recognition of the importance of the ability of the institution to show

that on its campus blackness and quality went hand in hand. In short, these

institutions were marketing aggressively for their full share of special

opportunities.

D. Findings Related to Treatment of Minorities on Majority Campuses

The equal opportunity component has always been central in Title III

intent. In the beginning, focus primarily on traditionally black colleges to

improve their quality was recognition that the traditional students at these

institutions suffered along with the institutions themselves. Defining eligi-

bility in part in terms of low student family income (rather than minority

status) was a political/legal necessity, but it probably helped to open the

Title III opportunity to additional "majority" institutions as well. More
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importantly, the increasing trend over the last two decides for blacks and

other minorities to enroll in majority institutions, many of which have

limited resources as well, adds the special dimension of concern about the

educational treatment of minorities on majority campuses, and how Title III

may impact to improve this treatment.

It is noted also that of the many "slings and arrows" the Title III

Proram staff have suffered over the past two decades, failure to champion

equal opportunity for one or another or all minorities has not been in
question. As the preceding management study found, the distinctive, loag-

term, and effective concern of Program staff has characteristically been one

of assuring fair treatment of those individuals "disadvantaged" by race or

parental income.

The inquiry reported did not explore intensively across all majority

institutions the status, problems, and treatment of minorities. However, some

developmental activities examined in depth were directed toward increasing the

numbers or improving the social and learning environments of campus minorities,

and in most instances the site visit teams, containing one or more minority

members themselves, were especially sensitive to the inevitable signals as to

how cordial and effective the environment was for minority students.

A finding of some importance was that pockets of racism still exist, and

are not difficult to detect once on campus. The reception given the black

specialists on the site visit team by some traditionally white institutions

was quite detectably different from that given their white counterparts. When
individual administrators at one such institution were asked about any problems

associated with minorities, the typical response was that all those who can

learn quickly whether they can make it or not "don't give us any trouble; it's

the Feds on our backs who do." In another instance the Director of Admissions

confided to the (white) interviewer (who was recognized as a native of the

Southern county the Admissions Director had grown up in) that effective con-

straints in keeping blacks a token minimum were handled easily by emphasis, in

recruiting, on emphasizing contacts with white teachers and counselors for
referrals.

A second finding was that such pockets of racism were not confined to the

institutions iu the stable, vulnerable, or mixed groups in terms of develop-

mental status but were occasionally found in the strong group as well. To be

sure, the criteria for assessment of institutional development status did not
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include such an element, but we feel in retrospect that this was proper: some

institutions are viable or are becoming so with careful attention to equal

opportunity, others are viable or are becoming so without such attention. The

two factors do not appear to be functionally interrelated.

We suspect that the forces perpetuating these subtle but important

barriers most likely come at the. board or senior administrative levels, in

institutions where there have been traditional constituencies of lower socio-

economic level whites (and where strong elements of provincialism still

prevail). In both of the institutions providing the examples cited, there

were strong (white and black) farulty advocates for minorities; one of the two

institutions had indeed, at the faculty level, an informal but special program
of substantial positive merit in helping black students to feel at home, to
use the campus to exercise special interests in positive ways, and to develop

positive acceptance by majority students.

A number of predominantly white campuses with sending areas containing

significant numbers in two or more minority groups confessed and exhibited

difficulty in serving each equally. This was less likely in the community (or

non-residential) colleges, suggesting that the social or living context is a
factor, but it is noted that community college campuses seldom exhibited any

problem of apparent racist attitudes, differential treatment, or any distinc-

tive response by students that would signal trouble. No instance was found,
in any institution, where a single support activity focused exclusively on

more than one minority was equally attractive to the constituent minorities.

Where there were parallel minority-directed activities, one tended to be very

much ascendant over the others, with the best explanation appearing to be the

competence of the ascendant activity director to serve both the students and

the institution, while the other activity director tended to be the student

advocate fighting city hall, or simply giving up.

Examination of the exemplary programs directed toward the facilitation of

minority students suggests that such programs are more likely to exist in

institutions where the mission has been shaped by a sense o!. public responsi-

bility or religious conviction to include attention to any special needs of

minorities, and to guarantees of equal dignity. Positive climates were also

more likely to exist where the socioeconomic backgrounds of the majority

students were not highly discrepant from thoseof the minority students. The

commitment, attitudes toward the institution, and skills of the activity



directors--and their rank or status, and acceptance as a peer by faculty or

administration--seemed particularly critical. One extremely able director of

a thriving cultural center for Native Americans said, "My staff works to help

the student work within the larger institutional system to solve his or her

problems, whether they are the fault of the system or the student." Success

was also marked by deliberate effort to develop positive self-regard and to

obtain reinforcement from outsiders. At the Native American "Studies Center,"

whose director has just been quoted, there were special campus-wide cultural

events sponsored by the Indian students that were attractive, instructive,

well-subscribed, and enjoyed--e.g., a weekly honey-tasting social, an arts

series (dance, music, paintings) that gave legitimate pride to the presenters

and evoked legitimate appreciation by the larger campus community. This was

one of the few campuses observed where students clustered in groups of two or

more without any regard to race; they were obviously young people enjoying one

another as peers. (Incidentally, this program existed in an area with a

significant Hispanic population; the Title III Coordinator was Hispanic. But,

he confessed, "We can't seem to get much going that could match the Native

American Program and attract Hispanics--they feel they are the neglected

minority here." This was, incidentally, a concern the Native American Program

Director shared, and most obviously shared painfully.)

Though an isolated instance, one situation designated to promote parity

was threatening to backfire, and should be noted. This was a public institu-

tion where state law established a significant tuition credit at that insti

tution for any Native American student. Yet, several administrators inter-

preted this in this way: "The Native American students pay less tuition than

other students; our state appropriations are essentially on a per-student

basis. Thus, the more Native American students we have, the less per-student

revenue we have to work witth"

E. Implications for Development of "Developmental" and "Operational"

Activities

A perennial question, at least for Title III program staff and readers,

has been whether developmental and operational activities (or functions) can

be distinguished, or where development stops and operation begins. The

concern of course is with the standard proscription against use of Title III

awards for operational purposes; such a requirement implies the need for a
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workable definition, and this has not been easy to come by. A se, ,d concern
is whether and to what extent these terms denote functionally different

circumstances or are qualitatively different in some ways that may matter to

institutional development.

With some notable exceptions, we felt that we could distinguish develop-

mental from operational activities fairly well by using a functional defini-
tion. The definition seemed to serve, however, because we were on campus

reviewing activities from several perspectives, getting a sense of timelines

involved, observing how the point of changeover varies for different sorts of
activities. We do not suggest that it is easy to make this distinction on
paper (for the writer or for the reader), but we do feel that the experience
in the field shed some light on the issue that may be useful in the future.

In the present context we are dealing primarily with developmental vs. opera-
tional activities (as units defined for study purposes and supported in whole
or part by external resources), but it seems likely that the distinction has
broader applications to smaller bits of change that contribute to such activi-
ties or larger chunks of change that result from the interaction of several
concurrent or sequeLtinl activities.

The working definition of "developmental" was essentially this: a unit
of activity whose purpose is to improve viability, directly or indirectly, by
making changes of some sort in structure, function, or condition. The
emphasis was on change; changes presumably take planning, leadership, funds,
and time, and at the "end" of the developmental effort something new or
different is in place--recognizable as a change that either directly affects

viability (condition) or does so indirectly through structure or function or
has the potential for such effects. The definition of "developmental," in
other words, is bound up in the purpose for initiating the action; the defini-

tion assumes not only an endpoint but also a useful outcome. This should
sound familiar as the culmination of the criteria employed for assessing the
relative value of developmental activities (see Chapters VI and VII), thus
tying together definition, selection, and. evaluation of developmental
functions.

The working definition was amplified in the field by stressing the

temporary duration of the function, that is, the arrival at some defined
endpoint (in time or in accomplished change)--and then its cessation or its
continuation as an operational function assumed by the institution.
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Operational? This function is defined primarily in fiscal terms--that is, an

ongoing activity, formerly developmental, that is deemed valuable enough to

continue on the institution's resources.

Applying these definitions raised questions. Should "operational" be

defined so strictly, or may acquisition of other external funds along with

internal funds qualify for crossing the line from developmental to opera-

tional? Can a single activity (as originally carried out) have continuing or

somewhat new developmental aspects and continuing operational aspects at the

same time? If so, can these be easily distinguished for budgetary purposes?

Is some criterion level of continuation (say expenditure of 80 percent of

annual earlier development cost) required in order to say that any activity is

indeed operational? Can the same defined activity be developmental in one

location and operational in another? For activities (functions) that really

matter to the institution and are intended to continue, can there ever be an

endpoint to development? Don't their components, operations, and benefits

constantly evolve?

The last two questions imply another. Shouldn't Title III and general

external intent be interpreted as seed money, getting the process started,

initiating movement toward change, with perhaps an arbitrary cessation of

support after a "reasonable" development period? If the line between devel-

opment and operation is difficult to recognize, then perhaps dollar or time

limits on external investment--based on a broad inventory of experience--may

be defensible and practicable.

Basic skills may be an example. This program activity has generally been

generously supported by Title III, presumably because of the clear need for

this service and because the service is delivered to the appropriate targets

of Title III intent. Annual grants have frequently exceeded $200,000, cover-

ing a wide range of items: faculty, materials, equipment, associated coun-

seling and tutoring, course development, testing, faculty development, etc.

For the 8 basic skills activities reviewed, awards have been made for from 4

to 10 successive years, with a median of 6. Yet only 1 has been weaned from

support as of 1982-83, not because the particular function was planfully

absorbed by the college but because there was no Title III award at all; this

institution allocated about $100,000 for the 1982-83 year, cutting back on one

faculty position. But this institution, like several others, plans to request

further support in the next cycle regardless of the extent to which objective
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indications suggest that the program is 7:treacly operational--that is, it
functions in full flower as an ongoing set of structured services, sometimes
70 percent or more supported by Title III. At least 3 schools responded that
they could not possibly continue basic skills without external support, virtually
always meaning Title III. The situation is excaberated by the absence of
other viable means to support its costs--it is an enrichment activity involving
those with least capability to pay.

With basic skills as an example, there are at least three principal
dilemmas here. First, continuation under Title III support apparently represents
what is essentially operational activity. Second, this sort of activity
frequently obfuscates the developmental-operational definition by adding new
(but perhaps relatively small) features in each grant, such as extension from
a semester to a year, a different testing/scoring

approach, faculty development
in a new instructional technique, and so on. Third, and perhaps most important,
basic skills by definition for the populations secved is a matter of great
expense. It is needed; it is vital to any chance of retention of students; it
is often viewed as something the institution could not carry off on its own.
For certain institutions it may, in fact, be a keystone as important as the
library, the computer science major, the financial accounting system. Yet it
costs a great deal. The dilemma is whether or not Title III should continue

to assist it, regardless, for the reason tWat it is so primary and so related
to all that Title III is about. If the answer is No, then some definitional
rubric distinguishing developmental from operational may be applied; if the
answer is a qualified Yes, this could mean some time or dollar limit over a
span of "developmental" years, or possibly a continuing form of assistance to
a proportional limit.
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Chapter X

A Functional Blueprint for Development

In this chapter, a brief examination is made of what we believe
constitutes the essence of the process of development as it may be
deliberately controlled by the institution. This has to do with
long-range planning--its inputs, the process itself, and the inter-
mediate and ultimate criteria it must employ, with emphasis on
criteria of fiscal health. It is our "functional blueprint for
development," drawn broadly from what we observed at the strong and
the stable institutions, but found largely absent at the vulnerable

A. The Centrality of Planning to Institutional Development

The institutions visited, though varied, had some aspects in common. All
had high proportions of low-income or minority students; all had, in comparison

with other institutions of their type (as characterized by control and 2- vs.

4-year program), more limited fiscal resources to invest in their educational

program. All had received substantial soft money assistance over the prior 5

or 6 years from Title III, for improving the quality of their management and

programs, and for acquiring a greater capacity for achieving, maintaining, or

expanding their fiscal viability. The institutions differed markedly, however,

in their current risk position and in the direction and rapidity of develop-

mental movement.

Many--particularly the public institutions--appeared stable, with ao real

threat to survival, but with little evidence of having experienced marked.

recent change in quality or capability. 'While their officerS and faculties

were not necessarily comfortable with current condition, their focus appeared

to be largely on maintenance of the particular niche and assets the institution
provided. A president or a business manager might be threatened; the institu-

tions were not.

Some other institutions were clearly vulnerable, wallowing in crises that

threatened to overwhelm them or in apparent continuing decline; this status

may have been a result of mistakes or complacency in the past, of natural

disasters, or of particular troublesome contextual factors: loss of significant

sources of support, competition from more advantageously situated institutions,

erosion of traditional constituencies.
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But: some institutions clearly had positive momentum: they were finding

ways to increase revenue or to operate more efficiently, to allocate their

resources to better advantage, to improve the quality and relevance of educa-

tional treatment of students, to provide better for their faculty and staff,

usually while expanding or holding steady their enrollment, but sometimes as a

deliberate adjustment to a decline in enrollment. They were in sound fiscal

condition, with fiscal trends projecting substantial security for the future.

What the differences among these institutions would have been without the

special developmental investment is largely undeterminable. We did come to

believe, however, that institutions making good use of Title III or other soft

money funds in terms of the excellence of the activity execution generally

tended to be those with developmental momentum already established through

certain internal forces quite separate from Title III. That is, developmental

investment in and of itself, when viewed over the six-year period, was not

found to provide any guarantee of positive results. For those institutions

with developmental momentum, Title III appeared to accelerate that momentum;

for those without, the developmental impact was less clear, and in a few

instances the evidence suggested that Title III funds were actually encouraging

dependency on this source of support. The data also suggest strongly that

when a particular needed activity is forced on an institution (e.g., as a

condition of the grant), positive impact is less assured than if the activity

constituted part of the institution's own predetermined developmental strategy- -

that is, the institutional operators must recognize its importance and take it

seriously.

While the kind of special developmental investment examined was generally

encapsulated in a package of several discrete activities calculated to improve

some aspect of developmental functioning, and though these activities could be

assessed with some confidence in terms of their specific and plausible objec-

tives --and outcomes, their larger contribution to the total institutional

condition or free-standing capacity for positive change was less clear, as a

function of the varied forces that interactively affect the total institutional

condition.

The stark contrasts in developmental condition, however, seemed to expose

rather clearly some particular forces in the institutional structure and

characteristic mode of functioning that appeared to control both what was

done with all the problems, assets, and opportunities, and that seemed to



provide satisfactory explanations of current status as well as satisfactory

bases for projecting future status. There was some evidence, also, that how

Title III or other soft money developmental activities were managed and utilized

was very much like any other asset or opportunity was utilized, and that it

was easier to identify the functions and functioning associated with using

investment money and anything else well than to determine what particular

investments would improve those functions and functioning. It has been noted

that imposed activities appeared less likely to be well-used than those origi-

nating in the institution itself--at least for the strong or stable in .itu-
tions. This is plausible, and would lead to a conclusion that it may be

easier and safer to formulate criteria for selecting the institutions in which

to invest, than to determine what specific investments would in themselves

contribute to the improvement of the institutiL.'s capability to manage well
its own affairs. This reasoning suggests that one solution would be to make

award contingent upon evidence of d-_:elopmental progress, or absence of factors

associated with developmental vulnerability--and to leave it largely to the

institution as to how the developmental funds would be invested.

Yet, such a solution, in addition to being politically unworkable, would

fly in the face of Title III intent as we have interpreted it. (Title III is

directed specifically to vulnerable institutions.) We are confronted with the

more difficult proposition of using specific investment (that is, funding

particular developmental activities) to improve the institution's capability

to manage its affairs well. Title III is directed toward improving educational

opportunity, through assisting those institutions serving significant Lumbers

of students from low-income backgrounds. It is clear in the restatement of

the law that this is not to be accomplished, however, by a Federal subsidizing

of those institutions, but by helping those in distress to improve their

ability to make it on their own, to become viable and self-sustaining, to

manage their own affairs better.

What is it, then, that the institutions with developmental momentum are

doing that accounts for their effective utilization of Title III monies, and

that is relevant to Title III program improvement? Some findings are not

particularly useful in this regard. For example, although the institution's

president is central to development, the choice of a pr .iident is a matter.for

the institution's board of control, not for the Federal government. Other

findings, however, do identify practices that are amenable to change through
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investment at an activity level. These findings also have import for a better

understanding of what is involved if an institution maximizes its security and

positive impact.

We place strong confidence in the finding that those institutions that

had devoted themselves seriously for a substantial period to the long-range

planning activity appeared to have the best current condition and the most

promising prospect for the future--not just because of the planning activities

examined in detail as developmental activity were strongly associated with our

evaluation of institutional status, but because their elements tended to

appear wherever developmental excellence was believed to exist. This behooves

us to look more closely at the process of planning as it appears to play out,

in those institutions that are clearly making progress in this regard, in

terms of postulating the essential elements found in that process.

We

(1) the

(2) the

believe that the elements in effective

specification, and further explication,

long-range planning include:

of the institutional mission;

establishment of the planning process--determination of a structural

approach, specification of participants, and the development of criteria for

the assessment of current and future

process itself, or the determination

status; (3) the planning activity and

of short- and long-term developmental

priorities and the strategies for their attainment; (4) the implementation and

operationalization of these priorities, and their monitoring; and (5) the

assessment of outcomes and consequences, both of developmental changes and the

total functioning of the institution as it may be progressively modified by

the developmental activity as well as by new outside forces. We turn now to

brief discussion of each of these elements.

B. The Specification and Explication of the Institutional Mission

The institutional mission is the totality of its distinctive and purpose-

ful objectives for being, in terms of (1) the particular subpopulations it

intends to serve; (2) what it strives to provide for them or do to them through

its educational and other programs; (3) its particular values, as they affect

the content of the program, the instructional strategies, and the learning and

living environment; (4) the roles it serves for its controlling authority; and

(5) the particular services it aspires to render to the broader publics it

espouses. It is what and to whom it has to sell and to contribute.

American higher education institutions differ, of course, in the nature

their particular missions. For any institution that has been in existence
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over a period of time, the mission is modified by (and hence to some extent is

a result of) changes in the external world that affect its potential, and its

particular success and failure experiences. Institutions differ also in the
extent to which their mission is explicit, through encapsulation in an adequate
statement, or implicit, as may be inferred from what it appears to be accom-
plishing to knowledgeable internal or external observers. Institutions differ
as well, it may reasonably be assumed, as to the degree that their mission

expresses a useful, relevant, and timely purpcse, or, put another way, as to
the degree that it represents an achievable purpose. For. our purposes, however,

we are concerned not so much with how the missions of the institutions studied

differ, nor with the degree at ground zero that they are explicit or implicit,
but with how the institution's concept of mission maybe utilized to affect
the orderly development, maintenance, and viability of the institution. For
this purpose, we are concerned about the ways institutions may properly deter-
mine, test, and apply the concept of mission, not differences in mission
itself.

In this regard: institutions differ markedly in the clarity and speci-
ficity with which their missions are or can be expressed in objective or

behavioral terms. The mission statement of some institutions is little more
than a carefully worded expression of extant biases, of generalities that
cannot be contested because they are as pure and conventional as motherhood

and apple pie, and completely unamenable to any real proof of accomplishment

by testing. If there is no extant and accepted statement of mission, the

mission that can be inferred sometimes suffers from the same problems of

ambiguity and lack of specificity. In other instances, the mission is clearly
stated, or can be readily extrapolated, in terms of its particular targets,

and Valnes.

institutions differ in the extent to WiliCh theii concept of

mission involves the fiVe different elements that we have pOstulated are

cOMponents of mission. Obviously, "to serve loW-intome or minority students"

is a less satisfaCtory statement than "to serve low-income and minority students
by training them for employment as teachers, nurses, and accountants:"

ye have noted the need for clarity and specificity of the statement of

mission; this further applies to each of the components of mission. The

particular subpopulation the institution intends to serve should be identified

in terms of all characteristics relevant to student market, program content,

instructional strategies, and particular institutional values. An excellent



example was provided by one institution clearly exemplary in overall develop-

mental progress. This institution first examined its current student popula-

tion in terms of their geographic origin, ability, prior academic performance

levels, family occupational and income characteristics, and activity following

graduation. Learning that the majority of its students came from a discrete

geographical area, it then examined the competing institutions also drawing

heavily from that area, in terms of their admissions standards, costs, and

programs. The findings not only identified a grime target area and particular

secondary schools within that area for recruiting, but also suggested a current

involvement with and market for students from families with incomes in the

$14,000 to $22,000 range, with SAT scores in the low average to average range,

who tended to be first genereion college students or children of alumni, and

who aspired to education that would assure them productive employment in their

home areas and its (rather distinctive) prevailing employment market. Some of

the results attributed to the effort included more efficient recruiting;

increased enrollment; the establishment of a remedial service; the decision to

hold the line on tuition increase but expand other sources of support through

funding drives; to invest in further development of several programs relevant

to employment opportunities in the area served, and to let other programs make

a transition to a general education service function; to fill faculty positions

with individuals interested in such students as those identified and specially

recruited. The institution appeared to have been remarkably successful in all

these endeavors; it had a renewed and special sense of mission. It also

presented itself as a happy, effective, and growing operation with a year-end

surplus of revenue over expenditures. This developmental effort was, inciden-

tally, fueled es ,mtially by a dynamic president and elements from a number of

clearly successful Title III activities.

What the institution provides to students through its educational and

support programs is a matte' of characterizing the kinds and qualities of

educational offerings. We were impressed with the institutions that took

self-study and accreditation in particular program areas seriously, and/or who

attempted to validate perceived strengths by follow up of majors after gradua-

tion, or who took student evaluations maturely and seriously. We noted also

the trend at most institutions to rut more emphasis on student concerns for

marketable skills. We noted as well some serious effort to determine the real

value of some of the traditional liberal arts and sciences courses, and to

examine their functional interrelationships with the new developing programs.
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With regard to particular educational, religious, humanitarian, or scien-
tific values: the impact, of course, is more difficult to test. Nevertheless,
the successful institutions tended to have a unanimity on these matters, and

the successful activities were seldom in disharmony with such unanimity where

it existed. Some of the most troubled campuses were those where faculty, or

faculty vs. administration, were torn between liberal education vs. vocation-
alism, between remediation as an integral part of the program or as an adjunct

salvage proposition, between service to community or national interests, or

between a religious or secular emphasis in course content or student life
activities.

With regard to the interests and needs of the controlling authority:

this appeared to be more critical and more recognizable for the public insti-
tutions, where boards represented political and economic interests as well,
and where particular functions might efficiently be allocated among different
institutions in the system. Most .2-year college boards, though frequently
subject to large coordinating boards of greater or less authority, consisted
of a cross section of community-leaders and representatives of particularly
critical trades or technologies in the community. The private institutions

appeared less susceptible to particular operational mandates from their boards;

the church influence, though still strong in some and sometimes because of

need to perserve financial support from that source, seldom resulted in the

specification of mission mandates except in terms difficult to operationalize

or in terms affecting one small segment of the total institutional enterprise.

Service to the broader publics, except for the. 2-year community colleges,

is a somewhat esoteric matter in many instances, representing a simple expres-
sion of values, or a peripheral activity for public relations functions.

Sometimes faculty and resources that can be spared to some broader purpose are
contributed. Yet, some of the more successful institutions had identified

particular contributions the college could make to the cultural, social, or

economic life of their community; in some instances, the institution had

created successful service or cultural enrichment programs for the sponsoring
church, a special interest group, or the state or nation. Some institutions,
of course, found particular opportunities for direct service within the usual
functions of the institution--the instance of the establishment of an associate

degree program within a medium security prison or, in several instances,

special programs or courses for adults or retirees. At the same time, benign non-



recognition of special service rolesthat the institution could play seemed to

be a factor related to decline or risk, as in the case of the institution with

a heavy contingent of foreign students who did not fit in its academic or

social programs, or, in another instance, an institution located in a community

crying for involvement that would have been relevant for the institution to

provide, and where such involvement could have had beneficial impact on enroll-

ment and community support.

The boards of community colleges were frequently instrumental in defining

community service roles; this, of course, is their principal business. We

noted that although the community colleges in particular were frequently

active at all staff levels in developing speCial service opportunities, they

were traditionally reactive rather than proactive in this regard--that is,

they focused on visible maintenance needs of the community as they arose, with

little or no involvement in projecting what the community might become if

future needs were projected and anticipated. That was left to local business

and government leaders.

The recognition, elaboration, and specification of mission is, in theory,

a scarting point; in some planning activities, it is a discrete and initial
4s

step leading to specification of goals and priorities for study or tryout.

For most, mission specification, as other elements of planning, is ever-present

as particular operational points are reached or problems recognized.

C. The Establishment of the. Long-Term Planning Process

For the sample of institutions as a whole, there was a considerable

variation in the emphasis given to planning, the time frame into which planning

effort was directed, and the mechanisms and individuals involved. Most--but

not all--made some assumptions toward anticipating a subsequent year's budget,

and had some procedure beyond simple presidential or board mandate or decision

for assigning the anticipated revenue.

In using the term long teplg_al-range we are not referring to the process

of setting objectives for the coming year for the purpose of exercising control,

but rather to the serious effort to look some reasonable distance--i.e., one

to four years--beyond the next budget year, and to encompass a concern for

revenue generation as well as expenditures. This was an activity that charac-

terized the strong institutions essentially without exception. It was also

noted that most strong institutions had engaged in some formal long-range

planning activity or activities over a period of ten years or more.



With origin so far back, it was not possible to obtain much accurate and

consistent detail on the initial establishment of the planning process. It is

nevertheless possible to extract some commonalities from the observations.

First, there was some precipitating event--a persuasive consultant, an accred-

iting commission report, a president recognizing the need to anticipate pros-

pective futures. Second, recourse at the beginning to outside assistance had

generally been made, apparently both to reinforce larger recognition of the

need to plan by using a prophet from another land, and to help the institution

to establish some structure for the planning effort. Third, although the
president had been continuously and actively involved, so had a variety of

other actors - -both key individuals and committees; and, the composition of

planning groups as task forces, their mandates, and their procedures had

varied from time to time, with periods of relative inactivity between formal

efforts. Fourth, the current long-range plan was not the president's secret

blueprint, nor an exercise by some individual or ad hoc committee to produce a

document, but a set of objectives, goals, and criteria widely known by faculty
and staff. Finally, as noted, the planning effort had had its origin some

time back.

We believe that the institution that has not engaged seriously in the

long-range planning process must start with a firm commitment on the part of

its board and/or its president for anticipating the future and preparing for

or modifying it. The apparent need for sustained effort over time noted for

the strong institutions, and the variable mechanisms they used from one point

in time to another, suggest that the establishment of a structure for. planning

was likely a hit-or-miss affair at first, and that structure was something

that evolved as a function of the interaction between the president's style

and contextual features of the campus.

1. Determination of a Structural Approach to Planning

The initiation of long-range planning conceptually and practically

involves several elements. First, there needs to be either a varied and progres-

sive experience to produce a structural approach to planning that all can live

with, or a deliberate determination or selection of that structural approach.

By approach, we refer to what elements are prescribed as fixed or given, and

what elements constitute variables for decision. For example, planning can

start with the given that a particular program will be created; the planning

function involves a selection of means to carry it out. Or, a broader objec-

tive--e.g., to increase enrollment and tuition revenue by ten percent--can be
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the given, with planning to involve both a number of sub-objectives and deter-

mination of means for attaining each. The development options can be broader

still, to include the values or ide4ls that will be used to guide the projected

specific objectives, broader objectives, and acceptable means; and, the values

or ideals can constitute a given or be the subject of some deliberate decision

process. Professional planners generally distinguish among these approaches,

and take some stance as to which is most desirable. Logic and the site visit

experience suggest, however, that the long-term objective is to achieve some

degree of unanimity on values, goals, and means, and that the institutions and

presidents vary in terms of capability and readiness to operate effective at

one or another of these levels.

2. The Delineation of the Planning Process, and the Specification of

Participants

Another aspect of the initiation of the planning process is the

delineation of the process and the specification of the participants and their

roles. One consideration is what particular skills, insights, technologies,

and capabilities exist and can be harnessed. Some of the institutions examined

had little tradition of collegiality, or indeed would have been pressed to

find many faculty capable of taking on some planning tasks. Yet, any campus

consists of some individuals who want to maintain the status quo, some who

want to find means to return to the past, some who. want to build particular

empires or change for the sake of change--when the idealized outcome probably

needs to be a bit more profound, to concern what the institution can do to

capitalize on and further develop its own resources (or, to become more elective

by selective development and/or retrenchment). This recognition leads us to

suspect that planning is more ultimately effective when it is viewed not just

as a mechanism for institutional development, but also as a mechanism for

development of the involved individuals as well. In any event, and whatever

the existing traditions, mechanisms, and vulnerabilities, some deliberate

choices need to be made in terms of what staff resources will be commissioned

for carrying out the structural approach believed most suitable, with concern

both for progress and results and for using the group involvement and deliber-

ations as a mechanism for development of the individuals involved.

3. The Development of Criteria for Assessment, and the Assessment of

Current Status

At all institutions, assessment of some sort goes on to some formal

or informal extent at any decision point. In practice, it is almost always an



accompanying activity of the annual bwIgeting exercise.

Several general observations from our inquiry loom large immediately in

distinguishing our strong or stable institutions from the vulnerable institu-
tions. These are: (1) criteria for assessment were formally develiped and

specified before assessment and uniformly applied in the strong or stable

institutions; (2) the strong or stable institutions more frequently considered

cost vs. contribution as a critical element in the assessment of status of any

program, function, or activity; (3) the budgeting priorities in these institu-

tions were documented in terms of the institutional mission and income potential

or usage, as opposed to the aspirations of the department or program head or

representatives involved, and were qualified or supported by trends data; and

(4) the channels for review, recommendations, decision and modification, and

action were formalized, generally understood, and accepted as reasonable by

all segments of the college community.

The criteria for assessment of status sometimes have come, in our insti-
tutions where some formal ongoing process for that purpose exists, from a

strong and involved president, from an administrator serving an assessment

role (as in a PME or IR function), or fro..1 outside contractor or consultant
assistance. However, in the most visibly successful cases (with one exception

where a faculty crying for direction received an effective, respected, and

authoritarian president), a hard working committee of key faculty and admin-

istrators formed the hard core for developing or endorsing the standards and

criteria for assessment.

For one institution, the evaluation of academic programs involved ratings
on 18 different criteria.' For all 18 categories, operational procedures for

rating were, of course, specified and standard. In spite of the detail and

specificity of the process, the burden on the department heads and reviewers

1 (1) faculty-program congruence; (2) demand by majors; (3) service to
non-majors; (4) centrality to college mission; (5) library holdings (against
ALA norms); (6) library acquisitions; (7) facilities and equipment; (8) demand
for graduates; (9) locational advantage; (10) comparative advantage (aginst
programs in four competing institutions in the area served); (11) public
visibility (count of significant faculty/public contacts; (12) ratio of credit
hours of instruction to number of FTE faculty involved; (13) credit hour
production trend over the past 5 years; (14) FTE staffing trend over the last
10 semesters; (15) achievement of prior year enrollment target; (16) trend
(over three years) in the ratio of direct costs and number of credit hours
offered; (17) average cost per credit hour; and (18) percent of refunded to
actual credit hours.
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did not seem excessive. The infusion of the cost and production elements was

a president-directed strategy to get department heads sensitive to these real

life considerations in their own planning and requests.

The instance cited was the structure one institution in the strong category

employed for academic program assessment. Other operations or functicns are

frequently similarly involved in other strong or stable institutions: for

example, some of the institutions used the NACUBO self-study workbook indices

and criteria to assess periodically the functioning of the fiscal program of

the institution; student service functions were frequently evaluated against

usage criteria or staff/service ratios. Many institutions develop formal

individual performance evaluation criteria and most have regular procedures

for this purpose; these can include contribution to program effectiveness, if

the latter is nailed down. Consultants can be helpful in getting started, but

in most instances, the specification of assessment criteria and their applica-

tion had .not been, if functioning smoothly and happily, the simple product of

a system developed and installed in a brief period or by some assessment

specialist with a package. Rather those systems functioning usefully were

usually the result, as noted, of a deliberate and continuing effort of many

key faculty and staff dedicated as much to the institution as to their disci-

pline or role. The NACUBO workbook exercise noted was sometimes an exception;

in many instances, however, the principal enthusiast, if any, was the person

putting the NACUBO data together. Sharing in the formulation of the concepts

and criteria seemed to be a powerful mechanism for taking the activity seriously,

and for assuring utilization of the results.

The inclusion of cost (and in some instances, generated or potential

revenue) factors is well demonstrated in the example just cited; and, though

in most of the academic communities fiscal factors never totally dominated the

criteria, they were usually present. Academic quality considerations were and

are also i':2portant, though they appeared more difficult to operationalize.

Institutional vitality and viability seemed to be negatively associated with

lack of formal assessment, or with excessive focus on subjective and incon-

sistently based judgments of quality.

The direct association of the assessment activity with the budgeting

process is, of course, a natural and direct outcome of assessment; procedures

varied as to the final individual or forums for budgetary decisions and allo-

cations, though in almost all instances this was a process involving initial



guidelines from the president and/or chief fiscal officer; assessment and

formulation of priorities and dollars needed at the program or function level;

the transmission of these recommendations to a management council or the
Budget Officer; their or his recommendations to the president, who made decisions
of his own for recommendations to the board. The board, in turn, ratified the

recommendations or, in some few instances, imposed their own decisions. The

president, in the final analysis, was usually the prime determinant of final
action. We noted alst, that the successful institutions generally developed
two budgets, one based solely on assured revenue, the other on solid prospects
for particular soft monies.

The final distinguishing feature we believe to be associated with effec-
tive budgeting processes is the clarity of the channels and processes involved
in preparing the budget recommendations. If the channels are clearly understood

and the evaluation criteria and process fully known, the process is seldom

controversial (though elements may be protested or contested). It is the
secretiveness of the process or the exclusion of key individuals from a reasonable
role therein that was observed to lead to disruptiveness or apathy in some
instances, or in others simply to bad decisions as attested by subsequent

institutional experience.

D. The Planning Process

Planning, as a discrete and ongoing function, can go on as a part of

day-to-day operations, as the process involved in the allocating of budgt.-- for

an operational year, as a projection of aspiration and milestones (or contingen-
cies) for a "short-term" (usually 2-3 years) or a "long-term" (usually 4 to 5
years) in the future. Planning is also an inherent responsibility of each

administrator, faculty member, and most staff persons, with regard to their
own responsibilities. We are concerned here specifically with the matter of
short- or long -term planning for the institution as a whole. For many of the

institutions studied, it will come as a surprise to some readers that only.a
few had any mechanisms in place for planning beyond the subsequent year, or
had any comprehensive, reasoned, creditable, or generally known short- or

long-range planning document. Some of the state institutions had such planning

documents, as a function of the state budgetary projection process; some state

institutions found the essential short- or long-term projections a matter for

system governing boards, usually based at least in part on institutional



requests or projections of particular aspirations. For some of the private

institutions, planning in any systematic sense seemed preempted by a constant

hand-to-mouth condition; if the crops were good, students enrolled; if a

benefactor appeared, the spoils were eagerly received and divided. But,

constant poverty or continued crises at some of the institutions examined

seemed to indicate that better management or planning is not likely, unless

the crisis becomes so severe and visible that major changes are made--e.g., a

new president is appointed. Planning involves a definite commitment to formal

activity concerned with improving the present condition by carefully developed

decisions and strategies. Some of the institutions couldn't find time for

this because,of the demands of the series of crises resulting, at least in

part, we must assume, from inadequate planning.

The experience of the strong and stable institutions, and their contrast

with the vulnerable institutions, suggest that long-range planning involves a

deliberate projection of what the institution is likely to experience, to

sustain, to become in two, three, four, or five years into the future if

current trends continue, and if anticipated events over which the institution

has no current control occur. This is, at best, the probable future of the

institution if no planning and consequent action take place. It is also a

first step in avoiding surprise in a crisis situation, and in avoiding precip-

itous action with no time for more deliberate solution that would obviate

associated consequences of the precipitous action. This process of projection

not only helps to identify areas of "natural" growth and decline, but also may

pinpoint particular hazzards or suggest particular opportunities.

This process permits an examination of what the institution is likely to

be, and a formal consideration of whether this would be a satisfactory state

of affairs. More importantly, however, it provides the basis for a reality-

oriented revelation of what the institution may become, and suggests the

actions and progressive accomplishments that may well get it there.

The formal short- and long-rangeplanning documents collected vary some-

what in content and specificity; all include some specification of program

development or modification aspirations (and none presented a procedure for

wholesale retrenchment!). We believe that the essential elements include, in

addition to the projection of trends in market, enrollment, revenue and expen-

diture.,, some statement of (1) program development or modification aspects

deliberately derived from mission explication, and from projection of probable



and idealized futures; (2) the budgetary implications of anticipated costs,

and strategies for revenue generation; (3) the specification of other instru-

mental needs and goals, such as enrollment, faculty development, and new
acquisitions, facilities required, promulgation of particular images--in

short, the correction or improvement of any conditions felt to be a deterrent

to the full actualization and/or further development of the institutional
mission; (4) the strategies and mechanisms for attaining objectives; and
(5) the milestones by which attainment may be monitored.

While faculty in general, and particular administrative officials, should

obviously have input into the planning process (and as a partial consequence

frequently become instrumental to the attainment of its objectives), it seems
not contrary to our observations and findings that the viable short- or long-
range plan in the institutions examined is

essentially the marching orders the
president sets for the institution in general and for himself in particular.
This is where his hindsight and foresight, his leadership skill, his ability
to perceive consequences as well as impact, become crucial. We are aware that
many good faculty or business officers have had a major part in institutional

development and attainment; but, we found no instance where planning conducted

solely as a committee function produced in itself anything more than holding

an institution together in the absence of leadership, or where anything of

consequence occurred under a delegate for the president while he or she was on
leave. In the latter instance, a strong temporary executive sometimes shored

up some gaping holes in the dike, but we did not find that the fields were
fully planted and cultivated until a strong president was in place and active
as an overseer.

E. The Implementation of Planning Priorities

In effect, implementation is a matter of ongoing management within the

opportunities and constraints provided by the establishment of priorities and
the allocation of resources. It may be carried out in a comprehensive way or
in a fashion that more nearly approximates lip service. In this regard, we
did note some instances where objectives established through some planning
mechanism bore little or no relation to consequent actions or functions; such
an observation suggests strongly that whatever planning took place in these
cases, it was little more than a self-serving exercise, or not really planning
at all, or that a document was prepared simply for show. The plan should be
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the prescription and guide for specific actions that follow in a reasonable

sequence; it has not served its potential if no coordinated effort is under-

taken to follow through. It should also be the blueprint against which the

value of unanticipated opportunities is measured.

F. The Assessment of Outcomes and Consequences

In a real sense, the elements outlined focus on two decision points for

the institution. The first is: given our mission, aspirations, resources,

opportunities, and constraints, where do we go? The second decision point

comes at that later moment or period of appraisal of what has been accomplished,

when the question is asked: What are the impacts and consequences, and what

are the implications of the experience, through this assessment, for starting

the cycle anew?

Thus, if the prior elements in the cycle are not faulty, there is little

more to say except that mission changes as a consequence of time and circum-

stances as well as of deliberately contrived modifications, that assessment of

needs for determining the following year's budget is not only an annual need

and event, but an opportunity for assessing what has worked out well and what

hasn't. Reassessment and new planning must take place in light of continuing

experience.

One matter is of specific concern, and should be highlighted. It comes

not so much from our observations of what appeared to be good practice, but

from what we found we had to da in trying to come to grips with evaluating

developmental progress. That is our rather simple conclusion that if all that

the institution had done or has not done placts or leaves it in fiscal jeopardy--

if the trend in current fund balance is negative, if current or necessary

resources cannot be afforded, if enrollment drops to a level insufficient to

justify the minimum critical mass of courses and faculty--then any planning or

developmental process employed has failed. This suggests that the assessment

of outcomes and consequences cannot be adequate if only the quality of the

developmental program, or only developmental activity outcomes, are assessed:

we saw some exemplary developmental activities that could expire because, in

the totality of the institution, it was likely that the institutional base

could not maintain itself for a time sufficient to reap the ultimate benefits.

And, we recall the exemplary Native American program, a marvel of uncontestedly

supreme accomplishment in all respects, nested in an institution where other

forces related to revenue generation and the success of other moves toward



elitism may inevitably make the institution as a whole unattractive to the

Native American students it now serves so well.

Where fiscal crises come as a surprise, or when, whatever the external

circumstances, they are found overwhelming, the formal or informal developmental

process has broken down. We do not mean, of course, to assert that any develop-

mental activity or function should not be assessed in terms of its own intrinsic

merit, along whatever dimensions are feasible, nor that one should back away

from speculating on its contribution, however small or diffuse, to the bottom

lines. But we suggest that the bottom lines are, after all, what determine

the life or death of the institution, or its reduction to brain-dead status

and maintenance only by some life-support system. Realizing fuller potentials,

or (if that is not possible) the effective management of decline, are important
considerations. But the goal of development should be neither to find a way

to survive with disease nor to develop muscles that then are never put to use;
it is to enhance the viability and impact of the institution on the students,

faculty, and society it serves. This is not possible without adequate genera-
tion and management of fiscal resources.
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Part Five: Executive Summary

Chapter XI

Executive Summary: The Anatomy of Institutional
Development for Higher Education Institutions
Serving Students from Low-Income Backgrounds

A. Nature of This Statement

This is a summary of the final technical report, provided in the preceding
ten chapters, of case studies of the developmental status and fiscal viability
of 51 institutions of higher education, substantially funded in 1981-82 and
the 4 or 5 prior academic years under Title III of the Higher Education Act.The study was conducted under contract with the Department of Education (ED)by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), with initial assistance from its
subcontractor, the Center for S.:stems and Program Development (CSPD), over the
period from October 1, 1981 thrcugh October 31, 1983. Authority for the study
is the General Education Provisions Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C. 1226C), which
requires the Department of Education to define or otherwise determine goals
and objectives for all Federally supported education programs. The inquiry
grew out of an earlier formal examination of the intent and purposes of the
original 1965 legislation, subsequent amendments and reenactments, and related
regulations; and an evaluability assessment of program management, conducted
under contract with ED by RTI and CSPD in 1980-81, that is elsewhere reported.'

B. The Enabling Legislation for the Institutional Assistance
Program.

Title III of the Higher Education Act is the major source of direct
Federal support to U.S. institutions of higher education, with FY 82 grant
awards totaling $124,416,000, involving 537 colleges and universities as primegrantees, in the 1981-82 academic year (the allocation for the following yearwas $134,416,000). The original legislation was Title III of the Higher
Education Act of 1965; the current authority is Title III of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-374). The stated purpose is "to improve theacademic quality, institutional management, and fiscal stability of eligible
institutions, in order to increase their self - sufficiency and strengthen their
capacity to make a substantial contribution to the higher education resources
of the Nation," (HEA Title III, 1980, Part A), and, "to provide for a program
of short-term federal assistance to strengthen the planning, management, and
fiscal capabilities of institutions with special needs" (HEA Title III, 1980,Part B).

Institutions must establish eligibility for award on the basis of a
formula emphasizing high proportions of students from low-income families, and

1/
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limited institutional resources as evidenced by modest per-student educational
and general expenditures. Awards are competitive for eligible institutions.
Developmental activity may be proposed in the following areas prescribed by
the statute: faculty development; funds and administrative management; devel-
opment and improvement of academic programs; acquisition of equipment for use
in strengthening funds management and academic programs; joint use of facilities
such as libraries and laboratories; and student services.

Administrative responsibility for the Title III Program is vested in the
Division of Institutional Development of the Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education.

C. The Purpose of the Contracted Inquiry

The general purpose of the inquiry was to determine in what ways specially
supported developmental activity--through Title III or other external sources--
may contribute to the improvement, self-sufficiency (independence from con-
tinuing Title III support), and fiscal viability of higher education insti-
tutions of limited'resources serving low-income students; how this external
support contributes; and what general institutional practices are associated
with improvement of institutional condition in terms of quality of educational
program and prospects for survival. More specifically, study objectives were:
to determine the general factors associated with the direction of overall
development (growth; stability; stagnation or decline) for institutions receiving
substantial Title III support; to identify developmental activities that
seemed to be serving their function well, in terms both of Federal intent and,
institutional needs and purpose; to ascertain the types of impacts and conse-
quences that these activities might have on institutional condition; and to
identify the factors associated with positive impact and consequences.

The overall objective-was not to evaluate the impact of the Title III
program, the quality of program management, nor institutional compliance with
the rules and regulations. This was neither our mandated purpose nor our
intent. Rather, the study was directed toward providing a better basis for
understanding the dynamics of institutional development, as a guide for insti-
tutional and program managers concerned with maximizing the potential of the
Federal investment for achieving the intent of the legislation.

The Sample of Institutions and Developmental Activities

The Sample of Institutions

Twenty publicly controlled and 31 privately controlled institutions
were selected at random from among those with prime Title III grants effective
in the 1981-82 academic year, that had been continuously funded for the 4 or 5
preceding years, and that had received annual awards averaging $200,000 or
more per annum over that period. The sampling strategy was directed toward
identifying institutions that had had significant support over a sufficient
time so that detectable impact on institutional condition and viability would
seem reasonable.



The group of 51 public and private institutions included 27 traditionally
black and 24 non-black institutions, and 10 2-year and 41 4-year institutions.
Head-count enrollment in the fall of 1980 ranged from about 475 to 9,200. The
founding dates ranged from 1838 to 1967; median 1980 per-student educational
and general expenditures were approximately $4,200 for the public 2-year
institutions, $3,600 for the public 4-year institutions, and $4,800 for the
private 4-year institutions.

2. The Sample of Activities

Each institution involved was asked to nominate up to 12 developmental
activities that had "made a positive difference," with activities to be drawn
from each of three areas or domains: fiscal, administrative, and educational
and support program improvement. From these nominations, one activity in each
of the three domains was mutually agreed to for intensive study. Thus the
sampling of activities was decidedly not random, but purposive in terms of
study intent to identify and understand success experiences.

Activities selected for special review included 48 in the administrative
domain, 39 in the fiscal domain, and 63 in the program domain. Administrative
improvement activities involved management information system development (10
activities); planning, management, and evaluation system development (11
activities); institutional research (11 activities); long-range planning (5
activities); and 11 miscellaneous activities (administrator training, self-study,
program evaluation, etc.). Fiscal improvement activities included fiscal
accounting system development (22 activities); resource enhancement and devel-
opment of fund raising capability (11 activities); and improvement of fiscal
planEing and management (6 activities). Program improvement activities involveddevelopment of new programs or majors (10 activities); strengthening or upgrading
existing programs (12 activities); enhancements to or improvement of instruction
(16 activities), and student. support services, (including basic skills develop-
ment as well as counseling, tutoring, etc.) (25 activities).

3. The Conduct of the Site Visits

Site visits of 2 days' duration were made, during the 1982-83 academic
year, to each of the 51 institutions by teams of three specialists: one in
fiscal management, one in higher education administration, and one in program
evaluation. Visits were preceded by the collection and study of various
documents of ED and public record, including Title III application and award
materials; a 5-year history of revenue, expenditures, balance, sheet items,
enrollment, student aid, and similar data from the annual Higher Education
General Information Surveys (HEGIS) and reports of Pell Grant and other campus-
based student aid awards; college catalogs; and other relevant materials
volunteered in advance by the participating institutions, such as presidents'
annual reports, self-studies, accrediting commission reports, and the like.
These documents were supplemented by materials reviewed or collected on site,
including, in particular, the most recent independent annual audit report.

In the visits, each specialist conducted semi-structured interviews and
made directed observations to accomplish two objectives: (1) to obtain an
understanding of the history, functioning, and condition of the institution in
the assigned domain; and (2) to review in depth the preselected developmental
activity in his or her area of interest and expertise, to determine its history,



nature, impact in terms of its objectives, and its consequences for the broader
development of the institution. Individual and group interviews were variously
conducted with the president, the chief fiscal and academic officers, the
other administrative officers and staff members, the Title III coordinator,
the selected Activity directors and their staffs, and selected faculty and
students; the number of individuals interviewed ranged generally from 15 to 30
per institution.

4. The Foci of the Analyses

The detailed reports of site visitors and the various materials
collected were studied intensively by three analysts representing the three
domains, and who had been involved (with other staff and highly specialized
consultants) in the site visits. Two discrete foci were involved in this
review. First, at the overall institutional level, attention was given to
abstracting general factors associated with program quaiity, good adminis-
trative practices, and fiscal viability, to provide an overall evaluation of
institutional development and viability. Second, the developmental activities
were examined to determine the factors and conditions associated with their
specific impact and consequences.

E. Summary of Findings: Institutional Level Analyses

1. Strategy for the Institutional Level Analyses

For the institutional level analyses, institutions were first judged,
Using criteria reflecting their progress over the 5-year period and their
current condition, in each of the three domains, and placed in one of four
categories: "strong" in all domains, "stable" or "neutral" in all domains;
"vulnerable" or "at risk" in all domains; or "mixed," with variable ratings in
the three domains. This yielded 9 strong institutions, 20 stable institutions,
8 vulnerable institutions, and 14 with mixed ratings. The distribution of
traditionally black institutions among these categories did not differ signif-
icantly from the distribution of non-black institutions; public institutions
tended strongly to fall in the stable and mixed categories. The most distin-
guishing criterion variable among a large number applied in reaching the
judgments was the 1981 unrestricted current fund balance; median values for
the institutions in the four groups were, for the strong institutions, $314,000;
for the stable, $161,000; for the mixed, $92,000; and for the vulnerable,
minus $295,000. At least two of the strong institutions had attained that
condition by effective retrenchment, rather than by growth.

The strategy for the institutional level analyses involved the abstrac-
tion of factors--circumstances, forces, actions or inactions, etc.--that
distinguished the institutions in the several groups, and that might explain
the differences in developmental status.

2. Findings: Factors Associated with Institutional Viability

In the contrasts of the strong with the vulnerable institutions, two
principal distinguishing factors emerge. One has to do with the central role
and distinctive posture of the president; the other has to do with the process
of planning.
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a. The Distinctive Functioning of the President in the Strong
Institutions

The President as a Forceful Leader and Manager: The presidents
of the strong institutions emerge clearly as a principal force in institutionaldevelopment. They share a number of characteristics that appear crucial to
the strength and viability their institutions have attained, which involve
qualities of both good management and of leadership. They are clearly the
prime decisionmakers for the institution, realistic in their assessment of its
problems, but creative and positive with regard to its potential. Their
priorities are well-ordered, exhibiting a keen sense of mission and market,
and its match with what the institution has to offer. They are knowledgeable
about success experiences on similar campuses. They think not only in terms
of potential impacts of internal and external actions and events, but also in
terms of the broader consequences for the institution. They tend to have a
good sense of priorities for their own time and for effective delegation; the
chief fiscal officer is responsible for timely cost accounting systems and
effective controls, and the chief academic officer for implementing program-
matic change with concern for quality and for faculty development, morale,
creative responsiveness, and productivity.

Presidential Involvement in Fiscal Matters: The presidents of the strong
institutions have a pervasive fiscal awareness, which forms a basis for moni-
toring of costs on the one hand, and for search for new revenue on the other.
They are not only aware of fiscal priorities, but devote a substantial amountof time to revenue generation, whether in terms of new or expanding student
markets, cost efficiencies, or new sources of revenue, and serve as the indi-
vidual most actively r,,.sponsible for improvement of revenue condition. Althoughthe presidents generally delegate responsibility for qualitative aspects of
the educational and support programs, they are keenly aware that the educational
program--its quality, attractiveness, relevancy. to constituents, and impact--iswhat they have to sell and further enhance. Also: they enjoy the relatively
unaminous respect of their faculty, and appear effective in dissolving any
competing faculty cliques.

Presidents' Relationship with their Board and Administrative Officers:
The presidents of the strong institutions assume a leadership role in the
effective definition and development of the role of their board of control,
further mobilizing this group to institutional purposes. They have selected
their own team of senior administrative officers; there are no vacancies in
critical positions. Administrative structure and responsibilities are clear;the numbers of senior administrators reporting directly to the president are
generally restricted to five or ten. The presidents view their responsibility
as that of managing the institution, and that of the faculty to.develop effectiveprograms and to be effective instructional agents with the students.

The Presidents' View of Title III: With regard to Title III, the strong
institution presidents have been personally active in familiarizing themselveswith the legislation and regulations, fitting particular priorities therein,
overseeing applications, assuring strict compliance with the definitions andground rules, and monitoring progress. Significantly, whatever their stanceon the question of Federal subsidy vs. support toward development of self-
sufficiency through Title III, they have contingency plans for any interruption
of support, and deliberate agendas for an increasing assumption of developmental



and operational costs. In short, they take an active personal responsibility
for institutional development, assuring that their agents operate in a structure
concerned ncm only with disciplinary integrity, but also with attention to .

revenue potential vs. costs, milestone attainment, and timely and accurate
information in this regard.

b. The Role of Planning in Institutional Development

The distinguishing process factor for the strong institutions
is an emphasis on effective long-range planning, and on the revenue and cost
implications of trends, anticipated events, and projected changes. This
involves, first, a serious concern with mission, involving what the institu-
tion has to offer, the particular subpopulations it serves and can serve, the
distinctive values and strategies its educational program espouses, the role
it serves for its controlling authority, and its broader public responsibilities.
There is also a strong sense of trends and where these--and prospective events
and circumstances--will take the institution without deliberate effort.
Although many of the institutions in the sample did not have strong traditions
of collegiality, some framework for faculty and staff participation is evident,
with the planning process serving several functions: development of criteria
for assessment of progress at the activity and program level as well as at the
institutional level; the process by which this will be applied; the use of
this process to establish priorities, goals, and decision rules; and the total
planning enterprise to constitute a staff development function as well as an
institutional development function.

c. Other Factors Associated with Institutional Viability

Proactive Concern with Mission and Student Markets: Other
characteristics of the strong, as opposed to the vulnerable, institutions,
attest to or are instrumentally compatible with the two foregoing elements.
For example, the strong institutions tend, in anticipating or reacting to
challenges or opportunities, to be proactive rather than reactive. New ventures
build on existing strengths; rather than proliferate the mission, they are
directed toward refining and enhancing it. In new program development, there
is careful attention to market factors; in general, the institutions are
moving in the direction of more pragmatic and vocationally-relevant program-
offerings, rather than holding blindly to the more traditional liberal arts
and dominant professional areas (e.g., education, nursing) of one or two
decades ago.

Management Emphases in the Stronj Institutions: There is an emphasis on
having fiscal dataand other management information systems up, active, and
timely, with administrators keeping themselves constantly up'to date in their
area of responsibility. Developmental activity managers are aware of the
standards and criteria for critical decisions in regard to their ventures and
performance. Major developmental thrusts are placed, within the institutional
organization, where the operational responsibility will later reside, not in
some separate special. component. There is deliberate effort to make faculty
and staff involvement and support rewarding and conducive in terms of both the
facilitation of their job performance and oftheir personal development;
faculty are something considerablyA.ess than the experts who call all shots,
though their opinions and the lessons they learn are listened to by the president
and relevant officers. 'Outside assistance is used where needed, and deployed



toward internal development of capability rather than continuing purchase of
that capability as a service.

Characteristic Response of Strorg Institutions to Title III: The Title III
activities at the strong institutions are viewed as elite enterprise, not as
adulterations of quality or values, nor as a compensation for mediocrity or
its tolerance. Good business procedures are followed rigorously, and there is
strict compliance with the rules and regulations of the Title III program;
there is no shading or bending the rules, however reasonable any purpose
therefor may seem. And, there is a tendency to respect and learn from manage-
ment procedures required by Title III, and to adapt and extend them to other
ongoing activities of the institution. The propirtion of educational and
general expenditures represented by Title III tends to be lower than in the
vulnerable institutions, seldom exceeding 8 or 10 percent in the strong or
positively developing institutions.

The Role of the Title III Coordinator: The two most significant obser-
vations as to the roles of the Title III coordinators were: (1) individuals
in this role represent a considerable variety of backgrounds, competencies,
and levels; and (2) the effective coordinators more frequently serve a staff,
rather than a line, function--that is, they are coordinators. In the strong
institutions, they tend to report directly to the president, o r to the senior
administrative officer who reflects and takes responsibility for implementing
the president's developmental thrusts. They are active in assuring that the
rules are followed, and have a respect for their developmental activity directors
and the assigned grant monitors in Washington.

3. Contrasting Characteristics of the Vulnerable Institutions

For the vulnerable institutions, the obverse of the factors charac-
terizing the strong institutions tends to obtain. That is, for example, the
presidents are frequently surprised by fiscal problems when they erupt; involve-
ment in funds generation or fiscal controls is infrequent or poorly directed;
concerns are with present problems as they emerge, with little attention
apparent to future exigencies or opportunities. Planning is preempted by the
constant need to attend to crises; any mission statement or long-range plan
appears to be a pro forma exercise rather than a deliberate effort. Fiscal
data systems tend to be flawed, with problems both of accuracy and timely
production. Some institutions hold blindly to the programs and values of two
or three decades ago, with any new programs with potential for attracting
students eroded by internal opposition. Though heavy investments in external
assistance have been made, there is little residue to attest its effectiveness.
There is no game plan for dealing with such an event as an unexpected cessation
of Title III funds; there is either limited understanding or deliberate viola-
tion of Title III rules and regulations, and the strong faculty on these
campuses tend frequently to view Title III as a reward for mediocrity. The
Title III coordinators, and usually many of the activity directors, appear
apprehensive about their futures.
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F. Summary of Findings: Activity Level Analyses

1. Important Variations Among Activities Reviewed

The developmental activities nominated, selected, and studied inten-
sively all represented, as noted, developmental effort that the institutional
hosts felt had served them well. Nevertheless, they varied qualitatively in
terms of the relevance of their objectives to mission and development; the
time required for development; the degree to which their objectives were
attained; and their detectable impact on the broader concerns of program
quality, management effectiveness, and improvement of fiscal viability. The
investigators paid considerable attention to the degree to which the institu-
tion had prepared realistically for--or was in the process of--incorporating
the results of the development into the regularly supported program or func-
tions; this served as a principal criterion of success of developmental effort,
when it occurred together with general signs of institutional viability, such
as enrollment increase, improved standings on the fiscal indicators, and
improving risk position. Thus, in spite of the intent to focus on the success
stories, there were again opportunities to contrast activities with similar
objectives and strategies, and to use these contrasts to obtain a better
understanding of the factors moderating their successful utilization.

2. Factors Associated with Effectiveness of Developmental Activities
in General.

Although the developmental activities represented a considerable
variety of purposes, content, and strategies, there were a number of common
factors associated with their judged effectiveness. The successful activities
represented, for the most part, priorities recognized two or more years prior
to their inclusion in-a Title III or other funding appeal; they had stood a

test of time and had emerged as reasonable priorities, some planning and
effort had already been put into them, and the institution was ready to proceed
in earnest at Title III application time. The active involvement and encourage-
ment of the president, and the fit within his priorities as well as with any
long-range plan, was apparent; as such, there was an integral relation to the
constantly evolving mission; The objectives tended to be modest and realistic,
rather than excessive. There was, as noted earlier in another context, a
preconceived plan for their progressive incorporation or adoption into the
regular institutional fabric. The real costs of development of operation were
anticipated, with contingency plans for events such as unexpected cessation of
funding; grant funds were applied so that their unexpected loss or scheduled
termination would pose the fewest problems for the institution. Progress was
monitored by the appropriate administrator and the president, as well as the
Title III coordinator; milestones were taken seriously, and criteria for
abortion or diversion, or change in activity director, were generally crys-
tallized in advance. Developmental responsibility tended to be vested in
competent individual, with a good sense--on their part as well as that of
their supervisors--as to when outside help was needed, and how to assure that
competent assistance was found.



3. Factors Associated with the Effectiveness of Developmental Activities,
by Activity Type

Findings with regard to particular activity type are not possible to
summarize adequately within the space restrictions of an executive summary.
Some highlights, however, may be noted.

a. Developmental Activities in the Administrative and Fiscal
Management Domains

The Management Information Systems (MIS) development activities--whether
focusing on fiscal data or other operational functions (e.g., transcript
generation, course scheduling, personnel accounting)--appeared most variablein their progress. General factors noted--such as endorsement and involvement
of president, good outside assistance, technically competent activity director- -
were most visible forces, but also significant were the openness and respon-
siveness of the activity director to the needs of his campus constituents; the
careful development of particular priorities and software options and then
attention to choice of hardware; the maintenance of formal systems as back-upuntil the new system was proven; and attention to defusing opposition to such
systems, frequently through training programs for the adversaries as well as
the advocates on campus.

The Plannin: Management and Evaluation (PME) S stems development
activities, though frequently associated with MIS development, turned out tobe a rather mixed bag, in that the label proved to encompass a considerable
variety of activity; the focus ranged from clarification of mission to cost-
benefit analyses to performance evaluation to developing a management byobjectives procedure. That is, one or another component of a PME system wasinvolved, but the several functions were infrequently integrated in any sys-tematic way. The most frequent positive impact judged by internal observers
as well as the site visitors was the promulgation of cost analysis procedures
to those with budget-making and monitoring responsibilities. It was felt,
however, that time and strategic intervention may be needed, and some presi-
dents more fully convinced of the value of a systems approach to planning and
improvement of fiscal management, if this effort is to be maximally and effi-ciently successful. Still, a number of presidents felt the values and proce-
dures espoused by this kind of activity had been the signally most important
contribution of Title III to their effectiveness as developmental agents, and
to institutional improvement.

The institutional research activities were among those activities most
likely to be abandoned--either upon cessation of funding, or the achievement
of a good MIS. The effective functions in this area involved the availability
of the MIS capability, the recognition of need by the president (and other
managers) for particular compilations of data, and the responsiveness of the
researcher to these requests. Deleterious factors appeared to be focus on
routine production of reports of the researcher's choosing, and/or focus on
assembly of data for required reports such as those for HEGIS, state authori-
ties, or the United Negro College Fund.

The long-range planning activities reviewed, thouoh few in number, were
perhaps the most closely associated of any activity with the developmental
status rating of the institution. The successful efforts were of some long
standing (8 to 10 years), with initiation considerably predating Title III or



other external support; origins included self-study or accrediting commission
reports, or a new president placing a priority on planning. In the successful
efforts, there was strategic involvement of a variety of faculty and staff, in
a context of awareness of institutional nature and need; and, attention had
moved, as these efforts matured, from production of a product to planning as a
constantly developing process, as new tools were developed, new agendas for
input data generated, and plans updated.

The resource enhancement activities--or activities concerned with devel-
oping new sources of revenue--generally focused on such matters as developing
planned or deferred giving campaigns, development staff training, and/or
alumni support development; in most instances, success was relatively modest.
The effective efforts were those with clear objectives and pre-stated goals,
with presidential support and involvement of faculty (and students), judicious
use of consultants, an effective activity manager, and good follow-up.

b. Developmental Activities in the Educational and Support Programs
Domain

In the program domain, the most exciting developmental activity--
and the most frequent and obvious contributor to such critical areas as revital-
ization of mission and maintenance or increase of enrollment--was probably
that concerned with new program development. The successful efforts had been
preceded by a germination period, and not infrequently by some market survey;
the fit with or relation to mission was clear-cut. Heavy use was made of
existing strengths, as opposed to using the development to import or otherwise
add all strengths required. Outside resources available were carefully noted
and integrated. New programs generally represented priorities determined by
the president, as opposed to faculty entrepreneurs; where origin was a product
of faculty planning, presidential support still appeared critical for success.
As for many other successful activities, particularly in the program area, the
successful ventures were those with partial internal fiscal support from the
beginning; Title III funds were also frequently supplemented by funds from
other sources. A final observation in this area was that even the most suc-
cessful new program development efforts required one, two, or perhaps more
operational years to gain momentum, or to determine how well they might indeed
be subscribed over the long haul.

Developmental activities designed to strengthen, refine, or update existing
programs were, in the successful efforts, the result of deliberate concern to
improve the quality and relevancy of academic areas that were considered
clearly mainstays, or vital to what the institution was all about. Initiation
came from the president or, more frequently, from a strong faculty member or
department head (but with the president's endorsement); there was early planning
and dialogue with professional societies, advisory beards, or special consultants
The successful program strengthening activities were frequently associated
with setting accreditation (of the school or department involved) as a major
goal, with the activity director manifesting careful planning and a catholic
sense of the significance of upgrading.

Enhancements to the instructional enterprise embraced a variety of activity
concerned with improvement of the content, instructional methods, and supporting
materials and resources for the academic/technical program as a whole: develop-
ment of competency-based instruction paradigms; curriculum review and revision;



faculty mini-grants for developing courses, materials, or strategies; service
structures such as internships; or the creation of support centers (learning
resource centers, CAI facilities, instructional media development services,
etc.) Their origins were rooted in concern with improving opportunities for
students to learn by altering instructional approaches; their impetus and
medium involved the improvement of faculty :tTDetence, morale, and concern, as
well as the revitalization of the curriculum and instructional methodology.
And, in contrast to many other developmental activities, their origin and
early leadership tended to be with the academic-componentsfaculty, department
heads, or academic dean, as opposed to the president.

Developmental activities that were classifed as student support service
development were the most frequent kinds of activity nominated for intensive
review. This category included 8 activities concerned with instruction in
basic skills (or "developmental studies"), and 17 special service enterprises
such as comprehensive counseling career services and placement, specialized
retention programs, academic advising, and special assistance for a minority
group. They differed from other activities in that with only two exceptions,
Title III had contributed all external funding.

Perhaps as a function of the variety of approaches (and indeed, a need to
tailor these activities to each campus in terms of its unique needs and values),
there are few commonalities that distinguish the successful student support
service efforts. These include a competent and dedicated activity director;
special effort to assure that the effort is viewed as one of substance, rather
than as a salvage operation; coordination with other efforts of similar purpose;
establishment of realistic objectives at the beginning; and integration into
the academic structure (or effort to assure its respectability with the faculty
who are also consumers or beneficiaries of its products). These activities
were invariably concerned with improving student performance and reduction of
attrition, yet adequate in-house evaluation was usually preempted by design
problems. (Nevertheless, the activities that engaged in careful record keeping
and follow-up seemed superior in general.) Finally, it is noted that these
efforts present particular problems of later cost recovery--either in fact, or
in terms of producing clear evidence of improved retention and revenue thatmay be produced. Yet, the dedication of the institutions to these efforts,
the advocacies of the directors and the faculty support they had been able to
gain, seem to promise their continuation; the exceptions are principally in
those instances of failure to gain faculty and presidential support, or to
make participation for students respectable.

G. Other Observations with Particular Relevance for Title III Policy and
Procedures

Apart from the findings related to factors associated with successful
development at the institutional or activity levels, some other observations
of potential import for Title III program policy and management emerge. These
are concerned with: the public vs. private college development challenge and
prospect; traditionally black institutions as a special case; the need to
ascertain reasonable time for development in the different activity areas; and
the differential contributions and options for later operational support (and
contribution to institutional viability and self-sufficiency) of different
kinds of developmental activity.
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1- The Developmental Proposition for Public vs. Private Institutions

With regard to= the public vs. private institution issue, it is
believed significant that the public institutions tended to fall in the stable
or "mixed" developmental categories of developmental status, rather than in
the strong or vulnerable categories. Given public priorities and public
support, the public institutions were generally not in any serious risk position;
these institutions could have a president or chief fiscal officer in trouble,
but the institutions themselves seemed not to be in real jeopardy. At the
other end of the continuum: while private colleges can develop an operating
surplus for future development or cushion, the public institutions are focused
on meeting their budgets precisely; underspending is as much a sin as overspend-
ing is an impossibility. It was also noted that while private college boards
are active advocates of their institutions, public boards (1) frequently
represent other institutions as well;(2) generally put public needs ahead of
institutional aspirations; and (3) are frequently subject to or involved with
other decisionmakers and controllers of development, e.g., coordinating boards,
state budget authorities, or the general assemblies. No instances were found
where local controls were not effective in assuring that all efforts be in
accordance with state plans (or personnel or purchasing policies, for that
matter).

This means that development as a function of external support is a differ-
ent proposition for the public colleges from what it is for the private colleges.
At the least, none are in danger of closing in a way that Title III could
prevent; and funds will be found for what the states or other public funding
authorities see as prime needs for programmatic development, albeit at the
possible expense of other existing programs or budget line items. These are
powerful moderators of development with positive and negative implications- -
and what is positive depends on one's particular vantage point. This is not
to say that Title III has had less impact or accomplished less in the public
institutions; it has obviously provided investment capital that has been well
used. Some instances were noted where success of a Title :II activity had
convinced the state budget authority to provide the operational funds required.
But other stronger factors determine survival or risk position than what can
be accomplished through Title III, which serves to sweeten the pot, not revit-
alize the institution.

2. The Developmental Proposition for Traditionally Black Institutions

With regard to black institutions as a "special case," it was noted
that good management is good management, good instruction is good instruction,
and that white institutions have no corner on these markets. Per-student
educational and general expenditures tended to be higher for the black insti-
tutions than their non-black counterparts, which may be a function of the
possibility that larger proportions of aid-eligible students make tuition
increases less threatening, or a fluke of the sample (since focus was on the
most heavily supported institutions). Traditionally black institutions do
have unique problems: e.g., erosion of faculty and the better qualified
students by their movement to desegregated traditionally white institutions.
The strong black institutions appeared to have a new and more profound aware-
ness that although any graduate now has an edge on finding employment in areas
formerly restricted for blacks, he or she must be as competent as the profes-
sional peers to hold the job; a renewed and sophisticated emphasis on learning



and performance seemed to be emerging as perhaps the special current distinc-
tiveness of the traditional mission of the predominantly black institutions in
the non-segregated higher education community.

3. Time Required for Effective Developmental Activity

With regard to time required for effective development: this varies,of course, as a function of the kind and complexity of the particular develop-
mental activity. Yet, within particular sets of a given activity (1) more
time than recognized by the Title III award period generally tended to be
needed (although this did not pose a severe problem for the strong institu-
tions); (2) time for develo;:ment tended to vary substantially from institutionto institution; and (3) longer time (than that required by other institutions)to reach operational status frequently was associated with activity failure orinstitutional lethargy. This combination of circumstances tend to make end-
points obscure, and some activities can be continued through such devices as
renaming or adding new components for development, vitiating Title III intent.It was recommended that some formal determination be made of what constitutes
reasonable time for development in particular areas, for use in monitoring,for determining when technical assistance may be needed, or for decisions on
non-competitive continuation awards or new applications.

4. The Potential Contribution of the Developmental Activity to
Institutional Viability

With regard to the differential potential of developmental activitiesto attract or generate operational support, it was noted that in the field alimited number of options exist, with these options a function both of activity
characteristics and their host institutions. To be specific: although someactivities are of a one-time only nature or permit a higher order of func-
tioning with no difference in costs, some upon completion of development doinvolve new continuing operational costs. These can be met in a limitednumber of ways: by the generation of new revenue through the operation of the
activity; by cost savings the new activity generates; by displacing dollarsneeded from activities considered less desirable; by using the activity successor developed capability to attract new support from regular sources (if a'public institution), or from new sources; or by separate activity for generating
new revenue in general, through tuition increase, new external funding sources,
improvement in endowment income, etc.

It was also noted that although the developmental activity is the unit of
investment, significant impact of any specific activity on the broader insti-
tutional condition with regard to viability is generally implausible, and fre-
quently obscure, given the complexity of factors constituting.fiscal viability;and, that some activities--e.g.,

qualitative improvements in program, addi-tional effort to provide useful academic support services to students, or
computational systems that improve efficiencies but tempt the addition of newdesirable functions or require hardware upgrading--are more likely to generate
additional costs than new revenue or cost savings. It is believed that although
the responsibility for selecting developmental activities for investment andpursuit is properly vested with the institution, neither institutional repre-sentatives nor Title III program managers should assume that any allowable
activity provides developmental promise for any institution. More awarenessis needed as to of the probable impacts of specific activities on institutional
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condition in terms of costs or revenue potential. This is a significant
lesson that is believed to have been learned from the presidents of the strong
institutions.

5 Development as an Institutional Proposition

If the concern with institutional development is taken seriously,
the study findings strongly suggest that this concern must encompass the
fiscal and enrollment bottom lines for the institution. It was no surprise
that the institutions building attention to fiscal impact into every decision
were those most likely to be, moving positively, or to be secure in their own
right. It would seem critical, for application review, year to year monitoring,
and evaluation purposes, that Title III program management, like the strong
institution presidents and their boards, give more formal attention to indicators
signaling progress at the institutional level in terms of increased fiscal
viability and improved risk position. Winning the developmental battle is
threatened if program quality suffers; both quality and the institution are
lost if expenditures exceed revenues for very long.
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Appendix A

Study Procedures

A. Origin and Rationale for the Study

In October 1980, the U.S. Department of Education contracted with the
Research Triangle Institute to conduct an evaluability assessment of the

Institutional Assistance Program (then the Strengthening. Developing Insti-

tutions Program) created by Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

That assessment, completed in September 1981, recommended that a second phase
evaluation be focused on discrete developmental activities or strategies that
have been found to serve the essential purposes of the enabLag legislation in
a significant manner. It was reasoned that explication of successful practies
would help institutional and program-management improve and expand the impact
of this significant institutional support program.

The authority for the evaluation is the General Education Provisions Act
of 1974 (20 U.S.C. 1226c), which requires that the Department of Education
identify reasonable objectives for its programs.

The general purpose of the enabling legislation, as defined by the Higher
Education Act of 1980 and current regulations, may be stated as: the improve-
ment.of fiscal viability and self-sufficiency of institutions serving low
income students, through improvement in fiscal management and support, in
numbers of low income students served, and in quality and appropriateness of
academic/technical or special support programs. The study highlights develop

mental. activities supported by (or similar to those supported by) Title III,
which have, in the experience of the involved institutions, served those
institutions and Congressional intent in a satisfactory to exemplary manner.
Thus, the focus of the study was not on what has or has not been achieved by
the Title III program in general, but rather on the range of factors involved
in successful developmental programs carried out by institutions receiving

Title III support. Defining an "anatomy of success" in institutional develop-
ment should be maximally beneficial to Title III program management in the

application/review process and in, providing appropriate and meaningful tech
nical assistance; it should also be particularly useful to Title III-eligible
and other institutions making decisions about development priorities and
strategies.



Given the basic purposes; it was determined to engage in case studies of

selected developmental activities through site visits at a sample of institu-

tions, and also to review, on a case basis, the management and program struc-

tures at those institutions as the context in which the activities operated.

This latter intent is particularly important, for the ultimate purpose of any

developmental activity is to improve the quality and viability of the institu-

tion. Thus, particular attention was paid to the trends in factors signalling

overall fiscal health, and to current status and quality of fiscal, manage-

ment, and program affairs.

B. Population and Sampling of Institutions

The size of the institution sample was arbitrarily set at 50. This was

thought to be large enough to represent a variety of institution types within

the Title III umbrella and a wide array of developmental activities, yet small

enough to permit an activity case study approach through site visits within

the necessary time and cost constraints. This section outlines the sampling

procedure for the 50 institutions--although a later addition, principally

because one institution had declined and later agreed to participate, brought

the actual total to 51 in the study itself.

In selecting a sample, it was felt that the issue of public versus private

control had particular implications for institutional purpose and use of

developmental funds, and that a sufficient number of each kind of institution

should be selected to permit contrasts. It was arbitrarily agreed that the

sample would include 20 publicly controlled and 30 privately controlled insti-

tutions.

The institutions of concern were defined as those that were the direct

recipients (as opposed to consortia) of Title III grants, made in fiscal year

1981 or earlier, active in the 1981-82 academic year. Examination of records

maintained by the appropriate ED contract authority (AMPS) identified 537

institutions meeting this basic criterion.

Beyond this, it was reasoned that any detectable impact of Title III

funds would probably require continuation in the program over time, and some-

thing more than minimal investment (as in the generation of a developmental

plan or incidental support of a few activities). Accordingly, it was decided

to restrict the sampling pool to institutions in the population as defined

that (1) had received funding grants for institutional (as opposed to consortia)



activity for at least 4 of the 5 years preceding the 1981-82 academic year;

and (2) had received an average annual award for investment at the institution

over the 5- or 6-year period of $200,000 or more. For practical reasons, an

additional restriction was to keep the sample within the contiguous United
States. Applying these criteria to the population of 537 institutions with
prime grants in 1981-82 yielded a group of 77 public and 81 private institu-

tions (a total of 158).

From the resulting public group of 77 institutions, two samples, each of

20 institutions and designated prime and backup samples, were drawn by

strictly random means; similar procedures were employed in establishing prime

and backup samples of 30 privately controlled institutions from the 81 meeting
the criteria. Letters (signed by the Deputy Assistant Secretary then respon-

sible for the Title III Program) explaining the study and inviting participa-

tion went to the chief administrative officers of institutions in the prime

samples, with follow-up telephone calls made by senior project staff. Of the
prime sample group of 20 public institutions, the presidents of 15 ultimately

agreed to participate and did so. For the 30 private institutions, the

corresponding number of acceptances was 24 from the prime sample of 30. There

were thus initial acceptance rates of 75 and 80 percent, respectively.

Replacement institutions for those declining to participate were drawn

from the relevant backup sample lists, with attempts (successful ultimately in

all instances) to match the replacement institution with the original institu-
tion in terms of control (public versus private), program (2- versus 4-year),

and predominant ethnicity .of student body. Where there were multiple replace-

ment options, the institution geographically nearest the non-participating

institution was designated as the prime replacement option. A total of 19
additional formal invitations was required to yield the 6 private and 5 public

replacements. As noted earlier, an additional institution was included during
the negotiation process, for a total of 51 campuses.

The number of refusals to participate does not seem unduly large, given

such requirements as the involvement of senior administrative staff with the
site visitors over a 2-day period; the fact that some of the prime and backup

sample schools had not received Title III awards for academic year 1982-83 (20

institutions of the 51 in the final sample were so affected); and understand-

able concerns about undue probing in a few instances. The reasons given by

the presidents declining the invitations varied: two appeared angry that



their institutions had not been re-funded or that at the time follow-up calls

were made final signoffs on award had not been received; several noted

internal situations (e.g., self-studies, prolonged audit in process) pre-

venting reasonable access to campus principals; and at least one stated, in

effect, that if our 1-urpose was to learn from their best developmental

experiences we should look elsewhere, for theirs had largely failed.

The ultimate resulting sample is characterized as follows. Of the 51

institutions, 20 (39%) were public and 31 (61%) were private, located in 23

different states. The public group included 9 two-year and 11 four-year

institutions; the private group, 1 two-year ;.ad 30 four-year institutions.

Twenty-seven of the institutions (53%) were traditionally black; one was a

school with an American Indian population; and several had sizable proportions

of Hispanic and/or American Indian students. There were two single-sex insti-

tutions (one female, one male). In the private group, many different religious

denothinations were represented as the founding group or as a source of some

continuing support. Headcount for public institutions ranged from 900 to

9,200, with a median of 3,150; private institutions had a headcount range from

about 200 to 3,200 students, with a median of approximately 1,000. Thirty

percent of the total group had received their first awards in the AIDP program;

of the remaining 70 percent starting under BIDP, one-fourth had moved into

AIDP prior to the start of the new SDIP program in 1979. Average annual

Title III awards ranged from $200,000 to $780,000 with median values of

$281,000 for public two-year institutions, $483,000 for public four-year

institutions, and $408,000 for piivate four-year institutions.. (Additional

detail on the characteristics of the sample institutions is provided in

Chapter II of this report.)

C. Definition of Developmental Activity Provided to Institutions

An operational definition--as also discussed at the outset of Chapter VI--

was created such that it would encompass the purpose and requirements of

Title III and also likely sorts of external support from other sources. The

use of "external support" was a fundamental criterion in this definition, with

other attributes such as developmental intent, content, budget, direction,

documentation, and period of operation combined into a "unit of activity" that

could be identified and reviewed.



The definition outlined below was provided to each institution as a part
of the optional Worksheet for Nomination of Significant Developmental Activity
(see this form in Appendix D). The intent was referred to in the original
letter of invitation to chief administrative officers and in the brochure
providing a brief description of the research--and amplified and clarified in
the extensive telephone contact during the period of such nominations. These
three modes of communication were essential in setting the definitional param-
eters and allowing for some slight flexibility, as well as in specifying
activities funded by the Title III Program as the underlying basis for the
study.

Activity Definition

Developmental activities nominated should meet the following specifica-
tions, in addition to having served (or currently serving) their special
developmental functions in a manner considered satisfactory or of special
significance:

1. the activity is essentially developmental in nature--that is, its
purpose is to improve the fiscal viability and self-sufficiency of
the institution by direct or indirect means, such as increasing
resources, improving efficiency of operation, improving quality of
educational program or support services (particularly for students
from low-income backgrounds);

2. the activity is described by a formal plan prescribing purpose,
general nature of strategies, expected outcomes or changes, time
lines for accomplishment, etc.;

3. the activity is assigned a discrete budget for its conduct;

4. the activity involves one or more faculty or staff, with a single
individual (or committee) designated as responsible for its manage-
ment and conduct;

5. records of progress--in terms of milestones, accomplishments, out-
puts, impact measures, or consequences--are maintained;

6. the activity has operated within the last six years, although it may
have been initiated before that;

7. the activity is not restricted to funded "Title III Activities."

Selection of Developmental Activities for Case Study

While institutions were selected randomly within the constraints outlined
in section B above, developmental Activities were chosen by purposive means.
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In line with research objectives, efforts were made to identify and select

specific Activities that institution personnel judged had already proven their

worth to institutional development in one way or another. Thus, using the

definition prescribed above, each institution was asked to review the entire

range of funded Activities over a span of several years and then to nominate

at least two in each of the three study domains (fiscal, administrative,

program) for mutual consideration in arriving at a final total of three Activ-

ities per institution. Developmental Activities were deliberately not

restricted to those funded by Title III in whole or in part, thus encouraging

institutions to consider similar efforts supported by other kinds of external

agents such as foundations, businesses, non-Title III Federal offices, or

other sources.

Clarification of the study intent and the focus on the Activity level was

accomplished by means of three documents (the original invitation letter to

presidents, a brief overview of the study,.and a specific form prepared for

institution use in making Activity nominations), and through extensive tele-

phone contact with a variety of personnel as general arrangements were made

for visits.

All institutions were invited to complete and return the nomination form

to RTI in postpaid envelopes; approximately two-thirds did so. These forms

aided in clarifying the suggested Activities in tetms of nature of external

support, essential benefits of the Activity, period of operation, and chief

strategies employed. In short, they provided an important basis for nego-

tiating selections appropriate to the given institution. Extensive telephone

contact had been anticipated with the persons designated by the president as

chief contact in any case, so that where forms were not mailed to RTI we were

only minimally delayed in arriving at mutual selection of the three Activities.

It had also been expected that one of the principal applications of the nomin-

ation form would be as a device for internal review and discussion at the

institution and as a way for the president to oversee the selection process.

There were four principal reasons for engaging in a telephone negotiation

process. First, assurance was needed that the proposed Activities met the

definition, as was basic information on the particular ways in which benefits

had been derived (for advance information for the visit team). Second, it was

necessary to select from among those nominated a final set of three Activities

that appeared to hold the most promise for meeting research objectives, as



often as possible in terms of interrelationships across Activities. Third, to
derive a variety of Activity types within each domain; for example, we strove

to avoid having 15 or more "basic skills" or "institutional research" Activi-

ties, in the interests of obtaining a broader range of topics for review, and

thus in some instances asked institutional representatives to consider other
options. Fourth, we wanted to ascertain that a sufficient number of persons
knowledgeable about the Activity history were still on campus and available
for contact.

Activities were selected sequentially (institution by institution) as

acceptance and scheduling proceeded operationally over a period of several

months (taking into account the need to make arrangements with institutions in
the backup sample). At the outset, emphasis was placed on obtaining the most

satisfactory of the several options in each category. As the selection

process continued, attempts were made to obtain variety in the nature of
selected activities in each area, which sometimes yielded an option originally
ranked as a second or lower priority by the institution. 4

Some institutions had difficulty designating activities in the fiscal

improvement area, either because of overlap with and greater emphasis on the
management area, or an absence of fiscal development activities; no institu-
tion of those participating had difficulty designating one or (usually)
several activities in the program domain.

Most presidents appeared to take an active role in nominating activities,

though the process employed varied. Some presidents stated the options almost
immediately; others asked internal sources variously for recommendations; some
convened a coordinating committee or the Management Council for a relatively

formal consideration.

Of a possible 153 activities (one per domain per institution x 51 insti-
tutions), 150 were ultimately selected for onsite review. The large majority

had been assisted by Title III, but some had been supported by foundations,

businesses, various non-Title III government grants, and other temporary
sources. As detailed in Chapter II, there was an imbalance in favor of

program Activities since not all institutions nominated fiscal or management

Activities, with a resulting count of 39 fiscal, 48 administrative, and 63
program Activities.



E. Development and Content of Instrumentation

Instrumentation for the study consisted of six forms and two letters.

The content was directed formally to the three domains of interest at the

institution level (fiscal affairs, administration, and education/support

program) and to the priority on the individual Activity level; to some extent

both the content and the format drew on the prior work in Phase I which had

also involved onsite pilot study reviews at Title III institutions. Each of

the forms and letters underwent critical review and revision over a period of

several months prior to commencement of the site visits, and each was also the

subject of two levels of tryout in the field: an early pilot visit at a

former Title III college not eligible for the Phase II sample, and intensive

review of the reports and outcomes of the first two formal visits conducted at

study sites. In addition, several consultants who ultimately became members

of the field team, along with the ED project monitor, provided continuous

review during the developmental period with particular attention to the fiscal

and administrative aspects of higher education operations as well as the

implications of and for the Title III program.

The set of instruments and letters was formally submitted for FEDAC and

OMB approval along with all necessary justifications and plans for use of

data. The required adjustments were made along the way and at the time formal

approval was given. Subsequent minor revisions in wording and format'were

made as dictated by the field experience. While these materials were being

considered by OMB, the most formal and extensive review took place during a

2-day seminar held at RTI in April 1982. Participants included RTI project

staff, staff of the subcontractor then involved, the ED monitor, the then-

director of the Title III Program and a Program staffer, several consultants

(who later served in the field study), and representatives of three institu-

tions which were not in the sample: the president of a non-Title III eligible

college, the provost of an eligible university, and the Title III coordinator

at an eligible college. The seminar had several purposes related to the

rationale, implementation, and utility of the entire study. A considerable

portion of time was therefore devoted to discussion of proposed instrumenta-

tion and prearranged role-play interviews employing the interview guides and

record forms.

At each juncture of this long-term process (which in a real sense began

with the onsite Title III Activity reviews in Phase I), revisions, additions,



deletions, and rearrangements were made. Special attention was given to the
clarity of items, content coverage, sequence, common interpretations by field
staff, and the reasonableness of asking for particular kinds of information.
The resulting instrumentation or an abstract thereof is included in Appendix D.

Characteristics of each element are outlined below.

1. A form entitled Five-Year Fiscal Trends Worksheet (16 pages) included
selected pages (with permission) from the NACUBO Financial Self-

Assessment Workbook and a simple form summarizing critical fiscal

information on Title III ards. Data were pre-entered by project

staff for fiscal years ending 1977-1980, using ED data of record
from the REGIS surveys and from Title III program tapes, for use by
team members as background before the visits and as a basis for

trends analysis during and after the visits. Columns were left
blank for later entry by project staff of similar data for the FYs
ending in 1981 and 1982. These data were meant to provide an essen-
tial view of trends in fiscal status and to alert the fiscal and

management specialists to key input regarding institutional condition,
needs, and prospects. (Since this form was completed from data of
record, it was not necessary to obtain OMB approval; however, the

remaining five instruments and two.letters were submitted to and
approved by OMB.)

2 The 2-page Letter of Invitation mailed to the president at each
institution was considered a part of the instrumentation in that it

cited the background. and purpose of the study in terms of Title III,

outlined the ensuing field work, and encouraged (but did not in any

way require) institutions to participate. This letter, and the
mechanism for its authority and mailing, were reviewed by Title III
program staff and the ED technical monitor, and signed by the then

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Institutional Support and Inter-

national Education Programs (who was also acting as Title III Program.

Director). The letter was accompanied by an optional form for
activity nomination and a descriptive flyer describing the study.

3. A Fiscal Information Questionnaire (8 pages) was mailed--along with
a formal letter of request and explanation specific to this instru-
ment--to each chief administrative officer after agreement to parti-
cipate had been verified. This questionnaire asked for two sorts of
data for FY ending 1981 to be used in completing the fiscal trends
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worksheet, since at the time the HEGIS tapes for 1981 had not yet

become available. The two data sets were (a) HEGIS data from Parts

A and B of NCES Form 2300-4, and (b) data of record on the campus

including tuition and fee rates, student financial aid resources,

and Title III revenues and expenditures. Depending on whether

campus personnel mailed the completed questionnaire to RTI or held

it for the team's arrival, data were entered onto the Fiscal Work-

sheet for review of five-year trends in fiscal condition and Title

III awards; in a few instances fiscal personnel were able to provide

data for FY ending 1982, which was also entered when available.

4. The Narrative Report on Individual Activity was used for all Activi-

ties reviewed regardless of the particular domain involved. This

form served both as a site visitor guide for multiple interviews on

the assigned Activity and as the single official format for report-

ing the Activity in detail. As such, it focused on the origin,

objectives, strategies, inputs, context,.impacts and consequences,

and future prospects of the Activity, via items and subitems

organized in that general sequence. The form functioned as a

summary document for recording and synthesizing findings and

impressions obtained from contacts with 5-20 persons (from the

president down to students); observations, study of formal docu-

mentation and evaluation reports, and other possible resources such

as actual Activity products--thus representing a mixture of facts,

opinions, and judgements. The final page called for a catalog of

all_persons (and positions) interviewed in connection with the

Activity, a listing of documents perused, and a listing of documents

obtained and submitted with the report. This 18-page document is

not provided but the questions listed are summarized in Appendix D.

5 A separate form, Fiscal Specialist's Summary Report (9 pages), was

developed for the site visitor's use in reporting on the institu-

tion's general condition, trends over time, role of external support,

fiscal management practices; and other aspects of the fiscal context

in which any selected Activities operated. The form also repre-

sented an opportunity for characterizing that context in and of

itself, for arriving at observations on functioning relevant to the

maintenance and enhancement of the institution, and for judging
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fiscal health and viability. As with the Activity Narrative, this
form served as a guide for multiple interviews and observations, and

also as the formal vehicle for reporting on general fiscal status in
a consistent way across institutions. Similarly, the summary report

reflected a combination of facts and figures, observations and
opinions, and judgments. A summary of the content of this form is
provided in Appendix D.

6. The Management Specialist's Summary Report (8 pages) served the same

purpose as that outlined just above, as defined by the managment/

administration domain. Major topics included: needs assessment,

organizational structure, policy formation, planning, leadership,

program trends, Title III b:story, and overall outlook. A summary
of the content of this form provided in Appendix D.

7. The Program Specialist's Summary Report (9 pages) served in the same
way, for the program domain (including the educational program and
various support services). Major topics included: program history,
mission, development philosophy, future priorities, internal and

external forces, and lessons learned from development efforts over
time. A summary of the content of this form is provided in
Appendix D.

A number of other forms and documents were prepared for communication
with institutions, visit arrangements, advance information for team members,
training of team members, and maintenance of records at RTI. As essentially
operational and internal forms, these played an essential role in making the
instrumentation effective in the field work, but were not in themselves formal
instruments. These will be referred to, however, in the following section.

F Preparation for and Conduct of the Field Work

Preparation for the field study began some months before the site visits
commenced and actually continued during the study as successive groups of
institutions were contacted and visited. Allowing for such overlap, this
section describes preparatory steps and conduct of the field work.

1. Several months prior to commencement of the field work, selection
and training of team members began--staff of RTI and the Center for
Systems and Program Development, or CSPD (the subcontractor) and
consultants to each organization. All vitae and qualifications of
proposed site visitors were reviewed by the ED project monitor who
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ultimately approved most nominees for assignments to field work;
four persons were approved for slots in more than one domain, the
remainder for one domain only. A core group of 16 team members was
identified by May 1982, supplemented by a few later approved addi-
tions as tight scheduling demanded a larger group from which to name
3-person teams.

Training and supervision was undertaken in several chief ways--
seminars, onsite team leader functions, and procedural manuals. As
already alluded to, a two-day seminar for the core group took place
in April 1982, the purpose of which was acquaintance with the study
and specific training for its conduct and reporting requirements.
The other modes will be described later.

2. After selection of the prime samples (and later as backup replace-
ments were required), institutional program files in the Title III
office were reviewed for an overview of award history since 1976,
ange of Activity types funded, and general information contained in
application sections such as "Institutional Narrative" and long
range plans. Where the files contained final plans for various
awards, Activity abstracts, internal or external evaluations, or
other documents related to program, these were also reviewed and
abstracted. Access was not requested or provided to separate con-
tracts files or documents related to the reader-review, award, or
negotiation processes.

3. At the same time the staff kept alert to information on foundation
or business grants to sample institutions (or notice of non-Title III
consortium activity) that might prove valuable later; this included
annual foundation reports, press releases, news articles, publica-
tions, Title III newsletters, and similar sources.

4. Approximately two weeks after the mailing of the formal invitational
letter and its enclosures, senior professional staff at RTI began
telephoning chief administrative officers to discuss the study,
answer questions, clarify the proposed procedure, ana'solicit agreement
to participate. (The call was made whether or not an Activity
nomination form or other correspondence had been received.) This
call often led to additional phone contacts over a two-week period
before agreement was obtained, a formal contact person designated,
and a list of nominated Activities suggested.

Once access was granted to a chief contact (usually the Title III
coordinator and only occasionally the president) further calls were
initiated to begin formal arrangements as to visit dates, personnel
and schedules for interviews, selection of Activities, and travel
plans. This level of contact typically involved five calls over a
two-week period. One special consideration was the need to schedule
visits by a given team at two institutions in the same week to
conserve travel costs; 'another was the need to get advance informa-
tion about the three. Activities, the persons most knowledgeable of
them, and their relationships to the larger institutional enterprise.



The chief contact was asked to forward to RTI certain pertinent
materials such as a current catalog, any recent self-study, Title III
application (if not available in the program office), descriptive
materials or products related to the selected Activities, organiza-
tional charts, annual reports, and the like. These materials were
intended to help prepare for the onsite review in a general back-
ground sense and also to suggest lines of inquiry to be pursued in
the three domains.

5. Individual files were set up at RTI for materials and abstracts
obtained in the steps above as a resource for the particular team
that would later make the visit. Summary forms were created out-
lining major background information, special situations or needs,
Title III history, etc.; a separate preliminary "Activity Brief
Description" was completed for each individual Activity, reporting
what had been learned in advance about purposes, resources used,
personnel involved, benefits observed, period of operation, and
chief implementation strategies.

At the appropriate time, packets of these materials were delivered
to assigned team members for advance study; these were amplified by
inclusion of the Fiscal Worksheet, copies of relevant correspondence,
preliminary agendas, travel plans, blank copies of the interview/
report instrumentation, and any necessary directives regarding the
particular visit.

During the course of the study these files became the repository for
any additional materials received, memoranda of record, correspon-dence of all sorts--and finally team members' formal reports with
all attachments and addenda.

6. As the schedule moved ahead, letters were forwarded to the contact
and the president confirming the visit plans, naming team members
and their affiliations, and showing team assignments to the three
selected Activities. Accompanying this letter was a four-page
synopsis of "Essential Questions"--one set for developmental Activi-
ties, and one set each for the fiscal, administration, and program
domains--so that all concerned could anticipate what would be asked
(these were identical to the report form contact summaries provided
in Appendix D).
At about the same time, the Fiscal Information Questionnaire was
mailed to the president under a formal cover letter requesting the
data and outlining their utility in the visit and the study.

By this time in the process, the visit agenda had been pretty well
established, though subject to change by the institution because of
various last-minute exigencies. The essential proposed structure
was (a) informal breakfast meeting with the chief contact person,
(b) formal entry interview with the president/chancellor and any
other senior staff or cabinet members the president chose, (c) indi-
vidual conferences with the chief fiscal and academic/technical
officers and with a vicepresident, planning officer, or other
person with central administrative oversight, (d) contact with the
staffs of these officers, (e) interview with the Title. III
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coordinator in relation to that role and the Title III program award
overall, (f) several appointments with staff, faculty, assistants,
tutors, students, etc., in relation to the selected Activities, and
(g) exit interview, again with the president/chancellor and any
other persons the president selected.

7. Training team members involved certain steps in addition to the
seminar and onsite supervision already discussed. A lengthy manual
was prepared early on for use in the seminar and later, and was
amplified subsequently for distribution to all'team members. Figure
A-1 is the Table of Contents for this manual, showing the full range
of topics covered for engaging in the field work as well as the list
of appendixes whose purpose was to provide further background for
the study. At two points in time during 1982-83 special addenda
were issued as "newsletters" for all team members, reporting progress
thus far, clarifying certain operational and reporting requirements,
and highlighting certain information needs.

In addition to the original seminar for the core group, two addi-
tional conferences were held. The first was a day's meeting with
the ED proje:tt monitor after completion of the first two visits and
the reports therefrom, with a focus on operational matters as well
as findings and outcomes in the reporting process; this involved key
project staff and the consultants aiding in the two site visits.
The manual for team members was modified somewhat as a result of
this conference. The second was a seminar held in December '82 for
a group of 10 staff and consultants along with the ED project monitor,
as a midpoint review session after completion of approximately 60
percent of the visits.

8. Team assignments (always including a fiscal, administration, and
program specialist) were made in line with schedules and locations
of team members. Each team included an RTI (or CSPD) staff member,
designated as team leader, with specific responsibilities for resolving
problems that might arise, informally chairing the entry and exit
sessions and representing RTI as contractor, and assigning team
members to additional topics or personnel-once their value became
apparent on site A major responsibility in the entry session was,
to advise the president (and others) of their full rights to informed
consent and confidentiality regarding all study-related information;
a form outlining this Position was prepared for use by all team
members in all contacts. (Figure A-2 shows the exacc nature of the
topics to be covered in this regard.) A second principal team
leader responsibility was to review the file of background materials
with the team the evening before the visit (as an aspect of training
and supervision), to lead a review of the first day's experience,
and (later) a team meeting in preparation for the exit, interview,
and otherwise to guide the visit and data-collection process.

9. The visits were carried out accdrding to the general plans already
alluded to, following a pre-arranged agenda, including contact with
from 10 to 35 persons (depending on campus size), and lasting for
two full days. Typically two visits by a given team took place in
one week, with the intervening Wednesday for travel and/or report



Figure A-1

SDIP PHASE II SITE- VISIT PROTOCOL

Contents

Section
Page

1. Overview
1

2. Purpose
1

3. Focus
2

4. Activity Definitions 2

5. Site Visitor Responsibility 3
6. Instrumentation's Site Visit Purposes and Use of

Expected Outputs
5

7. Overall Operational Plan for Site Visits 7

8. Products
8

9. Designation of Institutional Interviewees 9

10. Schedule and Time Assignments 11

11. Purpose and Structure for the Initial. Interview- 13

12. Specific Field Responsibilities for the Team Leader 14

13. Major Questions by Domain
15

14. How to Use the Several Forms
17

15. Information and Materials to be. Provided to Team Members 19

16. Information and Materials to be Examined and/or Collected 21
17. Maintaining Professionalism and Rapport 23
18. Definitions of Key Terms 25

19. Use of the Narrative and Summary Report Forms and the
Fiscal Activity Worksheets

26
20. General Model for Analyses

32

Figure 1. Interviewees Assigned to Team Members

Figure 2. Generalized Schedule and Time Assignments

.Appendices

A. Text of Letter to Presidents, with Enclosures
(Abstract of Project and Activity Nomination Worksheet)

B. Fiscal Five -Year. Worksheet
C. Fiscal Questionnaire and Cover Letter
D. Institutional Information Summary Form
E. Activity Brief Description Worksheet
F. Specialist's Summary Report Forms
G. Activity Narrative Report Form
H. Outline for the Promising Practices Report
I. Procedure for Selecting Activities

10

12
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Figure A-2

NARRATIVE REPORT ON INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY/STRATEGY

Note to Interviewers Regarding
Informed Consent and Confidentiality

The Privacy Act of 1974 requires that survey respondents be informed of the
voluntary nature of their participation without any penalty for refusal to
answer certain questions; of the purposes of the study, its authority, and how
resulting data will be used; and of the confidentiality of their responses.

In initiating campus interviews with each individual or group of interviewees,
it is necessary to advise respondents of the following:

1. That the study is carried out under the authority of the General
Education Provisions Act of 1974 (20 USC, 1226C).

2. That their participation is voluntary in all respects and that their
declining to respond to certain questions will be respected without
prejudice or penalty.

3. That the study has general and specific purposes (as previously
outlined in the letter to the President), and that you will be glad
to enlarge upon study purposes.

4. That resulting data will be aggregated across respondents on each
campus (pertaining to each of the three domains) as well as across
all institutions in the case study synthesis.

5. That respondents will be identified by name and/or position in the
case study records, but no specific statements or interpretations
will be attributed to individuals. Interpretation will be a respon-
sibility taken on by the contractor in developing case studies and
will reflect on the overall situation at each Institution as per-
ceived by interviewers.

6. That no quotations associated with names will be provided to the
Department of Education or to other representatives of the insti-
tution, that data will be available only to RTI for aggregation and
analysis, and that individuals who state their preference not to be
named as respondents in the case study will be omitted from the
list.

7. That a draft of any case study of an exemplary practice, for possible
publication with specific institutional identifiers provided, will
be submitted to the President of the Institution for review and
approval prior to delivery to the Department of Education.



writing (depending on distances involved). Team members conducted
individual and group interviews--sometimes as a complete team and
more often as individuals--in connection with assigned domains and
,discrete Activities. Team meMbers were free to schedule interviews
with additional persons when names or roles were suggested by prime
interviewees--and this flexibility proved to be of special value.
There were also instances where telephone contact was undertaken
(before or during the visit) as the only way of reaching certain
focal personnel, usually former administrative officers or personnel
on leave. Team members also undertook observations as appropriate,
studied project files, and reviewed relevant reports and materials.

Team members were authorized to substitute a new Activity for the
assigned one if, in their judgement and in consensus with campus
personnel, more could be gained by such an exchange. This actually
occurred in a few instances. There were also cases where it was
possible and desirable for a team member (usually in the program
domain) to review an "extra" Activity.

While the team worked often as a team on site, with some common
contacts and purposes, in reality they functioned more as indepen-
dent agents since they had separate domains and developmental
Activities to pursue. There were cases, however, where two teamers
were assigned to one complex Activity that dealt equally with fiscal
and administrative concerns.

10 The final step was preparation and submission of reports by the site
visitors, utilizing the forms provided for this purpose. These were
briefly reviewed by core staff upon receipt, with telephone or
letter follow-up to obtain clarification or additional information
where needed. Site visitors also provided copies of relevant docu-
ments collected on site.

G. Treatment of Data, and Report Preparation

Responsibility for intensive (and repeated) review of all data collected

was vested in the three senior professional staff members most frequently
involved in the site visits themselves, and who are the authors of this report.
Dr. Davis, the principal investigator, focused in particular on the adminis-

trative domain; Dr. Ironside, a program evaluation specialist, took prime
responsibility for the program domain; and Mr. VanSant, a business management
specialist, took prime responsibility for the fiscal domain.

As the site visits proceeded, and as the working conferences outlined

earlier were held, there was a continuing attempt to inventory and refine

emerging hypotheses (or factors) that appeared to explain developmental

success at the institutional or Activity level. This process continued
throughout the review of the assembled materials.



A first formal step in the case study analysis was the summary compila-

tion of certain statistical data describing the institutions. Those analyses

that appeared useful are presented in Chapter II and Appendix A.1 of this

report.

A second step was the formulation of criteria--reflecting trends and

current status--that would characterize the present quality of the administra-

tion, fiscal management, and academic and support programs of the institutions.

The intent here was to establish criterion groups of institutions that could

then be examined for similarities and contrasts on variables with causal

potential--that is, those forces or situations that appeared to contribute to

the criterion status. These criterion variable, the process through which

they were abstracted and applied, and the results, are presented in Chapter III

of this report.

The three investigators then independently examined the entire sets of

data, using their working sets of hypotheses and variables, toward the

abstraction of factors that appeared associated with the several. categories of

developmental status in their particular domain. Their reports of this

process, and their observations, are presented in Chapter IV of this report.

It should be noted that there was frequent and intensive interaction

among the three analysts as this classification and contrast process pro-

ceeded, of both a formal and informal kind. We felt that this was important

as a basis for examining and affirming the validity and reasonableness of the

rules of evidence employed, as well as for sharing and confirming special

insights.

A next formal step was the repetition of the process, this time with an

intensive focus on the sample of the developmental Activities. Chapters V

and VI of this report present the logic and criteria developed for a tentative

assessment of Activity quality, and Chapter VII presents the interpretations

and conclusions generated by the examination of factors associated with

successful Activities.

The basic report, in first draft form, was then subjected to formal

external review to seven consultants who had participated heavily in the site

visits themselves. These individuals represented, of course, the three

domains, and included Dr. Rose Mary Healy and Dr. William McFarlane in the

administrative domain, Dr. Ben Cameron and Dr. Collie Coleman in the program

domain, and Dr. William Jenkins, Dr. Marwin Wrolstad, and Dr. Wright Lassiter



in the fiscal domain. These individuals were asked to examine the findings
and interpretations carefully, and to note in particular any that were at
variance with their experience or logic. The reviewers took this task seriously,
making extensive written and telephone coments. Not all suggestions made were
incorporated in the final draft, of course, but the final product was substan-
tially improved and fine-tuned by this process. We also had the benefit of
review and general comment by several Title III program or program-associated
staff or consultants, notably Dr. John Rison Jones, Dr. Joel West, and Dr. Denton
Allen.

The analytic process was essentially historical. The method has its
particular merits of permitting a broader access to useful associations and
explanations than possible with a more structured experimental design. As an
end-note, we should acknowledge that as a series of case studies--involving
variable content and quality of data, the frequent imposition of some sort of
logic, and views from different vantage points--the findings are best viewed
as suggestive. Certain biases--hopefully recognized and addressed throughout
the report--were inevitable, or, in fact, needed as a basis for testing develop-
ment assumptions or assumed insights. This means, most precisely, that the
observations reported should be considered as working hypotheses for verification
or refutation by further study.
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Table A1

Selected Indices, in Rank Order

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1911:

Strong Institutions

=.1....i.M....111

Private

Gov't. Title III Gifts Current

Unrestricted Grants/ Rev,/Current Rev,/Current Fund Bal./ Instr. Exp.

Current Fund Current Fund Fund Fund Current Fund Instr. Exp./ Per Student Per FTE Student/ Title III

Balance* Enrollment Revenue Revenue Revenue Expenditure E&G Esense E&G* FTE Student* FTE Faculty' Revenue*

1014 2436 0,34 0.11 0.21 0.32 0,51 5.35 1.95 36.21 699

601 2238 0.34 0.09 0.21 0.15 0.52 4.14 1.93 29.73 585

531 2028 0.23 0.08 0.19 0.12 0.52 3.16 1.54 27.46 485

413 1911 0.21 0.01 0.17 0.10 0.44 3.62 1.23 25.96 400

360 1454 0.20 0.05 0.14 0.01 0.42 3.44 1.13 25.43 348

289 1011 0.14 0.04 0.13 0.06 0.40 3.42 1.13 21.84 291

285 173 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.06 0.39 2.52 0.83 19.56 125

245 699 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.36 2.23 0,17 17.21 100

119 510 0.01 0.02 0.00 ' 0.05 0.28 2.09 0,52 16.03 100

No,

N=9 149 N=9 N=9 N=9 N :9 N=9 N=9 N:9 N=9 N=9

Median

M=360 M=1454 M=0,20 M=0,05 M=0.14 M=0.07 M=0,42 M=3.44 H=1.13 M=25,43 M=348



Table A2

Selected Indices, in Rank Order

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1981:

Strong Institutions

Private

Gov't. Title III Gifts Current

Unrestricted Grants/ Rev./Current Rev./Current Fund Bal./ Instr. Exp.

Current Fund Current Fund Fund Fund Current Fund Instr. Exp./ Per Student Per FTE Student/ Title III

Balance* Enrollment Revenue Revenue. Revenue Expenditure E &G Expense E&G* FTE Student* FTE Fault! Revenue*

No,

........,

986 3104 0,29 0.11 0.19 0.24 0.53 6.19 2.34 38,00 925

720 2394 0,29 0.09 0.19 0.11 0.45 6.11 2.28 22.10 468

679 1631 0.27 0.04 0.11 0,11 0,38 6.03 2.00 20.93 434

554 1543 0,26 0,04 0.11 0.09 0.38 5.90 1.85 19.89 429

314 1267 0.24 0.04 0.14 0,06 0.35 5.82 1.72 18.15 311

310 1074 0.22 0.04 0.14 OA 0.33 5.63 1.60 15.92 321

291 900 0,19 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.32 4.62 1.30 14,96 318

221 196 0.10 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.29 4.34 1.02 14.64 246

144 681 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.25 3.15 0.84 12,80 231

N:n N:9 N:9 149 109 N=9 N=9 N=9 N=9 N:9 N=9

edian

N:314 N=1267 N=0.24 N:0.04 N:0.14 N=0,06 N=0.35 N=5.82 N:1.12 N=18.15 N=371

Values in thousands of dollars.



Table A-3

Difference Values, in Rank Order,

Reflecting Changes Between 1911 and 1981 on Selected Indices:

Strong Institutions

1111....
Private

Gov't. Title III Gifts Current
Unrestricted Enrollment Grants/ Rev./Current

Rev,/Current Fund Bal./
Current Fund Percent Current Fund Fund Fund Current fund

Instr. Exp./Balance* Increase Revenue** Revenue** Revenue** 1 ienditure** E&G Ex ense**

Instr. Exp.

Per Student Per Title III

E&G* FTE Student* Revenue*

435 0.27 0.21 0.02 0.03 0,05
0.01 3,61 0.80 340195

0,19. 0.09 0.01
0.02 0.03

-0,03 3,59 0,72 211
194 0.18 0.05 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 2.46 0.53 218148 0.16 0.05 0 0 -0.03

-0.04 2.41 0.49 111
4 0,14 0.04 0 0 -0.04 -0.06 2.21 0.47 121-24 0.12 0.04 -0,01 -0.01 -0.04

-0,06 1.06 0.33 81
-28 0.06 -0.01 -0.04

-0.03 -0.06 -0.01 0,76 0.32 -51
-103

-0.31 -0,05 -0.06 -0.04 -0.06
-0.11 0.58 0.19 -73-463 -0.36 -0.01 -0.01 -0.05 "0.08 -0.22 0.48 0.07 -468

No.

N=9 N=9 N=9 N:9 1:9 N:9 Hz9 11:9 149 N:9

Median

M:4 11:0,14 11:0.04 11:0
11=0 11=-0.04

11:-0.06 11=2.21 M=0.41 11=121

* Values in thousands
of dollars.

** Differences in 1981 vs. 1971 ratios are expressed in
percentage points.



Table A-4

Selected Indices, in Rank Order

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1911:

Neutral or Stable Institutions

Private

Gov't, Title III Gifts Current
Unrestricted Grants/

Rev./Current Rev./Current Fund Bal./
.

Instr. Exp.Current Fund
Current Fund Fund Fund Current Fund Instr. Exp./ Per Student Per FTE Student/ Title III

pjttjjireENGFuseEW}Balance*EnrollsentRevenueRevenueReueueExern''TEStudeut*n'EFacultBevenue*

N

0.1.
1417 7239 0.24 0.16 0.25 0.12 0.12

1.30 2.84 47.45 1003
1062 5118 0,24 0.16 0.18 0.59 0.63

5.08 2.30 43.05 770
542 4951 0,21 0,13 0,18 0,26 0.63 4.90 2.03 36.85 475
488 3891 0.18 0,12 0.16

0.15 0.61 4.52 1.88 34.28 433
475 3292 0.18 0,11 0.14 0.12 0.59 4.37 1.11 28,54 430
443 2948 OM 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.58 4.36 1.65 25.59 393.
291 2626 0.15 0.08 0.12 0.08 0.57

3.92 1.52 24.14 315
256 2243 0.14 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.56 3.83 1.50 23.92 344
251 1537 0.11 0,06 0.02

0,07 0.56
3.69 1.49 23.86 320

224 1394 0.10 0.05 0.00
0.07 0.52 3.68 1.45 23.51 300

171 1149 0.09 0.05 0.00
0.05 0.51

2.91 1.28 23.26 300
82 998 0.09 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.48 2.90 1.22 22.60 280
59, 994 0.09 0.04 . 0.00

0.04 0.48 2.49 1.21 21.39 250

16 984 0.08 0.03 0.00
0.04 0.46 2.47 1.18 20.52 249

0 971 0.07 0.03 0.00
0,02 0.46 2.28 1.17 19.20 246

-200 935 0.06 0.03 0.00
-0.03 0.45 2.21 1.06 18.84 224

-485 892 0.04 0.03 0.00
-0,04 0.44 2.08 0.85 11.15 200

-630 870 0.04 0.03 0.00
-0,22 0.44 1.88 0.76 11.00 116

-673 569 0.02 0.02 0.00 -0.22 0.37
1.85 0.72 16.37 114

392 0.01 0.01 0.00
0,29 1.62 0,65 11.20 130

N:19 N:20 Nt20 N=20 N=20
N :19 R=20 Nt20 N:20 N:20 N:10

Median

pl:224
M=1271.5 M=0.095 M=0,05 M=0.00

M=0.07 M=0,515 M=3,325 M= 1.365 N:23: 385 11:300

* Values
in thousands of dollars;

5J.



Table A-5

Selected Indices, in Rank Order

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1981;

Neutral or Stable. Institutions

Private

Gov't. Title III Gifts Current
Unrestricted

Grants/ Rev./Current Rev,/Current Fund Bal./
Instr. Exp.Current Fund

Current Fund Fund Fund Current Fund Instr. Exp./ Per Student Per FT1 Student/ Title IIIBalance*
Enrollment Revenue Revenue

E&G* FIE Student* FTE Facult Revenue*

1883 8557
0.24 0,12 0.61 0.30 0,69 7,58 3.96 46.15 665

1593 6000
. 0.11 0.08 0.18 D.13 0.63 1.11 2.91 34,92 5011412 5903 0.11 0.01 0.11 0.12 0,61 6.13 2.62 33.43 5001237 4644 0.16 0.07 0,15 0.10 0.59 6.02 2.34 29.88 475529 3016 0.15 0.06 0,15 0.10 0.51 5.81 2.31 29.09 447456 2412 0.14 0.05 0.14 0.08 0.55 5.61 2.03 24.17 441331 2211 0.14 0.05 0.13 0.06 0.54 4.96 1.96 24.05 430217 2157

0.11 0,05 0,12 0.05 0.53 4.82 1.90 24,00 421169 1924 0.11 0.05 0,06 0.04 0.53 4.67 1.18 23,06 409153 1500 0.01
0,05 0.03 0.03 0.49 4,61 1.65 22.39 333

118
1490 0.05 0,04 0.03 0.02 0.49 4.53 1.64 19.51 325

83 1166 0.09 0,03 0.02 0.01 0.41 4.46 1.63 17.15 310
26 1152 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.47 4.23 1'.58 16,63 30912 956 0.08 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.43 3.90 1.55 16,19 2910, 900 0.01 0,02 0,00 0.00 0,42 3.61 1.41 15,97 280

-149 822 0.01 0,02 0,00 -0.01 0,39 3.51 1.38 15,81 239
-165 815 0.01 0.02 0.00 -0,02 0.39 2.88 1,19 15,27 231
-297 194 0.06 0,02 0,00 -0.04 0.36 2.56 1.06 14.61 212661 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.30 2,55 1.05 13.71 170644 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.21 2.55 1.02 13,48 51

N=18 N:20
N :20 N:20 N:20 N=18 N:20 N=20 N:20 N:20 N:20

Median

1:161 M:1495 M:0.09 11=0.045 M=0.03 H:0.035 M:0.49 M:4.57 M:1.645 M:20.98 M:329

Values in thousands
of dollars.



Table A-6

Difference Values, in Rank Order, Reflecting

Changes Between 1977 and 1981 on Selected Indices:

Neutral or Stable Institutions

Private

Gov't, Title 111 Gifts Current
Unrestricted Enrollment Grants/ Rev./Current Rev./Current Fund Bal./
Current Fund Percent Current Fund Fund Fund Current Fund

Balance* Increase Revenue** Revenue** Revenue** Expenditure**

1659

, 981

654

531

465

376

278

249

102,

51

0

-5

-18

-47

86

-258

-265

-405

-443

Instr. Exp./

E&G Expense**

Instr. Exp.

Per Student Per Title III

E&G* FTE Student* Revenue*

0,69 0.10 0.03 0.61 0.27 0.12 3.06 1.66 4910,50 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.25 0.02 2.33 1.26 2770.38 0.07 0.01 0,05 0.18 0.02 2,13 0.89 2330,23 0.05 0 0.03 0.06 0.01 2.04 0.81 1980.21 0.03 0 0.03 0.04 0.01 1.92 0.15 830.19 0.02 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 1,84 0.74 820.18 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.02 1.82 0.74 450.17 0 -0.01 0 0.02 -0.02 1.76 0.51 140,15 -0.01 -0.02 0 0.01 -0.02 1.36 0.46 100.13 -0.01 -0.02 0 -0.01 -0.03 1.23 0.43 00:10 -0.01 -0.02 0 -0.02 -0.03 1.04 0.41 -30,01 -0.02 -0.02 0 -0.02 -0.03 0.93 0.33 -11-0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0 -0.03 -0.03 0.93 0.30 -27-0,04 -0.03 -0.03 0 -0.05 -0.04 0.80 0.19 -30-0.09 -0,03 -0,04 0 -0.05 -0.07 0.67 0.17 -45-0.11 -0.05 -0.04 0 -0.10 -0.06 0.31 0.01 -50-0.16 -0.07 -0.04 -0.03 -0.14 -0.09 0.28 -0.01 -113-0.17 -0.07 -0.05 -0.03
-0.09 0.09 -0.11 -154-0.25 -0,09 -0.06 -0.08
-0.12 -0.19 -0.48 -195-0.27 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 -0.19 -0.47 -0.50 -582

N:19 N:20 11:20 N=20 N=20 N=17 N=20 N=20 N=20 N=20edian

M:51 1 4,115 N.-4-0.01 M*-0.02 M=0 M=.01 M=-0.03 M=1,135 M=0.42 Hz-1.5

:.ValuesAn thousands ofdollars

Differrices in 1981 vs. 1977 ratios are expressed in percentage points.



Table A-1

Selected Indices, in Rank Order

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1911:

Vulnerable Institutions

Private

Gov't, Title III Gifts Current

Unrestricted Grants/ Rev./Current Rev./Current Fund 9al,1
Instr, Exp,Current Fund

Current Fund Fund Fund Current Fund Instr, Exp./ Per Student Per FIE Student/ Title IIIRevenue

Faculty

606 1533 0.42 0,18 Oa 0.11 0,61 1.19 1.46 25.81 619355 1009 0.39 0.11 0.23 0,10 0.41 4.95 1.41 22.61 40081 995 0,34 0,13 0,18 0.06 0,44 4.62 1,35 21.90 39469 194 0,31 0,10 0,16 -0,02 0.38 4.31 1.32 21.00 350-50 686 0.31 0.08 0.14 -0.03 0.31 4.05 1.21 19.49 215-461 682 0,23 0.05 0.14 -0,10 0.35 3.11 1.14 19.06 221.783 609 0,22 0.05 0,12 .0.32 0.30 3.60 1.12 18.41 202-1532 142 0,06 0.02 0.11 -0.48
0,28 3.40 1.11 14.20 184o,

108 N:8 N:8 . 11=8 N=8 N:8
11:8 N:1 N:8 N:8 N =8Median

1.1:140 h:0,31 1:0,09
N:0.15 0-0.025 N:0.315 11:4,21 h=1,265 X:20.245 11:312.5

Values in thousands of dollars,
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Table A-8

Selected Indices, in Rank Order

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1981:

Vulnerable Institutions

ar1W,,.mmlmNRImlet,

Private

Gov't. Title 111 Gifts Current
Unrestricted G,ants/ Rev./Current Rev./Current Fund Bal./

Instr, Exp.Current Fund
Current Fund Fund Fund Current Fund Instr. Exp./ Per Student Per FTE Student/ Title III

palance* Enrollment Rwenue Revenue Revenue Ex enditure E&G Expense E&G* FIE Student* FIE Faculty Revenue*

120

-22

-43

-253

-337

-380

- 1,400

- 2,121

11=8

edian

1526 0,62 0.18 0.24
0.11 0.41 15.96 3,60 28.041256 0.40 0.13 U.18 -0.01 0.45 6.12 2.21 22.84180 0.34 0,09 0.15 -0.01 0.39 6.50 1.82 22.29101 0.31 0,09 0.14 -0.01 0.39 5.96 1.48 21.80650 0.24 0.08 0.12 -0.08 0.38 4.91 1.45 19.48643 0.22 0.05 0,12 -0.08 0.31 4.80 1.19 18.88106 0.11 0,05 0,06 -0.82 0.25 4.31 0.89 9.64623 0.20 0.05 0.08 -0.36 0.29 4.69 1.06 11.40

N=8 N=8 N=8 N=8 N=8 N=8 148 148 11=8

485

453

434

400

400

353

225

*1

i:g

N=-295 H:05 '1 N=0.275 M=0.085 N=0.13 11=-0.07 1=0.385
11=5.435 11=1,465 N=20.64 M=400

lollars.

360.



Table A-9

Difference Values, in Rank Order,

Reflecting Changes Between 1977 and 1981 on Selected Indices:

Vulnerable Institutions

Unrestricted Enrollment

Current Fund Percent

Balance* Increase

Gov't.

Grants/

Current Fund

Revenue**

Private

Title III Gifts

Rev./Current Rev./Current

Fund Fund

Revenue** Revenue**

Current

Fund Rai,/

Current Fund

Exienditure**

Instr. Exp.i

EU Expense*'

Per Student

FEZ*

Instr. Exp,

Per

FTE Student*

Title Ill

Revenue*

530 0.58 0.23 0.03 0.03 0.25 0.17 8.17 2.19 216
114 0.14 0.09 0 0.02 0.12 0.04 2.56 0.92 151

82 0.02 0.05 0 0.01 0.02 0 2.13 0,50 103
1 -0.00 0.03 0 0.01 0.01 -0.01 1.77 0.34 40

-69 -0,06 -0.01 0 -0.02 -8.06 -0.05 1.20 0.33 4

-311 -0.25 -0.02 -0,01 -0.04 -0.11 -0.06 0.66 -0.22 0

-418 -0.31 -0.03 -0.04 -0,06 -0.11 -0.13 0.64 -0.22 -4

589 -0.35 -0.1B -0.04 -0.22 0.23 0.29 -0.40 -134

11=8 1=8 N:8 R=6 N=B N=8 N=8 N=8 11=8 N=8

Median

Hz.31 H:-0,03 H=0.01 H:0 11=-0.005 1=-0.01 11=-0.03 1=1.485 11=0.335 1 :22

'* Values in thousands of dollars,

*i Differences in 1981 vs. 1977 ratios are expressed in percentage points.



Table A-10

Selected Indices, in Rank Order,

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1917:

Mixed Institutions

Unrestricted

Current Fund

Balance*

436

2276

1251

146

610

511

322

248

240

235

61

18

16

-940

No.

N:14

Median

M:285

Private

Gov't, Title III Gifts Current

Grants/ Rev./Current Rev./Current Fund 8114
Instr, Exp,

Current Fund Fund Fd Current Fund Instr, Exp./ Per Student Per FTE Student/ Title IIIEnrollment Revenue Revenue Revenue_ Expenditure E&G Expense E &G* FTE Student* FTE Faculty Revenue*

5 4506 0,37 0.18 0.42 0.66 0.62 6.74 1.99 46.77 8023804 0.36 0.11 ,0.35 0.28 0.59 6.21 1.91 28.22 1063375 0.35 0.15 0.28 0.12 0.56 6,25 1.73 21.48 6382194 0.32 0.07
0,25 0,08 0,55 .5.11 1,52 26,64 5951799 0.24 0.07 0.19 0.01 0,50 4,64 1.46 26.46 5831141 0,22 0,06
0,11 0.01 0,44 4,35 1.44 25,10 5621429 0,21 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.44 4.26 1.42 24,94 4001403 0.21 0,05 0,02 0,06 0,44 4,23 1,39 21.97 4001119 0,20 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.39 4.15 1.32 18.85 3251051 0.20 0.05 0.01 0.05 0,38 4.12 1.30 18,72 300198 0.17 0.04 0 0.04 036 3,71 1.04 18.39 300747 0.10 0,03 0 0,01 0,36 2.11 0.91 11.58 260515 0,07 0,03 0 0 0.31 1.82 0.70 11.52 213'311 0,06 0.02 0 -0,16 0.26 .1.20 0.65 14,50 203

N=14 N:14 N:14 N=14 11:14 N=14 Nr.14 N=14 N:14

11:1416 11=0.21 11=0.055 1120.02 M=0.065 11=0.44
M=4.245 1=1,405 M:23.455 M:400

N=147

* Values in thousands of dollars.



Table A-11

Selected Indices, in Rank Order,

Reflecting the Fiscal Year Ending in 1981..

Nixed Institutions.'

sate

Goy sit Current
Unrestricted Grant '1:, ./Current Fund Bal./ Instr. Exp.
Current Fund Current iv, Th.,, Fund Current Fund lnstr. Exp./ Per Student P,'4
Balance* Enrollnent Revenue ___JitHevelReveltenditure E&G Expense E&G* FTE Student* FTE Faculty Revenue*

FTE Student/ Title 111,
4974 5059 0,34 0.18 0,45

861 4306 0.29 0,12 0.36

813 3636 0.26 0.08 0.22

466 3239 0.26 0.06 0,20

355 2056 0.24 0.05 0.01

295 1143 0.21 0.05 0.05

92 1679 0.21 0.05 0,03

44 1636 0.16 0,04 0,02

21 1515 0.13 0.04 0.01

0 1229 0.12 0,02 0

0 692 0.09 0,02 0

149 619 0.08 0.02 0

-797 606 0.08 0,01 0

413 0.05
011 0

N=I3 N=14 N=14

ledian

N=92 N=1657.5 N=0,185

Values in thousands of doliars.

I

0.20 0.62 8.41 2.24 32.12 1114

0.17 0.59 8.02 2.23 28.41 663

0.16 0,56 1.42 2.05 27.43 589
0.09 0.56 1.35 1.84 25.19 481

0.08 0.53 6.77 1.82 23,65 415

0.06 0.45 6.04 1.61 21.95 421
0.02 0,40 5.48 1.62 21,64 414

0.01 0.39 4.98 1.52 19.95 400
0.01 0,38 4.75 1,47 17,97 354

0 0.38 4,66 1,46 16.29 273
0 0.37 3,25 1.39 16,06 252

-0.01 0.36 2,93 1.34 15.26 170

-0.08 0.29 2.27 1,13 14.92 III

0.25 1.43 0.83 14.42 109

N=14 N :14 N=13

N=0,045 11=0.025

'N=14

11=0.02 N=0.395

N:14 N:14

1:5.23 11=1.1 11:20.195 11:414



Unrestricted

Current Fund

Balance*

302

294

218

143

74

5

-27

-191

240

-462

- 746

-759

-1257

-1409

N=14

edian

U1=-109

Table A-12

Difference Values, in Rank Order, Reflecting

Changes Between 1977 and 1981 on Selected Indices:

Nixed Institutions

Enrollment

Percent

Increase

uuv't.

Grants/

Current Fund

Revenue**

Private

Title
fl 7 +

Rev./Cum:it Rev./Current

Fund Fund .

Revenue** Revenue**

Current

Fund Bal./

Current Fund

Ex i ends tune**

Instr. Exp./

E&G Ex ense**

Per S4 ..e.nt

ECG*

Instr. Exp.

Per

FTE Student*

Title III

Revenue*

0.56 0.06 0.05 0.10 0.12 0.18 2.78 0.74 519
0.28 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.09 1.92 0.55 208

0.25 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01 1.77 0.36 15

0.24 0.01 -0.01 0 0.01 0.01 1.61 0.35 0

0.18 0 -0.01 0 0.01 0 1.66 0.33 4
0.18 0 -0.01 0 0 0 1.25 0.32 -33
0,16 -0.01 -0.01 0 -0.01 0 1.11 0.32 -43

0.12 -0.01 -0.02 0 -0.04 -0.01 1.08 0.24 -49

0.10 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06 -0.02 0.98 0.20 -52
0.06 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 -0.06 -0.02 0.83 0.17 -96

-0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.07 -0.05 0.31 0.13 -148

-0.07 -0.06 -0.04 -0.06 -0.08 -0.06 0.23 0.13 -189
-0.13 -0,25 -0.06 -0.08 -0.12 -0.08 0.10 0.09 -191
-0.17 -0.28 -0.11 -0.22 -0.49 -0.12 -1.01 -0.10 -449

N=14 N=14 N=14 N=14 N=14 N=14 N=14 N=14 N=14

N=0.14 N2-0.01 H=0.01 11=0 M- -0.025 11=-0.005 M=1.095 M=0.28 t1=-46

Values in thousands of dollars.

*.Differences in 1981 vs. 1977 ratios are expressed in percentage points.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An Evaluability Assessment of the Strengthening Developing

Institutions Program

INTRODUCTION

This is a summary of an evaluability assessment conducted under contract
with the Department of Education (ED) by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI)
and its subcontractor, the Center for Systems and Program Development, during
Fiscal Year 1981. The evaluability assessment is one of a series of studies
in direct response to the 1974 Congressional mandate (General Education Provi-
sions Act, 20 U.S.0 1226C) to define or otherwise determine goals and objec-
tives for all Federally supported education programs.

The assessment has focused on the "Strengthening Developing Institutions
Program," initially authorized and operated since 1966 under Title III of the
Higher Education. Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-329), and subsequent amendments.

BACKGROUND

The Strengthening Developing jnstitutiona Program is the major source,
through grants to individualjnstitutions or consortia of institutions, of
direct. Federal support to U.S. oplleges andUniversities, with academic year
1980-81 involvement of slightly less than 400 grantees (including institutions
and consortia) and total funding of approximately $110,000,000. The program
is currently managed and operated'bythe OffiCe of Institutional Support
(OIS), an activity assigned adrninistrtivelY;tO the AssistantSecretary for
Postsecondary EducatiOhLnegotiation of gtants and fiscal management is con-

: signed to ED's Office of ProcUreMent and:ASsistance Management (OPAM).

Under legislation and rules and regulatiOns applicable to the 198081
academic year, grants were madeto eligible institutions to assist them to
"strengthen their academic: quality, administrative capacity, and student
services."' These outcomes may be fostered through such allowable activities
as the clarification:of inStitutionalmissions or goals the improvement of
the curriculum, the Strengthening of 4dmini!,trative services and fiscal manage-
ment, and the development:',of- innovative: academic prograMs. Institutions
intended to benefit from theA3rogram aredeveloping institutions'," which the
applicable rules definedHas institutions that "...are struggling for Survival;
...are isolated frOM:the main currents of academic life;.-.possess the desire
and potential to make, a substantial and distinct contribution:from other
institutions by enrolling and graduating a significant number of economically
deprived students, and. are Making a reasonable effort t6A.Mprove the quality
of their programs."2

1 Final Rules, Strengthening Developing Institutions Program. Federal
Register, Vol. 44, No. 63 (Friday, March 30, 1979), pp. 19128-19143. Citation
is from §169:1, "Program and Regulation Purposes," p. 19135.

2
Ibid., §169.31, p. 19139.



METHODOLOGY

Evaluability assessMent, is a manageMent7oriented research strategy that
focuses on (1) the extraction, clarification, and explication of program
Objectives, as. expressed by theCOngress, as interpreted by program officials
and manapts, and as revealed by field operation of the prOgram; (2) the
eXplicatiul; of sequential management events perceived necessary forthe attain--
Ment ,of program objectives; (3) the determination of the actual sequence of
events that take place; (4) the establishMent of the plausibility :of:the,
underlying assumptions that particular strategies and/or events will produce
the desired results; (5) the identification or developMent ofobjective and
relevant indices that may be used to attest program impact; and (6) the:deter-
mination of whether or not the program as operated is amenable' to'

Steps taken in the evaluability assessment included (1) the colleCtion
and review of program documentation7-the legislation and amendp.ets, the rules
and regulations, internal manageMent documents, prior research stUdies, etc;
(2) a series of discUssions with Federal offiCials, ptOgram managers, and'
Congressional staff, to obtain their perceptions of program putposes, their
particular roles, and strategies they feel will accomplish program and insti-
tutional goals; and (3) a limited study of field operation of the program
through an examination of operational plans of selected institutions, and
semi-structured on -site interviews and observations at nine funded inStitu-
tionS.

FINDINGS

Program Goals and Objectives

Several kinds of evidence serve to define program goals and objectives.
Relevant for this purpose are (1) goals and objectives-directly stated in the
statutory and regulatory authority; (2) specifications of .he intended bene-
ficiaries; (3) specifications of "proper" or allowable activities; and
(4) interpretations and 'requirements of program offiCials and managers, in the
operation of the program, as to what is legitimate activity under the legis-
lative authority.

Our examination reveals that, in the siMplest form, the program's objec-
tives from the kinds of evidence cited are asAepicted in Figure A. That
the purpose of the :program is first and foremost to assist4nstitutions, that
have limited means, and ythat are serving lOWincome stUdentS, to increase
their self7pufficiency (orto decrease their dependency on Federal support)
(an ,emphasis in the legislation)i alid/oi to imptove the viability of such
institutions by prOvidingneededSuppOrt (a frequent: emphasis in program
practice).. In this regard, it is signifiCant to note that the:new'-(l980)
legislation,3 and currently proposed rules and r.egulations,1 make the attain7
ment'Of independence from Federal support a prime objective, and refute the
continuing maintenance per se of any higher education institution.

3 Title III, Higher Education Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-374).

Federal Register, Vol. 46., No. 138, July 20, 1981, pp. 37479-'37482.
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TITLE III PROGRAM OUTCOME OBJECTIVES

Improved Viability of
Institutions Serving
Low Income Students

Increased Self-Sufficiency
of Institutions Serving

Low Income Students

..,..1 Increased Numbers of
Low Income Students

Served

114

Improved Quality of
Educational Program

Improved Opportunity
for Low Income

Students

Figure A. Interpretation of Outcome Objectives of the Title III Program in
Fiscal Years 1980 and 1931.

Although it is clear that the program is primarily one of institutional
support and is directed toward institutional development, it is equally clear
that such support and development should permit institutions to maintain or
increase their service to low income students and to provide them an improved
quality of educational program and treatment. Such an outcome is expected in
turn to improve educational and vocational opportunity for such students.
Thus, the program logic, in terms of these objectives, is quite straight-
forward.

One potential dilemma,however, may be noted at this point: is it plaus-
ible to expect that institutions with limited means and resources, and with
focus on students of limited financial resources, can indeed generate, through
Title III or other activities, increased fiscal support that may guarantee
both survival and a program of reasonable quality? The fact ,that some .insti-
tutions haVe continued in the program for a number of years without replacing
the Federal support needed (or would probably close if the support were with-
drawn) is a documentable reality. The clarification of intent in the 1980
legislation that institutions employ Title III activity for the achievement of
self-sufficiency is now explicit as well as implicit.

The Sequential Events Defining the Program

The evaluability assessment inquiry revealed that the sequential events
defining the Title III program.are as depicted in the "logic model" or floW
Chart presented as Figure B. Each block in that chart shows a discrete event--
classified in one or another of four phases (Program Authorization, Program
Activation, PrOgrath Operation, and Program Outcomes)--that take place, in the
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Program
Event

Program
Event

PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION (P1 TO P2)

PI

Enabling Federal
Legislation Enacted

P2

Funds
Allocated

P3

Institution
Event

OUTCOME
EVENT

Program Establishes
Rules and Regulations

PROGRAM ACTIVATION (P3 TO 15)

P4 P5

H Program Solicits
Applications

II

Institutions Apply
for Confirmation
of Eligibility

Program Determines
Eligibility of Potential

Applicants

12

Eligible Institutions
Prepare and Submit

Applications

P6 P7

Program Receives
and Evaluates
Applications

13

Successful Institu-
tions Confirm or
Modify Applications

Program Awards Grants
Per Negotiated

Agreement

PROGRAM OPERATION (P8 TO 15)

PR

Props Management Monitors
Field Operation and Provides

Technical Assistance

14

Institution Activates and
Operates Program

15

Institutions and External
Agents Evaluate Program

Operations

EXPECTED PROGRAM OUTCOMES (01A TO 03)

01A 02A

Improved Viability of
Institutions Serving
Lou Income Students

018

Inc aaaaa d Self-Sufficiency
of Institutions Serving

Low Income Students

L
Inc aaaaa Numbe of
Low Incom

Number, of
Students

Served

02B

Improved Quality of
Educational Program,

03

Improved Opportunity
for Lou Income Students

.Figure B. Logic Model for the Title III Program (in four sequential: phasee

NOTE:. Events characterized as P1, P2, etc., are Ptogram eyents; events
characterized as Il, I2,: etc.', are Institutional-based events; events
Characterized as OlA, etc'., are expected outcome events.
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sequence shown, for a cycle of program operation. Note, however, that specific
outcomes are not requisite for the cycle and, in fact, may vary substantially
from institution to institution and/or from year to year.

(The evaluability assessment also determined the sequential activities
that lead to each event in the program authorization, activation, and operation
phases. These are not presented in this summary because of the space and
detail required for adequate exposition; the interested reader is referred to
Chapter IV of the report.)

Plausibility Evidence for the Events in the Title III. Program

The evidence to support the plausibility of the events is generally quite
positive with regard to events in the program authorization and activation
phases. The structure of events in these phases, though complex and seldom
trouble free in any cycle of program operation, is clear and readily document-
able. Such is less evident in the operational phase, where program monitoring
by OIS becomes a relatively informal and quite variable set of activities in
practice. This was variously attributed to such "facts of life" as: limited
staff time (or funds for inspection of field activities); limitations of staff
experience with or knowledge of the diverse array of institutions and Title III
activities, and the substantive nature of those activities (or, the conviction
that the institution and its specialists are in a better position to determine
structure and monitor quality); the complexity of the activities (and the
difficulties of establishing a standard working taxonomy that could describe
discrete activities operated under the program by the array of institutions).

Little or no evidence was found that routinely required reports of progress
and attainment, showing milestones achieved and presenting evidence of attainment
of activity objectives in terms of outcome measures, are regularly noted and
utilized by program management (or for that matter, accessible in the technical
monitors' files). We found further absence of concern for evaluation reports
from the institutions or their external agents. The relatively limited evalu-
ative evidence that can be assembled, in the management office files or at the
institutions, is most frequently in the form of achievement of steps in the
activity process (e.g., computer ordered, computer received, staff hired,
software developed, programs operating) rather than in the form of impact
criteria (e.g., reduced operating costs, before-after measure of student
performance, etc.).

While this situation can readily be viewed with alarm, it should be noted
that virtually any administrative, instructional, or student support activity
that an institution may provide can be cast in terms or format that would make
it eligible for Title III support. Thus, in dealing with output or impact
measures as evidence of quality of effort supported by Title III funds, one is
confronted, at the institutional level, with almost any or ...11 evaluation
design problems relevant to institutional operation--e.g., the efficacy of
tutoring or counseling, the impact of an improved curricular organization, the
productivity of a placement function, the efficiency of a new administrative
process, the impact of faculty armed with new instructional strategies or
competence in discipline, etc. In the dynamic interaction of the many forces
or factors that constitute the college or university operation, any impact
critericn--at an institutional or student level--may be affectill or moderated



by a variety of factors as well as by an activity wholly or partially funded
by Title III. For example: improved student retention and graduation rates
(reasonable impact criteria, in terms of Title III activity objectives) can be
a function of one or more of the following: improved student learning, from
whatever source; better student raw material; more lenient grading standards;
improved student or faculty motivation; to name a few. In short, the impact
evaluation problem at the activity level where the discrete action takes place
is not one for routine solution and reporting. The application of impact
evaluation to management or administrative efficiency activities is similarly
variable and complex for similar and different reasons, with the different
reasons including the development of standard impact criteria, the specifi-
cation of a reasonable period of time for changes and consequences to manifest
themselves, etc.

Program Objectives as Perceived at the Field or Institutional Level

At the institutional level, it is readily apparent that the discrete
allowable activities, implemented from institution to institution in a variety
of formats, content, and strategies, each have their own specific foci and
objectives. Looking at the program globally, institutional observers see it
as one that "will help us do a better job in carrying out our enterprise."
Field activity managers and operators are reasonably concerned with their
specific Title III activity goals and objectives which, though not necessarily
in conflict with objectives at the program level, reflect those broader objec-
tives in different ways and to different degrees. Put another way: an insti-
tutional president is concerned with meeting the institutional needs he or she
perceives as most urgent (or, sometimes, as most likely to receive Title III
support). The individuals responsible for particular activities, however, are
necessarily ccnsumed with the narrower focus of that activity: the management
information specialist must be concerned with the relevance and efficiency of
his data gathering and reduction operation, the basic skills specialist with
improvement in student competencies, and so on. And, the program impact on
the institution is, of course, the sum of the sponsored activity impact.

MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS AND OPTIONS FOR SOLUTIONS5

Management problems may, for orderly presentation, be identified in terms
of the structured events that define the program.

With regard to the enabling legislation, the new (1980) act clarifies
considerably the intent of the program, and incorporates in the new statute
certain procedures originally of a regulatory nature (e.g.; eligibility criteria)
that have proven to be workable and consistent with Congressional intent. A
new problem for management imposed by the amended legislation is in the complex-
ity of the several parts, and their implications for management requirements.
For example, for Parts A and B of the new Title III, different eligibility
formulae, different floors for proportions of particular kinds of institutions
that must be funded, different maximum terms of grants, all pose problems for

5 A 41-page portion of the report is devoted to management problems and
options for solution suggested by the inquiry. The reader interested in this
aspect of the findings should examine Chapter VI of the complete report.



the institution in determining which route to follow, and for program manage-
ment in handling the new diversities of applications and kinds of grants to be
involved. Both Parts A and B can be interpreted as somewhat different strategies
to achieve the same purpose. It is recommended that program management officials
attempt to clarify and impose distinctive, educationally substantive, and
strategic functions to be associated with each avenue for support, toward
assuring that institutional merit and need, rather than brute probability of
funding as a function of dollars and competion, control awards.

A second set of problems accrues from the later year distribution problems
that could easily result. For example, assuming level year funding and the
natural press for institutions to go for the longest term grants, FY 82 awards
could encumber later fiscal year funds to an extent that only a sharply limited
number of newcomers could be accomodated in FY 83 and FY 84.

Third: the new legislation a.:d rules stress the provision by the insti-
tution of a credible long range plan, with reasonable evidence of function for
Title III activities therein or thereto (toward establishing a basis for
judging institutional prospect for attainment of self-sufficiency). This puts
the OIS program development and operations staff squarely into the art and
science of institutional development; special effo.7...t may be required to assure
that they are ready for this challenge.

The published proposed regulations (Federal Register, a. cit.) make a
good start on these and other management challenges.

Establishing eligibility, designed as an event prior to application but
frequently in the past a concurrent event with application review, needs to be
separated temporally from the application event; special care to assure correct-
ness of published eligibility data needs to be taken. The larger problem
here, however, is the uncertain (or unvalidated) meaning of the eligibility
formulae or, more precisely, what institutions at different levels on the two
components are likely to need and/or to accomplish, with what levels and
periods of support. We also note that although current practice of designating
as eligible equal portions of four classes of institutions (categorized by
public-private control and 2-4 year program) is workable and politically
equitable, the need for and proper utilization of Title III funds may differ
(e.g., privately supported institutions have different fiscal self-sufficiencT
prospects than do publicly-supported institutions). Again, it would seem
urgent to begin to establish empirical evidence of what institutions accomplish
what, over what periods of time.

A large portion of OIS staff time ,and energy, is invested: in theapplicatiOn
review_and award. process; yet, this,haS:been'one of the'more VisibleeVents
for critical review. A number'of problems were noteC:with Several:deserving
special attention: (1) the problem of fit between. reyieWers', capability.
the highly specialized content_of'actiV4ies proposed; and (2) the fit of
proposed activities to Title III prOgrath-purpoSes (as opposed to whether the
activity seems legitimate in its own right, and may be construed as one that
is "allowable");' (3) adequate determination of institutional ability to manage
the grant activity; (4) the differential propensityof activities to generate
need for additional or less support, in the futureL(5)_the appropriateness of
institutional mixes of activities; and (6) the validity of base&jor staff
adjustment of requested funding levels, in'the'face ofliMit.ed information as



to what given amounts of money can accomplish in the several areas of investment.

It is recommended that careful attempts be made to match application
review readers' expertise with the particular activities proposed (current
strategy assumes experience in or knowledge of "developing institutions" as
the prime credential). Also urgent for proper evaluation of requests is
better knowledge (i.e., organized empirical evidence) of what are reasonable
costs for particular activities, and of what activities lead to increased
self-sufficiency or to increased dependency. Part of this would be the syste-
matic development of indices reflecting effort and output; another part would
be greater attention to more systematic and orderly record keeping, an area in
apparent disarray because of other pressures or simple reliance on the perceived
merit of the new application rather than on the prior specific track record.
It is believed that considerable program management improvement could be
effected by a formal establishment of components constituting an adequate set
of records and a specification of the functions these components should serve.

It has been noted elsewhere that monitoring of field activity is not an
event with much systematic structure or with standard, utilized procedures;
indeed, adequate monitoring of some 400 institutions, some with as many as 15
or 20 discrete activities, would seem a difficult prospect. Monitors appear
to be utilized by the institutions, and to perform well, in determining proper
uses of grant funds. Yet, the monitoring activity would appear to be insuffi-
cient for helping program development and operations staff achieve any deep
insights into the elements that signal a well-conceived activity and its
impact, in the contexts provided by the participating institutions.

Some order could be established with the development of a taxonomy for
classifying and distinguishing among different activities operated by the
institution (currently, with each institution free to construct and/or combine
elements to fit its own purposes, there are neither natural nor contrived
bases for grouping or comparing activities across institutions). While it is
not felt that a rigid structure should be imposed on institutions, it is
believed that a suitable taxonomy could be developed on which institutions or
program staff could classify what activity or activity components are function-
ing, and that more ready and effective accounting by activity could accrue.
Such accounting is not seen as an end in itself, but a device to enable program
management to do such things as establish reasonable cost parameters for
particular kinds of activity, or to determine what activities can indeed
generate their own support.

EVALUATION OPTIONS

Purposes of Evaluation

Early in the report, it was postulated that legitimate functions of
evaluation include:

1. The improvement of management effectiveness, efficiency, and respon-
siveness--to the Congress and the general public as well as to
program operators and their students;



2. The provision of an authoritative basis for revision of program
objectives, guidelines, and procedures, toward enhancement of desired
impact, and control or removal of deleterious effects and consequences,
by all involved partit ;, policymakers, program managers, and program
operators; and

3. The provision of azcountability for the significant amount of public
funds invested.

Evaluation Requirements

Little accounting, assessment, or evaluation has been accomplished in the
16 years of program operation that would satisfactorily respond to these
needs. For an adequate assessment of the impact of Title III, in terms of its
mandated objectives as well as the varied strategies (allowable activities) it
espouses for their attainment, it is believed that three levels of evaluation
are required. These are:

1. The activity level, where the activity director needs to know how
well the specific objectives of that activity are met. These objec-
tives may legitimately vary--e.g., the generation of new sources of
revenue, the improvement of curricular offerings, the establishment
of proper priorities for deliberate retrenchment, etc.

2. The institutional level, where chief administrative officers and
their boards of control need to know the impact of Title III, imme-
diately and ultimately, on the fiscal status of the institution, and
the quality and efficiency of its operation. They also should be
concerned with the degree of improvement in the institutional accom-
odation of the specified target students. This may be assessed
directly, by trends analyses; ideally, such assessment would involve
determining (a) the impacts of specific activities, and (b) their
relevance for or relationship to institutional indices, in a research
design that could separate out the impact of non-Title III variables.

3. The program level, where Federal officials and managers need to
know, essentially, what kinds of institutions do what kinds of
things with what national impact on higher education opportunity and
quality. In terms of program objectives, this is a matter of numbers
of funded institutions surviving and/or achieving a reasonable
self-sufficiency, and the numbers of low-income students trained and
appropriately deployed in work or further educational options. As
institutional impact and consequences may be determined by the sum
of funded activity impacts, program impact may be determined by the
sum of institutional impacts. For example, what is the record of
funded institutions in maintaining themselves during and following
Title III participation? What are their contributions, in compar-
ative enrollment and graduation trends, to the higher education of
low income and minority students?

Conclusion with Regard to Program Evaluability

In terms of the-usual requirements of evaluation design - -that standard
and accepted measures of input, process, context, and outcomes exist and are



or may be routinely applied; that interactions among program and other institu-
tional variables may be recognized and appropriately t7ontrolled--it must be
concluded that the program is not evaluable as currently operated.

At the activity level, this is a function of the multiplicity, variety
and complexity of allowable activities, of the absence of a taxonomy that
might be utilized to identify standard program operations, and the acceptance
by program management of achievement of programmatic events or milestones (in
lieu of criteria of impact or consequences) as evidence of program functioning.

At the institutional and program levels, relevant indices of institutional
condition and development do exist, but are not routinely and systematically
applied to determine if program objectives are achieved and, if so, under what
circumstances. The evaluation model assumed in the prior section would require
that the relationship of activity impact to institutional and program outcome
characteristics be determined, toward a proper accounting for positive or
negative institutional or program outcomes.

SUMMARY

The inquiry reported was concerned principally with determining the
current status of evaluation or prospect for evaluation in the Title III
program. It was found that what evaluation practices are built in and operating
are principally of the process type (i.e., are concerned with the attainment
of progressive developmental steps), rather than involving standard or varied
measures of ,output or consequences. Adequate evaluation is believed possible
if such i'sstructured separately at the activity, institution, and program
levels, and if the relationship of activity level output and consequence to
institutional level output and consequence (and of institution contribution to
program) is systematically determined. At the program level, it is practical
to anticipate that good use could be made of selected Higher Education General
Information Survey (HEGIS) data, if indices are properly selected, and compar-
ison groups deliberately contrived.

Most of the management problems noted--and the current lack of any good
evidence .of what the more than one billion dollars to date have accomplished
in terms of promoting or keeping target institutions viable, or what benefits
have accrued to the target students--hinge on the absence of formal and sys-
tematic evaluation information. The best evidence of impact is that X insti-
tutions have felt the need for Y dollars, and of that amount, Z dollars have
been dispersed and utilized. The problem of evaluation, given the complexity
of the program and the variety of instrumental activities, is not a simple
one. Yet, it is believed that modest attempts to define and measure outcomes
and consequences can contribute to most program management problems noted in a
substantive way.

The affirmation of the objective of attainment of self-sufficiency that
will govern awards made under the new legislation underscores the urgency of
formal determination of what impact Title III funds, through the various
activities and in the various contexts, actually yield in this regard. That
is, what kinds of institutions, under what circumstances and through what
activities, make effective use of Title III or other "soft" monies in attaining
self-sufficiency? What practices, if any, lead to increased dependency or
jeopardy to continued operation? A case study approach would afford insights
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into this process, as well as suggest both hypotheses and measures that could
be employed in more structured evaluation activities. An inquiry of this sort
would seem to represent an important programmatic need.
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Public Law 96-374
96th Congress

PUBLIC LAW 96-374 -- OCTOBER 3, 1980 94 STAT. 1367

An Act

To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
this Act may be cited as the °Education Amendments of 1980".

Sec.

"PART

TITLE III -- ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW TITLE III OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

301. Programs authorized.

°TITLE III -- INSTITUTIONAL AID

"Sec. 301. Findings and purposes.

"PART A -- STRENGTHENING INSTITUTIONS

o Sec. 311. Program purpose.
o Sec. 312. Definitioffs.
°Sec. 313. Duration of grant.

°PART B -- AID TO INSTITUTIONS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

o Sec. 321.
°Sec. 322.
o Sec. 323.

o Sec. 324.

C -- CHALLENGE

"Sec. 331.
o Sec. 332.

o Sec. 341.
"Sec. 342.
"Sec. 343.
o Sec. 344.

o Sec. 345.
o Sec. 346.

"Sec. 347.

Oct. 3, 1980
5192T

Education
Amendments of
1980
20 USC 1001
note.

Program purpose.
Definitions.
Duration of grant.
Federal share.

GRANTS FOR INSTITUTIONS ELIGIBLE FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER
PART A OR PART B

Establishment of challenge grant program.
Applications for challenge grants.

"PART D GENERAL PROVISIONS

Applications for assistance.
Waiver authority and reporting requirement.
Application review process.
Cooperative arrangements.
Assistance to institutions under other programs.
Limitations.
Authorizations.
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PUBLIC LAW 96-374--OCT. 3, 1980 94 STAT. 1391

"PART ASTRENGTHENING INSTITUTIONS

unoassid PURPOSE
"Sec. 31L (a) The Secretary shall carry out a program, in accord-ance with this part, to improve the academic quality, institutionalmanagement, and fiscal stability of eligible institutions, in order toincrease their aelf-sufraciency and strengthen their capacity to makea substantial contribution to the higher education resources of theN
"(b) From the sums available for this part under section 347(a)(1).the Secretary may award grants to any eligible institution with anapplication approved under section 341 IN order to mist such aninstitution to plan, develop, or implement activities that promise tostrengthen the institution. Special shall be given toapplications which propose to en,gap ni

consideration
the following activitiespursuant to the institution's plan:

.) faculty development;
"(2) !wide and administrative raanagemen#
"(3) development and improvement of academic programs;"(4) acquisition of equipment for use in strengthening fundsmanagement and academicprograms;
"V"(3)joint use of faalities such as binaries and laboratories andD

use
service&

"DEPINICONS

20 USC 1057.

Grant&

"Sen. 312. Forpurposes of this parb 20 USC"(1) The term `educational and general expenditures' meansthe total amount expended by an institution of higher educationfor instruction, research, public service, academic support (in-cluding Wary expenditures), student services, institutionalsup-port, scholarships and fellowships, operaton, and maintenanceexpenditures for plant, and any mandatory transferswhich the is required to pay by law.
"(2) The term 'eligibleinstitution means

"(A) an institution of highereducation
"00(1) which, In the case of an institution which

awards a bachelor's degree, has an enrollment whichincludes a substantial percentage of students receiving
awards under subpart 1 of part Aof title IV, the average 20 USC 10704-amount of which is high in comparison with the averageamount of all grants awerd under such subpart tostudents at such in.stitutions, and W) which, in the caseof lunior or community colleges, has an enrollmentwhich includes a substantial percentage of students
receiving avrards under subpart 1 of title W, the average
amount of which is high in comparison with the averageamount of all grants award under such subpart tostudents at such institutions

t as provided in section 342(a), the average-Wuon.M and general expenditures ofwhich are low,per.full-time eqtuvefeat undergraduate student, in com-parison with the average educational and generalexpenditures per full-time equivalent undergraduatestudent of institutions that offer similar instruction;
legally authorized to provide, and provideswithin the State, an educational Program for-which it



94 STAT. 1392

20 USC 1059.

PUBLIC LAW 96-374OCT. 3, 1980

awards a bachelor's degree, or (U) is a junior or commu-
nity college;

"(iv) is accredited by a nationally recognized accredit-
ing agency or association determined by the Secretary to
be reliable authority as to the quality of training offered
or is, according to Sur:)' '1.4.1*-4 agency or association, making
reasonable progress toward accreditation;

"(v) except as provided in section 342(b) has, during
the five academic years preceding the academic year for
which it seeks assistance under this part

"(D met the requirement of either clause Ciii)a) or
(roan or of both such clauses (simultaneously or
consecutively); and

"(I) met the requirement of clause (iv); and
"(vD meets such other requirementa as the Secretary

may prescrile; or
"(B) any branch of any institution of higher education

demand under subparagraph (A) which by,itself satisfies
the requirements contained in clauses (0 and (ii) of such
suhParagra1312-

of the determination of whether an institution is an
institution under this paragraph, the factor described

subparagraph (AX0 shall given twice the weight of the
factor described under subparagraph (MM.

"(3) The term 'full-time equivalent students' means the sum of
the number of students enrolled full time at an institution, plus
the full-time equivalent of the number of students enrolled part
time (determined on the basis of the quotient of the sum of the
credit hours of all part-time students divided by twelve) at such
institution.

"(4) The term junior or community college' means an institu-
tion of higher education

"(A) that admits as regular students who are
beyond the age of compulsory school attendance in the State
in which the institution is located and who have the ability
to benefit from the training offered by the institution;

'VD that does not provide an educational program for
which it awards a harhelor's degree (or an equivalent
degree); and

"(C) that
"(1) provides an educationil program of not less than

two years that is acceptable for full edit toward such a
degree, or

"(ii) offers a two-year program in engineering, math-
ematics, or the physical or biological sciences, designed
to prepare a student to work as a technician or at the
semiprofatsional level in engineering, scientific, or
other technological fields requiring the understanding
and application of basic engineering, scientific, or math- "
ematical principles of knowledge.

"DURATION or GRANT

"Sac. 313. (a) The Secretary may award a grant to an eligible
institution under this part for

"(1) not to exceed three years, or
"(Z) not less than four nor more than seven years,
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subject for each fiscal year to the availability of appropriations
therefor. The Secretary shAll not accept the application of an eligible
institution for a grant under both paragraphs (1) and (2) for a fiscal
yew.

"(b) The Secretary shall not award a grant under this part to an
institution that has, for any prior fiscal year, received a grant

subsection (aX2).
"(c) Notwithstanding subsection (a), the Secretary may award a

grant to an eligible institution under this part for a period of one year
for the purpose of assisting such institution in the preparation of
plans anti. apphcations under this part.

"PART BAm TO INSTITOITONS Wrra SPECIAL N t=s

"PROGRAM manse

"Sac. 321. (a) The purpose of this part is to provide fora program of
short-term Federal assistance to strengthen the planning, manage-
ment, and fiscal capabilities of institutions with 0= al needs.

."(b) From the sums available for this part under section 347(aXl),
the Secretary may make grants to any institution with special needs
with an application approved under section 341 in order to assist such
an institution to plan, develop, or implement activities consistent
with the

) faculty
of
de opmen

this part. Sun ch activities shall include--
vel

"(2) funds and administrative management;
"(3) development and improvement of academic programs;
"(4) acquisition of equipment for use in strengthening funds

management and academic programs;
"(5)joint use of facilities such as libraries and laboratories; and
"(6) student services.

"Mnarariozis

"Sze. 322. (a) For purposes of this part:
"(1) The term 'educational and general expenditures' means

the total amount expended by an institution of higher education
for instruction, research, public service, academic support (in-
cluding hlarary expenditures), student services, institutional sup-
port, scholarships. and fellowships, operation, and maintenance
expenditures of physical plant, and any mandatory transfers
which the institution is required to pay by law.

"(2) The term 'institution with special needs' means
"(A) an institution of higher education

"(IX!) which, in the case of an institution which
awards a bachelor's degree, has an enrollment which
includes a substantial percentage of students receiving
need-based assistance under title IV of this Act, the
average amount of which assistance is high in compari-
son with the average amount of all assistance provided
under such title to students at such institutions, and (II)
which, in the case of junior or community colleges, has
an enrollment which includes a substantial percentage
of students receiving need-based assistance under title
IV, the average amount of which assistance is high in
comparison with the average amount of all assistance
provided under such title to students at such institu-
tions;

20 USC 1060.

Gnats.

20 USC 1061.

20 USC 1070.
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"(ID except as provided in section 342(a), the average
educational and general expenditures of which are low,
per full-time equivalent undergraduate student, in com-
parison with the average educational and general
expenditures per full-time equivalent undergraduate
stadent of institutions that offer similar instruction;

"(iii.XD is legally authorized to provide, and provides
within the Sten, an educational program for which it
awards a bachelor's depee, or W) is a junior or commu-
nity college;

"av) is accredited by a nationally recognized accredit-
ing agency or association determined by the Secretary to
be reliable authority as to the quality of training offered
or is, according to such an agency or association, making
reasonable progress toward accreditation;

"(v) except as provided in section 342(b) has, during
the five academic years preceding the academic year for
which it seeks assistance under this part

am met the requirement of either clause aiD(D or
=OA or of both such clauses (simultaneously or
consecutively); and

"OD met the requirement of clause (iv);
"(vi) has an enrollment of not less than 100 full-time

equivalent students in the academic year for which the
determination is made; and

(yip meets such other requirements as the Secretary
may prescribe; or

"(B) any branch of any institution of higher education
described wider subparagraph (A) which by itself satisfies
the requirements contained in clauses (I), (Ii), and (vi) of such
subparagraph and which is located in a community different
from than in which its parent institution is located.

For Of the determination of whether an institution is an
ell le institution under this paragraph, the factor described

er subparagraph (AXD shall be given the same weight as the
factor described under subparagraph (AXii), and the Secretary
may also consider the factors specified under subsection (b) of
this section.

"(3) The term 'full-time equivalent students' means the sum of
the number of students enrolled full time at an institution, plus
the full-time equivalent of the number of students enrolled part
time at such institution (determined on the basis of the quotient
of th

welve).
e sum of the credit hours of all part-time students divided byt

"(4) The term 'junior or community college' means an institu-
tion of higher education--

"(A) that admits as regular students persons who are
beyond the age of compulsory school attendance in the State
in which the institution is located and who have the ability
to benefit from the training offered by the institution;

"(B) that does not provide an educational program for

degree)
which it awards a bachelor's degree (or an equivalent

and
"(C) that

"(1) provides an educational program of not less than
two years that is acceptable for full credit toward such a
degree, or

38 ,4
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PUBLIC LAW 96-374OCT. 3, 1980 94 STAT. 1395

"Cd) offers a two-year program in engineering, math-
ematics, or the physical or biological sciences, designed
to prepare a student to work as a technician or at the
semiprofessional level in engineering, scientific, or
other technological fields requiring the understanding
and application of basic engineering, sdentific, or math-
ematical principles of knowledge. .

"(1?) In determining whether an institution is an institution with Institutions with
=needs under subsection (a)(2), the Secretary may also consider Pedal action.lowing facto= determnation.
"(1) extreme financial tations requiring law faculty

salaries, low costs of instruction for etiulents, and low library
'tures;
a tittle or no endowment, whether or not unrestricted;

"(3) a high student to faculty ratio;
"(4) a substantial percentage of studenta receiving need-be ed

Federal student assistance;
"(5) limited library resources;
"(6) a low percentap of faculty with doctorate degrees;
n poor 'physical facliU.a- and limited resources to maintain

physical facilities;
"(8)-little or no support from foundations, alumni, or corpora-

ticaug
"(9) limited or no sponsored research or faculty publicationic
"(10) inadequate development offices and a capacity for

long-range planning, and
"(11) poor or inadequate fiscal management and accounting

procedures.
"nURATION OF mac

"Sac 323. The Secretary may make a grant to any institution with 20 usc 1062
special needs under this part for a paiod of notmore than five years.
A grant to enhance the planning capr.bnities of an institution shall
not exceed one year.

ursinsuu. WARR

Institutions with medal needs under this part
made to Granta."SlIC. 324. The Federal share of the cost of

cent= for the first two years in which an institutionberece"LPera usc 1061pant, 90 per centum for the third year an institution receives apant, 80 per centum for the fourth year an institution receives
a pant, and 70 per cent= fez the fifth year an institution receives

grant.

. "Rua C--Caausrmrs GRAM'S FOR burrrrurzoNs Et.= FOR
Asszararuze Minas PAST A as PAar B

'41IP TABLUIRMENT or =au x= GRANT PROGRAM

"Sac. 331. (a)(1) From the sums available under section 347(aX2) for
each fiscal year, the Secretary may award a challenge grant to each
institutiou

"(A) which is an allege institution under part A or would be
considered to be such an institution if section 312(2)(AXiii)
referred to a postgraduate degree rather than a bachelor'sor

) which is an institution with special needs under part B orwould be considered to be such an institution if section

385

20 USC 1064.

Ante. p. 1391.

Ante, p. 1393.
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94 STAT. 1396 PUBLIC LAW 96-374OCT. 3, 1980

322(aX2XAXiii) referred to a postgraduate degree rather than a
bachelor's degree.

"(2) The Secretary may waive the requirements set forth in
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) with respect to a postgrad-
uate degree in the case of any institution otherwise eligible under
such paragraph for a challenge grant upon determining that the
institution makes a substantial contribution to medical education
opportunities for minorities and the economically disadvantaged.

"(b) The Secretary may make a grant under this section for a period
of not more than 5 years. A grant under this section may be used for
the programs and activities described in part A or part B, as the case
maybe.

"APPLICATIONS roa CHALLENGE GRANTS .

"Sac. 332. (a) Any institution eligible for a challeniffe grant under
section 331(a) may apply for such a grant under section 341, except
that the application for the purpose of this part shall

"(1) provide evidence that funds are available to the applicant
to match funds that the Secretary is requested to make available
to the institution as a challenge grant;

"CO in the case of an application by a public institution,
. contain the recommendations of an appropriate State agency

responsible for higher education in the State, or provide evidence
that the institution requested the State agency to comment but
the State agency failed to comment; and

"(3) in the case of an application by an institution described
under section 331(aX1XB), demonstrate how challenge grant
funds will be used to eradicate the conditions enumerated in
section 322(b) (1) through (11), and lead to greater financial
independence.

"(b) Not later than April 1 of the fiscal year preceding the fiscal
year in which any grant is to be made under this part, the Secretary
shall determine which institutions will receive challenge grants
under this part and notify the institutions of the amount of the grant.

"(c) In a proving applications for grants under thispart, prefer-ence shall given to institutions which are receiving, or have
readied, grants under part A or part B.

Waiver.

Anta pp. 1391.
1393.

20 USC 1066.

DthorzsAl. PROVISIONS

"APPLICATIONS POE ASSISTANCE
20 USC 1066. "SEC.2341. (a) Any institution which is eligible for assistance under

this title may submit to the Secretary an application forassistance at
such time, in such form, and containing such information, as may be
necessary to enable the Secretary to evaluate its need for assistance.
Subject to the availability of approp tions to carry out this title, the
Secretary may approve an appicat n for a grant under this title if
the application meets the requirements of subsection (b) and shows
that the applicant is eligible for assistance in accordance with the
part of this title under which the assistance is sought.

Application "(b) An institution, in its. application fora grant, shall
requnwent& "(1) set forth, or describe how it will develop, a comprehensive

development plan to strengthen the institution's academic qual-
ity and institutional ananagement, and otherwise provide for
institutional self-sufficiency and growth (including measurable
objectives for the institution and the Seers tali to use in monitor-
ing the effectiveness of activities under this title);

3
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PUBLIC LAW 96-374OCT. 3, 1980 94 STAT. 1397

"(2) set forth policies and procedures to ensure that Federal
funds made available under this title for any fiscal year will be
used to supplement and, to the extent practical, increase the
funds that would otherwise be made available for the purposes of
section 311(b) or 321(b), and in no case supplant those funds;

"(3) set forth policies and procedures for evaluating the effec-
tiveness in accomplishing the purpose of the activities for which
a qrant is sought under this title;

'(4) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting proce-dures as may be necessary to ensure proper disbursement of and
accounting for funds made available to the applicant under thistit*

"(5) provide for making such reports, in such form and contain-ing such information, as the Secretary may require to carry out
his functions under this title (including not less than one report
annually setting forth the institution's progress toward achiev-
ing the objectives for which the funds were awarded), and for
keeping such records and affording such access thereto, as theSecretary may find necessary to assure the correctness and
verification of such reports;

"(6) provide that the institution will comply with the limita-
tions set forth in section 346;

"fp include such other information as the Secretary mayft
s

anibe
in a comprehensive manner any developmentprojeft for which funds are sought under the application and

"(A) a description of the various components of the devel-
opment project, including the estimated time required to
complete each such component;

"W) in the case of any development project which consists
of several components (as described by the applicant pursu-
ant to subparagraph (A)), a statement identifying those
components which, if separately flinded, would be sound
investments of Federal funds and those components which
would be sound investments of Federal funds only if fundedunder this title in conjunction with other parts of the
development proj. (as specified by the applicant);

"(C) an evaluation by the applicant of the priority given
any development project for which funds are sought in
relation to any other projects for which funds are sought bythe ap licant under this title, and a similar evaluationregarding priorities among the components of any single
development project (as described by the applicant pursuantto subparagraph (AD;

"(13) in the case of a request for an award for a period of
more than one year, a statement of reasons explaining whyfunds are necessary for each year of such period and why a
staple year award would be inadequate;

(E) information explaining the manner in which the
development project will assist the applicant to prepare for
the critical financial problems that all institutions of higher
education will face during the subsequentdecade as a resultof declining

em%
enrollment, increased energy costs, and otherprobl

"(F) a detailed budget showing the manner in which funds
foandr any development project would be spent by the applicapplicant;
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"(G) a detailed description of any activity which involves
the expenditure of more than S25,000, as identified in the
budget referred to in subparagraph (F).

"WAIVER AUTHORITY AND REPORTING REQUIREIIIMNT

20 USC 1067. "SEC. 342. (aX1) The Secretary may waive the requirements set
forth in section 312(2XAXii) or section 322(aX2XAXii) if' the Secretary
determines, based on persuasive evidence submitted by the institu-
tion, that the institution's failure to meet that criterion is due to
factors which, when used in the determination of compliance with
such criterion, distort such determination, and that the institution's

Aare. P. 1391. designation as an eligible institution under part A or as an institution
p. 1393. with special needs under part B (as the case may be) is otherwise

consistent with the purposes of such parts.
Ripon to "(2) The Secretary shall submit to the Congress each year a reportConran. concerning the institutions which, although not satisfying the crite-

rion contained in section 312(2XAXii) or section 322(aX2XAXii), have
been determined to be eligible institutions under part A or institu-
tions with special needs under part B, as the case may be. Such reportshall

"(A) identify the factors referred to in paragraph (1) which
were considered by the Secretary as factors that distorted the
determination of compliance with section 312(2XAXii) or section
322(aX2XAXii), as the case may be; and

"(B) contain a list of each institution determined to be an
eligible institution under part A or as an institution with special
needs under part B and include a statement of the reasons for
each such determination.

Waiver "(b) The Secretary may waive the requirement set forth in sections
zugiikenaes. 312(2Xv) and 322(aX2Xv) in the case of an institution

"(1) located on or near an Indian reservation or a substantial
population of Indians, if the Secretary determines that the
waiver will substantially increase higher education opportuni-
ties appropriate to the needs of American Indian.%

"(2) wherever located, if the Secretary determines that the
waiver will substantially increase higher education opportuni-
ties appropriate to the needs of Spanish-speaking people;

"(3) wherever located, if the Secretary determines that the
waiver will substantially increase higher education opportuni-
ties appropriate to the needs of individuals living in rural areas,
whose needs are for the most part unserved by other postsecond-
ary ucation institutions;

"(4ed) wherever located, if the Secretary determines that the
waiver will substantially increase higher education opportuni-
ties appropriate to the needs of low-income individuals; or

"(5) wherever located, if the Secretary determines that the
institution has traditionally served substantial numbers of black
tudent&

~APPLICATION REVIEW Priociss
20 USC 1068. "SEC. 343. (aX1) All applications submitted under this title by

institutions of higher education shall be read by a panel of readers
composed of individuals selected by the Secretary. The Secretary
shall ensure that no individual assigned under this section to review
any application has any conflict of interest with regard to the
application which might impair the impartiality with which the
individual conducts the review under this section.

Cardllet of
is
safeguard.
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"(2) All readers selected by the Secretary shall receive thorough
instruction from the Secretary regarding the evaluation process for
applications submitted under this title and consistent with the
provisions of this title, including

"(A) explanations and examples of the types of activities
referred to in section 311(b) that should receive special considera-
tion for grants awarded under part A and of the types of
activities referred to in section 321(b) that should receive special
consideration for grants awarded under part B;

"(B) an enumeration of the factors to be used to determine the
quality of applications submitted under this title; and

"(C) an enumeration of the factors to be used to determine
whether a grant should be awarded for a project under this title,
the amount of any such grant, and the duration of any such
grant.

"(b) In awarding grants under this title, the Secretary shall take
into consideration the recommendations of the panel made under
subsection (a).

"(c) Not later than June 30 of each year, the Secretary shall notify
each institution of higher education making an application under
this title of

"(1) the =tree given the applicant by the panel pursuant to
this section.

"(2) the recommendations of the panel with respect to such
application, and

13) the reasons for the decision of the Secretary in awarding or
refusing to award a grant under this title, and any modifications,
ff any, in the recommendations of the panel made by the
Secretary.

"000PIDELTIVE ARRANGEMENTS

"SEC. 344. (a) The Secretary may make grants to encourage cooper- Grant&
arrangements 20 USC 1069.ative
"(1) with funds available to carry out part A, between institu-

lions for assistance under part A; or
"(2) with funds available to carry out part B, between institu-

tions eligible for assistance under part B;
for the activities described in section 311(b) or section 321(b), as the
case may be, so that the resources of the cooperating institutions
might be combined and shared to achieve the purposes of such parts
and avoid costly duplicative efforts.

"(b) The Secretary shall give priority to grants for the purposes
described under subsection (a) whenever the Secretary determines
that the cooperative arrangement is geographically and economicallymod.

"(c) Grants to institutions having a cooperative arrangement may
be made under this section for a period as determined under section
313 or 323, as the case maybe.

"ASUMAN= TO misrrrtrrioNs UNDER OTHER PROGRAM

"Sac. 345. (a) Each institution which the Secretary determines to be
an eligible institution under part A or an institution with special
needs under part B shall be Pligible for waivers in accordance with
subsection (b).

"(bX1) Subject to, and in accordance with, regulations promulgated
for the purpose of this section, in the case of any application by an

Ante. p. 1391.

Ague. p. 1393.
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institution referred to in subsection (a) for assistance under any
programs specified in paragraph (2), the Secretary is authorized, if
such application is otherwise approvable, to waive any requirement
for a non-Federal share of the cost of the program or project, or, to the
extent not inconsistent with other law, to give, or require to be given,
priority consideration of the application in relation to applications
firm other institutions.

"(2) The provisions of this section shall apply to any program
authorized by title II, N, VII. or VIII of this Act.

"(c) The Secretary shall not waive, under subsection (b), the non-
Federal share requirement for any program for applications which, if
approved, would require the expenditure of more tb 10 per centum
of the appropriations for the program for any arzal year.

"LUCTATIONS

"Sec. 346. The funds appropriated under section 347 may not be
used

"(1) for a school or department of divinity or any religious
worship or sectarian activity;

"(2) for an activity that is inconsistent with a State plan for
desegregation of higher education applicable to such institution;

"(3) for an activity that is inconsistent with a State plan of
higher educae on applicable to such institution; or

"(4) for purposes other than those set forth in the approved
application under which the funds were made available to the
institution.

"AUTHORIZATIONS

"Sac. 347. (an) There are authorized to be appropriated_ to carry
out parts A and B $175,000,000 for the fiscal year 1982, $185,000,000
for the fiscal year 1983, $200,000,000 for the fiscal year 1984, and
$220,000,000 for the fiscal year 1985. Of the amounts appropriated
under this paragraph for each fiscal year, 50 per centum shall be
made available to carry out part A and 50 per centum shall be made
available to carry out part B.

"(2) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out part C
$25,000,000 for the fiscal year 1982, $3o,000,000 for the fiscal year
1983, $45,000.000 for the fiscal year 1984, and $50,000,000 for the
fiscal year 1985. .

"(b) In the event of a multiple year award to any institution under
this title, the Secretary shall make funds available for such award
from funds appropriated for this title for the fiscal year in which such
funds are to be used by the recipient.

"(c)(1) Of the sums appropriated under subsection (aX1) for any
fiscal year for part A, the Secretary shall make available to use for
the purpose of each such part

"(A) not less than 24 per centum to institutions that are junior
or community colleges, and

"(B) the remainder to institutions that plan to award a bache-
lor's degree during that year.

"(2) Of the sums appropriated under subsection (a)(1) for any fiscal
year for part B, the Secretary shall make available to use for the
purposes of each such part

"(A) not less than 30 per centum to institutions that are junior
or community colleges, cad

"(B) the remainder to institutions that plan to award a bache-
lor's degree during that year.
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"(d) Of the sums appropriated under subsection (an) for the
purpose of part A for any fiscal year, the Secretary shall make
available not less than 25 per centum for grants under section
313(aX2). Any funds made available under this subsection for such

is which are not expended during the fiscal year for which such
were appropriated shall remain available for expenditure for

the nutA3cee of making such grants during subsequent fiscal years.
"(a) l'he Secretary stall assure that in each fiscal year the amount

available under part B for institutions with special needs that
historically_ serve substantial numbers of black students will not be
less than 50 per cent= of the amount received by such institutions
for fiscal year 1979.".

94 STAT. 1504
Approved October 3, 1980
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institution shall descibe its strategy far
achieving self-suffidency by
strengthening its

(1) Academic quality; and
(2) Institutional management
(h) The long-range plan must'

include. -
(1) The institutional mission statement

_(that is.* broad statement of
fundamental purpose that includes the
social ana intellectual aspirations of the
institution);

(2) Long-range and ahort-range
institutional goal=

(3) Measurable objectivesfar each .
major unit of the institutibm

(4) Tune-framer to achieve
institutional goals and unit objective=

(5) Major resource requirements; and
(5) Strategies for evaluating the

institution's success in achieving all
aspects of its long-range plan.
(m U.S.C: 100e)

-
I 62&23 Appliesnonatee grantsundsr
cooporaties arrarsliangenta.

(a) Generti.To apply for a-gran -

under the Strengthening Program or the-
Special Needs Program. the participathig
institutions in a cooperative
amusement shall submit a single.
collective application that includes

(1) The information-regain:din 34 CSR
824.=: and .

(2) The names of the institutions
participating in the cooperative
anangentent.

(b) Devekomeat grant-The
application for a development grant
under a cooperative arrangement shall

(1) Explain the relationship of the
activities far which funding is requested

(i) The long-range plan of each
participating institution: and

(in The activities- each participating
institution carried out aria carrying ear
under a renewable development grant. if
any. awarded previously under the-
Strengthening Program=

(2) Explain the rationale for each
participating institution'sdecision to
request funds to carry out activities to
achieve self-stulidency as part of a
cooperathre arrangement rather than
individually: and

(3) Identify the activities included is
any other application the cooperative
arrangement or any participating
institution is submitting far funding in
the same &ad year:mist thy
Institutional Aid Programs.
. (c) Planning grant. The application far
a planning grant tinder a cooperative
arrangement shall expo :t the rationale
far each participating institutors.
'decision to request funds. to dreelop, as

range 1..an as parr of a cooperative
arrangement rather than individually.
(t3 USG ices)

624:4 Separate apolcattona.
If an institution wishes to apply in the

same year for both a grant as an
individual institution and a grant under
a cooperative arrangement. the
Institution shallsubanit as an individual
institution an application that is.
separate &roadie application the
cooperative arrangement submits.
(20 u.s.c..mee and 12:11441

Subpart 11--How Goes the Secretary
Make a Grant?

f 624.30 General evaluston at
applications.

(a) The Secretary evaluates an
application for a planning grant an the
basis of tha cats tie- in of eat=

(b) The Semetary evaluates an .

applicationfor a development grant an
the basis

(I) The apprapriattrcriteritin In
824.32 for assessing the long-range

plan to achieve self-sufficiency: and
(2) The selection.citeria in I 824.33. .
(c)(1) The Secretary awards up to WO

points far the criteria in 3824.31. and up
to hal points for the caiteriain 4 62443-

(2) The maximum possible score for
each complete citation is indicated in
parentheses following the title of that

(3) In the cased criteria worth mare
thin 10 possible points:. the mama=
possible score for each component of a
=tenet:ifs indicated in parentheses
following that component -

(d) The Secretary will not fond ad
application for a grant that receives less
'than50 points for the criteria in 4 824-!11
or in 482433
(20 U.S.0 12no-3) .

f 62441 Seiscliott Whirls for planning
grata,:

The Secetary evaluates an
application for a planning grant on the
basis of the followincriteria:

(a) Plena oroaeration. (Total: 50 paints)
(1) The Secretary reviews each

. application for information that shows
that the proposed project is likely to
develop a high quality -

(n Loneange plan praviding far self-
sufficiency:

(Li) Application or
(ill) Long-range plan and application.
(2) The Secretary looks for

information that shows--
(I) Measurable objectives appropriate

to the purpose of the project (10 points):
approiriate. its applicedon or its long- and

(ii) The quality of the project plan to
achieve the objectives. The Sectary
bases this assessment of quality an-

(A) The quality of the Proposed
strategy for developing the applicant's
long -range plan or application (15
points):

(B) A realistic timetable for achieving
each objective (5 points):

(C) The extant to which the applicant
will use its awn resources and personnel
to achieve each objective (10 paints):
and

(13) The extent to which procedures
described by the applicant in its
application are likely to ensure effective
administration of the proposed project
(10 points):

(13) Key personnel (Total: 30 points)
(1) The Secretary reviews each

application far information. that shows
the quality of the key perionnel the
applicant will use to develop the long-
range plan or application.

(2) The Secretary looks for
information that shows

(I) The extent to whiciithe applicant
involves its own personnel. students.
and governing board members in the
planning process (12 paints):

(il) The qualifications of the project
director (8 points):

(iii) The role of each of the key
personnel who will participate in the
pliuming process as part of the project (8
paints): and

(iv) The time that each person referred
to in paragraphs (b)(2)(1) through (iii) of
this section plans to commit is the
project (8. paints).

Bulfget and cast effo-stieness.
(Total 10 paints)

(1) The Sciretary reviews each
application for information that shows
that the projectiles an. adequate budget

. that is cost effective.
(2) The Secretary looks for

Information that shows that costs are
reasonable in relation to the objectives
of the project

(d) Evaluation design, (Total: 10
points)

(1) The Secretary reviews each
application for information that shows
the quality of the proposed evaluation
design for the project.

(2) The Secretary. looks for
Information that shows that

(1) The methods of evaluation are
appropriate for a. planning process: and

The evaluation criteria are
appropriate fortlatermining success in
achieving.the objectives of the project.
(33 U.S.C.1037. IOW. 10E0.1002. and 12=e31

33 1
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(g) Construction costs regnant for
minor remodeling as part of an ;Improved.
activity.
(3, U.S.C. lnee and iceab)

Subpart F (Fieservecil

Subvert CIIWlsat Corinitience
Peocedtree Onee the Secretarf Use

f Mete Failure to iminintis eligibility.
If an institution doming:4 unto

meet the basic eligibility requirements-.
under f 624.2(b) (1) through (3) or 34

0722 (b)(1)(0-an (c)(1)(1)-(iin or
(d)(1) during the grant period. the
Secretary terminates the grant.
(na U.S.0 Una 1032.ind 1366)

The Secretary adds a neeftsrt to
Title 34 of the Coda of Federal.
Regulation: to read as followiF.

PART 82SSTRIERGTHEMIRCI
PROGRAM

Subpart A-Generre-
. .Sus . .

325.1 Sirangthaning Program
525.2 Designation of.aiigibility.
a.W.3 Waiver of MG requirement
e35.4 Regulations that apply to the

Sizergthening Program. 7.

Subpart 13.-Wfult nude of Grants Doss the,
Secretary Aware! Under the Strengthening-
Program?
ez3.10 Types of graninnester

Sitengthmilog Program
=11 Aliaerable auttweas. .

Subpart G--liwo.OciesCne Apply free.
Grant?
5 zsa3 Limitedons on applicanoes.
ti.= Planning grants and development

grants.
. .

Subpart CrHair dose the SoFetery M*
a Grant?
ea so General ;vies
era= Funding evailshalrf-

Authority: Sections 31:413 and 341-3U of
This lit of the Mahe Bducation Act of 1965

U.S.C. 1057-10e0 and 1Cee-Weec).

Subpart A--Gerterat -

9311, Stringeteninq program. .

The Strengthening Institutions
Program (referred to in these regulations
as the Strand:ening Program) asaists
eligible institutions of higher education.
to become self-stecient by providing
funds to improve their academic quality
and strengthen then planning,
management and fiscal capabilities.

10111 end 1057)

4 e35.2 Oseignedon of silgthility.
(a) The Secretary designates an

institution of higher education or a
branch campus as eligible to be

considered. for-a grant under the
Strengthening Program if the Secretary
determines. that

(1) In the academic year in which it
applies for designation it satisfies the
basic institutiunal eligibility
requirements in 34 CR 824:4

( A substantial percentage of its Ul-
tim2)a equivalent (FTEI undergraduate
enrollment received Pall grants in the
base year;

(3) The average Ft.11 grant received by
Its students in the base yeas was high in
comparison with the average Peil grant
recanted by students at comparable
institutiontin that year: and

(4) The average educational and
general(E&G) expenditure per FTE
undergraduate student in the base year
was Lsa than the average .

arcpencillute. perFIE undergraduate
student at institittians theta:Ter similar
Weimer:Ian in that-year.

(b) The Secretary groups comparable
institutions and institutions thaaffer
similes instraction for purposes of
datennining.ininitutional eligibility.

(c),TheSecrataryassigns points to '-

each of ththres actors described in.:-
paragraphs.(a) (2) Wring& (4) of this
section. as follower

(1) An institutionmay receive up to
WO points an the basis-of the =tier of
Pell grant recipients divided by the
number of FIE undergraduate students
enroiled at the institution The points
awarded reftecraninstitittion's position
on a scale of 1-400lien compared to
the percent of Pell grant recipient'
enrolled at comparable institutions. (See
the illustrative example in paragraph
(c)(4) of this section.)

(2) An institution may receive up to
100 points =the basis of the total
amount of the Pell grant awards that
students received who were enrolled at
the institution divided by the number of
Pell grant recipients at that inetitodon.
The points.e.waried reflect an
institution's position one =deo( I-1CO
when compared to the average Pell
grant award of students enrolled at
compasable institutions. (Se* the
illustrative example in paragraph (c)(4)
of thissection.) .

(3) An institution.may receivetlp to
100 points on the beaks of Its average.
E&G-ccpenditnre per' FIE undergraduate
student. Points are assigned to an
institution in an inverse relationship to
the average Eaaexpendittest per FIE
undergraduate student at that
institution (Seethe illustrative example
itrparagrap(c)(4) of this section.)

(4).The Secretary assigns paints for
the threw institutional eligibilitycriteria
described in paragraphs (a) (2) through.
(4) of this section as follows:

(i) The Secretarydevelope a, table
b7

(A) Listing in rank order all
conrparabie institutions nationwide and
dividing them into 100 groups. from the
highest 17&balm each citation to the
laWest. with equal numbers of
institutions in each group; and

(B) Identifying the targe. of values for
each criterion that the iratinitions. .
within eitch-of the100 groupepoesess.

(ii). The Secretary assigns a score from
1-100 for each of the rangeof values on
the table.

(Iii) The Secretary determines an
applicant institution's score for each
criterion by finding the range of values
on the table that includes the applicant
Institution s value and assigning the
scare with that range of

(iv) frareicantp/e. usinthe criterion in
paragraph (a)(2) pertaining to
percentage enrollment all 2-year public
institutions nationwide tenroll
students receiving Pea grants in the
base year would be listed in order of
their percentage enrollment of Pell grant
recipients from the highest percentage to
the lowest and divided into 100 equal
panes. If there err 1.000 such
institutions. they would be placed in 100

. groups with 10 institutions in each
group. The percentage of Pell grant
recipients enrolled at each of the 10
institutions in the top group is identified
and the percent enrollment range far the
group is determined. The-range of
percentage values for each of the '
remaining groups is similarly
determined.
Conaider. the example provided in the
following table. In the top group of_
institutions. between 99.5 and 100
percent of the student body receives Pell
grant= in the next highest group of
Institutions the range of valueeis
between 99.0 end 99.3percent in the
lowest group of institutions the range is
between 0.1 and 0.3 percent An
applicant institution would receive 100
points if its percentage-of Pell grant
recipients is between 99.5 and 100: 99
points if-its percentageof Pell grant
recipients is between 99.0 and 99.3: and
1 point if its percentage of Pell grant
recipients is between 0.1 and 0.5. The
same procedures apply when assigning
paints for each eligibility criterion. The
Secretary adds the points for each of the
three criteria. If the total is above the
minimum that the. Secretary announces
In the Federal Register and the
institution meets the basic institutional
eligibility requirements in 34 aR 824.2.
then the institution is deemed eligible to
apply for assistance'

BEST Gen AVAILABLE.
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(a) Ian ThITtn a '.&vwcL daaiereaan pLan ish .andcn. part of a coopsaithe *11.
tha E&G (Si. 4 833.3) daib.d (8) HIgh t '' cn " act a i a
In paz*zapn (a)(4) ci ta s.co as waaá is u--d. badgated. and

ait a -- _ -- t'1d astaclisbad ''s.parataly a.cvçda, a;
by cbs Ea1sraa7 an hi eainad

in.
2ra- and undazadaasa
-suca as *dicai. nd lagaL

dasaP ..I

a h tq dbsd La 34 C 8Z4.
L in

(
C.SC.and zqcezc 2.ur9.-2

c Caiig.:4 3.1.. p. -.sa (iai
(dJ(1) as arovided'

a ofp a
p iAhI. co cbs

.u.s __ .qcaecc
tUlIIi.4 ProV

act .ppLy far a leaawacla cIvatop
Z 11th. awatd of th..nt stoults in

paaigsap (a) (23 and (3) of tz succo.
(I) ibm 3.cute r ft c.

Tha tcLlow segnLadcos appLy toth.
5'thanisq Pscçaan

OS LaSdc. recaivtogts fra nr,

than ooa davalapacuat rant
anT i'tnL

-' tsahctd for tha (a) The aLadcna in 34 yeer.

paista.(u daabad Inpasaçias (d)(1) (bibs sigiLiCc In this Peat 633. (23 An iSsco naY apply (era

and (23 ci this succ5j to ecaust that tha n u.se.i.-a. _
er _ able dav,10 aan event'

pooLofa1Ianfaretyp.af ic -' ths*dolthatr'eawaul4reeulin
will be at scat twic. as large is th*pooL - _ fr

of entaea. IbP*t SWtiat ICads at Grand ri.awable d lcpaant rants during
(g) Toagh * andea Laths Federal Cci. Ute SaoreW'f Awed Under d' any 6scaL year. If an. ci cbs *ms is

a 5uy ziy.. Sir 7Wlii Pti.u7 itwardad to a coop1.ldv.ant
(13 PehIfacas tha table. cbs and cbs other Is ad indIvidually.

cci. to aan pte for ssIrhll?y. -jjp_ (.;(23 Excipt as-pscaidad Inpiraaph

(23 %g cbststatncciberc(
d'tha D.n-.

S4IWLLZ7 awu.
(e(2 of ta tecdcr. an 1andtnco nzy
cci apply a naa-sccawabla

(a pi. dzvslapant ian if it has r.caed a

satisfy ibs b1117 facedeacob.4 La (b) dmupaiz çante tar
,vaflla d sicpinant gc*ntunnar

pi9i. (aKZ tao (4)cita * psdod of cci te tIni.yeaan and tb* Sp.5L feada Pscçn.

sa
and (a) Ncii.swib1a dmlcpwant (23 An1natiti that has ccnplated.

(33A3iva thwtotai berO1 gsantiforspwiadoffnartosuv cc'isln 01a505
p an Is3titadi.1t to ri.aw*bia davalapnent an da t

for db.d La
p...çapbs (a)(23 and (31 ofts eicn u.sc.c Sp.aL Needs Pioim ay apply for a

uaa-scciwacta divtlopinsnt anz if thi

if thea 1nad riqucica a wtvera* ) fl AJ -iU isad -

th*(It2 pIiph (aU4) ° (a) enu nay ha used for (13 Ia otharwls. eligible f
-

- cbs ppi.c. .4i..e.ead .34 A recawebla davelcpnaot un thi--

(mIZLC.caSndlnaa-af &ZZa)(1) tInooga (33. arand

j
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01) Denocetrates to the Seetaxy'a devetopeo1 groete Jis pragre (U) It huaeoUaoof at Least IOQ

LtilL-da eqt'ralant lYrE) dauts aid
gatiafaction that mroreseeabie

mat pentea.it from---
nd
(Z7Ths matimum amoont.oi funds. (Iii) to thecazeof a branch campus. it

is located In ccmunit iiffarent from
(A) Acotaving itLiVUn gjf-

sciancy and .

that theSecretary may award..tG a.
grantee that year fog esh type of nt

a
that to which its parent institution is.(B) Otherwise fcl&2ng the objecdvu availabLe under this program Located.-

(27 A substantial percantago of its FrE
of tti pravone development grant under
the SpeeiaL Nude Program.

mdergrndu'.te emotlment receivedThe S.aater adds a new Part 625 tO( U.S.C. 1C ) flUe 34 of the Cod, of FederaL
425.21 d4nS1t. Reguiadcns to read as fotlow

SUpLSL EncationaiCpporinniiy
PART 52e-CPEaAZ. N Grant..National DIrect Student Loan.(a) In Its a pIT*fria far a grant udder
PROGRAM . aed.Coilege WorkStudr Programs) tothis program an epplicent shall-

(1) IndlceJ whether it is appIy s&.tA.-aa ..
the bass yeast

(3) The verage amount of needaasdividaaily or under a coap.reiive
assistance received, by itndaLts.inazranrment a2ni Sprtiei tePtvgrsm. the base year was high to comparison(I) A 1TUT!?!f 3fl

(Ii] A renewable elopsient .z De4* _ of .Ilgthillty.
ut&S Wsrro&G ranx. with the average amount of assistance

renewed bystadents imdirthOe.Or
am.e Radssa thataiipiy ta the SpssL programs at cnar,bLe itituUoos to(Ill) A nce-enswebL. dv.Ilepm N.sda Pr-

(2) Sweiy AU1ss6PS Hsed. (4) The average edncatiok angeai CE&G1 expenditmeperFL'Ereimd31p 4R
-

undergraduate student to the bee. yeappropriate. I 624.33--
T7P c tb.Sp.ctaL was tesatbart the average £&G(b) IL the application is f a pi.4i

wpenditare per FIE &TgraduaLIgrant, the spp''it tr1t.
&iicw,ei. gjti. dent at institutions that ofertixoilarwhetherit.wit use the grant to-

(1) Develop its long-range tila -°°' ' _________(2) Develop an application far a
-

'" PP°°'- .nItLI OOS-atid hetitaUO that Ode'development grant or
(3) Divelop both a fo 1g-rsug plan am P'ilgenta ard.J..t

de*insdtubaeal eihty.and-an zppticetoefar a deveiapmr
(c) The Secretary auiucrnta to- 3Ubt

each of the three factors deibed in(20 U.S.C. iD and t0661.

paragraph (a) (27 througis (4) cf tIde623.20 GsI role.. section as foiltiwsiSubpeat U-How DoesthSO.rdy 623.31 Funding eveilebility
(I)4alc. * Grant?

points on the basis of the iminber ofG*iWus.
(a) Using the procedures la34 CR

624.30. the Secretary evaluates.
appUcstioO* foe-

(1) 5 grants on the basis of the

In 34 CR 624.312 and
(2 Develop gronts ca the bests of

the criteria to 34 QR 624.32 and 624.33.
(b) In the nese of applications for

development grants. the Secrtaxygrres'
special -on,'4"atiao to applicants that
propose tncsxry out the activities
described In 34 ('R 624.L1(b).
( 23

625 Retqev..
(a) The Secretar7mekee aviiibthl fog

any scal year. the foliowlnW____
(1) For awards to jumcvor w.wwiOit7

colleges. oat teas than 24 pertof the
funds appropriated under this v5am.

(27 F awards fog non-renewebi.
development grants. not tees than zS
percent of the funds yis.riated tinder
this program.

(b).Each year the Secretary aun*
trough a notice in the Federal.

(1) The amount otIn. that wilihe
usid to fund ann-renewable

4O Coat

Mrthtyt S$otcns 3&ao435t.7 of
Title 31 of the flgber Educatlon Act of Inen
( U.S.C. 1C6o.t anè1ree.tta9ctSbG
f 6.1 SMu

The Aid to !dtutions with. Speulâ
Needs Program (refened to In thee.
reguladon as the Special Needs
Program). auista lostitntlnm of higher
education to be* seli-sutient by
prostd.fumds.te Improv, their
wv4."4qna1Lty and seagrban their

ra*,g.Ic and. fiscal

(20 U.S.C. 1051 eeL

624.2 0oeot slbwty.
(a) Th siasy dssitea an

Institution of higher edncadsnara
branch as eligible In be
considered fare grant under the Speelol
Needs Program if the Secretary
d*trroiiO4 that-

(11 Zn the ecedamie.yeertawltich it
applier for da*igaatia-

(13 It satisfies th.baastithI4
eLigibility requirements 1n34 (R 824

undergraduate students enrolled at the
Inatitution.The points awarded reflect
an Inadftzttons position on a scale of 1-
50 when compared to the peruentof
treed-based assistance recipients
unsuited at comparabli indtuticnL (See
the illustrative example In paragraph
(c)(4) of this section.)

(2) A.n Institution may receive xpta 50
points on the basis of the total amount
of need-based assistance received by
students enrolled at the Institution
divided by the total number of recipients
of need-based assistance einoiled at
that institution. The points awarded
reflect an mn,dtutioes position on a
scale of 1-iO when compared to the
average Ouuit of need-based
assistance received by students at
comparabLe institutions. (See the
liluatastha example in paragraph (cK43
of this section.)

(3) An tntion may Teceivo up to
100 points on the basis of its average
E&G etcpunditnrre per FI
undergraduate $ nt.Points are
assigned to an Institution in an inverse
relationship to th. average E&G

401 'uth7
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for enen of tba ear Lf tha at*j (3) Aucea tha otaj er j
at tOat tunon. S ¼. abc coz mu g Scetaz7 a Lca tE Scate 0

thLs2dvs qy"pt. i ar2 (o(4) ZL=OO tO the Fa*L .,aterao4 izify the eii..1t7 act dabtd tn
of this sear.l tOadtud iko basic ;arsspas (a) (2) and (3) of ts3c0O

(4) a 5ei;ii &utu pcic for dtucnak .ibiiity reqojnsianta in if that aotonon taqoasta a wuver of
th thee. iu tuonaL bidty 34 ca 24.Z. the issotudon 13 the tZ O;uaçapa (a)(4J of 3

dseb.d La p xeapba (egZ) throu "rd to appit far aesLazanci. sian
'

(A3 Us f eeak d' ad

2I tIiWU!r.
(a) %a tudanay sU a waiver

eelt 3nd aia4uad.bu.d ___ rs .i
h of tha Z&G in aj(43

by ts the !ietar7 a wTittI2

In the bus yeu dividing .U1_ bw.rn.4j 1flan and in
Lase 50 oops, fr the higzaa ? i,rnathn as to wy theSe*tazy

value forse ton t the laweet.

with .qosLimmb of In I ,.
aheoLd ini the waive.

theSevtzxy ay waiv, the &G
and

(3) tdfyte the r atnlses for ±
l-

'' I I Seetuydr--'in., tha
.eá oft that the inaia

_ ,, 3WliyI pOSeL
s _ -- tan

P I tan .

Tha £aLJzixe

with the req, La used hi
(31 TheSeeu7 a ' tar. °' ' eicra that dizt that eaquIret

pucaat (dKl) r d.th,1 Wb__ irent with, the pposss a; the

Idtndoas value aI_13p11n1 the
s, tuontnd ivj thetrang, of

IOa1'O the t-.-t In

thoua(4of thf a

For weepL.. th,ttL_.in
pazaph (a)(2) ate. '

U5OIdLO l$thOZ the thte. '-
t.adlib?dllT I, based the 3n at

?'' 27 dIStOfl in
a EG .xpditure. per PTZ

pengtopL4e idlr. aa
'... publi. tOeUtuose onwfda

the tInes facee co,eth4,.d eethe than

" sneesety

studentIOeIOd& but axe
cot United to. the .o&1awin

he ILated nesoroL tsir ( point totaL (11 LOW ItOdint eOzOlZsiSVJ..

eiInent of nasd.bgeed aid
(2 Sos of the

from hhaet poe.to'. to '"j by S.ttiry sandy the (3? LOasUoa in an ''ii,Uy cost

the lowest and dividan Lam 50 equal s1I3ZbUt7 s.s* in;anacs aZ of Tivini seas.

, 2,
they .pL.d In

throuA (4) of this seos.
(e)ZueI!n4.'e a waive of

(4) esot

(31 'in laneas. La Stat* lnd1r'i to

In
th.D-4on (see 4 6iJ dbed that heon in croar t cosipty with a

e.p. The of need-based aid P5Z1P ('K') of s seenueI
ioast a = tineshaLA

daaqrega p'an (or lughor edamdcn.

____ __
___ WanSd

otihUsh.d
by the S.wery ca the conilned

(6) HIgn cost professIonal aimog
wLaAis orgeaixsd. b'& an$

dsavfromivguisr

I'g. value. for seof the waiver of
r.41th.1o.ws sisitlady

-

. i,......'4WMM1IVWtoOJ* rdlF pnpu -

ConsIder óie proiidad In the
°°' this tr (SOXS thai the

(a) (23 ofs,acoo.
of the ass body r,i.. 'th.

Lacosaistest with the needs
ue.d.beend a* the ulzjja,C ptu (as ed Lapueeephs (dl

of te program wu the

Law cost

appimnanttoson weeid Lra (g3,Tinou,g a codas In the Federal
Uin!at7 5Cesule

. (2) LLaia orno sadownent. wuather or
aid zrv'esrs La b.tp..,ee (1) the

cat

41 poises if Its P'w cLosed-hued uue to sam puem he u '1gih1thy (3) A SIhStoOtO4aLXy rado

aid I3 Is becwipeeW *wl (4) asbaesni percta, at

and I Passe dns.4- (2) 1Innq thg of 5" receiving uaed.aasedFeuanl
based aid rithpt and. points*aisssf'i a.es to
o,g. The a ie'pruu.41d1. apply wh sadm' the .elhl1Iry factor, desesthud In (51 (lted Ubramy reaoures

nf,, p gan.1jgjilJty p&vh (a)(2) tgu (4) of (8) A lowpercentage of faculty with
The Seorsesry adds the passes scd and doctoral da
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(7) Poorohysice faedde,eed ted (a) d t,ivsth rtfs appying Subpart .wtiat C.nthons Must a?esours to- riaina the or ae pr of a cooperan Grantee Meet?(8) Little ama 3part

fodadans. a1i. or coradoas Sagan!for
(1] A pinnlx'g gr= 528.40 nat sfler1vrl.(9) Limited or no- sponsored rese*ralz (2) deveiopatent gr The Seametaiy nyr the andre cost ofor :aCt11t, UbCSd

.
the ilcahie any grant far the urst two yearsoi

assistance tmd this proa. Alter(10) An inadequate development
QC* and sited pu required ud 3 R eu. and

(c) to th,cw at an applicatIon for a that the Seoretery pay,range p1ennlz and,
(a) Ntoatypernnstof the castln the(111 Poor or inadequateSsc'i

ensgnt and a.onattisg to the
pay f,r IS sham of

third ye*r
(b) )ity percent of the cost in thepracednses.

( tJ.S.C. aM iV. aMi. aat aa sectmd year foarth year and
Cc) Seventy percent of the coat in. the96-1' 9 Cns. . tsiid.wee)- fifth

625.4 Requtatten. tapQy in the3poseee Sibpt D-.How OO.s ttw S*tet3Sy
Malts a Ga7

cm U.S.C. we
Th SstijY adds a new rti toThe foUowfng regnfatlo apPlY t th nis TItle 34 of the Code of Federel

aegn)auons to read as followerSpedal Needs Proa
(a) The regulatIons in Pert 828.

the Seetaxy e,aluates eppiicador PART 8AUGEGRALT(b) Ta re affønefn fjpa -

PROGRAMCm U.SC.o-. Ioss-tm9e aMl.*-.
(a) Plii4igrante on the basis of the Subpart A-Ganar( a.,. q.

Subpart 8.-Weiat Kinds at Grente
- .0

(b) .velopmant grants on the báas ofeeey Award Under the the oritarma ineR 82aná8Z8.
gu1aoc uat apniy to th*

Call Crane Prnçam.628.10 7pea

Subpart 9-.Wttat KiM of Grant Cc.. etoder the Spedal pgr (a) The Seet makes swsliable. tam SeG..t.f Award tiMer the Oi.d*na
Giant Program?Sectetery awards

(a) A plaunmg graarfar perIod of
5flySCSl year. the filcwfagr

(1) Parawards to Junior orcommunity V13 Typ.ofsnt codthe a1XeoqvCanma.____yew and coegeswitaknerda.notices
th5fl 30 parCSnt f the funds °'°(b)(1) A noo.reawebIedevelovment

gram fore pertod of one to Svs yeereror appropttatad under this prugr Slzboart C-4Iaw Ooee C1wAPPIY lOtS(2) If an netituttan pra-viousfy (27 POZSds to instio with
received 4 planning grant coder this SPedSi needs that heu histcticolly Ceneril.Program. anon-renewable de'relopt srved' nmaberof bia s S.awy Ms4grant foma period of ace to foamyenm. studen.t,.na$ leas than 50 permant oi the
n U.s.a austtvi1 by those institadone SV.0

dcsefarl6&n_Ao.iea. InstItuoarfisC2l
(a) Ptaerunggrazta tusy be used to

develop a tang-range plan asdeedb
yeerI97 FIfty percent czt the eercenr
thee Iostftndcns received coder the StibN7Iet COIInt8 Mints

in 34 R 824.IZ(aj(2J. .

° MItrecdranean.(t) Development grants may be osed
to carry out the actIvitIes listed in4

(b) The Seosetary siders
InSUIUtiGZ* thz.t have h torically served Authinityl Sactans 332-332 ad341-34? of

the lit!. 32 a! the lilger Educaon Act ofR 824.23(bJ subaaLnuihnt,a1b1aástudauts
(33iLS.C. 1O64-lOC)-El r! .. ha those flied In. the 75 caticn. b--

- the NationaL Canter far SubpwtA-4aaterakt C-liner Co., Co. Apptyferz St*dsti.l41!DdTouYilOilYB ,
Idantiftcofloa and Sàced The aUnis, Grantrs525. -'5*&.0i% ---*. Chantnteri. pravidon Pederni flnandaL assistanceasAn institntln that Tree rodved a nan. SannsUace, an incentive for eligible titndCO3 ofrenewable grant

part am under the Strugtheetiug Prgrw in a notice in tue Federal Rster
(2) The amuiert at fuds that wIll be

ligher education. to seek alternative
sources at fàTr?g to beans. self-(34 (R Pert 828) may eat apty far* used to fund éweble nafflmgrant under thfspert. eithet.indfvidnafly

development cader thIs pragr (33 Ll.S. 1051. and MOOWRCPUTt re-sm 96thor as pus ala coape dv, arrangement
and - Cons In Se,... pp. 33-1Z (1979i7cm U.s.c. roe Ioeraeds.-ar

- (27 The mani um amount of foods
f 525.21 gr that the Seoretaxy may award t'S a.

(a) An Institution. of )ngher educetionthat 7U f teen
am a branch catnpusls elfgsble to aup(vIn. Its apthn.tlon far egrans under this P° for a great coder th,Caallenge Grantprogram. an applicant shad (Zn U.S.C. 10c) - ?!OSThrii. If.....
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(13 ? Sy z& a (33 nL.iann3. 3 azu AowaOm aV4
in 3id± zg*t .a pupos.s ox pazao : .i secn

*cM P!vam( -3 a$appiLid : dat"1 eoiLtty j
5p.ai Neuü 2nx (3.& iT 34 .2 r , .iLib1. uflGA t

tTii oii1 a dz.bi Zn pça. ii daab.diS1 bas4a taa paph (c33 (ZJ.Lt1. i4 (UI) o&hi y
pft w.

(b). (a$ or(d of (d ThaSiaiacy da.uaZa* in th. SZngPOTh (s* 34
(b)C13 7a S.atazy r-in

iibLs
S2

to b. niofared cr a x tar s (b) TX a atdon qaZZflas za'' locifthat toadon ai1sn. ç,nz on tha baw of bsnr
(4Pidaxn. 4r4 dasigta4by theSIIUZy bZ*bIt

(I)
adroi=".

A

abed in 34 tB 33.. it
(13MyinttoCa7aUzth$

AU..M ye edJ tha-'4
13

*

jyjtj1 rid az the SpeaL
and

ia,.sfii it.nLe a ç'"

-
.

tZ baISt I Zt7 w avte*Zr,ax
______

(UI) S*.. of34
y

(ø) Ef1 th* appitbls
R -it of

á
_________

and
(Iv) Woqi4a,e qaeU.dat an (31 IL Ylsa 13Q ICPIEd 4 Itt

(A) Uztedtn34 m(d and
C a2lwtla i ap' icr

WA1iIIth 623.Z ' edLnd x. at riquirid Zn 7.3(a3(33.

CM _'Cf 34 .-
3 UI(*) Cf thi Huxth PtCf*UCt*'A'th" tCL137

() qasilnas tcr a
an the basis ofbe dzsiinazad

1bU33 we a (a) Th,5e*iy 2t1y by the S.atas a, silzIv dar this

(3) 'eew basedonsaid- Ta a saUce Ta the E.dat*i Zastar the of.-

based ad.-u.i by çedsiamL. '"a. ifany. sasar th in j 6(b), (C) or td).t ayZtt waza the of , acnve'
34&12&(b)(23 Zn the asse ofan

(23 toUc' f LasdbiUcnappkyw* for oUbdIty dsi
..

os of parazp (b) of thit (c3 of .h±s zecUc.
U isd to thmUty

(
SUhC,TOW CC.i$ Ca. PY S

34 C 622
t7pCftI4fi"i.dasbidi I .$

aceçipa (bj(1) (t3 and (iQof 4V

me apply to .h. (a13Zn its applisadon xor nrth an

CanePoçn in ShilL e!m the iotozasan
63Ilflg (4Ucjth.wiss iailattsd. th. teçzlad tsu 34 a eza. (a) and (a).'

tobSdsiidfS t3 3 pg3&. (33 Ia beans. oLin appüannt that

IL &.itw'
(313 j

....ily
(1I1 t

qcail t4ar this pacn the basis or
dsilanatad an .il. Tas

Ita V - .dar thaSp.a i1US-. iau. tsa

(3) ous u ada hI"* apZlUmt snail diss. in its
_----y --[ ( C13 .i_0'1 thai. far3 Ilsad in 34

BWhat af Giast Coon
Zt(d) that are ataraansuc of

th sp.a1
______ tMd

'S

iatItsaió COG1ai1
(b) In Its apoilcadon (ci f!IIf4h! a

by thaS in f sdttidafl shalL ako tothda the

It 13 to a ma' faflawis

(13) '4akai * _ flJ_j j5J
. (13 !vdanae that (0543 art *v*ilaale

to the tnsUrtcn to macsn the Eds it j

to adad 4'tWLI4 reä v .kuuian& ça to
.....4.,A Cf ._

leqnitsa. The zppbcantay aasry

____
p

(b) ma5onitsay dasatnisrd 'fl list aitha

- a ° v -i- an Prt5si.
(c) The Sonetasy 3a7 *W C

y

(sf .r.ua4** anda n an iaiddin that * stta
h1 4
Z of

r_n.* n
I..1à4.,nQpant and the (2) An asasrsaca that alL 'im

Iw.qv DLIm S1h.rm Pxaçesior the SpaL
NaiO3 PtOçasi

wa be -
pxo TLtb. r-''y bnd 4 ii.,. e previously anavui.

of I2&2b)L33I (a1L&i#.1aii to the Issdtndon rtnan-Fsdand

40
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sources far acttvities allervahle ender
the Cuallenge Grant Prager= and

(il) Used to carry out those portions of
the institution's larn-range plan for
which funds may be usedunder this.
pat

(c) r an applicant is a public
hoc:ninon. it shall include in ite .

application
(1) The conanents of the apprapriate

State agency responsible forhigher
education in its-Stew or.

(2) 13 statement that the institurica
requested the State agency to comment
and the agency failed to amine=
(n3 U.S.0 Inettares. and Hansa Report 96.
52O. as Cong. ter sees. p. 15 (191911

Subpart 0Hems Does the Se: et
Makes Grant?

I e22.30 Genera rules. -
(a) Using the procedures in 34

624.30. the Seaatuy evaluates
applications on tits basis of the =trate
in 34 CFR 824,32 and 814.33..

(b) Under this part the Secretary
(1) Awards grants--
(I) To Individual eligible institalicami

only.
(ii) Fora Period not to exceed the -

period forwitich matching funds. as
describei in § 822.40. are available in
the applicant at the time its =Egad

. application is =banned; and
(2) Gives preference in awarding

grants to applications bran institutions.
are receiving. or have received. grams
under the Strengthening Program or
SPeoal Needs Program.
(nt U.S.0 fain-

It2T41. EveluatkeentappdcaStans for
coottweadow awards.:

In addition teethe requirement: fa 34
CM Part 75 (EDGAR) that pertain to the
Secretary's evaluation of ration
award applications. the Secretary looks
for evidence that an institation s
matching funds are available at the time
it submits its applicatios.
1113U.S.C. Veal

Subpart E--VIIist Connate:me Must

§617.44 eetchingrequireeneeser.
A grantee mast match the binds it

receives under thia program. on a dollar-
for.dallar basis. with new funds thee
were previously unavailable to the .

applicant fro= non- Federal sanrces for
activities allowable ander the Challenge
Grant Program.
(2o =C. 7.0651

laws.-Tkis Appendix isinoladed for
infonoadan. It is net to be codified in time
Cods of Federal Residences.

ApPeneilk uciarinfef Comments
and Response*

In the notice of ?reposed rale making
published in the Federal Resisteran July
10. 1981 (48 FR 37470-37482). the
Secretary invited comments an the
proposed regulations to implement the .
three Institutional Aid Programs
autharizedb, the Higher Fad-' Act
of Van as =ended.

The following is a summery of the
substantive public comments received
and the Secretary's responses-to these.
comments. The comments and
respanses are organized to.the extent
possible in the same order as the
refinanced-sections are organized in
these final regulations.

General Ccenzneeis

Camment. A great =her of
cements concerned statutory
requirements that were beyond the -

scopsof the proposed regulations. These
camintente.objee..ed tot the use of the Pell
grant factor as an eligibility criteria=
the abseecaof a ~grandfather' clan=
the ineligibility of non-degree granting
instantly= double weighting of the pea
grant factor in the Strengthening
Program= reclining an entoilinerst of at
least 200 Fig; students for eligibility for
the Special Needs Propane the method
of calculating educationnkand general
expenditures the definition of "fall-time
equivalent": and the limitation to one
non-renewable development grant under
the Strengthening Prergracr.

Other casements that pertained to
statutory requirements included
alternative methods of determining
eligiblity sorb as. allowing a waiver of
the Pell Grunt requiretneat. or

.4' esti:Wishing an economic weighting
system a tort oflivbv allowance as

qualifiers.
Respoese. All of the provisions

referred to by the z---omenters are
statutory ?equivalents. They may not be
changed by regulation&

Cazzezent. Many commenters
requested that the period of time
allowed for public cammenta be
extended and that public headnp be
held.

Response: Pablic heahsgs were not
held because of budgetary canstraints.
faced by the Department. However. the
Secretary recogaized the need far
watt: iv* public =anent on these
propasedregaletines and took the

. follawingaction. The WPM
accompanied by a cover letter
requestiog careful' steely of the proposed
mdse. vie mailed to all FY 1980 Title III
grantees. all FY 1.981 Tale pz appllcants,
and all individuals. groups. or
associations requesting informationan

the new program. In addition the
comment period was set at 60 days.
rather than the customary .i3 days.

More than 230 comments were
received. The comments covered
virtually all aspects of the regulations.
As a result the Secretary does not
believe it is necessary to extend the
comment period.

Caveat:A Some commaitas
recommended that' the regulations
establish a fixed base year for eligibility
determinations. Others. sena had no
objection to a railing base-year. felt that
the base year should be mare clearly
defined.

Response A change has been mad&
The.definition of base year in § 624.8
has been revised to Indicate that the
Secretary will:in a notice published in
the Federal Register indicate a base year
that will be the most recent bus year.
Le..11 month period. for which reliable
data are available.

Establishmazu of a fixed base year in.
ths. -,,goledane would not allow the
Secretary to evaluate the statutory
eligibility characteristics of an
institution using the most cravat
available data without amending.
regulations.

Comment 'Many comments were
made in reference to the application
review and approval process. The
commenters focused on the
qualifications and selection of outside
readers. the role of the TItle.111
professional staff. the criteria to be use;
for selecting grantees. the UM of
supplementary information. and the
implementation of special performance
requirements.

Regimes& No- change has been made.
These administrative procedures do tot
properly belong in Departmental
regulattons. However, the following
explanation may be useful. The statute
*arse that applications be reviewed
by panels of readne selected by the
Secretary. The Secretary will select
qualified readers who are highly skilled
in institutional development from -
outside the-Departmesst to serve on the
panels. These readers will review the-
applications using the cdtazia published
in the regulation& Separate rank-order -
lists for development and plyeeeg
grants under each of the Institutional
Aid Frogs= will be prepared based on
the points assigned by the-renders.
Applications from institutions that
award bachelor's degrees will be ranked
together with applications from junior
and community collages.

Using these rank-order lists separate
fandintordee slates are preparedior
each program after taking into
consideraticathefollawingother .
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consideration when developing the
recommenced funding slates for the
Strengthening and Special Needs
Programs.

SEC12.011 8244 Definitions that apply to
the institutional aidprograms

Comment A number of commenters
requested a cleans detuThition of the
tene"self-suffIcies.C.

Response A change has been made.
Self-sufficiencsr is now dafuutd as the-
point at which. in the determination of
the Secretary. =institution should be
viable. thriving . and able to survive-
without funding from the Institutional
Aid Programa. The term self-suffident is
synonymous with the concept of:-
graduation from the program. There/are;
a grantee is self -sufilcient or free front
the need for additional Title Di
assistance at the end of its non-
renewable development grant.
Section 824.2t7" 7),pee of :nuns

Comment Several cotementers--
believed that categarbringgrants as.
planning and development. did not
provide for the actual implemented= of
program activities. They recommended.
that implementation grants also
awarded. ,

Response No change Is necessary.
Impleitenting certain activities is an
allowable part of a development grant.
Section 524.12 and =LIZ Development
grant and allowahleactivities

Comment One commenter asked.
whether the statement that f=cis cannot
he used for duplicating activities that
have previously been funded under the
Invitational Aid Programs also pertains
to activities previously suppartetirmder
the SDIP.

fidsapurise. A change. ; :then made..
A new 4 824.12(c) has been addedto -
made it clear that the Secretary will-not
fund an activity for which an institution
is receiving or has received funds under
an Institution.11 Aid Program or a SW
grant that is scheduled to expire after
September 30.1982,

Section =4-22 Applications forgmmts
under cooperative arrangements

Comment. Sevetal commenters
suggested that the prohibition ort
duplication. of effort in cooperative :
arrangements he extended to apply to
all Institutional Aid Programs.

Response A change has been made to
make it dear that duplication of
activities is not allowed =din, any
Institudonal Aid program. Section.
82423(14(211ms been deleted became it
duplicated I 824.12(h)(2) which applies
to all development grants under the
Institutional Aid Programs.

Section 624..717 Cenern1 evaluation of
applmatums

Comment. One carm--er ter noted that
the regulations do not specify a
minimum point total that will be used to
Jenne a high-quality proposal. for
example. 70 points.

ResponstuA change has been made.
.A new 824'.2041) has been added
whiciespecifies that the Secretary will
not fund an applicdon that receives less
than SO points for the =iteria is
41 824.21 or 82443.

Section =4.32 Long.tanije plan to
achieve selfsuffidency

Comment. Several comment= felt
that there should be more Title III stiff
involvensentin the review of lotutrange
plantand applications. These
conunanters felt that staff members are
more familiarwith many of the potential
applicant institutions than outside
readers would be. Therefore. they would
be able to use thirictrowledge in the .
award process. .

Response No change has been made.
since this is not a regulatory item.
Hog /ever. some ex;:anaton may be
help fni.Theitatute requires that -
applications be reviewed by a panel of
expert readers consisting of individuals
selected by the Secretary. The Secretary
only selects readers who have
damoestrated they hare expertise in
solving the types ui prohlemtiaat have
prohibited appficant institutions from

C.ornment A number of commenters
asked whether each applicant must have
a long-range plan. They also asked
whether thisplan would relate only to
the Implementation -of activities covered
by the-grant. - -

Response. Nechange is necessary.
Each institution applying for a
development grant ora planning grant
only to develop an applicatianmust
haw a long-range-plan. The plancrust
cover the overall institutional goals and
objectives through which the institution
plane to achieve self-sufficiency by
using its awn funds as well asTitle III

. funds. II an minitation submits an
appliradon under more than one
InstitslihnakAldProgrannit must submit
the se= lontrange plan with each
application;

Cainceeht One commenter
recommended that an institution
circrently receiving an SOW grant to
dewlap a long-range plan-which is not
scheduled far completion by the
deadlinefor submitting applicadona for
develapreent grants In fiscal year 1982
in allowed to submit audit an
application without a long-rnhgePlah-

Response No changhas been made
Such an institution has the option of
acceieratine. the schedule for developing
its long-range plan. or waiting until the
plan is completed before submitting an
application for a development grant in a
subsequent fiscal year. The statute
requires an applicant for a development
grant to submit an acceptable Icing-range
plan.

Comment One commenter felt that
the regulatory requirements will force a
degree of uniformity on the institutional
planning process that. in effect.
constitutes unnecessary Federal
intervent:ci:. The commenter felt that
alteznative documents. such as self.
studies prepared for accrediting
agencies. should be acceptable.

Response No change has been made_
The Secretary does not agree with-the .
commenters contention regarding
Federal intervention. Applicantsmay
use wluitever docmnente or format they
wish for thaielong-range plan as long as
the required basic elements-are included
and-the review criteria are addressed.

Comment One commenter
recommended that adequacy of the long-
range plan be used along with other
selection criteria. such as plan of
operation and. quality of key personnel.
in the review process rather than be
used as a preliminary disqualifier.

Response. No change is made. To
apply for a development grant an
institution must show that it has the
=liability to move toward self-
sufficiency by the end of the renewable
grant period or will reach it by the and
of the nonrenewable grant period. The
long-range plan is the vehicle through
which as institution will demonstrate
whether. it hal developed the methods
for achievingar =vine towards this .

end. IF it has not it winot receive a
development grant.

Comment Several commenter asked
whether a specific time-frame was
required for a long-range plan and. if so.
what it was?

Response No change has been made.
Neither the statute nor regulations
stipulate a specific thaeiratee. However.
the dine frame of the plan must at least
equal the period for which funds are
being requestet .

Comment. One commenter suggested
changing long-range plan to achieve
self-sufficiency" to ."strategic plan to
movean institution toward becoming a
viable. thriving iustitudon of higher
educatiart" to make the language more
in keeping with the intent of the statute.
This commenter also suggested
remits:ling the language relating to the
long-range plan to stress the importance
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Sacon8252O 7)'pee of&ent,wrdn-. program are intended rn be bases rather allowed to submit infoeatlon to thethe sengthenüzgpru gxu than ceilings. Seoretary that would show that they
Cammen Camm.na Several commenters also could qualify as histoncally black.

whether an herttuzioni appilcadon for a
nonrenewable grunt unduthe

that the Deparena
mzzurm potemial granted. JfladVanCe. Of Husposse. No change has been made.

The Seetaxy oeiieves that theStrentheeiaqPrez uld be funded the actual amountos dollara that will be
set aside mar grants to junior and

dellulon of historically black
as a renewable gram if thu application
was recomnraamieci fortandtng cotOniun ColIc sundsrth.e intudons contained tthe NS

pubUcaou referred to above isfde Sfrth.mngPrograza and far grants to
$tttUtLCOS SOd hmt ily black appropriate. The fact that an instuon

grmntuwere avuilable
.sponrs No change has beuemnds.. and., th.SpedaLNe.ds is not designated an historically black in

no way precludes that Institution from
When sae1dngde for d.velàpmant ''

on. -h-- se.. b applying for at receiving TItle funds.
lbS statutereanean

to CotnmmiL One cnmmnter
watitution to apply for etthat tacfMTh.rided that a portion of flhle

funds be set aside far the exclusive usedopm.ntgrmnt. 11 an appilcation.for contained i

wiII.not vary &om year toyun sn. of private Institutions.
a nonrenewable grunt Is- not funded. it

? ooJi* considered.oing as a.
other sat-asidl, axe dependanton
level of Congressional appdations.

Response. There iso statutory
inhorny fox such a sat-aside.

The Seiwlawtil notify applicants of s. sc ctsizSson 6ZS..24'62&zo lbs various set-aides In the aimusi
appllcuthsze. dosing date notice, forapplicatiane. Caznmant.. Several commentsas askad

iiuCotuflianter, OalCCEu. ,,
whether the institutional matching
requirenta could be met through in-tOu provision that p debate the four', funds beaned Ibe generaL Title III - lduth contubustous.

one d rather thanlEu.â to the
Treasury

Response. Cartaln,in4dmzd
to fivy velopinent mder
pedN Program from bang Respoaxe. No chaugn ha.. been mad..

ccnthbu*i IL th
matching cântrtbulon would qualify or

. These is ntoruuthcrity fonszich a dfreetcoát and allowable acttvity of
Rae r .i. . ,_ ,panam o ma

Thestat'ste author'g t
an

562&21 4&eu&eacdvitiee.
theproject. In-kind conanbutions

°P
g .Co.n SSVd?alC.......,mjtUT$ eas.aorinojxecscoei.
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Appendix D

Key Letters and Forms Used in the Title III
Study of Institutional Development

1. Five-Year Fiscal Trends Worksheet

2. Letter of Invitation to Presidents, with Attachments

3. Fiscal Information Questionnaire and Cover Letter

4. Essential Questions Included on the Several Site
Visitor Reporting Forms
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Appendix D-1

Fiscal Five-Year Trends Worksheet
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Name of Institution
Person Completing Form

FICE Code

Five-Year Fiscal Trends Worksheets

Instructions

r iii

Attached are selected pages from the NACUBO Financial Self-Assessment workbook augmented with some critical

fiscal information on Title III (colored pages).

Information available from current data-of-record at, the Department of Education is entered for the academic

years from 1916-77 through 1979-80 (or fiscal year ending in 1980. Other information important for the,

series of case studies on the impact of Title III on institutional fiscal viability will be drawn from a

questionnaire mailed to the participating institutions.

The information on the form when the additional data are complete, will constitute an important basis for

the reviews and discussions with the fiscal specialist on the site visit team, and will become a basic

internal record document for the case study files,



WORKSHEET NOTES

The, fiscal information for pages selected from the NACUBO Financial Self-Assessment Workbook

is, reported in thousandths ($000). The fiscal information for Title III (following page 61)

is not reported in thousandths.

The Title III awards are reported according to the federal fiscal year in which the award was

made. All other fiscal information is reported according to "fiscal year ending." For

example, this means that for fiscal year ending 1971 (October 1, 1976 through September 30,

1977), institutions were to report data collected for their financial reporting period that

ended in 1977. For most institutions, this would be academic year 1976-1917 which began

August/September 1976 and ended Hay/June 1977.

On page 10 of the NACUBO Workbook, item 25, average full-time faculty compensation does not

include benefits. Compensation is calculated based upon FTE faculty salary only In instances

where the salary amount was missing for a small percent of the faculty (less than 10 percent)

average compensation was computed only for faculty for whom salary information was available.

these cases an asterisk (*) is placed by the compensation amount. When the salary amount

was missing for greater than 10 percent of the FTE faculty, "missing data" was written in the

blank.

on page 12 of the NACUBO workbook; item 50, FTE students is equal to FTE undergraduate students

only. For some institutions the pattern of student enrollment over several years is erratic

and may need to be verified (e.g., 2,000 in 1976-77, 2 500 in 1917 -18, 1,200 in 1978-79,

1,800 in 1919-80).



Revenues (from statement of revenues and FY

expenditures) Academic year

'1. Tuition and fees ($000)

2. Government appropriations (federal, state,

and local) ($000) $

3. Government grants and contracts (federal,

state, and local, including scholarship aid,

SEOGs, workstudy revenues, regard

funds, education "title" funds, etc.) ($000)

4. Private gifts, grants, and contracts (include

unrestricted and restricted) ($000)

5. Endowment income (include unrestricted

and restricted) ($000)

6. Other current fund revenues ($000)

7. Auxiliary enterprise revenue ($000)

8. Revenue from independent opera-

tions ($000)

9. Cuaent fund revenues (include un-

restricted and restricted)

(add items 1 through 8) ($000)

10. Value of contributed services (even if

included above) ($000)

11. Financial support from affiliated organi-

zations or patron foundations (even if

included above) ($000)

'12. Tuition and fee rate per year for a

full-time student ($000)

1976 1977

1976-77 1977-78

$ $

$ .,;=1/VIMMi

Fiscal Year Ending:

1978 1979 1980

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83

1981 198?

1.11.m $Lbra $=maw

...... 111....

mmlai Lamm

$ $ .+1+Mmbftw $mmwM... $

$40 $

$
$ .

'Data medal kir Cole Stmistics.



Expenditures and. Transfers (from statement FY

of revenues and expenditures) Academic year

*13. Instruction ($000)

14. Research ($000)

15. Public service (SO)

16 Academic support ($000)

17. Student services (SOW)

18. Institutional support ($000)

19. Operation and maintenance of
plant ($000) .

'20. Scholarships and fellowships from

unrestricted funds ($000)

'21. Scholarships and fellowships from

restricted funds ($000)

'22. Mandatory transfers ($000)

'23 Educational & general expenditures

plus mandatory transfers ($000) (E&G +

MT) (add, items .13 through 22)

24. Utilities included in operation and main-

tenance of plant (electricity, gas, coal,

rieam, water, etc.) (see item 19) ($000)

'25. Aierage full-time faculty compensation

(salary and benefits) ($000)

26. Average exempt staff salaries (adminis-

trative and institutional services) ($000)

27. Debt service, due !dr all funds (within

the fiscal year listed) ($000)

28, Total books and periodicals expendi-

tures ($000)

Fiscal Year Ending:

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1976-77 19 77-78 19 78-79 1979-80 1980 -81 1981 -82

5

'Data nodal for Com Statistics,



Balance Sheet Items

Fiscal Year Ending:

FY 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
Academic year 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83

29, Unrestricted current fund assets (WO

30. Student accounts receivable at end of

fiscal year (not including credit

balances or advance billings) ($000)

31. Uncollectible student accounts written

off in fiscal year ($000)

32, Unrestricted current fund liabilities ($000)

'33. Unrestricted current fund balance (should

equal item N minus itt%,: 32) ($000)

'34, Quasi. endowment market value ($000)

35. Endowment (including quasi) market

value ($000)

36. Value of marketable land (not in-

cluded in endowment) ($000)

Deferred Maintenance

37. Estimate of deferred physical plant main.

tenance ($000)

Personnel

38, Number of tenured faculty or faculty with

long-term contracts (greater than

five years)

'39. FTE (fall.time equivalent) faculty (fall)

40. FTE administrative exempt staff

(excluding auxiliary staff) (fall)

$.11
$

$

imrs.=

'Nu needed for Core Statistics.

$

$



Students (from admissions reports)

(Note: Items: 41.49 require information from

academic year, not fiscal year.) FY

Academic year
41. Inquiries (bona fide; not from

purchased lists)

'42. 'Freshmen applications

'43. Transfer applications

'44. Acceptances of freshmen and

transfer, applicants

45. New students (freshmen and transfers)

46. Percentage of preVious year's eligible

students who enroll for next class

47. Average test scores of entering freshmen

48. Percentage of entering itudents from

top 20% of, high school class

49. Percentage of entering students from

top 40% Of high school class

'50. FTE students (fall)

1. Total Student headcount (fall)

Financial Aid (froM financial aid office reports)

52.' AmOunt of BEOGs not included in

items 20 through 22 (S000)

S3:'' State student aid not included in

items 20 through p occoy

54: Federal work-study not included in items

; 20 through 22 ($000)',

55. Other governmentstadent aid not

included in ite,ms.20 through 22 ($000)

56. All government student aid not

included in revenue's (items 20 thrOugh

22) (add items 52 throngh 55) (S000)

Fiscal Year Ending:

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

197 6-77 19 77-78 1978 -79 19 79-8 0 19 80-8 1 19 8 1-82 1982 -83

Projected Data

57, Potential jirztime 'student enrollment . 1981 1982' 1984

decline (% decline from base year 1980

because of changing demographics)

r- .:.Iiia 'Ruled tor Core Sialislics:

1985

1/41

.4'



Significance of Statistic

Changes in the proportion of support

from various sources can be used to find both

strengths and weaknesses in an institution's

revenue strategy. Of greatest concern arelde.

dines in the proportion of revenue from gifts

tuld marked increases in the proportion of

revenue from tuition. Institutions that be

come more heavily dependent on tuition

revenues are offering students less for their

money. In this situation the added benefits

brought by` other sources of revenue may be

declining.

CakulatiotMorksheet

Values needed to fill in the bar graphs

can be calculated on the following worksheet.

Fiscal year ending; 1976

A. Tuition and fees
$

B. Government appropriations (federal,

state, and local) (2') S

C. Government grants and contracts (3')

D. Private gifts, grants, and contracts (4') 8- S-
E. Endowment income (5') S- S- 5-.

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

F. Other current fund revenues (61 S_
G. E&G + MT

Refers to corresponding item on worksheet in chapter 3, "User Dail,"

Proportions

11. Tuition (A divided 14 G).

I, Appropriations(4 divided by 0):

Grants and contracts (C divided by G).

Private gifts (D divided by 0):

Endowment income (E divided by G):

M. Other revenue (F divided by G):



Revenue Proportions

for Five Years

80%

Instructions; For each year in each 'catevry,

draw a line indicating the percentage of total

revenues.

Tuition Appropriations Grants and Contracts Pilvate Gilts Endowment Income Other Revenue
'76 '77 18'79 '8t '81 82 '76'17 '1819'80'81'82 '76 '77 '78 '79 10 '8112

60%

40%

20%

0%

16 77 18 '79 '80 '81 '82 76 1718'19 '80 11 '82 '76 '77 '78 '7910 11 '82

100%

80%

4 0-,

60%

40%

20%

0%



ti Category; Changet:Affecling
;.),.!1

gmv.4... Resources

rvi14,4
: .17 41°`

4 Selected,,Stahstic;..'or',.-...,
"."ty:.

4.. xpenditure.Dar

Significance of Statistic

Major changes in the expenditure alloca.

Lion strategies of the institution are revealed

in the following bar graphs. Most of the areas

listed are functional categories. Thus, de.

dines or increases in the; proportion spent on

any area indicate changes'in institutional

priority for that function. If the proportion

spent on instruction has declined, for ex-

ample, this analysis will'show which areas

have increased proportionately.

Calculation Worksheet

The values needed to fill in the bar

graphs can be calculated on the following

worksheet.

Fiscal year ending:

(13')

(14')

(15')

(16')

(17')

A. Instruction

B. Research

Public service

Academic support

E. Student services

F.

G.

H

1977 1979 1980

$

Institutional support (18')

Operation and maintenance of plant (19')

Scholarships and fellowships from

unrestricted funds (20')

Mandatory transfers

Total E&G expenditures (excluding re-

stricted student aid) (add A through I)

1982

$

5

S

5

$

5

$

RM.

$

S

5._
'Reim to corresponding item on worksheet in chapter 3, "User Data."

Proportions

K. Instruction (A divided by J):

L. Researcli.(11 divided by J);

M. Public service (C divided by J):

N. Academic support (1) divided by J):

0. Student services (E divided by J):

P, Institutional support (F divided by J):

Q. Operation and maintenance of plant

(G divided by ,I):

Unrestricted student aid (H divided by J):

S. Mandatory transfers divided by

1976 1971 1918 1979 1980

.



60

Expenditure Proportions

for Five Years

Instruction Research

Instructions: For each year in each category,

draw a line indicating the, percentage of total

expenditures.

Public Service Academic Support Student Services Institutional Support

76 11 1819 .80 if '82 16 '71 '78 '79'80 '81 '82 16 '71 '78 '79 '80 11182 '76 '77 '78 19 '80 '81 '82 16 '77'18 '79'80 '01 '82 16 '77 18 19 '80 '81 '82

100% 100%

80% 80%

80% 60%

40% 40%

20% 20%

0%

43,



Operation and Unrestricted Mandatory

Maintenance of Plant Student Aid Transfers

16'711819 10 '81 '112 16 17'78'19 '63'81'82 16 17 '71'7910'81 '82
100%

80%

40%

20%

0%

4., 'V-

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

01

Explanation of Calculations

All expenditures and mandatory trans

fees in the current fund, except restricted

scholarships and fellowships, are included in

computing the base. Restricted scholarships

and fellowships such as SEOGs were ex-

eluded because of the distortion that may be

caused when outside agencies proyide student

aid through the current fund,

Interpretations

The bar graphs show how changes in the

instruction budget may be affected by budget

changes in other areas. Changes in the in-

druction Proportion may be caused by addi-

tional library expenditures or academic sup

port, utilities costs as part of plant operation

and maintenance, increased debt costs as part

of mandatory transfers, or increased studein

services expenditures.

Limitations

The "condition" of the institution is not

revealed by these graphs. They can show

only expenditure patterns during the five

years.

Further Analysis

The budget proportion allotted to spe

cific items such as utilities, library acquisi

lions, and financial aid administration may be

analyzed. More detailed items within an area

represented by one of the bar graphs may

also be charted.

Expenditure factors such as salaries or

contracted services can be analyzed to deter

mine if the institution has changed its method

of delivering services.



Title III Revenues:

Awards Made in Federal Fiscal Year (for Subsequent Academic Year(s)):

FY 1916 1911 1918 1919 1980 1981

Title III awards $ $ $ $ $

made to institu- (For yrs.) (For yrs. (For 7e,. (For yrs.) (For yrs.) (For yrs.)

tin, by fiscal

year

3A. Amount of Title

III funds repre

sented in current

funds revenue, for

year indicated

9A. Proportion of

current funds

revenues from

Title III (line

3A divided by

line 9, page 9)



TITLE "III

Revenue Proportions

for Five Years *

.16 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 12
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Title III funds should also be included in the prior total revenue from grants and contracts.

Proportions for graph come from line 9A, p. 9A.



Fiscal_ fear Eudiog:

Title III Funds Expenditures

(in terms of nature of expenditure)

NOTE: Please report in this section

how Title III revenues reported

in prior Section 11 were expended.

. InstraCtiun

2. Research

3. Public Service

4. Academic Support

5. Amount In line 4 for

Mbraries, etc. (see REGIS

instructions for line 4)

6. Student Services

Institutional Support.

Operation and maintenance

of plant,

10. Scholarships and

felloWAhlps

1979

(Actuals)

1981 1982.

.(project ed

I

I $

I

$

I $

I S

11; transfers

1 Total, Title III funds

represented in total

educational and general

expenditures and

Mundatory transfers

Totals, lines 1-4 and 6711 :above).

VOTE: Figures ilven are real estimated amounts.fi
J4,4



Category: .Changee in

Allocation. of Title III Funds to Expenditure Categories

Selected Statistic; Title III

Expenditure Bar Graphs

Ca lculal:os Worksheet

The values needed to fill in.the bar graphs can
be calculated on the following worksheet, with
entries for items A through J drawn from page 10A.
Title III Expenditures: Eisaiyearending: 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

59A

1982
A.

B.

C.

Instruction

Research

Public service

S S 8
$

Si

$ $3
$ $ i 3 i S."

D. Academic support $ S S----____ $ $...-. 11...mwwww.
E. Student services S..^----- $ $________ S i 1 8==

$ 3_ -
$ 1F. Institutional support $

8--L.
G. Operation and maintenance of plant 11---____ S...---___: $ ice. s S-
H. Scholarships and fellowships from

unrestricted funds S-------- S-------- s $- I - 1
S S $ S

1. Mandatory transfers ___---- i

J. Total Title III expenditures

$

*Refers to corresponding item on worksheet in chapter 3, "User Data."

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982Instruction (A above divided by

k P. 59):
Research (A above divided by It,

p. 59): ,

Public service (C,above divided

by C, p. 59):

Academic support (D above divided

by 8, P. 59):

Student services (E above divided

by E, p.' 59):

Institutional support (F above

divided by 1r, p. 59):

Operation and maintenance of

plant (C above divided by

G, p. 59):

Unrestricted student aid

(H aboVe divided by C, p. 59).

Mandatory transfers (I above

divided by I, p..59):

-- ..



60A

Title III expenditure

proportions for five years

Instruction

76 17 '78 19 '80 '81 '82

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

Research

'76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82

Operation and Unrestricted

Maintenance of Plant Student Aid

16 '77 '78 '79 'BO '81 '82 76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 16 '77 '78 19 '80 11 '82

Public Service

16 77 '78 '79 '80 '81'82

Mandatory

Transfers

Academic Support

7677 18 19 '80 '81 '82

Instructions; fOr each year in:each

caegOry,Araw the

percentage of Title IIT,expeUditUres

forIhe:..total eXpendituren in that

,category.

Student Services Institutional Support

16 '77 1819 '8011 '82 16 18 '79 '80 '81 '82

100%

100%

80%

60%

20%

80%

60%

20%

0%



Appendix D-2

Invitational Letter to Presidents, and Attachments



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20202

Dr. John Doe, President
Presidential Suite University
3 School Lane
Cornerstone Memorial Building
Title III, Maine 00010

Dear President Doe:

(Date)

The Department of Education, through the Assistant Secretary for Manage-
ment and the Office of Planning and Evaluation Service, initiated a prelim-
inary program review of the Institutional Assistance Program during the 1980-81
academic year That inquiry, completed last September, suggested that an
examination of the impacts of developmental activities serving in a significant
way the essential purposes of the enabling legislation (HEA Title. III) would
be readily feasible, and instructive for both program management and institu-
tional participants toward program improvement.

The purpose of this letter is to invite your participation, as one of 50
selected institutions currently receiving Inititutional Assistance Program
(HEA Title III) grant support, in this series of case studies of effective
developmental activity.

Research Triangle Institute in North Carolina (RTI), with the assistance
of the Center for Systems and Program Development (CSPD) of Washington, D.C.,
has been contracted to conduct the case studies. Teams of three senior special-
ists (one each in fiscal affairs, institutional development, and education
program evaluation) will conduct the case studies with particular attention to
the short- and long-term implications of HEA Title III and other soft monies
for the attainment of fiscal viability.

The case studies will serve two major purposes: (1) to provide general-
izable information for tae Department of Education on factors and strategies
that have proven to, be effective in institutional development; and (2) to
serve as a basis for a special report of selected outstanding practices, as a
guide to other institutions confronted with similar challenges.

The case studies will involve a series of interviews, over a two-day
period on your campus this coming summer or fall, with you and other key
institutional representatives. Heaviest time demands (two or three hours) in
that period would be made on the chief fiscal officer, the chief academic
officer, the planning director, the Activity directors and their staff for the
three selected developmental activities to be studied in depth, and you or
your representative as chief administrative officer. The-case studies will
attempt to characterize the selected developmental activities in the three
domains represented by the specialists (fiscal development, management and
administration, and educational or special student services programs), as they
relate to institutional development.

442



In addition to scheduled interviews, the study team will also be interested
in any internal studies, relevant documents and reports, andother materials
that, would aid in understanding the context of the selected activities. The
site visitors would hope to schedule a special review session with you and
others you may designate at the end of the two-day period.

For the formal project report to the Department of Education, the focus
will be on practices that meet the legislative objectives of HEA Title III,
and the general factors involved in this success. NO information will be
associated, in this formal project report, with any particular institution.
Statistical data will be drawn primarily from data of record already on file
at the Department of Education. For the special report of exemplary practices,
we would, however, like to identify institutions and potential contact persons.
Drafts of any activity reports nominated for inclusion in this report will be
submitted to you for review, modification, and approval prior to delivery to
the Department of Education.

There are two enclosures. The first is a brief statement of study objectives;
procedures, and reports. The second attachment is a set of definitions and
procedures for you and/or your key representatives to use in nominating from
six to ten developmental activities at your institution, begun within the last
five years, that you feel have had special significance for your institution.
These activities nominated by you would serve as a pool from which to draw a

sample of three or more activities to be reviewed in depth during the site
visits. The form maTbe.completed and returned to RTI, or used as a basis for
telephone disCussiOn and mutual selection.

In a few days', the project director at RTI will telephone you to answer
any questions,' to determine your willingness to participate, and to decide
tentatively with you on the activities for prime focus.. He would also like
then to obtain the name of the contact person on your campus who could serve
as your representative for making operational arrangements and specific plans
for the campus visit.

We believe the focus of the study--documenting outstanding accomplishments
in institutional development and how they came about--is a positive and proper
one The particular utility the inquiry may have for you in identifying
factors associated with successful operation, as well as for the Department of
Education in explicating those factors, will be substantial. We hope that you
will share in this joint search to document the means employed in enhancing
institutional development.

Enclosures

Sincerely,

/171e/1.--e-jeOL(// rOle,e,le-La

/ ' 7 s,

Se
/ if

Margaret J. agears
Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Institutional Support and Inter-
national Education Programs
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Impact Study of Significant Developmental. Activities

at Institutions Participating in the

Institutional Assistance Program (HEA Title III)

Brief Description

Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 June 1982



Impact Study, of Significant Developmental Activities

at Institutions.Participatin&
in the Institutional Assistance Program

(HEA Title III)

Brief Description

Origin of and Authority for the Study

In October 1980, the U.S. Department of Education contracted with the

Research Triangle Institute to conduct an evaluability assessment of the

Institutional Assistance Program (formerly the Strengthening Developing Insti-

tutions Program) created by Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

That assessment was completed in September of 1981, with the recommendation

that a second phase evaluation be focused on developmental activities or

strategies that have been found to serve in a significant manner the essential

purposes of the enabling legislation. That recommendation was accepted, under

the reasoning that explication of successful practices should help insti-

tutional and program management improve the impact of this significant insti-

tutional support program. The impact evaluation described briefly herein was

accordingly contracted to .the Research Triangle Institute in September, 1981.

The authority for the impact evaluation is the General Education Provisions

Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C. 1126c), which requires that the Department of Education

identify reasonable objectives for its programs.

Rationale for the Impact Study

The general purpose of the enabling legislation, as defined by the Higher

Education Act of 1980 and current regulations, may be stated as the improve-

ment of fiscal viability and self-sufficiency of institutions serving low

income students, through improvement in fiscal management and support, in

numbers of low income students served, and in quality and appropriateness of

academic or special support programs. The impact study highlights develop

mental activities supported by (or similar to those supported by) Title III,

which have, in the experience of the involved institutions, served those

institutions and Congressional intent in a satisfactory to exemplary manner.

Thus, the focus of the impact study is not so much on what has or has not been

achieved by the Title III program in general, but on factors involved in

successful developmental programs by institutions receiving Title III support.

This strategy of developing an "anatomy of success" should be maximally bene-

ficial to Title III program management in the application/review process and

in providing appropriate and meaningful technical assistance./

Study Procedures and Activities

Participating Institutions:
Institutions asked to participate will

represent random samples of 20 public and 30 private institutions currently

designated (1981-82) as prime grantees that have received Title III funding

continuously since 1976-77 with average annual awards over that period of

$200,000 or more.



Research Strategies: Activities selected for intensive study will be

explored on site utilizing intensive case study methods, through interviews

with key administrative officers and activity planners, managers, and staff,

through study of available activity documentation, and through examination of

institutional evidences of effectiveness. Maximal use will be made of data of

record already on file in the Department of Education--notably, institutional

data selected from the Higher Education General Information Surveys over the

period 1976-present and from files in the Division'of Institutional Development.

Developmental Activities and Their Selection: A developmental activity

is defined as any activity generally eligible for support under Title III,

however supported, that: is directed toward improving the fiscal viability or

self-sufficiency of the institution; has a designated individual (or committee)

responsible for its conduct; is described by a formal plan prescribing purpose,

strategies, and start-end dates and schedule; has a discrete budget for its

conduct; and for which routine records of progress and/or impact are maintained.

Institutions in the impact study sample will be asked to nominate six to

ten such activities initiated in the period 1976-77 to the present, with a
minimum of two activities in each of the following general areas: fiscal

development and resource management; institutional administration, organization,

and management (other than fiscal); and educational program and support services.

A representative mix of nominated activities, consisting of at least three

activities per institution, will be selected by the contractor for intensive

case study.

Case Study Procedures: Teams of three specialists--representing the

areas of fiscal affairs, institutional management, and education programs and

services--will spend two days on each designated campus, for the purpose of

developing a general understanding about the institutional context and devel-

opmental priorities, and exploring a minimum of three selected developmental

activities in depth with those responsible for their execution. Visits will

be preceded by study of activity descriptions in the most recent Title III

application or operational plan, review of data of record on revenue and

expenditures from the REGIS' surveys, and study of key documents to be provided

by the institution--e.g., the current catalog, any formal long-range plan, any
available relevant institutional studies appropriate for sharing, etc.

Reports to be Produced: Two basic reports from the case study activity
will be developed for delivery to the Department of Education. A first report

will consist of vignettes describing selected exemplary practices considered
particularly instructive, worthy of emulation, and transferable to other

'institutional settings. First drafts of each of these vignettes will be
provided to the sponsoring institution for review, augmentation, and approval

prior to delivery to the Department of Education. The final volume will be

produced in a manner suitable for wide distribution among current and prospective

Title III institutions.

The second report, to be drawn as a synthesis from the general experience

and findings from the individual case studies, will be an examination of the

general strategies that work, the factors that appear to be associated with
their success, and the procedural and policy implications for program and

institutional management. In this report, no specific institution will be
associated with a particular practice or finding.
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Brief Description of the Contracting Firms

The Research Triangle Institute is a private, not-for-profit contract

research organization located in North Carolina's Research Triangle.Park.
Created in 1958, it has operated as a separately-governed affiliate of the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke University, and North Carolina

State University. RTI conducts research programs under contract for a variety

of Federal, State, and private sector sponsors, in four areas: Chemistry and

Life Sciences; Energy, Engineering, and Environmental Sciences; the Statistical

Sciences; and the Social Sciences. The current activity is the responsibility

of the Center for Educational Research and Evaluation (CERE) in RTI's Social

Science group. Recent contracts relevant to the current inquiry include a

national evaluation of the Talent Search and Upward Bound programs; a process
evaluation of remedial programs in the University of North Carolina's constituent

institutions;'a study of the Veterans' Cost-of-Instruction Program; and (for

the Association of Governing Boards) a study of factors associated with effec-

tively-functioning governing boards of colleges and universities.

The Center for Systems and Program Development, Inc. (CSPD) is a Washington-

based minority - owned small business corporation incorporated in the State of

Maryland in 1975, offering research, technical, informational, and management

support services to government and private industry. Focusing on the social

sciences and related technology, CSPD provides services in five areas: research,

information transfer, analysis and evaluation, training and technical assistance,

and management and technical ,apport.

Additional Information May Be Obtained From:

RTI Project Director

Dr. Junius A. Davis
Research Triangle Institute
P.O. Box 12194
Research Triangle Park NC 27709
Phone: 919-541-6309

Project Coordinator for CSPD

Dr. William Ellis
Center for Systems and Program
Development, Inc.

1522 K Street, N.W., Suite 740
Washington, D.C. 20005
Phone: 202-289-5600

Technical Monitor for the Department of Education

Dr. Sal Corrallo
Office of Planning and Evaluation Service
Room 4122 FOB-6
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
Phone: 202-245-7884
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Worksheet for Nomination of Si nificant Developmental Activities!

(Name of Institution) (Name of Individual Coordinating
and Submitting Nominations)

(Title)

(Date)

This worksheet is for use in identifying developmental activities that are
believed to have contributed significantly to the development and fiscal
viability of your institution.

Developmental activities nominated should meet the following specifications,
in addition to having served (or currently serving) their special develop-
mental functions in a manner considered satisfactory or of special signif-
icance:

1. the activity is essentially developmental in nature--that is, its purpose
is to improve the fiscal viability and self-sufficiency of the institution
by direct or indirect means, such as increasing resources, improving
efficiency of operation, improving quality of educational program or
support services (particularly for students from low income backgrounds);

2. the activity is described by a formal plan prescribing purpose, general
nature of strategies, expected outcomes or changes, time lines for accom-
plishment, etc.;

the activity is assigned a discrete budget for its conduct;

4. the activity involves one or more faculty or staff; with a single individual
(or committee) designated as responsible for its management and conduct;

5. records of progress--in terms of milestones, accomplishments, outputs,
impact measures, or consequences--are maintained;

6. the activity has operated within the last six years,. although it may have
been initiated before that;

7 the activity is not restricted to funded "Title III Activities".

A minimum of two developmental activities should be nominated in each of the__following three areas: fiscal development and resource management; institu-
tional administration, organization, and management (other than fiscal); and
education program and support services. The nominations, with the brief
descriptive information noted, may be provided by telephone, letter, or nota-
tions on this worksheet, to the RTI project director named below. A postpaid
envelope is enclosed for your convenience. In order to begin the case study
Process, it is important that we receive your nominations within 10 days after
the date of the cover letter written to the institution's president.

Dr. J. A. Davis, Title III Study Project Director
Research Triangle Institute
P.O. Box 12194
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Phone: (919)541-6309
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Area A: Fiscal Development and Resource Management (e.g., strengthening
fund-raising capacity, improving cost effectiveness or efficiency, improving
fiscal management, etc.)

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed and/or impact:

Nom-2 449



Area B: Institutional Administration, Organization, and Management (Other
than Fiscal) (e.g., longlrange planning; management information systems;
planning, management, and evaluation; faculty or staff development; self-
study; general program management and control, etc.)

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4 Brief description.of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

Nom-3
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Area C: Education. Programs and Support Services (e.g., basic skills program,
curricular innovation, instructional methods and technology, academic program
development, counseling and guidance program, other student services, voca-
tional and technical training program, etc.)

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and/or impact:

1. Name of activity:

2. Period of operation:

3. Source(s) of support:

4. Brief description of focus, strategies employed, and /or impact:

Nom-4
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RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
OST OFFICE OX 12194
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK. NORTH CAROLINA 27709

CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Dr. Johi Doe, President.
Presidential Suite University
3 School Lane
Cornerstone Memorial Building
Title III, Maine 00010

Dear President Doe:

It was a pleasure to talk with you recently and to discuss the Phase II
SDIP activity evaluation which we are undertaking for the Department of Edu-
cation. We are most pleased that your institution will participate in this
important research effort. As noted in our conversation, either Roderick
Ironside, Lucia Ward, or I will be in touch with you and/or your designees
concerning details and arrangements for the activity case studies.

The forthcoming visit has as one prime focus ascertaining the impact of
Title III and other "soft" funds and activities on the fiscal status and
future fiscal viability of the institution.

Certain fiscal data of record in the files of the Department of Education
(e.g., from Title III program records, and from the annual Higher Education
General Information Surveys--HEGIS) are most relevant to the purposes of the
site visit. Many of these data for your institution have been extracted by
our project staff from REGIS or other Department of Eduation files, and will
be provided to the site visitors for review with appropriate members of your
staff during the forthcoming visit. This information (covering the fiscal
years ending 1977-80) will provide a common basis for the fiscal specialist's
discussions with the chief administrative officer, the chief fiscal officer,
the Title III coordinator, and others.

However, some additional information that would be most useful to both
parties is not readily or reliably available as yet in the ED records. This
information, also'identified on the attachment, is of three general kinds:

(1) Fiscal data for the fiscal year ending 1981 reported in the most
recent REGIS. These data may be easily assembled and entered on the
form by recourse to institutional copies of the REGIS submission in
fall 1981.

(2) Certain data of institutional record potentially available from
admissions and student financial aid officers.

(3) Particular information on the year-by-year allocation of Title III
grant funds to reported institutional revenue, and the portions
assigned or utilized those years to the various standard expenditure
categories. This is the information requested in Sections E and F
of the attached questionnaire.

(919) 541-6000 FROM RALEIGH, DURHAM
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Dr. John Doe
June 25, 1982
Page Two

It will facilitate efficiency during the visit, and certainly augment its
value for the institution and for the advisory discussion we would hope to
schedule with you at the end of the visit, if the requested data can be pre-
assembled by your fiscal affairs officer or under his or her direction, to be
ready for review and discussion with you and them when the site visitors
arrive. The enclosed questionnaire outlines the additional data needed that
we should like to examine with you at that time along with the data that we
will have preassembled for earlier years.

The data elements in the questionnaire are drawn from or modeled after a
recent and widely used self - analysis workbook published by the National Asso-
ciation of College and University Business Offiders (NACUBO). A copy of this
workbook, providing necessary definitions and illustrating and defining the
indices that can be derived, can be provided at your request.

While most of the data requested are similar to information routinely
provided to the Department:of Education, the case study groundrules-require
that RTI observe; any protective requirements governing the original files of

kinds of data No analyses of cpzciusions from these data identifying
a particular institution will :be:,released RTIotits consultants, to the
Department of :Education or any other seurcewithout prior review and approval
by the institUtioWs:chief SdministratiVeoffiter It should also be noted.:
that in our reports theHfOCUs::Will not be on evaluating any single institution
in these termst on determining and better, understanding tlaelrelationships '
between Title III : and'ether external investments by institutions` of higher
education in general and their impact on the fiscal viability of the insti-
tutions.

If you or your colleagues have any questions about the purposes, definition,
use, or prOvision'of the designated data of interest in the'YiscAl Questionnaire,
please call Meat your ea*lyconVenience (919541-6309).. AS indicated abeVe,,
it is important to the progress of the onsite analysis that data 'be entered
onto the form prior to the date of the visit if possible

We look forward to the opportunity of discussing these data with you, and
to your insights as to what constitutes effective developmental activity.
Thank you for your interest and assistance.

Enclosures:

4P'4.).1

Sincerely,

J. A. Davis
Senior Scientist and
SDIP Project Director



Institution:

Name of person responsible for
provision of data:

Date completed:

OMB Number 3086-0468
Approval Expires 1/1/83

FISCAL INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Authority for and Conditions of Data Collection

Information is requested on this form under the authority of the General
Education Provisions Act of 1974 (20 USC, 1226C), as a part of a contracted
study to determine the impact of developmental activities funded under Title III
HEA. Provision of the requested data is voluntary, and declining to respond
to certain questions will be respected without prejudice or penalty. No
institution will be associated by name with any particular datum on that
stitution in the final synthesis report to the Government, without the

,press prior written consent of the chief administrative officer of the
institution.

Purpose and Content of this Form

A central aspect of the current case studies of the impact of develop-
mental activities on colleges and universities will be an examination of
trends in revenue, expenditures, and other fiscal or fiscally relevant indices
over the last five years. Many of these indices have been selected from the
Financial Self-Assessment Workbook prepared by the National Association of
College and University Business Officers (NACUBO).

The contractor for this study, the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), has
assembled most of the data required from records at the U.S. Department of
Education covering the academic years from 1976-77 through 1979-80 (repre-
senting Fiscal Years ending 1977, 78, 79, 80). Some displays of these data
for your institution will be provided to the chief administrative and fiscal
officers at the time of the site visits, and used as a basis for the discus-
sions then along with the data asked for in this instrument.

Completion of this Questionnaire

The completed questionnaire should be held by the chief administrative
Officer or the chief fiscal officer, for direct use in the visit (with the
fiscal specialist), unless the completed form can be returned by mail at least
two weeks prior to the site-visit date established for yoUr institution. The
mail address for return of the questionnaire is:. Research Triangle Institute
(Attn.: Dr. J. A. Davis), P.O: Box 12194, Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27709

ED 875 (4/82
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Fiscal Information Questionnaire

Specific Procedures for Parts I and II

Part I involves data of record your institution reported, for Fiscal Year
ending 1981, in the most recent Higher Education General Information Survey
(HEGIS) (Part A and B of NCES Form 2300-4, "Financial Statistics of Institutions
of Higher Education for Fiscal Year ending 1981"), but which have not yet been
assembled by the National Center for Education Statistics and become available
to other Federal sources.

Part I may be completed by entering the requested information from insti-
tutional file copies of the FY 1981 HEGIS report, or by inserting a xerox copy
of the relevant pages from your copies of the HEGIS forms.

Part I involves data in the following areas:

A. Current funds revenues,. fiscal year ending.1981
B. Expenditures and transfers, fiscal year ending 1981
C. Endowment value, fiscal year ending 1981
D. Number of fulltime faculty and FTE students, fall 1981

Part II consists of data that are probably routinely available from
various campus sources. This involves:

A. Tuition and fee rates, academic years 1976-77 through 1980-81
B. (Selected) balance sheet items, fiscal year ending 1981
C. Numbers of applications, acceptances, and admissions of new students,

academic years 1976-77 through 1980-81
D. State and Federal financial aid, academic years 1976-77 through

1980-81
E. Title III revenues, fiscal years ending 1977 through 1981
F. Title III expenditures, fiscal years ending 1977 through 1981

Information in categories A and B of Part II should be routinely available
in your fiscal affairs office. Information in Categories C and D of Part II
may be most readily available in, respectively, your admissions and student
financial aid offices or their annual reports. All of the foregoing categories
of information may already be assembled if your fiscal affairs office has
followed the self-study activity outlined in the NACUBO Financial Self-Assessment
Workbook, which provides definitions and illustrates uses that can be made of
these data; an information copy of this workbook can be provided upon request
to the RTI project director.

The last two information categories in Part II (E and F) will involve
annual revenue and expenditures records on Title III (Higher Education Act)
grant funds your institution has received from 1976-77 to the present.

We request that the fiscal information be assembled prior to the forth-
coming site visit, for mutual examination and discussion at that time
Questions, or problems may be addressed to the Title III Study Project
Director at RTI, Dr. J. A. Davis, who may be contacted at (919)541-6309.
Any data items not readily available or considered sensitive may, of
.course,.be omitted.
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Part I: Data from 1980-81 HEGIS Forms

A. Revenues for FY ending 1981 from Statement of Revenues and Expenditures,
as reported by the institution in the most recent Higher Education General
Information Survey, "Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher
Education for Fiscal Year Ending 1981" (NCES Form 2300-4, Part A).

SOurce
Line
No.

Revenue,
FY Ending 1981

TUITION AND FEES 1

GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS

FEDERAL TOTAL

through state
channels-*.$

STATE

LOCAL

GOVERNMENT GRANTS & CONTRACTS

FEDERAL Unrestricted

Restricted 6

STATE
Unrestricted 7

Restricted 8

LOCAL
Unrestricted 9

Restricted 10

PRIVATE GIFTS,
GRANTS AND
CONTRACTS

Unrestricted 11

Restricted 12

ENDOWMENT
INCOME

Unrestricted 13

Restricted 14

SALES AND SERVICES OF
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 15

SALES AND SERVICES OF
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES: 16

SALES AND SERVICES OF
HOSPITALS 17

OTHER SOURCES 18

INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS 19

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS
REVENUES (sum of lines
1 throUgh 19) : 20

3
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B. Expenditures and transfers for FY ending 1981 from Statement of Revenues
and Expenditures, as reported by the institution in the most recent Higher

Education General Information Survey, "Financial Statistics of Institutions

of Higher Education, Fiscal Year Ending 1981" (NCES Form 2300-4, Part B).

...

EDL,ITIOAL AND

Line
No.

Expenditures,
1., _aiding ""1

GENERAL

INSTRUCTION

RESEARCH 2

--__L__

PUBLIC SERVICE 3

SUPPORT ----is- 4ACADEMIC

includes
libraries of 5

STUDENT SERVICES

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
OF PLANT

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS

AWARDS FROM UNRESTRICTED
FUNDS

AWARDS FROM RESTRICTED
FUNDS 10

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL
MANDATORY TRANSFERS 11

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY
TRANSFERS (sum of Lines 1
tN:Imph 4, and lines 6

41,61 11) 12

AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
Includes man-
datory trans-
fers of ---o

14

13

16HOSPITALS
Indludes man-
datory trans-
fers of Iwo- 15

INDEPENDENT
18OPERATIONS

Inc'udes man-
latory trans-
fers of---4"-* 17 $

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY
TRANSFERS (sum of lines 12,
14, 16, and 18) 19 $



C. Endowment Value

1. Endowment (including quasi)
market value at end of fiscal
year 1981 (from NCES Form
2300-4, Part E, Item 2(2) ($000)

D. Number of Fulltime Faculty and FTE Students, Fall 1981

From the fall 1981 IEGIZi report data ple4-2

1. Number of full -time faculty in fall 1981
(from NCES Form 2300-3, Part 1, Sections A
and B)

2. FTE students (fall) as reported on
1981 REGIS (NCES Form 2300-2.3)
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Part II: Data of Record

A. Tuition and fee rate per year for a full-time undergraduate student

From regular charges.then in effect, please provide the standard tuition
and fee rate per year, as the institution calculates it, for a full-time
undergraduate student for the academic years shown.

1. Tuition and fee rate per
year for a full-time
in-state student ($000)

2. Tuition and fee rate
per year for a full-time
out-of-state student
($000)

Academic Year

1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

$ $ $

$ $

B. Balance Sheet Items

For the fiscal years indicated, provide:

Category

1. Unrestricted current
fund assets ($000) $ $

2. Student accounts
receivable at end of
fiscal year (not
including credit
balances or advance
billings) ($000) $ $ $ $ $

3. Uncollectable student
accounts written off
in fiscal year ($000)

4. Unrestricted current
fund liabilities ($000)

5 Unrestricted current
fund balance (should
equal item B.1 minus
item B.4) ($000)

6. Estimate of
quasi-endowment
market value ($000) $

Fiscal Year Ending

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

$ $

$ $

$

$ $ $

6



C. Numbers of Applications, Acceptances, and Admissions of New Students.
Please provide, if possible, from records maintained by the Admissions
Office, the numbers of applicants or students in the categories shown.

Numbers Academic Year

Category 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

1. Inquiries (bona fide,
not from purchased lists)

2. Freshmen applications

3. Transfer applications

4. Acceptances of freshmen
and transfer applicants

5. New students (freshmen
and transfers)
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D. State and Federal Financial Aid (from financial aid office reports)

Amounts, Academic Year

Category 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81

1. Amount of BEOGs not
included in items 9
through 11, Category I-B
of this report ($000)

2. State student aid not
included in items 9
through 11, Category I-B
of this report ($000)

3. Federal work-study. not
included in items 9
through 11, Category I-B
.f this report ($000)

4. Other government student
aid not included in items
9 through 11, Category I-B
of this report ($000) $

5. All Ipvernment.student
aid not included in
revenues (add items D.1
through D.4 above )
($000)

E. Title III Revenues

Fiscal Year Ending

(Academic year

1. Title III
awards made to
institution, by
fiscal year
(from Dept. of
Ed. records)

2. Amount of
Title III
funds repre-
sented in
current funds
revenue for
year indicated

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

1976-77 1977-7C 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82)

(Projected)

(Projected)

$ $ $ $



Appendix D-4

Essential Questions Included on the Several
Site Visitor Reporting Forms

A. Narrative Report on Individual Activity
B. Fiscal Specialist's Summary Report
C. Management Specialist's Summary Report
D. Program Specialist's Summary Report



Summary of Content of Narrative Report on Individual Activity

1. Origin. What was the origin of the developmental activity? What
needs or other dynamics prompted the decision to proceed and the
investments made? How were such needs determined? Who (by position)
were the prime movers in creating the activity as a solution to an
identified need?

2. Objectives. What were the objectives and desired outcomes, from a
development point of view? What time period was projected for
accomplishment?

3. Strategies. What were the essential strategies proposed and then
actually employed in attaining the objectives? (e.g., "students and
faculty will serve as recruiters... in order to reverse a trend of
declining enrollment").

4. Inputs. What inputs were (are) involved? (e.g., budget, staff,
materials, other resources, outside assistance, students, equipment,
facilities, volunteers).

5. Plausibility. How plausible (logical) are the propositions that
given the objectives and inputs, the employed strategies will yield
the desired outcomes? Would (could) the strategies and the total
activity reasonably ameliorate the need/problem that led to setting
up the activity?

6. Monitoring and Evaluation. What methods of monitoring and evaluation
are used? Have these led to revisions in objectives, strategies, or
inputs during the life of the activity? What were the revisions?

7. Context. What factors in the institutional climate and context
either facilitated or hampered the implementation of the strategies,
or modified the general operational plan for the activity?

8. Impact. What are the impacts and the evidences therefor? Are the
objectives being achieved? Where do they fit into, or what do they
contribute to, institutional development and/or viability?

9. Consequences. What are the broader consequences (positive, negative,
long-term, short-term, minor, major) of this developmental activity
in terms of institutional development and/or viability? How has the
institution changed as a result of this activity?

10. Future prospects. What is the long-term outlook for the activity?
For the institution as a function of this particular activity? How
important is this activity, no matter how funded? What is its
long-term significance? What is involved in continuing the activity,
and has it been (or will it be) absorbed by the institution? What
are the future plans?

RTI HEA/Title III Study
October, 1982



Summary of Content of Fiscal Specialist's Summary Report

1. What is the institution's current fiscal condition, in terms of
revenue and revenue mix? Resources and resource mix? Expenditures
and expenditure mix? Current risk position? (This is to be drawn
primarily from HEGIS data entered onto the Fiscal Worksheet and the
Fiscal Questionnaire).

2. What are the trends in fiscal condition? Is the institution cognizant
of these trends? What does the institution project for the future?
Is this projection reasonable?

3. What internal and external factors appear to affect fiscal condition?

4. What has been and is the role and weight of external support in
general? What is it likely to be in the future?

5. What additional practices and changes in the fiscal domain are
needed here or would advance institutional development?

6. What is the budget formulation process? How are initial budgets
generated? Who inputs? Reviews? How are final decisions made?

7. To what extent is fiscal management,as practiced at the insti-
tution, in a proactive vs. reactive mode with regard to development?

8. What fiscal considerations, if any, prompted the recourse to Title III
funds or other soft money over the past six years?

9. What soft money operations are now going on? What is the institution
contributing? What is the future prospect?

10. What uses have been made of (and benefits received from) consortium
membership and activity (Title III consortia or others)?

11. What is the role of any institutional foundation or of investment
procedures and receipts in general? To what needs are such realized
funds addressed?
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Summary of Content of Management Specialist's Summary Report

1. What is the process by which the institution defines needs?
Development goals? Assigns priorties? Resolves conflicts? Who are
the controllers of development?

2. What are the salient features of the institutional climate that
affect general condition as well as development? How do these
contextual features affect developmental priorities and practices?

3. What is the institution's philosophy of development? To what extent
does it rely on fiscal, management, or programmatic activity?

4. What programs/units/activities of the institution are expanding,
what declining, what relatively stable? How does the institution
rati3nalize these changes or stabilities?

5. What developmental efforts have been tried but abandoned over the
years? What led to these decisions?

6. What is the institution's current condition in terms of programs and
program quality? What is the fit between mission, student markets,
and program?

7. What are the trends in condition in these terms? What is improving,
what declining, and why? What is the institution's recognition of,
and response to, these trends? What do they project for the future?

8. What is the history of Title III and similar external support at the
institution vis -a -vis administration and management? What fiscal
considerations, if any, prompted these activities? What are the
trends in the application of this support? What of enduring value
has the institution gotten from Title III?

9. What is the general administration's view of the role of external
support in general, and of Title III in particular?

10. What additional constructive steps (in this domain) are being con-
sidered or being planned? What additional steps are needed?

11. What evidences are there that any prior developmental activities
supported by ou':.side funding in the last five years have resulted in
programs or activities that are now integrated into the regular
budget and program?

12. What negative consequences of any developmental activities in.the
last five years are apparent, and how did these come about?

13. What additional constructive developmental steps (in this domain)
are being considered or being planned? What additional steps are
needed?
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Summary of Content of Program Specialist's Summary Report

1. What has been the progression in major program development efforts
over the last five years? The range of such efforts?

2. Who initiated these efforts?

3. What is the interrelationship among these efforts, if any?

4. What does the history of program developmental activity reveal as to
the impact of historical mission of the institution, develoraental
philosophy, role of various actors (faculty, administrati,an, board),
organizational structure, and market factors (including Title III
availability) on the institution's philosophy and practice of devel-
opment in the program area?

5. How are program area needs assessed? Who is responsible? Who
cooperates?

6. What is the role of the Title III Coordinator?

7. What does the Title III coordinator perceive to be the internal
facilitating forces and barriers to development in general and
program area in particular?

8. What activities in the last six years were proposed for Title III
support but not funded? What happened with the proposed activities?

9. What program development activities have been tried but abandoned or
revised significantly?

10. What lessons have been learned by the operation and impact of the
program developmental activities? Who has learned these lessons,
and what does this promise for future developmental effort?

11. What are the prospects for long -term operation of current develop-
mental activities? What are the critical factors or challenges?

12. What are the priorities for further program development at this
time? Who is setting them?

13. How are budgets set for developmental program activities? What is
the institution contributing?

14. What have been the most effective or far-reaching impacts of program
development? What changes have occurred? How has the institutions
(broadly) benefitted?

15. What role has Title III intent (as perceived by the institution)
played in the program development of the institution? What problems
has it created? How would responsible institutional officials like
to see the Title III program changed?
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